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LAND OF DROWNED RIVERS
1975 > 78

Some die, some simmer and some burn.  Many twirl and whirl around
others in great gatherings. Sometimes they collide with one another but
mostly they are very far apart. All are rushing headlong outward and
away from where they came. The ones that you can see are usually
white. Among their numbers there is one, perhaps only one, that is
usually blue but from time to time it turns white. What makes it blue is
water, and what makes it white is ice. While it turns from blue to white
it is often blanketed with clouds and snow, and while it turns from
white to blue there is a lot of water running from the ice. For a while
great rivers of water gush from the ice, so great that seas are formed
and it is seas that make this peculiar little planet blue.

Recently, say from about twenty to about ten thousand years ago
while the water planet was turning from white to blue again, one such
river was the largest fresh water discharge in known geologic history,
some five times the volume of today’s Amazon. Called the
Susquehanna, it gushed from a mantle of melting ice some three miles
thick, and that ice contained cubic miles of grit scoured from the
northern land over which it had advanced. All of this grit was flushed
seaward out past where Baltimore, Washington and Richmond now
reside. The main gush of the Susquehanna dumped enough stuff in the
ocean to create today’s Delmarva Peninsula, and it is that peninsula
which shoulders the Atlantic eastward just enough to permit the
existence of Chesapeake Bay.

This Bay is said inaccurately to be the largest estuary in the world
but is arguably the loveliest and richest. It is really a shallow channel,
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200 miles long and up to 30 miles wide, that was washed out by the last
of the glacial runoff.

Besides the Susquehanna this enormous release of melt water also
helped to carve the valleys of other Chesapeake tributaries, the
Potomac, Rappahannock, York and James plus a great many lesser
streams. At length all would be deprived of glacial runoff to become
relatively minor watercourses running in oversize beds awaiting the
meltdown of yet another miles-thick mantle of ice that is sure to come
in distant time.

While they wait the very slab of Earth’s rusty crust in which these
outsized valleys are inscribed has moved. Such slabs, or “tectonic
plates” are known to slide and collide, dive one beneath the other, drift
apart or simply rise or fall; this one sort of slumped. Indeed it subsided
– is still subsiding – enough to invite the sea, with its tidal rhythm and
saline brew, to back flood into all the old watercourses. This created the
maze of brackish “drowned river valleys” that now comprise the
southern Chesapeake region known as The Tidewater. It was near the
head of a drowned Tidewater river, in July of 1975, that my family and I
anchored our SCRIMSHAW.

Spindrift….
After the conclusion of Volume One of this reminiscent ramble, we
sailed our homemade trimaran up the Coast of Yucatan, crossed the
Gulf of Mexico at its mouth and, after being away for three and a half
years, arrived back in the United States at Key West, Florida. It was
spring 1975. We followed the Intra-Coastal Waterway north to the
Chesapeake. All along the way we were like the bowl weevil, “… Just
lookin’ for a home,” and everywhere we looked we felt like strangers in
our own cotton field.

Our first cross-cultural jolt was Miami, its share of the Waterway
squeezed between the walls of endless hotels, condos and glitz.  Then
came Fort Lauderdale’s square miles of marinas crammed with idle
boats. We had come from territory where everything that floated, even
with continual bailing, was in constant service. But here in America
were these huge flooded parking lots dedicated to storing, for the most
part, what impressed me then as wasted wealth. We were jolted by the
prices and the pace, and everything seemed phony. Something similar
had happened at the beginning of the trip when we sailed from
California into Mexican ports – everything seemed so authentic and
close to the bone – so we should have expected the reverse when
coming home.

Continuing up the eastern seaboard we were oftentimes impressed
by the wildness of the Intracoastal Waterway. As it led through miles of
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swamp and unpopulated savanna land in Georgia and The Carolinas, it
seemed at times that Columbus had never come. This suddenly
emerged into Hampton Roads, “the world’s greatest harbor,” its shores
lined with the several cities of the Norfolk complex interspersed with
the air bases, forts and shipyards of the largest concentration of
military might in the world. Most astonishing as seen close hand from
the Waterway was “Battleship Row,” the miles of naval weaponry that
comprises the Atlantic Fleet. We sailed literally within a stone’s throw
of the mothballed SS United States, and passed almost underneath the
flight decks of five aircraft carriers. (Private boats can’t get that close
today.)

Then, just as suddenly, we sailed into high summer in the southern
Chesapeake where it was clear that Columbus had come and gone and
left some semblance of Colonial America still present in his wake.

While looking for a place to live Jo Anna and I agreed we wanted a
cat and a dog, a piano and a garden, and maybe a workshop for we
knew we needed to go back to some kind of work. Of course we wished
for pleasant surroundings, and assumed we would locate somewhere
near the water, but aside from that we had little idea of where we were
going or staying.  But it was July, we were hot and tired, and it was time
to pick any cotton bowl we could find.

As it happened, we fell into one because of SCRIMSHAW.  It was
like that old John Wayne movie where the Duke and his band of
renegades, after riding hard to escape the pursuing posse, finally stop
when their leader, exhausted in the saddle, falls face down into the
dust, looks up at his companions and groans, “We camp here.”

While coming up the coast we had occasion to correspond with a
fellow boat designer, Mr. Tom Colvin, who lived in the Southern
Chesapeake. We visited with Tom and his family on the shores of
Mobjack Bay, an appendage of the southwestern Chesapeake, and
Tom’s wife Jean knew of a place for rent nearby. We went to look, and
found the property contained a rental house, a separate shack suitable
for an office, and a ramshackle dock. There was also a large tin shed,
actually a disused chicken house/egg factory, which we could use as a
boat shop. We arranged to rent the whole seven-acre spread for very
little compared to anything on the water in California, and moved
ashore.

That wasn’t easy, for we learned that living on land is by far more
consumptive of money and materials than living aboard. Like divorced
newlyweds who had been taken to the cleaners in court by our X’s for
everything but our kids, we had nothing in the way of household goods
more than what was on the boat. We bought an old hog station wagon
and made everyday trips to second hand stores to purchase wagonloads
of used furniture, and then to the Dollar Store for another car full of
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somehow-necessary plastic schlock. We signed up the kids for school,
acquired a postal address and a telephone, tested the water, chopped
firewood for the coming of a kind of winter we had never known
together, and struggled with “reverse culture shock,” that challenge of
returning to one’s homeland to feel like a tolerated guest.

Actually our neighbors were very accepting of us, and we soon
found that Virginia was a lovely foreign land where sometimes we could
understand the language. The local lingo was a charming old English
spoken as with marbles in the mouth, and of course the locals thought
we had lost ours. Most of the families had lived in the area for
generations and were baffled by the idea that we had arrived in a three-
hulled sailboat from California. They had no notion of how we could
live and travel for years in the weird little boat I had built in our back
yard on the shores of another ocean, “How’n haill d ja git here?
Through Texas?!”

Living on the east coast was downright disorienting. The sun goes
down over the land instead of setting in the sea, and what’s more the
prevailing wind blows up the coast instead of down. Even after three
years in the tropics we found Virginia’s humid summer heat to be
dreadful, at least as oppressive as coastal Ecuador.  The boys started
school but for a variety of reasons that didn’t work at all.

Nothing If You’re White….
Steven, 16, and Russell, 14, had been out of school for three years. We
had tried home schooling on board SCRIMSHAW with limited success.
Jo Anna, who had been a very successful teacher of kids their age,
found a new ingredient in her floating classroom; it was sibling rivalry.
The boys were often at each other’s throats and study time proved to be
not just a giant interruption from other activities such as fishing,
surfing, snorkeling and hanging out with local kids or other yachties, it
was also the perfect time for the boys to  distract one another with
insults and worse. So we had put the books away and I said, “Okay you
guys, we’re going to go back to the States and put you back in school.”

I’ve often thought that it was my treatment of school as punishment
that began the demise of our son’s formal education. On the voyage
they had been going through books like popcorn, and they read
everything, many of the books being traded for with other yachts. They
had learned a fair bit of geography and navigation, were speaking
Spanish, and had become rather street smart in some squalid streets,
but when it came time for them to enter school in rural Tidewater
Virginia we expected they would be seriously challenged and so placed
them a year behind their age group… another bad mistake. As it turned
out they were way ahead – in some respects -- of their classmates and
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they also suffered the stigma of being older and perhaps more
cosmopolitan. None of these differences, however, were as difficult for
them as the mere fact that they were “different.”  They were “come
heres,” shared little in common interests with their peers, and most of
all they had spent a lot of time with people of color during a very
formative period of their lives. Now they were dropped into the
American South. The local black population was about twenty-five
percent, and it seemed to me and Jo Anna that the black-white
relations were better than in California, but when Steve and Russ made
friendly overtures to the black kids in school some of the white kids
pegged them as … well, they just didn’t understand. Of course this
influenced their social activities. By their second year Russell had
learned to hate riding the school bus, presumably because of the
derision he received there, and took to riding his bike nine miles to
school. When that became tedious he started hitch hiking, and was one
day picked up by a young black man driving a pickup truck. While
riding along they asked about each other, and Russ explained he was
new to the area and asked, “What is there to do around here.”

The driver thought for a moment and replied, “Nothin’ if you’re
white.”

Cruising The Freeze….
In the summer of 1976, a year after our arrival in Virginia, we sailed
SCRIMSHAW to New York to see the tall ships in the bicentennial
celebration there. We went on to New England, and during a stop on
Cape Cod Steven made friends with a boy his age, and they became
such co-conspirators that the boy’s parents asked Steven to stay with
their family and attend school in Massachusetts. This worked well for
much of that school year until the school district came to us for
astronomical tuition, which we could not pay, and Steve was obliged to
return home to contend with his brother and our local school.

Russell was having no scholastic difficulty but he complained
bitterly of going to school and was getting into trouble there. He had
always been an ebullient guy with love and joy often pouring out of him.
Now he became angry and hangdog. He slept in separate quarters over
the garage, a makeshift room that had a low, gabled roof. One morning
when I called to wake him for breakfast and school he reacted on
impulse by springing feet first up from his bed to kick a hole in the
drywall ceiling. Finally I got the picture; we had a problem.

Steven was attending our local high school but was neither
challenged nor stimulated by the experience. In both cases I suspect the
problem lay not so much with the schools but with the special situation
created by our sons’ travel experiences in SCRIMSHAW. Steven

www.OutRig.org
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described returning to shoreside life as “a monumental anti climax.”
When I asked him to explain why he replied, “Well Dad, if I was to
really try to belong in my class, to make friends and do things with
them, you know what would be the most exciting thing we could do?
We could all get in cars and hang out in the parking lot of the Tasty
Freeze. They call it ‘cruising the freeze.’”

Both of the boys took to spending a lot of time in our boat shop.
Steven was helping with prototyping work on what would become the
Constant Camber boatbuilding method, and Russell began to
experiment with the so-called proa configuration. The strangest of
multihulls the proa has two unequal hulls, one much larger than the
other and it does not tack through the wind like a normal sailboat but
instead “shunts” to sail alternately with either end forward; it goes both
frontward and backward but in truth has no stern. He understood the
concept long before I did, and years later Steven and I would discover it
at its Stone Age source in the Pacific Islands, but for now Russell was
started on his considerable quest to develop the ancient Pacific proa
into a modern yacht type. His first efforts were minimal and crude, and
I frankly did not understand his motivation but the project was keeping
him sane.

Steven continued going to school reluctantly and helped in the shop
but the mood and conduct of both of our sons was becoming rather
problematic. They were taking part time jobs whenever possible, trying
their best to finance their hobbies and break out of adolescence, but
living with their unhappiness was wearing hard on us all. Jo Anna and I
truly agonized over what we had done, or failed to do, for our offspring.
Furthermore, what had we done to ourselves? One thing was clear; we
had all jumped from the frying pan of 1960s California counterculture
into the cross-cultural embers of “The Real World.” Now we had
hopped with smoking feet back into the frying pan and found it in a
different kitchen on another stove.

Finally we had a family discussion on the issues of work versus
school , and I offered the boys three alternatives: “You guys are either
going to go to school full time, or you’re going to go to work full time, or
else you’re not going to live at home.” I figured this ultimatum would
resolve the work/school issue and I gave them some time to decide
which.

Late on a hot summer night in 1977 I went out to the shop to call
Russell in from working on his proa.  As I approached the open door I
heard him whistling while he worked and this pleased me. From my
position in the dark outside I watched him mixing little batches of
epoxy and scooting around the boat on his skateboard to daub the
mixture into various gaps and stress points in the structure. What
happened then remains among the strongest of the “phantom visions”
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resulting from my partial blindness nowadays. As explained in Volume
One, these visions play only with eyes closed, and they seem to happen
in the present tense. They are like seeing one’s memories except the
see-er sometimes sees himself within the scene:

The man is walking in, chuckling at the boy’s boatbuilding antics, and
he leans on the gunwale of the boy’s main hull, looking in approvingly.
It is thirty feet long but only two feet wide at the waterline, one of the
most extremely narrow hull forms he has ever seen. It is slapped
together out of plywood and stringers in a way that only a sixteen year-
old boy could build something at rock bottom cost except for the epoxy,
the only component his parents have provided. Hoping to encourage
him in his audacious undertaking the man says, “Gee, Russ, you’re
going to have some room for over-nighting in this thing.”

“Yeah, Dad,” he responds enthusiastically.” Putting down his work
he reaches into the minimal space, pointing with sweeping gestures and
says, “My bunk is going to be right here,” (there is barely width for his
feet at one end and his shoulders at the other) and my tools can go
under here where the weight will help, and the water tank will be under
there and a little galley counter goes there – it will double for the chart
table – and the bucket head will be kept there…”

The man stares upward as if startled, covers his eyes with one hand,
then looks at the boy and says, “Mmmm, oh yeah. Pretty good Russ.
You’ve really thought about this boat. Uh, I had no idea.  But it’s getting
late. Better wrap it up for tonight.”

I stumble back to the house and exclaim to Jo Anna, “Holy Jesus!
That kid is going to take off in that thing.”

 “What do you mean, take off?” she says, coming to attention.
“In that crazy thing he’s building out there! He’s building that boat

to take off in it. I mean… to leave home!”
“Oh come on.  “He can’t take off at sixteen… You mean… In that

boat?  By himself? He can’t do that!”
“Well that’s just what he’s building it for.” I snort. “I just figured it

out, dumb me.   And I don’t know how we can stop him.”
“Sure you do. You can cut the thing in half with a chain saw, that’s

how you can stop him! He can’t do that.”
“Now wait a minute, you can cut it in half if you want, but it’s his

brainchild, his pride and joy. It would drive him away for sure and we
might never see him again.”

We had been trapped by our own cunning.  Soon it was revealed that
our sons had decided to resolve the school versus work issue by taking
my third alternative; they would not live at home. To make a long and
difficult story very short, they each built their own multihull boats and
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sailed away. Russell left in his developmental proa JZERO at sixteen,
Steven in his nifty little trimaran MOKSA at nineteen. Of course Jo
Anna and I had some late-night, no-B.S. skull sessions on how to
manage this dilemma, and with time we agreed that we must help them
to accomplish their intentions. Clearly they were going to leave one way
or another, and we concluded that at least this was better than their
leaving on foot or in cars (they were never interested in cars). With
their own boats they would always have a place to live and a way to
travel the coasts without needing much money. Their departure left us
– in our mid forties – asking each other, “Is that all there is to the
circus?”

More Than One Hull?....
Perhaps because my boats and my clientele were not yachty but instead
focused on “seasteading,” and also because we had lived for a while
with some degree of Third World urgency, ordinary pleasure boating
now seemed frivolous. Nevertheless we were faced with ordinary
economic necessity, and we had settled in a depressed area where the
best way for me to find a job was to make my own as usual. The yacht
design business that we had developed in California during the sixties
had been left in capable hands and had sustained us admirably on our
three year sabbatical, and I reasoned that the Chesapeake, with all its
shallow water, was going to be absolute paradise for the shoal draft of
multihulls. We could explore so much more of the Bay and its
tributaries than could the usual deep-keeled monohull sailboats.
Furthermore it was all protected water, almost totally absent of ocean
swells and real storm waves. The main constraint on multihull
acceptance had always been the possibility of capsize – turning turtle –
and the prospect of this in the Chesapeake was almost nil. I thought
that a little judicious promotion and a year of demonstrations would
reestablish our business in a portentous marketplace, but now as we
struggled to get going again we found that we were going head-to-head
against a deep-seated cultural conservatism. I should have been
prepared for this because I had been raised in and around New York
City, gone to an eastern preparatory school and an Ivy League college.
My father had been from Vermont, and I knew all about the eastern
predisposition, which may have been why I fled to California. Now we
were living not only in the East but also in the South. Multihull boats
had been controversial even in California but the freethink and foment
of the sixties had allowed them to attract a vibrant following there and
elsewhere. Here they were downright anti-yachts and their devotees
sailed on the lunatic fringe. Annapolis, Maryland, a once-quaint port on
the Chesapeake, now rivaled Newport, Rhode Island as the seat of
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American yachting, and both had a long and illustrious nautical
heritage that sustained a traditional preconception of what a boat
should look like. That image did not include more than one hull. Unlike
our reception in Central and South America where SCRIMSHAW was
described as “un concepto muy brilliante,” everywhere we went in the
northeast our boat and her crew were often regarded as deviants. In
addition those who followed my designs may have felt abandoned by
our long absence and our failure to return to the west coast.

Jo Anna saw the writing on the wall and decided to return to her
premarital teaching profession, but now she wanted to teach kids with
learning disabilities which required that she earn her master’s degree in
Special Education. She went back to school in Williamsburg, a one-hour
commute from home, and I lost my free secretary. She had literally
built our business (all I did was create the product) and we had taken it
to bed with us for fifteen years even while traveling. With her gone I
confess to feeling quite adrift and my passion for marine design waned.
We had to hire office help, and together with our rent on the property
we were struggling financially. With the help of design partner John
Marples we came out with a new 34-foot trimaran design, the
Searunner 34. It was easily the best of the now five-boat Searunner
design series that had been our “cash bull,” but plans sales were thin.
Just as it looked as if I was going back to sanding boat bottoms for a
living, we lucked-out with some innovative work for our boat shop, and
Jo Anna was able to continue with her schooling, a move that surely
saved us later. For now, we needed a place of our own.

Here When You’re Gone….
With the boys away we no longer needed a three-bedroom rental house,
and Jo Anna began to push for property ownership. I had no hope at all
of finding a place we could afford but we looked around the
neighboring counties and finally realized we were already sitting on just
what we wanted; the chicken house! It was located on a long point with
a marshy shore, and the property was punctuated by a giant red oak
tree. It was perhaps the nicest home site on our river because it had
water close by on three sides. We had always marveled at the judgment
of the old farmer who had put six thousand birds in a windowless shed
on such a site, but we began to have long term dreams of tearing down
the shed and building ourselves a “shore ‘nuff house.”

The owners of the property, a Nazarene pastor named Galen
Lemmon and his wife Joyce, kindly agreed to sell us the fat acre of their
land on which the 32 by 80-foot clear span shed was located. But we
had literally no money to invest. Their price was very high for the time
but we told them that if we could arrange for credit, we would assume
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the $23,500 debt because, as Pastor Galen explained, “You know Jim,
the Lord stopped making waterfront a long time ago.”

Actually the Lord has been un-making waterfront in the area for a
few thousand years. Not only is the land still subsiding geologically, but
the cultivated fields are slowly slinking into the rivers. As we embarked
on our first efforts to become owners of this property, I asked the
county agricultural agent, the late Mr. Gene Dinwidy, to come by and
have a look at our tree. It was a giant red oak in advanced maturity that
dominated the point and was the central fixture on the place. One could
barely reach half way around its trunk, and its “drip line,” as he called
the outer limits of its branches, was eighty five feet in diameter. I was
anxious to know how long he thought it would continue to thrive. He
took a long look around it, mumbling to himself, walked way back to
examine its hemispherical crown, and returned to pat me on the back
and say, “I betcha its here when you’re gone.” (From that day onward,
that tree and I had a race to see who would outlive the other, a contest I
always hoped to lose. Sadly, I did not.)

I also asked Gene why the river had such soft mud in its bottom,
“black snow” or “pluff mud” as it is locally known. He hesitated but
finally replied, “I’m not supposed to say this, but it’s because of
agriculture. This area was logged off in colonial times for shipbuilding
timber, and with the big trees gone the land was cleared for planting.
The plowing was done with a mule pulling a single plowshare so the
impact wasn’t bad. Now the land has been exhausted but it responds
fairly well to what we call modern farming methods. We have to soup
up the soil by adding lots of lime and fertilizer plus insecticides,
herbicides and fungicides, and we grow either feed corn or soy beans as
monoculture. But here’s the thing, we have cutworms, they’re big fat
grubs that snip off seedlings right at the ground, and the cheapest way
to control them is by tilling. We not only plow the ground with big
tractors, we then come through with giant tillers that chop up the
cutworms and pulverize the soil (a practice since replaced by “no-till”
agriculture and more insecticides). When it rains, the tiny particles in
our scant six inches of topsoil tend to percolate down to the layer of clay
that underlies much of this territory. It can’t penetrate the clay so it
runs slowly sideways into the rivers. This all goes on underneath the
topsoil so you can’t see it happening. But that’s where pluff mud comes
from, right out of the farmer’s fields.”

Despite this sinking trend, after spending a couple of years in the
area we found it to be very beautiful. Compared to our years in central
California and Meso-America it was thrilling to have seasons again. We
found the summer’s humid heat and the winter’s icy winds to be rather
extreme, but in time we learned that you get something for those
extremes, like the resignation of autumn and the exuberance of spring.
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The vistas were not spectacular like in the parts of California where we
had lived, but The Tidewater had a smooth, relaxing loveliness. The
gardening was great, our pets could run loose and we could sail all year
long.

I put together a little presentation of our books, our boats and our
travels, and with fingers crossed I went down to the bank.  To our great
good fortune, the local banker, Mr. Ed German, was unreasonably
trusting. He arranged for us to acquire the property with no money
down! He loaned us the down payment against the value of our boat
(which he did not realize was worth next to nothing for a trimaran in
Virginia at the time) and he financed the rest against the value of the
land. Relative to the bankers in California his fiscal generosity
flabbergasted us, so we bit the twenty-year mortgage bullet.

The balance of this ramble will relate something of how our lives,
and the lives of our friends, clients and colleagues, were shaped in those
twenty years (1977 to 97)… Shaped, that is, by the ongoing advent of the
modern multihull. The story takes us to four continents and several
islands, we meet with a world of working watermen, and we continue
traveling in SCRIMSHAW now and then.
The Epilog herewith attempts to bring our story current to its
publication in 2011, and to explain how incidents in both volumes have
informed “the writer’s world view.”

As seen from where? Well, we still look out upon The Land of
Drowned Rivers to watch SCRIMSHAW swinging on her mooring like
a mobile framed within the windows of our home. These are windows
long since cut through the old tin walls of – you guessed it – the
chicken house. The chickens wouldn’t recognize it now, and only on a
hot and humid day does one sense the spirit of those six thousand
former occupants. Their home, our castle.

The Contagion Spreads….
In the very early 1970s while we Browns were preoccupied with leaving
California in SCRIMSHAW, the multihull phenomenon was arriving
worldwide. By the time we re-settled in Virginia in ’75, the owner-
builder craze was subsiding, partly because there were several
production-built multihulls available. Furthermore, offshore yacht
racing was showing signs of being dominated by multihulls, at least
where they were allowed to enter the major racing fixtures. While many
in the Corinthian community still considered multihulls to be some
kind of disease, the affliction spread to the Atlantic especially in New
York and New England where a scattering of devotees had formed
multihull clubs. The editor of the newsletter for the New England
Multihull Association (NEMA) was Mr. Charles Chiodi, a devoted
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enthusiast who ran a small advertising agency in Boston. Anticipating
the potential for multihulls in 1975 he turned the club newsletter into a
full on magazine called MULTIHULLS. This began Chiodi’s ongoing
chronicle of the advent of the modern multihull world wide.

One of Charles’ early undertakings was to join with a Canadian
couple, Patrick and Jillian McGrath, in organizing The First World
Multihull Symposium. A large convention hotel in Toronto was chosen
as the venue, and in 1976 some three hundred fifty multihull
aficionados assembled there for a three-day, emotion-charged confab
that proved instrumental in furthering “the cause.” Ten multihull
designers from around the world were invited to participate on the
panel. All had achieved some measure of commercial success, and
many others who designed multihulls less commercially were in
attendance. There was a great exchange of information during the
scheduled presentations, but also a great confidence and camaraderie
emerged from the late night cessions in the bars, restaurants and
rooms. Many of us who had pioneered the modern multiple-hulled boat
had been competing for design sales in an almost sectarian
marketplace, and a fair amount of back biting between parishioners had
transpired. Few of us had even met one another, and we badly needed
to promote multihulls in general instead of our individual proprietary
designs. The Symposium provided us the opportunity to come together,
and we all went away with more than a much tighter sense of
community, we went away with newfound friends.

When Can You Start?....
Jo Anna and I made many new multihull-related friends in the East,
principle among them being Dick and Pat Newick. Dick and I had
corresponded for years but never met until shortly before the ’76
Symposium. Even back then I believed that Dick’s designs were having
a more pivotal influence on all of multihull development than any other
designer, and that influence has since become endemic.

In an article called “Multihull Pioneers,” originally published in
WoodenBoat but now posted on the OutRig! Time Line, I wrote about
Dick’s influence, and believe that text deserves repeating here:

Like most pioneering multihull designers, Dick Newick began his
work using flat-sheet plywood and strip planking in his strongly
performance-oriented designs. He broke with the “plywood box” norm
in 1971 when his trimaran THREE CHEERS was launched. This vessel
utilized the cold molded construction method in her hulls, and in a one-
piece, totally integrated crosswise bridge or “wing aka” to connect the
three hulls. THREE CHEERS had not only the sleekest, most sea kindly
hulls imaginable but the wing aka, which resembled the apex of a big
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boomerang, comprised the superstructure of the cabin and contained
the bunks, galley and stowage areas. It was sculpted beneath to either
deflect or decapitate onrushing wave crests, and was integrated with
the hulls to achieve a strikingly organic anatomy that seemed evolved
by nature over eons.

This boat was almost shocking to behold. Looking both avian and
pelagic, she also had a vaguely reptilian purposefulness about her.
Whether roosting at the dock or streaking through the waves she just
looked right for the job of showing the world how a small sailing craft
could sustain very high speed in extremely rough water and awfully
hard wind. She had demonstrated her ability in some races, but while
competing in the 1976 Observer Single-handed TransAtlantic Race
(OSTAR), skipper Mike McMullen set her on the risky northern route to
America and may have encountered ice. Fragments of the boat were
found years later in a fishing trawl but Mike McMullen was never seen
again. Newick, visibly distraught from the incident, said, “If you’re
going to play these rough games, somebody is going to get hurt.” As
with many revolutionaries Three Cheers led a checkered life and met a
tragic demise, but her ongoing influence was pivotal.

Sailboat racing had by now become a major sport in France. The
1976 OSTAR was won by the venerated French superstar Eric Tabarly
sailing his 73-foot monohull PEN DUICK VI (as distinct from the
trimaran PEN DUICK IV). Tabarly was followed closely by the huge
French monohull CLUB MED, a 236-foot juggernaut sailed – yes,
single-handed – by Alain Colas. Colas was penalized into 5th place for
receiving outside assistance, but both vessels had taken about twenty
four days to cross from France. There was a large contingent of French
journalists at the finish in Newport, Rhode Island, and this generated a
lot of tricolor hoopla in the quiet harbor town. To everyone’s great
surprise, only one day after celebrating the French achievements
another boat appeared at the finish. It was a tiny Newick trimaran.
Called the THIRD TURTLE, she was in some ways the baby sister of
Three Cheers. At only 31feet-long this VAL class production boat,
essentially a daysailer, was sailed by the modest Canadian Mike Birch.
At less than half the length of the official winner and about one-eighth
the size of the juggernaut, she literally stole the show in the milestone
event. Birch’s tiny trimaran was described by at least one French
journalist as, “Zee reeal winnaire.” In a sense, the real winner was Dick
Newick.

The French now began to stage their own transoceanic racing
events. The first Route Du Rum race was run in 1978 from Saint Malo,
France to the island of Guadeoupe in the Caribbean. Another French
superstar sailor Michael Malinofski was sailing his KRITER V
(sponsored by the French champagne producer), a 68-foot monohull.
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As Malanofski approached the finish line, apparently far ahead of the
fleet, again the redoubtable Mike Birch was seen also approaching in a
very Newick-like 38-foot trimaran designed by Walter Greene named
for this race OLYMPUS PHOTO. Kriter, at almost twice the length of
Olympus, was holding a substantial lead but Birch surveyed his position
and realized that the local conditions favored his trimaran. He also,
recalled that the race sponsors had put up a generous cash prize for the
winner and he resolved to give it a go. Sailing in breezy headwinds he
overhauled the big monohull and – after twenty three days at sea –
finished first by ninety eight seconds! The event demonstrated that in
order to win in such competition one must be sailing in something
other than a monohull.

Then, a Boston-based newspaper publisher named  Phil Weld won
the 1980 OSTAR. He sailed the 50’ Newick-designed, cold molded
trimaran MOXIE, and at age 65 defeated twenty five younger
competitors. This achievement together with his persistent, articulate
advocacy of multihulls was to make Phil Weld perhaps the most
venerated American multihull sailor of our time, but after his OSTAR
win France went multihull crazy.

In trying to identify the root cause of the French enthusiasm,
nautical historian Richard Boehmer has drawn attention back to Dick
Newick and his THREE CHEERS. In Boehmer’s words, “I think it was
not just the speed but also the beauty of Newick’s boats that so strongly
stimulated the aesthetic sensibilities of the French. After THREE
CHEERS and MOXIE they jumped into multihulls with an investment
of talent and commercial sponsorship that has led to their three-decade
dominance in both ocean racing and production multihulls.”

While this may be stretching the point, I believe that the influence
of Dick Newick’s wooden boats, THREE CHEERS in particular, was so
far-reaching that nothing in the sailing world will ever be the same
again. Even the Americas Cup contests are now sailed in multihulls! By
breaking the barriers of both performance and acceptance, Dick Newick
can be called the Chuck Yeager of multihulls.

Jo Anna and I found Dick Newick and his wife Pat to be very
engaging personalities. Pat was an endless fund of patience for Dick’s
unassailable purity. I once overheard Dick speaking with a client by
phone; after a long explanation of why the client’s demands for
commodiousness were incompatible with racing performance – which
was the client’s main focus – Dick said in frustration, “Do you think I’m
going to let your wife design my boat for you?”

Through the Newicks we became friends with his clients Phil and
Anne Weld (with whom I’m sure he never had such a conversation as
above). Dick and Pat Newick and Phil and Anne Weld were extremely
cultured and gracious hosts to me and Jo Anna. We were still adrift,
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feeling our way in our own homeland. Furthermore our Third World
income was not making it in Virginia and I had no idea what I was
going to do about it. Nevertheless these noble people made us welcome
on our new “wrong-sided” coast.

An after-dinner conversation in this group once led to Dick and I
speaking of how we wished we could apply something of what we’d
learned of multihull design to develop a modern sailing workboat for
Third World watermen. We each told tales of seeing dilapidated boats
in the developing world that were in constant service because they were
so hard to replace with more efficient vessels. This conversation was all
pie in the sky for me because I was feeling like a fossil, a has-been boat
bum on the beach, but it was fun to talk about helping others even if it
seemed I couldn’t help myself.

The following week Dick and I each received a letter from Phil
saying, “Anne and I heard your discussion of a possible sailing
workboat and we would like to finance the design and construction of a
prototype. What would it look like and when can you start?” Suddenly I
had a job doing what I loved to do; imagineering boats. Moreover, I
didn’t know it at the time but I was off to yet another unintended
career.

Easy To Teach….
In time both a trimaran called SIB (for Small Is Beautiful) and a
catamaran called BUSICAT were designed and built for Phil and Anne.
While building these prototype workboats Dick and I together with
designers Chris White and John Marples, developed what we called the
Constant Camber construction method. This is a streamlined means of
cold-molding wood veneers into large plywood panels having “stock”
compound curvature. A rudimentary mold was used to create a
“constant” topography over its entire surface (the shape of a short
section of a huge motorcycle fender). Several layers of thin wood were
then diagonally cross-laminated on the mold with epoxy adhesive, all
layers squeezed together at once by vacuum bagging (like packaged
lunch meat) until the epoxy was cured. A single large plywood panel
thusly made would comprise the full-length, compound-curved, port or
starboard half of a boat hull (like one side of a huge pea pod). The same
mold could then be re-used to build its mating, mirror-image other
half. When cut to specific profiles these port-and-starboard halves
could be “tortured” during assembly to create a range of differing hull
forms and boat sizes all from the same mold. The process was
repeatable and required only low initial investments. Using simple tools
and rudimentary skills, the method was easy to learn and to teach. I
had initially conceived Constant Camber for owner-builders to create
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their own cruising multihulls but because of Phil and Anne Weld, the
method soon found its way into building workboats for struggling Third
World watermen. Here’s how that happened:

A Million Sailing Fishboats….
After losing their 60-foot Newick-designed trimaran GULF
STREAMER to a North Atlantic rogue wave, (a story told in Chapter 7
of my book “The Case For The Cruising Trimaran”), Phil responded
with his usual buoyancy by commissioning the construction of a similar
vessel named by Anne ROGUE WAVE, and designed of course by Dick
Newick. Another sixty footer, “Roguie” was built in Michigan by the
Gougeon brothers of cold molded wood and epoxy, a then-new
construction technique that would produce many significant multihulls
in the years to come. (Incidentally, the term “cold molded” applies to all
wood-epoxy structures other than those made predominantly of store-
bought, flat-sheet plywood. Strip Planking and Double Diagonal
Planking are examples of classic cold molding, and these methods have
been around since long before epoxy adhesives became preferred in
their practice. All these techniques pre-date our Constant Camber
method, which is just a streamlined process of producing the otherwise
quite tedious Cold Molded structures. All of these methods are
commonly combined today in a single vessel, and are thoroughly
described in the monumental book, “The Gougeon Brothers On
Boatbuilding.”)

ROGUE WAVE, which was built before Constant Camber was
invented, was truly exquisite, probably the most notable example of the
modern seafaring multihull of its time. It sailed and looked like a
creature evolved to inhabit the interface between sky and water, and I
was very pleased to be invited to join her crew for the 1978 Tradewinds
Race.

This event was run for multihulls only and the 900-mile course
toured the Caribbean Islands with three obligatory stopovers for rest
and – especially for the early arrivals perhaps a bit too much –
recreation. During the March-April tradewind season, the Lesser
Antilles has the best sailing in the world; strong, warm and steady
winds blowing mostly across the vessels’ courses as they soar between
and stop to visit the fabled Isles of the Caribees. Herewith is my
strongest phantom vision of the race:

A continuous veil of spray is peeling away from the trimaran’s
downwind hull; it does not fall back into the sea until the sixty-foot
craft has passed the moving spot by a full boat length. Booming through
the Caribbean moonlight, I am alone on the sea with just the tearing of
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the wake and the wooing of the wind.  The elk hide-covered helm is in
my hands, and the glow of the instruments is focused on my brain. I
steer tensely to hold the apparent wind against sheets eased just
enough to restrain her speed to something less than nineteen knots. I
am trying hard to hold the course within thirty degrees of “snake wake.”

The challenge on this watch has been to keep the big multihull from
running away to loo’ard in the gusts. The trade wind has been
wonderfully steady most of the night,  but every five or ten minutes it
ramps up quickly to the mid twenties, and the boat pleads to do the
same. At this point the vessel’s forebody seems to break loose from the
sea, attempting to fly, and the craft peels off downwind no matter what
I do with the wheel.  To avoid this loss of control I play the course
against the vessel’s speed and the wind’s force to head up in gusts just
enough to de-power the sails but prevent them from luffing. Actually
they don’t just luff, they flog. The boat is so light and the sails so big
that flogging grips the craft by its mast and rigging and shakes it like a
dog shakes a rat,   and that – God forbid – disturbs the sleeping crew.

While the wind behaves I contemplate the marvel of this watercraft.
It is surely the most wondrous wind wagon I have known, and I bask in
the great good fortune to have her to myself. I am standing spread-
legged on the crowned cockpit sole, bare footed and bathing suited, and
I now perceive my brain stem, spinal cord, nerves, muscles and all
senses securely, electrically, in circuit with this solar-powered
implement. Yes, I think, at its source the wind is a sun engine, and
during this season it has enough inertia in its “flywheel” to run right
through the night.

As my second hour of séance with this snapshot moment nears its
end, Keith Taylor emerges from the hatch to take over. We speak of the
vessel’s urge to break away downwind in these conditions, and I go
below. Climbing in my bunk I feel exhausted but remain awake just
long enough to revel in the sense of soaring through the multiverse.

Phil Weld had a tradition of extracting thumbnail biographies from his
shipmates. Each evening at cocktail hour we gathered in the cockpit,
still tearing through the waves, to share our life stories. Phil went first:
A tall, bony man with big eyes and a basso voice, he explained the he
had been born of aristocratic Bostonian parents and been graduated
from Harvard, but he was not wealthy. He had borrowed money to buy
a small newspaper and, after forty two years of sweating out the
payrolls and publishing the hard truths of human affairs, he sold his ten
Boston-area newspapers to Dow-Jones for millions. In the meanwhile
he had been European editor of the Boston Globe, raised a family and
been an Army Ranger during WW II fighting in Burma.
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Also in the crew was Charles Chiodi, the aforementioned editor of
MULTIHULLS Magazine. Charles told of being a Rumanian refugee
who escaped the Russian Bear by tramping through thigh-deep snow
with his wife while carrying their infant son. Apprehended by a Russian
guard he pleaded for the chance to pass, the guard relented but pleaded
back, “If you get caught please don’t say that I let you pass for they will
surely shoot me.” With time Charles made it to America with his family
and for thirty five years was the world wide publishing platform of
multihull affairs.

Meade Gougeon also was with us. He and his two brothers, Jan and
Joel returned to Michigan from the Viet Nam “conflict” to find their
beloved iceboats disintegrating from the inside out. To prevent this they
developed the WEST SYSTEM ® Brand epoxy products that are now
endemic to most boat shops and many garage workbenches worldwide.
Meade and his brothers had built the boat in which we now sailed.

Also in the crew was Keith Taylor, then editor of SAIL Magazine. A
journalist from New Zealand, Keith was on vacation from his editing
duties but was taking notes for an article in his magazine about our race
and our boat. In the end we won every leg of the races and delighted in
the company of our shipmates, all of which was ably documented in
Keith's article published a few months later. Entitled, “The Ultimate
Catharsis,” he included in his text a one-paragraph mention of our
sailing workboat project. The original SIB trimaran was in the planning
stages at the time as was its Constant Camber construction method.
Keith described our frequent cockpit conversations about the boat and
its purpose. We had hoped to demonstrate the practicality of such a
craft in circumstances where fuel costs were outweighing the local value
of fish catches and thereby attract development funding to put to work
other examples of the concept. At the time of the race we had barely
undertaken the project, with me designing the hulls for SIB and Dick
Newick designing their connectives and rig, and we were hoping to
begin construction soon in both Dick’s shop and mine. Fruition from
this seed project was not expected for months or years.

Unknown to us was the power of Keith’s article, for there just
happened to be an Italian financial analyst at the World Bank in
Washington, D.C. who was a sailing enthusiast and so occasionally
picked up SAIL Magazine. With a referral from Keith the banker called
me, and said, “We’re having some problems with our fishing boats in
Africa and I wonder if you would be willing to come and have a look?”

My first reaction, which I managed to stifle, was to say, “Who, me?
You must have the wrong number.” Instead I explained that we were
just getting started and had no proof of efficacy, but the banker
persisted. He said that our approach was worthy of consideration, for
they had tried several boat types as alternatives to the indigenous
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fishing canoes used in the Rift Valley lakes, and they had all failed. He
was at that moment preparing for a “needs assessment mission” to
Kenya and Burundi in East Africa. He had assembled a team of experts
to assist in designing a fisheries development project for both countries,
and one need already assessed was for a new approach to the boats. He
urged me to at least come to Washington for a meeting with the team.
He explained that if I went to Africa with them, I would be working
closely with the Bank’s internal fisheries expert, the former production
manager in Japan of the largest fishing company in the world.
Overwhelmed by the audacity of me trying to contribute to such an
undertaking I reluctantly agreed to at least come to the meeting.

We were to gather at a Washington restaurant for lunch, a three-
hour drive from our drowned river home, and on the morning of my
planned trip our car would not start. I hastily borrowed a car and flew
up the highway, collecting a speeding ticket on the way, and arrived just
as the other men were being served their entrees. I was mortified to be
late, but the man who had called me, a Mr. Silvio Capoluongo,
introduced himself and then introduced me around the table. There
was Mr. Jack Bartlet, an American civil engineer; then Mr. Yoel
Prugenin, an Israeli aqua culturist; then Mr. Bonaventure Mbida-
Essama, a West African financial analyst; and finally Mr. Fuji Kada, the
Japanese fisheries expert. We all shook hands in turn until it came to
Mr. Kada who placed his hands together and bowed in the formal
Japanese manner and said in labored English and without greeting or
preamble, “Ah, Misteu Bwown. woued need one miuuion saiuing
fishboat, now!”

Realizing that I was beyond my depth, Silvio reiterated, “Fuji was
just telling us that he thinks the world needs a million small, sail-
powered fishing boats right now.”
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After the initial lunchtime chatter with these men they began
bombarding me with information. I learned that two countries in East
Africa, Kenya and Burundi, were ready to borrow funds from The Bank
for fisheries development. Bonaventure, who was called Bona by all,
said, “Their populations are burgeoning especially in the cities, and
they need more animal protein. Their livestock production can’t keep
up, and meat is very expensive for most of the urban people.”

Silvio added, “Both countries border on one of the Rift Valley
Lakes, Burundi on Lake Tanganyika and Kenya on Lake Victoria.”
Without a map in front of me I was trying to picture this arrangement,
but my African geography was worse than weak; I had scarcely even
heard of Burundi. Bona went on, “Kenya also has a long sea coast on
the Indian Ocean but only one real harbor at Mombasa.” This was
beginning to sound romantic. Bona went on, “Fuji says the fish stocks
are greater in the Lakes than on the seacoast, and everywhere there are
fleets of indigenous fishing boats, mostly dugout canoes and other
wooden vessels, but the timber resource for repairing and replacing
these indigenous craft is depleted to the point that even a dugout canoe
is very expensive.”

As my lunch arrived Fuji elaborated, “Ah! Mister Brown, there is
some commercial fishing in Lakes and on coast, we call high value fish,
export for hard currency or feed local tourist. Commercial boys no need
loan from bank, take care of self. But please understand fact: Half of all
fish landings in entire world are not commercial, are subsistence. This
call low value fish, sell for local money, soft currency. Fish go direct to
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local market for immediate consumption by local population poor
people. This fishery need help from Bank, make new boat, new net, new
motor available to subsistence fisherman.” This was getting interesting.

“Fuel costs are subsidized,” Silvio chimed in. ”The fishermen in
both countries get a discount of about ten percent but still fuel cost is
accounting for something like half of the fishermen’s earnings, and
considering the alarming state of decline in the indigenous fishing fleet,
harvesting wild fish efficiently is a real problem.”

“Oh yes,” added Fuji, “Poor fishermen risk life every day in old
boat. Cannot go far, cannot stay long, but near-shore resource already
fish out.”

I was trying hard to take in all this information when Silvio, who
was to be our “mission leader,” added, “One alternative is fish farming,
and Yoel here is responsible for making Israel self-sufficient in its
fishfood.”

Not quite understanding, I turned to Yoel, who said, “We have been
able to sell off all of our trawlers. We no longer compete with other
countries for the world’s declining wild fish stocks. But aquaculture is
the most technical and demanding of all animal husbandry. The
Kenyan fisheries department people say they are ready to try but a great
deal of training and supervision is going to be necessary.” His
statement was the first indication I received of how intensely cultural
this undertaking was to be.

“Then there’s the issue of what to do with the fish after they are
caught or raised,” said Jack the engineer. “They may need ice plants,
drying racks, smoking ovens, packaging facilities, a distribution system.
And depending on what you have to say they may need boatbuilding
yards and maintenance facilities. The problem is that you’ve got to
avoid disenfranchising the local boatbuilders, and as much as possible
you have to use local labor and materials to minimize imports. It’s a tall
order.” I was beginning to get the picture, or so I thought.

“Your job,” said Silvio, “will be to familiarize yourself with the
various fishing methods and the indigenous boats, and make
recommendations on how these poor, underdeveloped nations should
spend their borrowed money on boats. You’ll be working with Fuji here;
he’ll show you around.” Fuji smiled and nodded.

After lunch we adjourned to the main World Bank building on H
Street in D.C. It looked to me that they had the entire city block, but I
noticed as we entered past security that the building also held the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), and I wondered what was the
difference; didn’t they both just lend money?

Obeying Fuji’s quick hand motions and few words I followed him
up two elevators and down long corridors to his office. He was a short
but clearly powerful senior Japanese man with little hair and darting
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eyes, impeccably dressed in a light gray business suit with gleaming
accessories and shoes. He beckoned me to follow him into his office and
closed the door. With a sweeping gesture he indicated a long book shelf
on his wall lined with all identical thick black binders with labels.
“Look,” he said. I examined a few labels, realized they were report
documents, and pulled out a binder at random. It was entitled
YEMFISH and was apparently a detailed analysis of a fisheries
development project for the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen. As
I flipped through at least a hundred pages of text, graphs and tables he
hastened me to the final pages and, giving me insufficient time to
gather any gist he said, “See, project fail. Not much fish, too expensive
boat, too much fuel.” He then gestured to the shelf of similar reports
and said, “Same everywhere. Look, Thailand, Indonesia, India, Sri
Lanka, Congo, Egypt…”

“None of these projects have succeeded?” I asked, incredulously.
“None,” he replied. “Sometimes make money but government step

in, take money, no replace net, no fix boat, no pay fishermen, Project
fail.”

“So why are we doing this in Africa?” I asked.
“Ah! I show, you see.” And he abruptly changed the subject to, “We

must work! We must help poor people. You, me, we go fish together.
We fish night, work day, sometimes we sleep in luxury hotel, sometimes
we sleep on beach. Carry sleeping bag. Sometimes become separated
from luggage, Keep extra toothbrush and underwear in brief case.
Never become separated from brief case. Pack for five weeks. We work
together.” He selected a folder from the pile on his desk and continued,
“Here, you read this old report, much information about East Africa.”

I was beginning to like this guy, and asked, “But what exactly will
we be doing?”

“Ah! I show, you see.” Again making his sweeping gesture to his
row of reports he said, “Ten years I work for poor people. Everywhere
Government and Bank want finance big industrial fishboat, big fish
factory, big refrigerated truck, make lots of money. I try to tell them big
fish industry need big fish resource. I try to tell them world no have big
fish resource any more. I try to tell them world need one million small
sailing fishboat. Government no hear, Bank no hear. Except now maybe
mission leader, Silvio, maybe he hear. He read about you in magazine.
Ask me if good idea you come. I say you are only professional to agree
with my opinion.”

Thinking that he just might be pulling my leg, I pressed him again
for an explanation of why they had invited me, of all people, to join
their team. With difficulty expressing himself in English he finally
convinced me that he firmly believed that some kind of small, modern,
super-efficient workboat was the only long term solution to the
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alarming state of decline in the world's fleet of “artisanal” watercraft.
He explained that Bank jargon for the world’s subsistence-level or
peasant fisherfolk was the mouthful word “artisanal,” and they were the
genuine focus of our present attention. “And if you make good, cheap
replacement for dugout canoe,” he said with animation, “you sell them
by millions!”

Stepping quickly to his desk he added, “Maybe we can help poor
people.” He opened a lower drawer and produced a large photo album.
“We must help poor people,” he insisted again. Becoming animated
now he said, “We are highly paid.” Now pounding his chest he said, “I
am already fully depreciated. I die, my wife don’t care. She have
insurance! I die, my kids don’t care, they have education! I make
promise to spend at least ten percent of my income to help poor
people.” He opened his photo album to page after page of snapshots of
himself with young women. They were apparently of all nationalities,
all clothed if sometimes scantily, all shown in joyous situations;
rollicking in hotel swimming pools, feasting at laden tables, romping on
beaches, bouncing on beds and cuddling with Fuji sometimes three at a
time. He was shown always in his business suit and absolutely poker
faced among all the jovial pulchritude. “First we go fish!” He
emphasized. “Then maybe we help poor people.”

Under Pressure….
The team was catching a red-eye to London and I was hoping for the
chance to spend some unhurried time with my new colleagues. To my
surprise it developed that they were all riding in first class and I was in
coach. Silvio explained that I was an “external” consultant and
therefore ineligible to fly first class. Besides having received several
immunization injections, a big Bank-issued brief case and a
gobbledygook contract for my temporary employment, I had also
received a generous cash allowance, so I went to the ticket counter to
upgrade my ticket and discovered that the additional cost would be
$900. I rode in coach.

After overnighting in London’s opulent Brown’s Hotel, an
obligatory rest stop to help counteract jet lag, we continued to Nairobi
and checked in at the Nairobi Hilton. Thanks to the sleeping pills given
out in Washington I had a good night’s sleep in a private room. It was
time for me to start taking the anti-malarial pills but I wanted to ingest
the first one with food. On the way down to the dining room I stepped
into an elevator crowded with Africans and found that my six-three
height left me gazing up at everyone in the car including the women.
The men were decked out in fine western business suits with sparkling
appointments and the women wore elegant robes in subtle colors and
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their hair was coifed in high see-under bridges that reminded me of
something designed by Eiffel. I used the traveler’s universal sign of
non-aggression, the smile, and they all looked at me but spoke to each
other in deep, broad, distinctly separate syllables that sounded
wonderful but which I took to comprise rude remarks. They may not
have been, but I was glad to reach the mezzanine and escape that
elevator.

I was awed by the opulence here more than in London, and more
pleased with the food. Breakfast and lunch were served as extravagant
buffets on tables cascading with a dizzying variety of specialties all
produced locally. This did not smack of a Third World country but
instead of the vestiges of British colonialism.

After introductions to the staff at the Bank’s local office we returned
to the airport for the first hop of a five week adventure that began my
condensed education in international finance, sub-Saharan culture and
historic marine architecture. Our team traveled extensively, researching
the costs and logistics of KENFISH, the proposed Kenya Fisheries
Project. I now learned it was to be just one phase of a massive
Integrated Agricultural Development Project (IADP), which the Bank
was fond of promoting. The government of Kenya was borrowing
heavily for the integrated project. I was adrift in the jargon and
procedures, and in Africa itself, but all my companions joined in
explaining to me how the “poverty business" worked. Fuji and I,
especially, became friends.

Silvio explained that in an effort to increase production the
government was getting into the fishing business through “para-statial”
corporations; State-run companies that provided equipment and
marketing to private fishermen in exchange for a portion of their daily
catch. Fuji later elaborated to me privately, “Ah yes! Government make
money from work of poor fishermen, sell best fish to tourist industry or
export. Officials take some fish and some money for self.”

In places like inland Nairobi, coastal Mombasa and Kisumu on
Lake Victoria, Fuji and I pushed hard researching the fish markets, the
boat yards, and the materials suppliers. The other members of our team
extracted information as to catch levels, examined prospective sites for
fish farms, gleaned information on fish stocks from university
biologists, and investigated distribution routes and marketplaces. We
ran around the country in Land Rovers, taxicabs and small aircraft,
stayed in the best tourist accommodations available, and ate the very
best, if irregular, meals. The local Fisheries Department personnel were
pressed by their superiors to satisfy our every need and wish because,
as Fuji said, “They want money from Bank, but also want advice, ideas,
training from you and me. They get good idea or good training from
you, they quit work for government and go into private sector, make
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own enterprise. This is best thing we do for poor people, ideas and
training. Jim, easy to get money for training because no have to show
profit or loss. Training called non-accountable dividend. You want train
boat builders? Easy get money.”

As a Mutt-and-Jeff pair Fuji and I were a spectacle to the Africans
and Fuji's long experience paved the way for me to uncover the actual
in-service requirements of any new boat that might be inserted into the
various settings. In order to properly design the boats, Fuji insisted that
I must actually go fishing with the tribesmen. “You see boat work, poor
fishermen work, you pull net, you fight waves, then maybe you make
good boat. You are expert from America.”

This scared me; who was I to tell them how to make a better boat? I
knew little of commercial fishing. The boats we saw were extremely
crude to my eye yet had been evolved over centuries by generations of
survivors. “I’m just a pea green yachtie,” I said to Fuji. “A fish out of
water.”

Fuji said, "Ah! Jim, not fish out of watah. You are World Bank
expert! You know what is official World Bank definition of expert?"

"No, but I'm ready."
"Ah! World Bank expert is, drip undah preshah!"
"Come on, Fuji," I laughed. "You must not feel like you're under

pressure. Me, I'm so green at this, I know I'm the drip."
“Oh yes! I am always under pressure. You too! These are poor

people and (pounding his chest for emphasis) we are highly paid. Kenya
big problem, too many people, not enough fish. We cannot just say,
`too bad for Kenya.' We cannot just take our money and cry!" He
mimed wiping his eye, then pounded his chest again, "We must work!

We die on Lake Victoria, no problem. We are fully depreciated!
Come, we go fish."

The Bye Bye Catch….
Our first destination was an old colonial town on Lake Victoria called
Kisumu, where we stayed in a once-elegant colonial-era hotel set in
rolling pasture and tropical scrub overlooking the lovely Lake. The
territory had obviously been logged off but recovery was under way,
and the Lake seemed vast; only mountaintops were visible on the far
horizon. I learned that this was just the Nyanza Gulf, Kenya’s portion,
which comprised only about twenty percent of the Lake’s total area. I
could also see low islands in the Gulf and was told by Fuji, “Oh yes,
floating island see now, afternoon. In morning no see. Made of papyrus
reed, very thick. So thick people live on floating island. Afternoon wind
bring island close here, tonight current move island far away.”
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The notion of living on a floating island, especially here in a high,
fresh water lake near the equator, tantalized me. I wanted to know
more, to ask if we were going to see the islands up close, but I was
reluctant to pester my colleagues with questions.

We spent a day interviewing the local Fisheries Department
personnel, and then Fuji arranged for the two of us to observe a “beach
seining” operation that night. During dinner I asked Fuji about beach
seining and he said, “Oh, semi-active fishing method.”

 “Why is it semi-active?”
“Ah Jim, two basic fishing method,” Fuji said. “Passive method and

active method. Passive like hook and line or fish trap, use bait, wait for
fish to come to you; small investment. Active method, like big boat with
big engine and trawl net, you go get fish, need fuel, large investment.
Boat work like floating tractor, net drag bottom like plow field, bring up
everything, all plants and animals. Trawl catch many low value fish, no
good for sell tourist or send export. Trawler cannot buy fuel with low
value catch so just throw back, keep only high value catch. Sometimes
high value catch very small and low value very big but trawl net kill
everything. Name ‘by catch’ but have nothing to do with buy like
money, only to do with bye bye like dead. Should call ‘kill catch.’  Active
method kill fish, kill bottom, kill ocean, no more fish for fishing
industry except Yoel grow fish in pond, taste like pond with too many
fish no fish toilet.” I laughed but Fuji didn’t. He just looked at me
intensely as if to ask, are you hearing me, kid?

“I see what you mean,” I said, sadly.
“Oh, I will show, you will see. Many place in world no more good

for industrial fishing. No matter how much poor country borrow, how
much World Bank lend, not enough high value fish to buy fuel and pay
back loan. But (pounding his chest again) we help poor people get low
value fish. Beach seine okay, semi-active method. Modest investment.
No put fish on ice, no put in can, no fly to Cairo or Paris. Go direct into
local population for immediate consumption except maybe refrigerate
with fire.  You will see,” he said, chuckling.

His concluding remark was the same answer I was getting in all the
interviews made with the Kenyan fisheries people. When I asked about
the boats, the timber supply and the boatbuilders, they all answered
with a polite and smiling, “You will see.” I was dying to see but had no
idea what I was going to do with that experience.

“So, how does beach seining really work,” I asked Fuji.
“Ah, build big fire on beach, fish see light, come close. Big canoe

have long net inside, one end net tie to beach  Canoe carry net, set out
around fish, bring other end back to beach. Now, pull both end of net to
beach, catch fish.  But Jim, we cannot touch watah.”

“What do you mean, Fuji?
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“Oh, Silvio no tell you?”
“Tell me what?”
“Oh, you go ask Silvio, mission leader.”
“Ask Silvio what?” I said, confused.
“You go ask Silvio why not touch watah. Go now.”

“Didn’t I tell you?” said Silvio. “Sorry. Well, when you go to any of
these Rift Valley lakes and streams, don’t touch the water.
Schistosomiasis. It’s a disease. Here they call it Bilharzia. It’s a high
ranking killer in most of sub-Sahara Africa. It’s caused by a tiny fluke
that can enter your body through any break in the skin. It attacks the
internal organs and is often fatal. There is no preventative and it is
very hard to treat. So stay out of the water and don’t even get your
hands and feet wet.”

Thinking, “Now he tells me,” I went straight to Fuji for
confirmation.

“Oh yes!” he said.  “Very dangerous for us, not so dangerous for
Africans. Caused by tiny worm, live first in little snail, snail live all
around grassy shore in all fresh water here. Out in lake, no find, okay
get wet in open watah, but around shore everywhere must keep dry.

“I’ve never heard of this before,” I said, rather shaken. “Why didn’t
they tell me this in Washington?”

“Oh, then maybe you no come. But we must work! We are highly
paid! We die… Fully depreciated… We go fish, cannot touch watah! Ha
ha!”

“Fuji, how in hell are we going to go fishing without touching the
water?”

“Oh, you will see.”

The Papyrus Prank….
About ten o’clock that evening a mid-sized stake truck pulled up to the
hotel and Fuji and I were beckoned by the white-skinned driver to
climb in back with a crowd of African men and women. We wore our
regulation business suits, shiny shoes and carried our brief cases. The
African men wore tattered shirts and shorts, the women were wrapped
in threadbare yardage worn as stylish gowns. All were barefoot, all were
silent.

Riding through town we strangers were ignored at first until Fuji
produced little wrapped candies and single cigarettes from his bulging
brief case. Our companions accepted graciously and began to converse
among themselves. Out of town we left the road and bounded off
through pasture and scrub; everyone had to hang on tightly to the stake
sides, and we all swooned and laughed in the spirit of a wild ride. Soon
the headlights revealed a tight track through truck-high reeds, my first
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glimpse of papyrus on the hoof. The long and leafy grass shimmered
Kelly green in the lights and brushed noisily past us at just over eye
level, and we were standing four feet off the ground.

There was fire light ahead and all at once we were stopped in the
open sand of a wide beach backed by a solid wall of papyrus. Our
companions all brushed past us and jumped down to join other
Africans in loud, greeting banter as they threw brush and branches
from a separate pile onto an already big bonfire. Still elevated in the
truck I could see small wavelets lapping at the fire’s edge, and a large
and loaded dugout was riding afloat just far enough up the beach to be
illuminated. A hefty rope leading from the canoe was tied to a post in
the sand.

The driver of the truck, a well-fed, middle-aged man in shirtsleeves
and slacks, stepped down from the cab, looked up at us, and, without
words, walked to a place near the fire and surveyed the scene. “He own
canoe and net,” said Fuji. “Probably he borrow truck for us, otherwise
ride bicycle. Beach seine low investment.”

We climbed down into coarse, warm sand, which immediately
entered my business shoes. I sat to remove them and Fuji said, “Oh, no
take off, maybe cut feet, little worm enter.” Chastened, I laced up and
tried to pronounce schistosomiasis and settled for the Swahili,
bilharzia.

An African man, small and wiry but with a loud voice, seemed to be
cracking jokes. Once or twice his punch line was followed by sheepish
giggles from the crowd as some of them looked at us. “He Jestah,” said
Fuji. “Everyone pay money or fish to him for make laugh. Now he make
laugh at us. He okay, we funny!”

Flames some twenty feet high and sparks much higher swirled into
the starlit sky. “Beach seine no work if big moon,” said Fuji. “Fish go to
moon not fire.”

We watched the proceedings for some time while the blaze was kept
high by the Africans adding fuel as needed. The fire became too hot to
approach closely so the workers threw the brush like spears from
surprising distance. I grew alternately fidgety and sleepy, Fuji stood
still, saying little. I went to examine the canoe.

It was easily the largest dugout I had ever seen. About twenty five
feet long and four feet deep, it was entirely hewn from a single log, no
strakes at its sheer to increase freeboard. It was old, showing many
repairs especially at its bow and stern where the core of the log had
rotted out and been replaced with crude inserts sealed with sap. And it
was loaded to above its sheer line with net. As I felt the netting, to
gauge  the size of its openings, I was suddenly aware of two men behind
me. Not wishing to further arouse their suspicions by handling the net
myself I smiled and gestured for them to lift the end of it so that I could
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judge its depth. They obliged by pulling out a length of it revealing its
six foot depth composed of many patches. Its upper edge was lined with
floats of all descriptions, plastic bottles, chunks of packaging foam,
fragments of wood and rubber toys. Along the bottom were mostly
stones but some bits of pipe and small machinery parts. The weights
were clearly enough to overwhelm the floats, drawing the net to the
bottom, and I realized that this thing was really big and heavy. I
thanked the men and returned to Fuji.

We sat in the sand and waited for at least an hour until finally the
separate pile of brush had all been thrown onto the fire. The workers
also relaxed in the sand while the two men who had shown me the net
boarded the canoe with two others who took up paddles. As the canoe
moved offshore the net, whose initial end was tied to the post, was set
overboard, its floats streaming behind in a line until water depth and
stones hauled the floats under and the canoe passed out of sight from
the firelight. Shouts were exchanged with the shore indicating a wide
horseshoe path for the canoe until finally it came into view again a
distance down the beach about equal to the distance up the beach from
the fire to the post.

Now the net’s owner expressed his authority, directing the Africans,
perhaps twenty in number, to line up in teams on each end of the net.
At his order and the jester’s encouragement they all began to haul the
net from both ends. Each team of ten or so walked backwards in unison
until the end hauler encountered the reed wall behind the beach, at
which point he or she dropped the rope and jogged to the water’s edge
to take up hauling again. On and on they hauled while Fuji and I stood
behind the fire with the net’s owner and watched.  I muttered to Fuji, “I
feel useless, wish I could help.”

“Oh, you want to work? Good! You are highly paid, cannot just
stand and watch. We must help poor people.” I can see it still:

Fuji sits in the sand, removes his shoes and opens his brief case. With
the theater of a magician revealing the rabbit in his hat he flourishes a
stream of white plastic, looks up at me and says, “Laundry bag,” and
proceeds to pull it on over his sox. “Come, we go fish!” He shouts with
glee, and while pulling his shoe on over the plastic he adds, “Never
become separated from brief case.”  Now I see that his brief case is
stuffed with hotel laundry bags apparently procured from the hotel’s
housekeeping cart. As the net’s owner and I stare wordlessly, Fuji fits
his second foot with bag and shoe, jumps up with two more bags for his
hands and runs to join one line of haulers. Finally I get the picture; he is
trusting plastic bags to keep the deadly flukes from entering his blood.
Upon seeing Fuji’s outfit the jester goes crazy, dancing and
gesticulating around the fire. He is joined by others as they run from
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the reeds to the fire to whoop and laugh briefly before skipping to the
water’s edge to take up the haul again. Having no real alternative I do
as Fuji with the bags, join the other team, and the mob cheers. The net’s
owner is shaking his head but laughing.

It is work.  Slithering in my shoes and gripping the wet line through
plastic, I try to pull my weight but feel hamstrung by our thin
protection. Stepping on the tops of my baggy white stockings, they take
on sand that chafes my ankles. The floppy gauntlets of my “gloves” are
dripping on my feet, and I abandon hope that this bag trick has a
chance of working.

The hauling now begins in earnest. As more and more floats reach
the surface the weight of the stones is felt, and apparently the net is
feeling the weight of the catch. The jester earns his money by hauling
and at the same time putting out a stream of blather, but the workers
become increasingly quiet. The fire is dying. I am pulling my guts out
but the rope refuses to yield, Even the jester is strangely silent.

He is gone! I look beyond the fire to see Fuji. Like me he is pulling
his guts out and like me he is alone! We both stop, our ropes dangle, we
stare around and see nobody!

Now the wall of reed erupts with hysterical people. They clap and
sing and double up with laughter, dance around the fire and return to
the ropes, back slapping me and Fuji and taking up the haul with a
vengeance. The loop of the net is dragged ashore teeming with
struggling fish, and Fuji and I gape at each other in amazement.
Panting and smiling he says, “Now you see!”

I sure did see. The belly of the net was dragged ashore teeming with
fish. While the Africans sorted the catch into baskets Fuji talked in
English with the net's owner. Fuji asked if beach seining was a
traditional method here. "No," said the owner, "not since before
independence. I am doing it because it is one way to catch fish without
using fuel, and because my father gave me the canoe. It is forty years
old." He also explained that his operation was successful during most of
the year, despite the high cost of maintaining the net. "My main
problem," he said, “is the dugout canoe.” It is ready to fall apart, and I
can't get another one. Here on the Kenya side of the Lake there are no
more big trees, none big enough to make such a canoe, and bringing
one from the Uganda side is risky."

"What’s the risk?" I asked.
 "Well, my country and Uganda are not getting along, so trade

across the Lake is banned by both governments. A canoe would have to
be smuggled across, and it would be very expensive for me to pay off
the officials here when they find me with it."
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Our conversation was interrupted by the start of a celebration.
Chunks of delicious roast fish were passed around together with a jar of
strong drink, and the whole group joined in the kind of African singing
and dancing I had feared I was going to miss. Fuji really cut a rug in the
dwindling firelight, and we both appeared ridiculous in our plastic
spats, shirtsleeves and neckties. It continued until the sky glowed pink
in the east. The net's owner insisted that we take the nicest fish, a ten
pound Nile Perch, back to the hotel where, after another grueling day of
meetings and interviews, it fed the whole Bank team that night.

African Ice….
Fuji wasn’t done with me yet. After dinner he said he had arranged for
us to visit several lakefront sites where the canoe fishermen landed
their catch. We were told to arrive before daylight, so we were picked up
by a fisheries department Land Rover at four.

On the way to the landing sites our headlights revealed many robed
and barefoot women walking by the roadside carrying huge bundles of
dry grass on their heads. When we arrived at the lakefront in the false
dawn there was much activity: A nearby hillside was being strewn with
the dry grass by dozens of women, and there was a churning mob of
dozens more pressing against a beached fleet of canoes. As the light
increased our African counterpart, a young man from the local fisheries
department, encouraged us to join the melee. I noticed the thicket of
crude masts and yards of lateen sails were all set askew at different
angles forming a very beautiful skyline in the dawn. More boats were
arriving and all were jockeying for position in water shallow enough for
the women fish buyers to wade in up to their hips to negotiate for their
portions of the catch. These were Kikuyu People, the quintessential
tribal fisherfolk I had been reading about in Fuji’s previous World Bank
report. Typically, the men build the boats and make the harvest and the
women distribute the catch. Despite the apparent confusion and contest
in the throng it was nonetheless systematic.

I noticed that some of the boats were being expertly maneuvered
under sail – some even sailing backwards—in order to wriggle into this
amphibian marketplace. The boats were not dugouts but very narrow
and light weight, long-planked flyers, but without wading I could not
get close enough to really examine their construction. I could see only
that they were brightly painted in garish patterns, and most carried a
long wooden timber that extended forward from the hull’s bottom that
resembled the underwater ramming spikes of the Greek triremes. Each
boat bore a name in Swahili. I asked their meanings and was told they
were the names of the owner’s favorite wives and daughters, and also
names like Faith, Hope and Charity. It is the same everywhere, I
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thought, and I wanted to wade among the boats and talk with these
watermen but hell, I couldn’t even touch the water! I milled among the
dry-footed Africans as if invisible. None of them seemed to know I was
there. The women marched regally past me carrying big baskets on
their heads; some were filled to overflowing with tiny, sardine-sized
fish, others had big heads and tails protruding from their brims. All
were dripping on the women who seemed not to care. I deduced these
people had grown weary of being gaped at by foreigners in strange
clothes and big cars.

It was some time before I smelled acrid smoke, and looked back to
see that fire was spreading quickly up that hillside of strewn, dry grass.
Women were scattering their purchases of the tiny fish onto this grass.
Confused, I found Fuji; he was handing out candy Lifesavers and
cigarettes to the fishermen who had sold their catches.

“Why the fire?” I asked him.
“Oh, African ice,” he said. “No fuel to run refrigerated truck. They

cook little fish quick in grass fire, just make black on outside but still
fresh inside, Keep for two three days. Go direct into local population.”

“What about the big fish?” I asked our counterpart.
“They carry them in baskets on their heads or on bicycles into the

Kisumu market.”
“Who buys them?” I asked.
“Commercial fish buyers,” the counterpart started to explain. Then

Fuji answered for him.
“Oh Jim, now you see difference. Big fish have high value, sell to

hotel or to commercial fish buyer, put in cold storage for export, finally
consumed by tourist like you and me, or maybe frozen for eat two
weeks later by Sultan of Zanzibar. Sell for hard currency, make money
for Kenya buy oil. Little fish eat today, taste better. Not blackened tuna
like in hotel restaurant, blackened minnow like in Kikuyu stew. Put one
small handful into stew every day, feed family of eight, need no more
animal protein to work hard all day, fish all night. Very tasty.”

As we left to visit another landing site the women were sifting
through the “ice” to retrieve their blackened minnows.

Old Becomes New….
Later in the morning at another landing site we found many of the local
Sessee canoes hauled up on the shore. The fishing and the fish buying
was over for the day, and there was nobody around so I was able to
examine and photograph the boats at will. They comprised a varied
collection of functional art in a glorious setting, and I was truly shocked
by their construction. The best of them were made from full-length
planks of hard, red, mahogany-like lumber that had been ripped out of
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the log by hand crosscut saw. Some of the planks were two feet wide
and twenty feet long and less than an inch thick, all carefully planed
smooth by hand. When I asked where these planks had come from our
counterpart just motioned across the Lake to Uganda and rubbed his
fingers together to imply expensive. Even more surprising to me was
the way in which these exquisite planks were made into boats: they
were cut to specific profiles to form totally frameless, double-chined
and double-ended wherries, and all chines were joined full length by
strips of metal flashing about two inches wide. These were tacked over
the seams. Under each strip of flashing was a narrower strip of rubber
inner tube material, and the fasteners – tiny round-headed escutcheon
pins – were driven every inch or two through the flashing into the noble
wood. Besides the garish paint and a thwart lashed in for stepping the
mast, that was it! No frames, stems, sternposts or chine logs; just
planks and flashing.

The worst of these boats were unbelievably rough and decrepit,
some composed of great shards of wood having very irregular shapes,
but they all seemed to be in regular service fishing with mantle lamps to
attract the fish at night and nets to scoop them up. Of course they
operated in fresh water with almost always balmy breezes and no real
waves, but to me they were incredible vessels, absolutely minimized to
match the local watermen to the local water.

Minimized, that is, except for those strange underwater ramming
spikes. Here some of them extended way forward to curve up above the
water and terminate higher than the vessel’s bow. At the extreme heads
of these there were attached all sorts of filigree like goat’s horns, tassels
of hair and strings of little flags running back to the bow. Confused by
the apparent uselessness of these features, I asked our counterpart
what they were all about, and he said only that they were just
decoration. I suspected another origin that I was never able to
determine.

There were several larger boats at this site, heavily built of normal
planks on frames with flat bottoms. Also lateen-rigged for sailing, they
were said to be used for carrying freight and cattle among the islands in
the Lake and to the various ports around the Nyanza Gulf. Again these
craft were perfectly suited to their purpose, but their wide hulls with
hard chines made me suspect that anything on this pattern that could
carry the net for our friend’s beach seining operation would be very
hard to paddle.

Near this lovely landing site there were several boatbuilders at
work, and I was jolted by the minimal tools and materials being used.
The area was surrounded by derelict hulls, long since rotted out at their
seams by the perforations of the many tiny nails. Nevertheless these
hulls were being scavenged for material from which to build “new”
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boats. Some of the salvageable pieces of wood were of very odd shape,
often painted different colors, yet they were joined together in random
patterns by still more strips of flashing to create hulls that looked like
broken ceramic bowls stuck back together using parts from different
bowls. The men were in rags as usual and they worked with the
diligence of castaways on makeshift craft for survival, but I had nothing
to offer them in their plight. Actually I thought that what this place
needed was big, cold-molded canoes built of veneers and epoxy on a
universal Constant Camber mold. They would have to import the
adhesive and some tools, but the wood and the labor could be local.
Seeing the ingenuity these guys were using to make something new
from something old, I knew they would catch on to Constant Camber in
a hurry. But the idea seemed so alien, so techy and arrogant of me to
even mention, that I kept my mouth shut.

We left Kisumu with pages of notes and memories of grand vistas
and distinctive people, but other than the vague promise of future fish
farms we had no suggestions for how to increase the few grams per
person of animal protein they were already gleaning from their lovely
Lake.

The Angry Growl….
Reports of an underutilized fish resource on Kenya’s northern coast
took the entire team by air to Lamu, an ancient dhow port on the Indian
Ocean. Lamu itself was located a few miles inland surrounded by
immense mangrove flats that from the air appeared boundless and
laced with channels. The town was strung along one such channel and
was a very pleasant place despite the looming presence of a moldering
castle-like prison. This huge building hunched in the middle of town
like a dungeon warren, and it reminded me of something seen in a
movie. But Lamu was also a historic tourist destination, so we stayed
the first night in a lovely bed-and-breakfast run by former colonials and
enjoyed fine food. Next morning we proceeded by boat through
seemingly endless mangrove until dark when our covered launch ran
aground. We waited with the swarming mosquitoes for the tide to
return, and in the gloom watched a long line of wild elephants cross the
channel ahead. By dawn we reached the very remote Moslem
settlement of Kizingitini near the border with Somalia. The vessels and
fishing methods here were distinctly Arabic; dhow-like hulls and
felucca sailing rigs, and the fishfood resource was said to be still
relatively bountiful.

Having arrived at low tide, we experts waded ashore across half a
mile of mudflat in our grey business suits (we were in seawater now, no
bilharzia) holding our shoes and brief cases high and presenting a
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singularly ridiculous condition which the Africans were kind enough to
ignore. We waded past a number of anchored boats, mostly thirty-foot
dhow-like hulls that were lying aground at low water, and I was
impressed by their rugged construction and ancient design. They were
hard-used and largely unpainted, and all were equipped to sail with
felucca rigs and hand-sewn sails.

On the beach we entered a world almost untouched by western
influence; grass huts, sandy beaches, tall palms, a rough mosque and
people in robes and turbans. I had never been among Islamic folk
before, and found them to be extremely courteous and helpful. Through
an interpreter Fuji and I learned that the fishermen would gladly catch
more fish than they could use if only they could sell it, but to increase
production would require some new fishing boats, which we were told
could not be built locally because of the exhausted timber supply. It also
would require a twice-weekly visit from a buy boat, which would carry
the catch to Mombasa, hundreds of miles to the South. It also would
require radio communication between the village, the buy boat and the
market in Mombasa, and a dependable supply of ice. We were asked if
these things could be provided by the Project.

"Sure," said Jack the engineer. "We could build a wharf here half a
mile long  to contend with this mud flat and install an ice plant. This
place is so remote that costs would be high, maybe two or three million
dollars. The buy boat would cost, what? Jim?"

"Maybe a million," I guessed sheepishly. Then, getting into the
sarcasm of the moment I added, "And they would need a boatyard with
a marine railway, perhaps a half million would set that up, and then
they would need a technology transfer and tooling for building new
boats out of something other than wood. That's another million or so."

“And the annual value of the catch?" Silvio asked Fuji.
"Ah! Catch worth maybe half million but only if export by air from

here to Saudi Arabia. They like it fresh so need air field and refrigerated
plane."

So went the financial analysis of many of the sites we investigated.
Nothing seemed to make fiscal sense except the subsistence-level
fisheries already in place, like the canoes and beach seining we had seen
at Kisumu. At Lamu the local boats used live wells, flooded
compartments with water flowing in from the sea, to keep their catch
alive until selling to the small hostels in Lamu, but the place was so
remote it seemed their marine resource could not be exploited further.

While wading back to our launch I was taking some pictures of the
boats when several men who were sitting on the rail of one of the
grounded vessels all looked at me curiously. Thinking perhaps that they
wanted me to photograph them I raised the camera in their direction.
They responded with an angry growl. Shouts came from other boats
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and from ashore, and I realized I had made a grievous mistake. As I
waded over to them to apologize they spoke urgently among themselves
and began to assume protective attitudes. Smiling, I re-wound the film,
opened the camera, removed the film and, bowing apologetically,
extended it to one of the men. He refused even to touch it but he and
his companions relaxed into cheerful banter and the situation was
defused. Thereafter I was careful not to even suggest pointing my
camera at Islamic people.

In Mombasa and Malindi we found very different situations but
always with the same analysis; the resource was slim and already fully
developed either by subsistence-level fisherfolk using worn out wooden
vessels or by private commercial entrepreneurs using rust bucket
trawlers cast off from Taiwan. The commercial harvest of wild fishfood
was sold mainly to Kenya’s considerable tourist industry, and the
commercial operators wanted nothing to do with government other
than its subsidized fuel price, without which they admitted there would
be no commercial fishing at all.

As Fuji had explained to me in Washington, about half of the
world’s total fish landings go directly into the local population for
immediate consumption. That half needed help here, but it seemed the
resource was already over exploited. “Commercial boys take care of
selves,” Fuji told me now, “but poor people cannot because no more
good wood to make boat. Also, near shore resource already fish out,
new boat must go farther, stay longer, change habits of go out and come
back same day. Need better boat, more seaworthy but can’t pay more
fuel. Jim, what can you do?”

Abruptly I got the picture; I had been brought here to solve an
impossible problem. “Let me think,” was all that I could reply to Fuji’s
question, and in those thoughts it seemed more and more to me that
Fuji was right; they needed modern sailing vessels built with mostly
local labor and materials. To go out farther and stay longer with greater
safety I believed they needed multihulls, but the notion was so totally
alien to the local culture that I couldn’t bring myself even to suggest it
at the time.

Then I was surprised to learn that the multihull was not all that
alien to East Africa. At a place called Pemba on the extreme south end
of Kenya’s east coast near the border with Tanzania, I came upon the
most rudimentary and utilitarian multihulls I had ever seen. Called
ungalawa, they have a dugout canoe main hull with high, flared bows.
Their cross beam design is uniquely jointed, and the joint restricted by
a flexible lashing. The outrigger hulls are literally a plank on edge with
their keels  canted inboard; if the vessel is knocked sideways by a wave,
the downwave outrigger tends to climb out onto the surface and slide
sideways instead of being driven under and possibly catching to trip the
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boat into a lateral capsize. While expressed here in a very rudimentary
way, the principles embodied in these ancient craft resemble those seen
in today’s big French ocean racing trimarans with their “J” foils in the
outboard hulls. No doubt these African outriggers are slow and clumsy
compared to some of their Pacific equivalents, and I met some
expatriate fisheries advisors at Pemba who considered them to be
useless and laughable. But the natives clearly disagreed. To me, they
illustrated how the local watermen had devised a craft that maximized
survivability and speed for essentially no money at all. How could any
modern boat designer compete on that level?

Later I learned that the Stone Age multihull culture covered not
only the entire open Pacific but also extended all the way across the
Indian Ocean as far as the east coast of Africa, a territory that included
most of the Indian Ocean archipelagos.  Nevertheless I was stumped as
to what I could contribute to the World Bank’s efforts to improve
Kenya’s fishfood predicament. My private notions seemed far fetched.

In discussing my dilemma with Fuji, I asked him, “Hey Fuji, what
are we doing here, anyway? It doesn’t look to me like we can make a
difference to these people, and the Bank must have known that. What
gives?”

“Ah! Now you ask big question. About time.”
“Come on, level with me, Fuji.”
“Oh, two answer,” he began. “First is political answer. Kenya now

be good. President Daniel Arap Moi, he good boy long time now.
Actually, bad boy, corruptionist but no communist. Get help from CIA,
come to power, kick out  communist, Washington like, Bank like. But
Kenya big problem, too many people, not enough fish. People get
hungry maybe get mad, kick out Arap Moi, communist come back
unless get more fish. Political answer.”

“I gotcha,” I said, “but what…”
“Oh, you wait. Also economic answer. Mission leader, Silvio, he

financial analyst. Bona too, he financial analyst. What is job of World
Bank financial analyst?”

“Sounds like to analyze finances.”
“Ah! That mean job is to induce poor country to borrow money.”
“Induce!” I interrupted.
“Oh yes, Bank in business to loan money, right?”
“You mean the World Bank loans money for profit?”
“Oh yes, plenty profit. Bank make loan to poor country, money

coming back twice.”
“Twice?!  How do you mean?”
“Oh, first time, poor country borrow money, condition of loan must

spend money in country where money come from.”
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“What?! You mean, if Kenya borrows fifteen million bucks from the
World Bank to develop its fisheries, it can’t spend it wherever it wants
to?”

“Oh no. Condition of loan, must spend about eighty percent of
borrow money in country who make loan. Money for machines,
materials and expert all stimulate economy of lender.”

“You mean….”
“Oh yes, external consultant like you, internal consultant like me,
technical assistant like Yoel and Jack, financial analyst like Silvio and
Bona, all highly paid. Money must come from somewhere.”

“Wait a minute…”
“Oh yes. World Bank in Washington have six thousand people

mostly elite come from foreign country work in America, all highly
paid. Where money come from? Come from loan! Poor country borrow
money, must spend in country where money come from so money come
back first time. Then poor country pay back loan so money come back
again. Sometimes poor country cannot pay back, but Bank get more
from rich country government, give to dictator in poor country, he
make big corruption but okay if just kick out communist. Anyway
plenty money come from both rich country taxpayer and poor country
fishermen to pay drip undah preshah!”

“Oh, Fuji. Is that what we’re doing here?”
“Oh Jim. Is call new colonialism. Now you see.”
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14

CROWDED GARDEN
1980

Fuji and I had been sitting at opposite ends of one dugout canoe hull,
perched on the poles that extended twenty feet across to the rails of the
other canoe. We were the guests of three African fishermen, two in the
opposite hull and one in ours, all of whom effectively ignored our
presence. Clearly they were not pleased to have been assigned the duty
of demonstrating their fishing method to two business-suited, plastic
bag protected “experts” from the World Bank.

Aside from the cross beam poles joining the twin canoes this
sprawling catamaran raft was fitted with long outrigger poles that
extended diagonally outward from each end of each hull to create a
floating contraption whose extremities described a rough square about
thirty feet on each side. Suspended from these four extremities was a
fine mesh net some thirty feet square with a barrel sized pocket in its
center. Now about twenty feet down in the gin-clear water of Lake
Tanganyika the net was clearly visible in the intense light from the
lamps. These lamps resembled the pressure lanterns used on camping
trips but their fuel tanks were on top and the glowing mantle shone in a
downward-facing globe. With two such lamps hanging over the water
from small davits in each canoe, there was sufficient brilliance to
illuminate the growing school of fish that had been attracted to the light
while we sat waiting for an hour and a half.

The lamps glared piercingly down into the water, and the strange
twin-hulled vessel undulated on the mild swell. Its cross-pole
connectives were wracked in their strips-of-inner-tube lashings, which
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were the only real connection between the poles and the two big dugout
hulls.

Turning away from the lamps I could see that we were far from
alone. Hundreds of twin canoes and thousands of lights spangled the
Lake around us, and this was just our fleet from Burundi. There were
other floating cities out here, some way over on the Zaire (now Congo)
side. I was impressed that there must be many tons of little fish being
taken out of this lake every night, and hordes of people depended on
this source of animal protein. I was more impressed on my butt because
it was sore from sitting for hours on the equivalent of a baseball bat,
and I was very tired.

Our team of five World Bank “experts” had flown from Nairobi,
Kenya to Bujumbura, Burundi just three days ago. We had been
attended by officials of the Burundi Fisheries Department who were
showing us around when Fuji insisted they arrange for the two of us to
go fishing. So here we were, just waiting for the fish to come to the light,
and my thoughts were swirling with the intensity of Africa.

In two days of traveling around this compact little country, which is
set in a clump of rounded mountains on the northwestern shore of Lake
Tanganyika, I suspected that it must be the original home of humanity.
Lush beyond lushness, for the Equator runs just to the north, Burundi
had enough elevation to make it pleasant and healthful. Perhaps this
explained why the land was swarming with people. It did not explain
why Burundi was classed as about the worlds poorest country but it did
suggest why it had about the world’s fastest growing population.

Much of my musing that night, sitting there in the middle of the
Lake, was of our previous three weeks in Kenya.  I knew that good boats
were neither simple nor cheap, at least not as simple and cheap as a
dugout, and I felt helpless to do anything about the plight of Kenya’s
canoe people. All I had done was to follow the team from port to port,
sit through the insufferable meetings with government personnel,
examine a dozen boat yards and a hundred boats, talk with the builders
and the fishermen, scour Nairobi, Mombassa and Kisumu for sources of
materials, and go fishing all night with Fuji. "We must work… Cannot
cry… Highly paid… Already depreciated…"

Indeed, I was feeling like a write-off. Before we left Nairobi the
consensus was that the World Bank could not in good conscience loan
the Kenya government fifteen million dollars for fisheries development.
"Ah!” Fuji had said. "Too much money, not enough fish."

Now the two of us were crouched in a dugout in Burundi waters,
and I was wondering how this situation could differ from Kenya’s. The
Bank had already been financing fisheries development here. Just the
day before yesterday we had been driven by Land Rover all day down
the long lakeshore to visit the eight “fishing stations” installed with
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Bank money and advice. Each station consisted of a beaching site for
these catamaran canoes where their catch, again of sardine-sized
ndagala, could be unloaded into brine tanks for soaking and then
spread out on huge wire mesh racks for sun-drying. Because
refrigeration was rare the dried product was then treated in smoking
ovens and finally packaged in little plastic bags weighing only twenty
grams each, like a single serving of peanuts. These packages were
widely sold for adding to the traditional native stew. They provided a
smoky flavor and some semblance of animal protein; twenty grams per
day for the whole family.

There was some activity, if lethargic, at each of these fishing
stations until we reached the southernmost, near the border with
Tanzania, which we found deserted. Silvio, our determined mission
leader, instructed our driver to follow the road inland through dense
forest to a nearby village. As we approached the cluster of round mud
huts with conical thatched roofs we saw people scurrying for cover, and
the only person willing to speak to us was an armed soldier. When
questioned by our driver/interpreter (who must have known the answer
all along) the soldier explained that there had been a conflict at the
station between Tutsi refugees from Tanzania trying to enter Burundi
and the Hutu Burundians. A machete massacre had occurred resulting
in hundreds of bodies being thrown into the Lake, and the crocodile
population had mushroomed to the point where nobody would go near
the station. “So much for that investment,” said Silvio. We didn’t know
at the time that this was just a precursor to the Hutu – Tutsi genocide
that would soon manifest itself in nearby Rwanda.

It had been a long drive, and on our way back to Bujumbura that
night we found the main highway, a brand new two-lane Macadam
artery built with Bank funds, to be crowded with people in the road.
Everyone was walking either north or south on the pavement carrying
some kind of burden; loaded baskets, bundles of fuel wood, string bags
of produce. Our driver was obliged to continually flash his lights and
sound his horn in order to pass through the throng. Avoiding the heat
of the day, these masses were carrying literally tons of the national
products all on bare feet. We were the only vehicle for many miles.
“Ah,” said Fuji, “cannot trade coconuts for fuel so make human
conveyor belt.”

Nevertheless, that day we had seen many outboard motors on the
World Bank’s steel catamaran canoes. Yes, in response to the scarcity of
logs for building dugouts, the Burundi fisheries department (on the
advice of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
had spent considerable of their borrowed money on a fleet of hundreds
of canoes made locally of welded steel. These gruesome vessels, flat
bottomed, hard chined and square ended like barges, had proven so
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heavy and draggy that the fishermen refused to paddle them like they
did their dugouts. In consequence a lot more borrowed money had been
spent on many hundreds of British Seagull outboard motors. On the
condition that the fishermen would bring their catch to the fishing
stations, the canoes, nets, lamps, and motors were all provided in
return for a portion of their catch each day. In this manner the
fishermen could eventually pay off their boats and other gear, but more
important their catch was now marketed for profit by the Government’s
Fisheries Department. In other words, using a so-called “para-statial
corporation,” the Bank had helped to put the Government in business.
This sounds like a good idea but assumes that government money does
not find its way into private hands.

The fishermen, however, had to buy their own gasoline for the
motors and kerosene for the lamps. Even at the discounted price for
fishing, fuel was costing the fishermen about half of their earnings.

The real problem was that the motors could not be kept running.
The extremely simple, normally durable and reliable Seagull motors
nonetheless had to be kept clean and dry, and the act of mixing oil with
gasoline was alien to the tribespeople. Inadequate training in these
matters had resulted in many discards. At one station I saw a small
concrete-block building, about the size of a double garage, filled half
full with a jumbled heap of these outboards. On examining a few of
them it was clear that they had been severely mutilated. Most had
bashed-in fuel tanks, shattered crank cases, broken shafts and missing
propeller blades. When I enquired about this phenomenon I was told
that the fishermen considered all motors to be the mechanized
equivalent of livestock, and when their “animals” refused to move they
were simply beaten.

The consequent shortage of working motors had resulted in a great
surplus of steel canoes. We saw them littering the once-pristine beaches
all along the lakeshore. Some were half buried in sand, others were
arranged in stacks like cord wood, many were inverted and cleverly
combined to form domiciles in which families were living.

Now I realized that when Silvio had told me, during that first and
fateful phone call from the World Bank, “We’re having some problems
with their boats in Africa,” he wasn’t kidding. Not just the boats were
problematic, but they were at the bottom of it all.

Lake Tanganyika is very long but narrow. The fishermen did not
have to go far to reach the fishing grounds, only three-to-six miles. In
fact, if they went too far, as in more than half way across the fourteen
mile-wide Lake, they would encounter serious difficulties with the
fishermen from Zaire on the other shore; “Bwana, we go too far they eat
us.” So paddle power was very much in order, and without it the whole
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system broke down. Clearly these people needed light weight, easily
paddled canoes.

The Pleading Grimace….
After what seemed like hours of waiting, the crew of our sprawling
catamaran canoe began to elevate the net, and my visual memory was
treated to another phantom vision exposure:

Now the African in our canoe begins to gather the net into our bilge.
The two men in the other canoe also elevate their edge of the net to
prevent the fish from swimming over its upper hem. Slowly they haul
yard after yard of netting to the surface until the fish are circling
frantically in their shrinking water space. Eventually they are confined
in a writhing mass in the net’s central pocket.

The Hutu captain in our canoe is straining to drag the throbbing
mass aboard. He has left some of his crew ashore to make room for me
and Fuji so is unable now to handle the load alone. He flashes a
pleading grimace at me, and I splash through the bilge water in my
business shoes, the tops of my plastic laundry bag socks sloshing in the
glare. Stumbling over the boxes of fish from our previous hauls I poke
my fingers through the netting – and through the flimsy bags on my
hands – into the wriggling fish and together we heave the catch over the
rail of the canoe. The fish immediately burst from the pocket and
swarm around my feet. It is a nice haul, twice the size of the others we
have made this night. The African smiles and we slap our right palms in
a slimy, plastic bagged high five. Fuji utters a rare chuckle.

While we paddled back to the station in the dawn, I was struck by the
early light pouring over Burundi’s brooding mountains to the east to
bathe Zaire’s mountains to the west. Together these ranges formed a
long, slot-like funnel with the Lake in the bottom and at mid-day
obviously would focus sunlight into its crystal waters. Surely this
explained in part why the fish resource, and the whole biota here, was
so bountiful.

As we approached the fishing station the Africans began to untie
the rubber strips that secured the cross poles of our catamaran.
Alarmed, I asked Fuji what was happening, and he said, “Oh, they
show, you see.”

Soon the two monohull canoes were alongside each other and we
were directed by the Africans to transfer to the other canoe. In it was
just one box of fish from one haul of the net. We proceeded to the
fishing station in this canoe where these fish were given to the
operators there in exchange for using the equipment, and the other
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canoe, Fuji now explained, went off to the market in Bujumbura where
its seven boxes of fish were sold at a somewhat higher price than was
offered at the government fishing station. “Now you see,” said Fuji.
“Government try to make money from poor fishermen, but instead poor
fisherman make money on government.”

Oh My Goodness….
In Volume 1 of this narrative I spoke of outrig people, those who like me
were attracted to the multihull concept early on. Now it was here in
lakeside Burundi, not far from where Stanley found Livingston, that I
met one of the most unforgettable outrig people in my experience. His
name was Jose Schredder. Descended from an early colonial family in
the Belgian Congo, Jose was a short but stocky, powerful man who
worked in Burundi for the FAO and was trying hard to address the boat
problems that I had only just now begun to apprehend. An old Africa
hand who spoke Swahili and several local dialects, he and his trainees
were producing sailing trimaran “dugouts” out of fiberglass, and he
wasn’t having an easy time of it. “Our supply problems for the polyester
resin and glass fabrics are extreme,” he told me, “and we have to do our
laminating in an air conditioned space. There are frequent power
brown-outs and my people have to climb a steep learning curve. We’re
getting some boats out there fishing, but no matter how I simplify and
squeeze, the boats are costing too much because the price of the all-
imported materials, which I have to get from France, just keeps going
up.”

Schredder’s shop was a terrible mess, with no control on tools and
materials, and his operation had features I considered dangerous.
However, he seemed to be able to fix anything. People were bringing
him broken down machines from all over the country, air conditioners,
truck engines, copy machines and time clocks, and he was able to get
them going again. I would later learn that he was locally renowned for
his koos-koos. That is, he was master of the very temporary repair, and
this made him invaluable in Africa.

I learned of these things on a weekend junket that we made
together in his tiny, tinny French car. “You must see some of the back
country,” he said, “to know what has become of the Garden of Eden.”

We climbed into the mountains on a good road for a time. Huge
trees, some of them flowering, overhung the road like a tunnel.
Occasionally the tunnel opened onto verdant pastures and village
compounds. When I remarked about the forest he said, “This has all
been logged more than once. Let me show you the primary forest.”

We left the pavement and struck off over ruts and puddles, the little
car making heavy going of it, but Jose was expert at this, keeping
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momentum and blasting through quagmires that would be impassable
for most vehicles and most drivers. Until, that is, we careened around a
bend on an uphill grade and were abruptly stopped by a big empty
dump truck stalled in the road. At least thirty African men were
perched in the bed, and Schredder began yelling at them in Swahili.

Now he stuffed the bulk of his upper body, save his right arm, out
the window of his little car and railed at them with vehemence. The
Hutu tribesmen were apparently confused by this diatribe and stared
blankly back at the Belgian who was hanging out of his car. As the
tirade continued I sat quietly in the passenger's seat. That part of Jose I
could see, his lower torso, legs, and the right arm, squirmed with anger.

The muscular little tribesmen, all with glistening bare chests
showing between the flaps of their fragmented shirts, slowly
dismounted from the truck into the mud. In bare feet and short pants,
they assembled around it in a rag-tag formation. Then, to the sound of
their work chant, which was a rapid succession of guttural “hut-hut-
hut's” barked with a riveting absence of unison, they galvanized into an
impressive, focused force and hustled the dilapidated vehicle off to the
side of the jungle track. Jose bounded his little car, gears gnashing,
through the potholes past the truck, throwing mud. His upper body was
still stuffed out the window and he was still cursing in Swahili.

Once past the obstruction he withdrew into the car with difficulty,
and continued driving aggressively. Besides spatters of mud, his face
also wore a grimace of intense frustration. As he turned to me his teeth
were showing in a loose snarl and his neck veins stood proud beneath a
reddened double chin. As if run out of expletives he puffed, "Oh my
goodness!"

After a moment, but still puffing, he explained, "I learned English
from my mother, but she never taught me to curse, or I would have
swore at them so you could understand. All she ever taught me was, ‘Oh
my goodness.’"

"What was that all about?" I asked.
"Surly monkeys!" he replied, lapsing briefly into Swahili. With that

same grimace of frustration, he continued loudly, "Their truck stalls,
and they just leave it in the road! No consideration for the next man
that comes along."

"Maybe they thought the next thing to come along would be
another truck," I said, "one that could push them or help them get
started."

"They don't think like that!" Jose yelled back, his voice painfully
loud inside the little car. Trying to calm himself, he added, "Maybe
another truck will come, but did you see how slow they got down and
pushed?! Surly, that's what they are. Before independence they would
have had that truck out of the way at once. That surly behavior is the
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result of just one thing." Jose now measured his words for impact: "We
can no longer use the mjeledi."

"What's that?" I asked.
"Ha!" he reacted.” You don't know the mjeledi? I'm sure they have

it in America, or at least they used to have it before your precious
Lincoln came along." I kept quiet. "But of course, you have no rhinos in
America."

"No, no rhinos," I said. "But what's a um-jeled-yacallit?"
"No rhinos. That's a pity. The mjeledi is the rhinoceros-hide whip.

It was used here in the old colonies, especially by the Germans, but I
can tell you that it's the only way to get those monkeys to really move.”

I realized that he must have managed large teams of Africans
before independence, and was prompted to ask, "What was it like back
then? What were you doing here?"

Jose sighed. After a long silence, he became calm, and his reply
was, almost reverent: "We had a large farm in the Congo, where it is
now called Zambia. Before I was born, my father walked in the
wilderness for weeks, staking out his claim. For thirty years our whole
family built that place into something magnificent. We produced
enough food to require a railroad spur to the farm for hauling tons of
produce off to the cities in the South. My father used to tell me I was the
son of a king. Whenever I wanted to leave and see something of Europe,
he would yell at me, `Son of a KING! Right here,' He knew I didn't
realize what a fantastic life we had there on the farm. He was right, I
didn't realize."

As our Sunday drive continued Jose told me they had lost their
farm during the Mau Mau uprising and the subsequent African
independence movement. He and his young family had been obliged to
return to Belgium where he found work as a repair man in several of
Europe’s largest factories. But the winters were hard on them, the pay
was meager, and they longed for something of the royal existence they
had enjoyed in Africa. With time he applied at the FAO, and because of
his language skills and his background he was assigned to the Burundi
Fisheries Department, where even the FAO knew they were having
trouble with their boats.

We now emerged into a long, forested glen where the forest floor
was more open. One could see the magnificence of the giant conifers
that were interspersed with eucalyptus. “They are growing eucalyptus
here for firewood and making charcoal,” Jose explained, and indeed we
saw a huge mound of what looked like smoldering earth. We stopped
and got out. “They make a great pile of dried wood and cover it with sod
and earth,” he explained, “and then set the wood on fire inside the pile.
It smolders like that for weeks, and when it goes out and cools down
they uncover it to find it has all turned to charcoal.”
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Presently we were approached by first one African, then several,
then a crowd. It seemed that people materialized from behind every
tree. All of them were begging politely, earnestly. “Now you see what we
have done to them,” said Jose. “These were once proud people with a
primitive but rich culture. Now they are bloody begging monkeys. With
the U N’s World Health Organization (WHO) they get a little modern
medicine so now most of the babies survive and they are multiplying
like rabbits. We have given them borders and bureaucrats and boats,
and now they are reduced to begging. Look what we have done to
them.” He then broke into another tirade in Swahili. The crowd backed
away and we left.

Squirming with conflict Jose huffed, “They have to cook their food
with something and they can’t afford kerosene or propane, so they
make charcoal by the ton. It is the most compact way to distribute fire
wood in the barrios of Bujumbura, but with population levels like this,
gathering wood for fuel is a greater assault on the forest than logging.” I
was beginning to realize that this man who had befriended me was
deeply conflicted. On one hand he seemed to love Africa and Africans,
but on the other he hated participating in their predicament.

As we continued our drive Jose asked me about my boating
background. When I told him that I was a multihull designer he said
that he too was a sailing enthusiast but had learned about it only from
books. Nevertheless, in an effort to overcome the cost of fuel for
outboard motors he had tried to introduce sailing to the fishery. His
fiberglass “dugouts” were so much lighter than the hollowed log
dugouts that they were unstable under sail so he had added outrigger
hulls to form a trimaran. “It worked,” he said. “The boats will go to
windward fairly well even though there is no centerboard, but the
trouble is that these people have never sailed, Oh, I’ve seen them hold
up a few palm fronds for a long downwind run in their canoes, but they
are not interested in anything more.”

I said, “It looks to me like what they need is a canoe that really
paddles well.” Jose mumbled affirmatively, but said nothing more.

Firewood.…
“We are coming to the primary forest,” he said.

“What’s primary about it,” I asked.
It’s, what you call? Never cut over for timber.”
“Oh, first growth, we say. Virgin timberland.”
“Yes, well, first and last. Once virgin.” At that we came around a

bend, emerged from the tree tunnel and were faced with huge charred
logs and blackened stumps extending all the way to the ridge tops.
“Good God!” I exclaimed. “What happened here?”
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“This was the last of the primary forest,” he said, almost with tears
in his eyes. “And when the people moved into it to produce charcoal…”
Now he began to squirm again. His face turned to a snarl and he started
bellowing again: “The government tried to run them out. They wanted
to preserve it for tourism so they brought in the army and started
killing people so the tribesmen just waited until the dry season and set
fire to the whole thing!”

On the way back into Bujumbura we detoured through a very nasty
barrio. An endless expanse of concrete block houses with metal roofs
was all relatively new. Obviously set down with foreign aid money, the
project had mud streets with dirt yards and inadequate sewers.
Countless kids were running around half naked and laundry hung from
the unglazed windows. Trucks and busses plied the rutted streets,
returning workers to their homes. “This is what we have done to them,”
said Jose again and again.

Our last stop was at a big culvert where a rushing tributary to the
Lake flowed under the highway. When leaving the little car, now half
covered with dried mud, I was overwhelmed by a yeasty, septic stench.
Looking down from the roadway I could see great clumps of raw sewage
and rafts of foamy crud being swept into the Lake. “This is not just the
outfall from the barrio,” said Jose. “It also drains a big tannery and the
nation’s only brewery. There is no treatment whatsoever.”

Then he made a sweeping gesture toward the crowded beach, where
many people were standing thigh deep in the stream and along the
shore. All were holding fishing poles or throwing cast nets. “The very
hungry ones come here because the fishing is good,” said Jose, and sure
enough some fishermen were landing tilapia. There was a sizable Nile
perch lying on the gleaming sand. While the men folk continued to fish,
this prize perch was guarded by three women and a boney dog.

“Look what we have done to them.”

A Drink Of Watah….
Jose Schredder returned me to the Hotel Source du Nil late that
afternoon. It was a French operation, very classy in a sleazy sort of way
and the only place in town to stay that was fitting for our World Bank
team. The rooms and the food were good enough and the view, out over
a glorious pasture with baobab trees and horses, was backed by the
Lake and its far mountains. The bar was patrolled by whores, who I was
told were available in-room at extra charge, and there was a noisy-if-
underutilized disco downstairs, but I was in the mood to think hard
about boats for Burundi. After a beer and a meal I returned to my room
to ruminate.
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With Fuji’s and Jose’s tutelage I now realized that anything
resulting from my watercraft recommendations would only perpetuate
– even aggravate – the post colonial dilemma in Africa. It seemed that
no matter how inspired and well-intentioned, most development efforts
had their benefits quickly stripped away by resulting increases in
population.

Did that mean I should back away? That I should refrain from even
mentioning what, if left to my own devices, I would do to put myself
into business as a subsistence fisherman in a good canoe here? What
would my boat look like? How would I build it? And if it worked well,
how would I build others for my fellow fishermen? Despite the
desperation visible everywhere I looked in this pauper’s paradise, if I
gazed purely from a boat design vista this was a fascinating challenge.
What could be done that was lighter than steel, cheaper than fiberglass
and more available than solid-log dugouts and that would paddle easily
while still using mostly local materials and labor? Why couldn’t
Schredder’s trainees learn Constant Camber? It was easier and far less
technical than laminating fiberglass or welding steel, and it could use
almost any kind of wood that was sliced into thin strips. But it was
alien. It was techy. And it would require a rather ambitious technology
transfer to a rather primitive setting. Was I willing to undertake such a
challenge? Could I sell the idea to the Bank? Just thinking about it
drove me to sleep.

In what seemed like minutes later my phone rang. I awoke still
dressed to hear Fuji saying, “Oh Jim, come quick. We go fish!”

I am snuggled comfortably on a pile of smelly netting in the hold of a
steel purse seiner. It is one of several operated by a private Greek
company. We have motored out from Bujumbura in this little ship, a
mamma duck towing five ducklings, five lifeboat-sized lamp boats
whose lamps are far brighter than those carried by the scores of
catamaran canoes all around us. The Greek captain has cast his lamp
boats adrift in a long line and told me and Fuji that we would drift until
about midnight when he would set the big purse seine. His crew has
retired on that huge pile of netting at the stern. Despite the balmy night
Fuji has brought his sleeping bag. We have been given a small lantern
and invited to retire to the bare hold below.

Fuji is reclined just beyond our lantern on a heap of rope. Unable to
sleep I sometimes notice something moving there. Shifting my position
I see him raise his still rolled-up sleeping bag as if to sniff languidly at
the center of the roll every minute or so. Then his eyes gleam at me in
the dim lamplight and he says, “Oh Jim, you want drink of watah from
Scotland?”
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I join him on his rope divan and together we talk of fish and boats
and governments while tippling from his well protected Scotch. He
explains that without the Greeks there would not be nearly enough fish
for the central market in Bujumbura, but the Government wants to
drive the Greeks out and market the fish themselves. “Government
officials borrow from Bank to put up fishing stations, give boat and net
and lights and motors to fishermen to get them to bring their catch to
stations. They try to control market, make money that Greeks make
now but not for Burundi and not for Bank. Keep money for pocket.” I
am thinking that the more I learn about this fishing business the more
it seems that my pile of netting over there is not the only thing that
smells.

The seiner's engine starts and we go unsteadily, happily, on deck.
The captain guides his vessel among the drifting lamp boats, dodging
dozens of catamaran canoes fishing in the same area, and enquires over
the water from each of his lamp boat crewmen as to what kind of fish
can be seen shoaling beneath his lamps, and in what numbers. Based
on their reply, he directs certain boats to be rowed slowly into
proximity with others, and finally for the entire nine lamp boats to
congregate in one area, pulling their fish together toward a combined
beacon of unreasonable brightness. This flood of light totally dominates
the twinkling of the dozens of catamaran canoes dimly visible on the
undulating edge of its range. Shouts of protest can be heard from the
canoe fishermen, and I understand the great Greek flare is pulling away
their fish.

When the order is given to set the seine, one end of the big net is
attached to a drifting skiff. The seiner is motored quickly in a great
circle around the lamp boats, its crew frantically casting the net behind
in a wide circle of bobbing floats. When the circle is closed at the skiff,
the purse line, a cable running through the lower hem of the net, is
taken aboard the seiner to a power winch and quickly hauled aboard.
This closes the purse at its bottom, preventing the fish from escaping
downwards. Now the lamp boats are moved outside the circle of floats
by pushing down the floats and the upper hem of the net just enough to
allow the boats to pass over. The whole crew then comes aboard the
seiner to haul back the big net by hand.  About twenty Africans bend to
the task, this time without the benefit of a professional jester to spur
them on. It is a long, hard haul for which Fuji and I are too tipsy to
participate. However, I am impressed by the precision of the entire
tactic, as directed by the Captain's steady calls of "Raza... Raza," (Pull…
Pull”)   and the men's low chanting of that same, arrhythmic "Hut-Hut-
Hut."

When the circle is reduced to patio size, the water's surface sizzles
under the lights with struggling fish. The net is tightened further, and
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the crewmen begin extracting the shimmering, fresh water sardines
with their long-handled dip nets. By three in the morning enough
ndagala is brought aboard to fill a dump truck, and there are several
huge Nile Perch. The captain says to Fuji, "It is enough to make
expenses, but without all those other canoes out there, it would have
been twice as much."

"Oh yes!" says Fuji. "And without purse seiner canoes catch three
times as much."

Back at the wharf the Captain's huff was quelled when Fuji gave
him the last of the Scotch. They parted as fishermen often do, the guest
taking away a fine example of the catch for dinner.

The Angry Snort….
As we neared the end of our two week mission in Burundi, Jose
Schredder and I spent considerable time together trying to devise a
solution to the boat problem. Among other things, he showed me one of
his fiberglass canoes that had been attacked by a hippopotamus.
Several two inch holes had been punctured in its bottom by the hippo’s
flat-topped teeth of that diameter, and its ends had been chomped away
like crackers. One of the two crew had been killed. “The steel boats will
resist this kind of thing,” he said, “but the fishermen prefer their
dugouts because even if damaged they will not sink and leave them in
the water with those beasts.”

I had no idea that hippos were aggressive until we visited the
Bujumbura yacht club one Sunday for brunch. The clubhouse of fine
stonework was adjoined by a large patio on a concrete wharf, and the
small marina held a motley collection of boats behind a serious
breakwater, all facilities having been built by the Germans during their
brief colonial ambitions in East Africa. I expressed dismay that nobody
was using the boats, and Jose directed my attention just inside the
breakwater to the cluster of knobby eyes and nostrils protruding just
above the surface of the water. “There are six of them there,” he said,
“Five cows and a bull.”

“Six of what?” I asked.
“Hippos,” he said. “They must spend their days in the water or in

dense shade because otherwise they suffer sunstroke. The breakwater
gives them a sheltered place to rest, but if anyone comes near in a boat
the bull will charge.” Then I saw for myself:

Well outside the breakwater on a sandy beach, I notice two white
sailors preparing to launch their Hobie Cat. They seem to be waiting for
something and I guess it is a breeze. When zephyrs finally begin to
ruffle the Lake they launch the cat and are immediately charged by
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another bull that has been reposing unnoticed nearby. The thing stands
up from its shallows, water pouring from its back like a surfacing
submarine, and it lunges through the shoals gaining rapidly on the little
boat whose crew now paddles frantically with their hands. People on
the patio, an even mix of blacks and whites enjoying the morning
together in what appears to be true harmony, begin to scream. The
whites, me among them, are terrified for the sailors but the blacks – I
now realize – are cheering for the hippo. The bull is slowed by deeper
water but plows a furious wake, and just as he is spreading his maw to
grab one of the boat’s rudders a cat’s paw wafts over the treetops into
the sail and the catamaran accelerates away. The hippo lets out a snort
of frustration that sounds like the claxon on a bulldozer.

Jose’s wife Lucy invited me to dinner at their home that night and I
accepted gladly, for we had all become friends. I had brought some
paperwork from home concerning the then-fledgling Constant Camber
construction method, and thinking that Jose might offer his opinions
of it, I now dug the papers out of my briefcase to take to the dinner.
They were just a few pages of sketches, snapshots and descriptive text.

The Schredder’s gracious home, provided by the FAO, was located
in a fenced, suburban compound with others of embassy personnel and
expatriate officials. It had a lovely garden (with a full time gardener)
and a patio shaded by lufa vines whose tendrils’ growth was so rapid as
to be literally observed by the minute. Lucy, a strong and pleasant
Flemish woman with adequate English, fixed us cocktails and snacks
for the patio, and I presented Jose with my Constant Camber
documents. While I watched the lufa grow, he studied the papers
casually at first but soon asked some intelligent questions; what kind of
wood, what adhesives, how much labor and so forth. I answered him
appropriately for cocktail talk, but that’s as far as it went that night.

On The Spot….
Our final meeting with the Fisheries Department people occurred the
next afternoon. All along I had struggled to stay awake in these
meetings because they were conducted largely in French. My Spanish
hadn’t done me a bit of good in Africa, and I followed Fuji’s example of
speaking only when I was asked a question in English. In this particular
meeting I was jolted awake when Fuji stood up and really put me on the
spot: "Ah, boat situation desperate. Jim, what can you do?"

Tongue-tied at first, I soon resorted to asking Fuji a question in
return. “Can we do anything? It seems to me that between the Greeks
and the native fishermen they are harvesting about all the fish that the
Lake can produce.”
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“Ah,” said Fuji. “But must have good artisanal fishing fleet. Need
some alternative to industrial fishing, because Greek purse seiner must
have fuel. If fuel become very expensive Greeks go back to Athens.
Anyway, Greek operation here marginal, and Greek don't like living
here, they don't want die in Bujumbura, want die in Athens. Anything
happen here they don't like, they go away and Burundi die. Native boat
situation desperate. What can you do?”

Coming as salvation to me, Silvio interrupted by saying, “So Fuji,
you mean that any new canoes for Burundi should be capable of
operating without motors?"

"Oh yes! Lake only fourteen miles wide, fishermen go more than
half way across they have fishing war with Zaire. Must paddle only six
or seven mile.”

Gathering my resolve I said, “That’s twelve or fifteen miles of
paddling out and back every night. With four men paddling in each
double canoe, that’s not far really, but any new boat has to be very easy
to paddle even when loaded with the night’s catch."

“Oh yes,” said Fuji.
“That means it has to be long and narrow and really light weight

and have a slippery shape,” I said. “Steel barges won't do it, fiberglass
won't do it because it’s too expensive to import one hundred percent of
the materials. Big logs for dugouts are no longer accessible. The plank
boats they are building now are made with such poor timber that when
waterlogged they probably weigh more than steel. That leaves
aluminum, and plywood. Aluminum would be all imported at great
cost. There is some wood in Burundi but no plywood mill. And as far as
I know that's all there is to build a boat out of; solid logs, good planks,
steel sheets, aluminum sheets, molded fiberglass and plywood, That’s
all there is and apparently none of them are feasible here.” This
pronouncement was answered by silence from the team, and Fuji gave
me a look of great disappointment. Hoping not to let him down
completely I then said, “Unless we make our own plywood right here.”

"Is that possible?" asked Bona.
"Making plywood, on a small scale, isn't all that difficult. You use

the so-called ‘vacuum bag’ process. It’s simple and cheap. All it takes is
a vacuum pump, which is like an air compressor working backwards.
With plenty of cheap labor the veneer, the thin slices of wood that make
plywood, can be produced on a band saw, and all you’d have to import
would be the glue.”

“Could you train these fishermen to make plywood boats?” asked
Jack the engineer.

“Well, that’s what I do for a living. I sell plans and instructions to
back yard wood butchers for building seagoing boats. They’re designed
for building by absolute beginners, and they’re all built of plywood.”
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Silvio laughed, “These guys can’t read plans and they are going to
need more than instructions!”

Taking a tremendous risk of becoming stuck in Africa forever I said,
“With Jose Schredder’s help and a good shop, I’m sure we could teach
them in a few weeks.”

Now Jose stood up and said, “Fiberglass and fuel have both become
so very expensive that I think we should try Jim’s Constant Camber
method. From what he has told me about it, I’m sure we could teach my
trainees to build light weight canoes that can be easily paddled. But
we’d have to build the shop, actually a pilot factory, and import some
serious tools.”

I was thinking to myself, it’s happening, just as Jack asked me,
“What’s this Constant Camber?”

“Well, if we make our own plywood, there's no point in making it in
flat sheets if we're trying to build curved boats. So we may as well make
curved plywood to start with, and that's what I call Constant Camber. I
hesitate to recommend my own invention because you guys are already
thinking I'm a mad scientist, but I don't see any alternative here. If we
can get even crummy timber to a big band saw."

Jack asked, "Can you make good plywood with crummy timber?"
"We can if we import good glue. This vacuum bag method we use

does the same thing to wood as what happens in a vacuum pack of
lunch meat. You know how it looks like those stacked slices of salami
have all had the fat squeezed out of them? Well that’s what we do to all
those thin slices of wood, except that first we bend the slices over a
curved mold. The mold is also made of wood and it looks like the top of
a giant motorcycle fender. Every layer of slices is bent diagonally across
the mold and arranged with the wood grain running diagonally
opposite to the layer beneath. That’s called cross laminating and it’s the
secret of plywood. We spread some waterproof glue between each layer
of slices and then, just like the lunchmeat, we cover the whole form
with a plastic film, seal it up around the edges, and then suck the air out
of the package with a vacuum pump.

“Jack asked, “What does all that have to do with using inferior
wood?”

“Well, this ‘vacuum press’ process does two things. It squeezes
down on the wood slices with the same, even pressure all over, which
forces them to take the exact same curvature as the mold. But what’s
more it also sucks the air out from wherever it is hiding, like sucking
the fat out of the salami. All the voids and cracks in the wood and all the
tiny spaces between the strips become filled with glue. If the glue is
really waterproof, like the new epoxy and polyurethane adhesives are,
the product can be much more stable than wood alone. And here’s the
thing, if we make the plywood into panels having compound curves,
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you know, bent in both directions like an egg shell, it becomes very stiff
and strong for its weight, so stiff and strong that the vessel needs no
internal framing. And it’s building the frame of a boat that is hard to
teach."

One of the Africans from the fisheries department then asked,
"How do you make this curved plywood into a boat?"

"Well, what comes out of that plastic bag is like half of a giant pea
pod, or one whole side of a canoe in one piece of compound-curved
plywood. Now you join it together down the middle with a matching
pod, and presto, you've got a canoe. At least almost. There’s some
pieces to add and finishing to do, but there is no involved skeleton to
build."

"You make it sound easy,” said the African.
"I've been teaching back yard builders to do it at home. If Jose and

I could get the stuff we need here, I know we can teach these fishermen
the whole process in a few weeks. And if I’m right, they’d be able to
build some tough, slippery canoes here. The thing is, I can't come up
with anything else to recommend, and I have no idea whether the
fishermen will actually like these Constant Camber canoes.”

"Oh yes!" said Fuji. "If boat very easy to paddle, they like. Because if
no motor, income go way up. They like!"

The matter was taken under advisement and the meeting shifted to
French.

Jose and I had very little opportunity to discuss the possible
consequences of what we had done. We both felt that there was only a
slim chance that the Bank would fund such a caper, and the very
thought of jumping into a huge project so far from home was rather
daunting to me. In a way its unlikely nature was a great relief. But as
the team left to fly home I promised Jose that I would send him
additional documents including a sketch of what I thought the canoe
should look like.

The Bank team flew first to Nairobi for a day of rest at the Hilton,
and it was now that I saw Fuji “help poor people.” He was frolicking
with a bevy of girls in the hotel pool. His stamina amazed me; all I
wanted to do was sleep.

The Big Valve….
Back in Washington D. C. for three weeks of report writing, I was
housed in a down town suite and spent my days trying to express in
writing what I had learned in both Kenya and Burundi. It was grueling
work for Fuji asked me to help him with his written English and
everything had to be coordinated through Silvio in order to make a
cohesive report.
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Grueling, that is, except for the women at the Bank. In the Capitol
District,  women outnumber men by about nine-to-one. I suppose
because I have never worn a wedding ring (to avoid chemical burns
under the ring from handling adhesives and solvents) the very
cosmopolitan aggregate of lonely World Bank women suspected I was
available. Their kind advances were appreciated, but to set the record
straight Jo Anna came up to spend the weekends in my suite and we
enjoyed some R&R together in the nation’s capitol. Six weeks apart had
been too long for us both, but it was nothing compared to what was
coming. I had blabbed about Constant Camber  just long enough to get
myself into deep yogurt.

The trouble began when I blabbed to friends about my trip. Phil
Weld was especially interested to learn that something might come
already from our SIB project; we had not yet even tried to promote the
idea to the international development funders. To get things rolling he
wanted to seek more funding through his Harvard classmate Elliot
Richardson who was in the State Department at the time. We enjoyed a
meeting with Richardson in Washington (which ultimately came to
naught) and I then took Phil to meet my cohorts at the World Bank.

Bonaventure, the West African financial analyst who we called
Bona, was very cordial with Phil and me. He mentioned that our
investigations in Kenya had led to a decision by the Bank not to loan
money to Kenya for fisheries development. The artisanal fishery in
Burundi, however, had been judged so desperately in need of boats that
a loan there was likely. He also said that he had been given charge of
the Burundi Fisheries Project, and hinted that perhaps we need not
look farther for funding a pilot project in Constant Camber. I could feel
the big money valve being opened and was stunned by the implications
of having to really perform in Burundi, but Phil was ecstatic.

All went well with introducing Phil to the other team members until
we dropped by Fuji’s office and the two men talked about their
backgrounds enough to realize that their units had fought each other in
Burma during World War Two. Phil had been one of Merrill’s
Marauders in the Army Rangers and Fuji had been behind the machine
guns that drove Phil to lead a heroic walk-out of his men through
territory the Japanese considered impassable:

“I have only known true fear once,” admits Phil to Fuji. “It was when we
were pinned down by your machine guns.”

Fuji replies, “Oh, sorry. We miss.” I know Fuji’s English well
enough to realize he is apologizing for causing the fear, but Phil begins
to bristle. Fuji notices Phil’s response and rises to the moment by
adding, “I was crazy kid, crazy to kill big Americans. No fear of die. I go
from Burma to special school.” Stalking around his office and speaking
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with a hiss he says, “Train as pilot of human submarine, big kamikaze
torpedo.” Taking a Karate stance and sharpening his face as if to expel
smoke from his eyes he says to Phil, “Unfortunately, limited supply. I
was unable to go.”

Phil’s arm is as tense as stone when I seize it to rudely urge him out
of Fuji’s office. He growls over his shoulder something about “Manic
Jap” and I walk him fast down the hall. Alone together in the elevator
he apologizes shakily and says “What do you politely call a Jap,
anyway?” Not quite understanding, I wait, and soon he says, “I suppose
it’s just a Japanese.” This stumbling wordplay shocks me because Phil
is one of the most cultured and articulate people in my acquaintance,
yet even some forty years after the War his life is still marred to the
point of vulgarity.

Fuji never mentioned the incident but was thereafter slightly stiff with
me.

Don’t Worry Brother….
During the four months in 1980 when I was back in America, Jose and
his trainees built and outfitted a fine shop with Bank funds, and he
imported literally everything we needed other than wood and labor. He
had arranged for a good supply of the local cypress lumber to be cut
into long four-by-five – inch balks and stacked for drying on the
premises. All the cutting was done by hand ripsaw in the jungle and
carried out on the sawyers’ shoulders; the pieces were wonderfully
straight. The drying wood was promisingly light weight and the species
was rated as very rot resistant. Jose had gone to Belgium and bought a
giant band saw with power feed, poured a concrete mount for the
machine with a deep pit for the sawdust, and provided a special
sharpening machine for its blades. With an industrial vacuum pump
installed in its own little shed, we were in business.

The speed with which our eight trainees took to the work of
building the prototype canoe was encouraging. Ranging in age from
about 20 to 40, some of the men had already received a little training in
mechanics, but others came straight from grass hut villages. Even
though I was unable to communicate with them verbally I found them
eager to learn. Sometimes I would just begin to work, allowing the
trainees to watch, and simply wait for one of them to ask to try the
operation I was performing. The use of electric tools was particularly
fascinating to them, and even though they were frightened by the power
and the noise produced by something like a circular saw or a disk
sander, they were always willing to try. I would stand behind them,
reaching around their shoulders to grasp their hands with mine as they
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clutched the tool, and together we would guide it through the work.
Such antics brought comic relief to the training, for the men were
unaccustomed to such proximity with foreigners, and reacted with a
plucky willingness to try anything. They did more than try; one look at
it and one trial and the operation was learned.

Soon I became friendly with several of the men. A youth named
Ntarindwa began pestering me to teach them English, and soon they
started their days by slapping palms with me while shouting, "Hi,
Brother! How's life?" The work went well, and the men expressed great
pride in their achievements, especially in the prototype canoe. Several
wanted one of their own.

But all was not copacetic in the workplace. Our project was
organized under the Burundi Government Fisheries Department, and
Jose was very frustrated by having to clear each of his decisions with
African administrators who knew nothing of the work. The seven Hutu
tribesmen in our group felt that they were being forced by the shop
foreman, a tall Tutsi by the name of Nkurunziza, to work too hard for
the miniscule pay offered them by the Tutsi government while the Tutsi
foreman was paid generously.

I soon learned that Jose had a hair trigger temper with all of our
people. It was his plan to leave them alone in the shop for at least an
hour per day to develop their ability to proceed with the work on their
own, and one day we returned to the shop in mid afternoon to find
work at a standstill. The foreman Nkurunziza had become the target of
sorcery. A crude effigy or curse charm had been erected on the floor and
a candle was burning in the midst of a circle of stones. Jose cursed
violently and kicked the objects to pieces, yelling to me that I must also
participate to show that I, too, was invulnerable to their magic. In his
attempts to discern which of the Hutus had been responsible for this
intertribal face-off he interrogated them to the point of becoming livid
and finally struck two of the men, Mbahonankwa and Kashirembo, with
his fists. They responded with meekness and glares.

I later learned that this was not the first time Jose had resorted to
violence with his trainees, yet with their help we were really getting
things done. Two Constant Camber molds had been built and some
small vacuum-laminating demonstrations had been conducted.

Familiarizing the men with the very notion of vacuum proved a
challenge. I asked Jose to explain to them that vacuum was “nothing,”
but that it had real power. However, watching our vacuum film
squeezing down on layers of gluey wood samples,  failed to make them
understand how it worked. So, I devised an experiment to give them a
direct tactile sensation of the power of “nothing.”

With Jose translating I asked Nkurunziza to put on a small cotton
glove with a large rubber glove over it. I lined his wrist with a strip of
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the clay-like vacuum tape we used to seal around the edges of the
vacuum bags. Then I inserted the intake end of the vacuum hose under
the rubber glove, squeezed it down over the seal, and turned on the
pump. Immediately the rubber glove contracted into wrinkles to
compress Nkurunziza’s hand. This caused him to leap and yell and
break into a fit of expletives that was translated by Jose. “He says his
copulating hand is being squirted out from his copulating elbow.”

Each of the men tried the demonstration with similar results, and
soon they were playing with the hose, stopping its end with their fingers
and sucking hickies on one another’s necks. With Jose’s help I implored
the men not to put the hose in their mouths (fearing the vacuum might
cause a collapsed lung) but later I saw three of them pretending to do
just that:

They look at me, bring the hose near their mouths and then, laughing
uncontrollably, jump as if kicked in the behind while at the same time
sucking in their stomachs. Confused by their antics but still concerned
about injury from vacuum (the hose could easily damage an eye or ear)
I summon Jose to help me understand what is happening. He barks at
them in Swahili, they resentfully stop clowning, and Jose tells me
scornfully, “They are just trying to learn how to fart backwards.” Now I
know they understand the power of “nothing.”

Despite the occasional good humor in our workplace we were working
hard and perhaps a little too fast. A supply of full-length, one-piece hull
halves was accumulating and the first prototype canoe was nearing
completion but we were running out of floor space. Jose put
Kashirembo to work building two welded steel storage racks, welding
being a skill in which he had received some training. But he was
working on the floor, his space was cluttered, and he accidentally
allowed his welding torch to burn through the acetylene hose. A hissing
flame erupted, and instead of turning off the gas, Kashirembo jumped
away, giving time for the acetylene flame to burn also through the
oxygen hose. What followed remains among my most visual
recollections of the Project:

The two gasses now mix resulting in a ball of fire that roars like a jet,
and because the two hoses are paired together as one, this horrible
flame now begins whipping around the work area like fire from the
mouth of a writhing dragon. Nobody dares approach the shutoff valves
on the steel bottles of welding gas. Slowly the flame consumes the hoses
like a fuse on its way to the gas bottles. As the fuse shortens, its
whipping action becomes faster and angrier. I think, here goes the
whole project. I grab my brief case and lead a retreat with winged heels.
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From a distance, we see Musombo, an old Hutu whose face is decorated
with tribal scars and who always wears a red woolen stocking cap
regardless of the steady 90-degree temperatures, just standing there as
if mesmerized. Thinking that the steel gas bottles may explode and
scatter shrapnel, I yell at him to run, but he just watches. When the fuse
becomes short and its whipping action frantic, the little man steps to a
nearby fire extinguisher and calmly snuffs out the dragon. He receives
such jubilant praise from his fellows and from me that he becomes
heady and unsteady, and accidentally falls into the saw pit and breaks
his leg.

The next day Ntarindwa cut off his finger. During one of the not
infrequent brown-outs he was inspecting the blade of his 220-volt
portable circular saw (big “skilsaw”), a French machine with an
(extremely dangerous) hold button on the switch. He had been making
some long rips with the tool when the power failed:

It suddenly returns, the tool jumps to life, grabs his index finger at its
base and dutifully lugs through the digit despite Ntarindwa’s violent
efforts to shake the thing off. The still-running tool now falls to the floor
blade down and races around crazily on the concrete, sparks flying,
until it runs over and cuts off its own cord with a flashing report. As the
wide-eyed youth clutches his wrist and beholds the incredible, totally
bloodless stump, the severed finger lays on the floor twitching. All his
kinsmen engage in an awesome ceremony around it. I approach
Ntarindwa, put my arm around him and say into his ear, "Very brave.
You are very brave."

The shocked youth's reply comes slowly, hollowly, as if spoken from
within the old whistlejug: "Don't worry brother."

News of these injuries brought visitors to our shop including the
Director of the Fisheries Department and, much to our surprise, the
Prime Minister of the Country. They arrived in a small motorcade
complete with body guards, all dressed in identical brown suits with
flared cuffs at wrists and ankles. Also to our surprise they were not
concerned about the injuries but instead they were quite taken with the
appearance and lightness of our first canoe. The Prime Minister asked
about project costs, and when I showed him the accounting, which I
had in my trusty briefcase, he said, “No, it is not expensive! And I want
one of these canoes.”

Despite their injuries both Musombo and Ntarindwa were present
at the launching of our first completed canoe. Considerable pride was
evident in the group, and all took turns paddling the craft out into a
mirror-calm on Lake Tanganyika.
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Bwana, This Canoe….
The night finally came when the first catamaran unit produced by the
project was to go out fishing on the Lake. Jose had consigned the boat
to the best fisherman he could find, a stout, young Hutu called Bugulu
who seemed eager to try the new boat without an engine. Bugulu
invited three others from his "hill," his family clan, to join him as
paddlers and net handlers. As they left the beach with the rest of the
fleet that evening, they received some friendly chiding from the crew of
neighboring boats. They started their little British Seagull outboards
and crawled away in the roar and smoke of dozens of machines. Those
engines that wouldn't start were coaxed by being bashed on their
flywheels with a fish crate. The crew of the new boat seemed pleased to
paddle past the steel canoes whose motors wouldn’t start, and Jose
assured me that they all understood that by paddling the canoe instead
of buying fuel they could increase their incomes substantially, maybe
even double it.

Now, well before daylight, Jose came to arouse me saying, "Let's go
down to the beach and see what happens when they come in."
Apparently he couldn't sleep, either.

Many boats were arriving at the fishing station. We milled about in
the dark searching for our boat and became separated. Finally I was
implored by a boy in rags to follow him to a promontory where Jose,
silhouetted in the dawn, was looking to the north. There it was, our
fishing machine, steadily moving toward us from up the coast:

As the new canoe approaches the beach, a shout goes up among the
fishermen at the station, and a crowd quickly gathers at the point where
the new vessel is headed for its landing. But when the craft comes close
it veers suddenly offshore and the paddlers bend to their strokes as if
starting a race. The boat seems to slide unreasonably away, the crowd
swoons and the boat continues in a wide circle. Heading back toward
the beach, some paddlers now lay back in the bilges as if half asleep;
others are reaching over the side to propel the craft with their hands.
Cheers and laughter go up in the crowd, and several wags jump into the
Lake and grab the twin bows of the craft. Immediately on touching the
sand, the throng seizes the hulls and drags the unit up the beach with
the crew still feigning drowsiness at their stations. People crowd around
the craft to the extent that it is minutes before Jose and I can make our
way to the gunwale where Bugulu sits, like the rest of his crew, regally
answering the excited questions of his peers. Jose gets close enough to
make his presence known to Bugulu, and the rugged youth stands to
address him directly. Jose turns to smile at me and motions to leave the
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throng. As we make our way out of the mob, I ask twice before Jose can
answer without shouting, "He said to me, `Bwana, this canoe does not
need an engine.'"

Shoot My Friends….
During the months I worked in Burundi I stayed at the home of Jose
and Lucy Schredder. Lucy’s meals were always appetizing and we had
many interesting conversations. They made me very comfortable and
their company was usually scintillating. Yet despite the apparent
success of our project and the many visits we were receiving from
curious and complimentary Government and aid personnel, Jose would
still sometimes flare up at home.

One evening we were looking at pictures on a wall when I noticed
standing in an alcove a pump action rifle. Schredder picked it up and
handed it to me saying, “This rifle has at least thirty monkeys in its
barrel, all on the same day.”

Confused, I said, “How do you mean, in its barrel?”
“Don’t get him started,” said Lucy from the kitchen. “Jose, you

must talk about something else.”
Jose took the rifle from me and pumped the action. To my surprise

a live cartridge ejected from the chamber and clattered onto the floor. “I
can’t help it,” he said. “I have to keep it loaded.”

I made the mistake of asking why, and he began to show some of
the anger I had witnessed before. “Please don’t talk about it,” pleaded
Lucy from the kitchen doorway.

“This thing saved our lives!” Jose said loudly. “Why shouldn’t I talk
about it? I'll tell you, Jim because you must be wondering why I get so
angry with Africans sometimes. You remember that my father used to
tell me I was the son of a king? Well, I was, but that all ended with the
uprising.”

“I have been wondering,” I said.
“Remember those monkeys with the truck that morning? It was a

gang like that, only about three times as many, who killed my father."
Now the veins began to stand out in his neck again. "They used to work
on our farm, and we gave them everything they needed.”

“They killed your father!?"
"Yes. They went crazy. But did you see how surly they were to me

that day in the truck? Just plain surly!" He was starting to churn. "Most
of them are too young even to remember the mjeledi, but I'm not!
That's my trouble. I can remember what Africa was really like. It was a
paradise, I'll tell you."

 I wondered, ‘paradise for whom?’ But Jose knew what I was
thinking. "And you may say that it wasn't a paradise for the Africans but
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it was! They were a lot better off back then than today. But they saw all
the good things we had done with the land (now he began to squirm
and sputter), and they just decided to take it. Take it and ruin it!"

Lucy came in from the kitchen, looking distraught. Fearing Jose's
mounting tantrum, I said, "But what was it like on your farm before the
independence riots?" The question worked, temporarily. Lucy came to
Jose's side, and after he puffed for a moment, he responded:

"Oh! It was beautiful. We had three hectares under heavy
cultivation just for the kitchen garden, and three thousand more that
were just like a park... fields, roads, orchards, ponds. Beyond that the
cattle range was practically unlimited. We had barns and shops equal to
the best in Europe, and the main house was truly elegant, but not like
Europe. It was elegant but simple, beautifully simple. We produced
food for the entire region and shipped carloads to the south almost
every week. Then they took it," he said, his voice controlled, "and they
destroyed it. We lost the whole thing in three hours. Everything burned
by the same people who had built it and depended on it for their living
and their homes. My father and one brother were killed. My mother
and me and my two sisters, and Lucy here, we had to fight our way out.
That rifle saved our lives."

"My God," I muttered.
Lucy said, "I wish he would get rid of that rifle. It's a reminder of

something terrible that's past and done with."
Jose, with that same twisted face, his voice building again, said,

"They were coming at us with spears and clubs! They knew very well
what I could do with that rifle!" Now he began to tremble. Lucy took his
hands. He shouted, "They were crazy! I didn't want to shoot them.
Some of them had been my friends since I was a boy, and now they
were crazy to kill me. What could I do? I had to shoot my friends!
Aaaah!" The big man collapsed on his wife in a whimper.

"Stop thinking about it, Jose," said Lucy. "You know it makes you
sick." She stood him up and hurried off.

"Of course it makes me sick!" he bellowed. "I've seen what Africa
could be like today, but look what they have made of it. Independence?
HA! They have to beg on the streets and beg in the fields, and they even
have to beg from the World Bank! Nothing but a bunch of beggars.
That's what we have done to them."

Lucy returned to offer him a small, white pill and a glass of water.
He resisted. "Take it," she said, "or you won't be able to eat."

Jose took the pill and said, “I won’t be able to eat anyway! Please
excuse me.” And he retired.

Lucy was crestfallen but bravely served dinner for the two of us.
Picking at her food she offered her own impressions of colonial Africa.
Having come out from war torn Belgium as a young woman, she longed
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for those years of order and tranquility they had shared in the Congo.
She spoke of their exile in Europe as being miserable but she had
nonetheless objected to Jose applying for work again in Africa. "The
work has gone badly for him," she said. "There is nothing much to show
for our six years here on the Lakes. He loves Africa with all his heart. It
is his true home, but with the black bureaucrats now running things,
nobody has any real authority and poor Jose can’t get anything done.”

After dinner in the kitchen, Lucy further explained to me; "His
trouble did not start here in Burundi. No, his trouble started with
independence. Our world came crashing down and he still gets so
upset. Meeting you has given him hope for working with you in the
future, but now you are leaving and I know his tension will get worse.
As you have seen tonight, it's getting worse already. Please Jim, can you
help me convince him to leave this place? I must get him back to
Europe. He's got to quit this work or it's going to kill him."
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CASTLE COVE
1981

During the summer of 1981 while Jose Schredder was setting up the
pilot production facility in Bujumbura, Jo Anna and I sailed
SCRIMSHAW from our home in Virginia up the coast to Nova Scotia.
We had been “down east” as far as Maine with our sons as crew before,
and wanted to go down farther. The term “down east” refers to the fact
that the farther north one goes beyond New York the more the coast
line runs east-and-west, and in summer the  usual warm, gentle breeze
is from behind. For July through September it is normally a downwind
milk run from almost anywhere on the American eastern seaboard to
almost anywhere in the Canadian Maritime Provinces. It’s a milk run
indeed if one is willing to contend with fog, traffic and challenging
waters.    Sailing “up west” (getting back home) we would learn in the
coming October, is the hard part. So going “down” into the fog and “up”
home on the gales suggests a question I have often asked myself about
sailing. When things are going really well I mutter to myself, “Have we
earned this wonderful experience, or have we yet to pay?” So the
following story tells of one such wonderful experience that was
bracketed on both sides by earning it.

You Tell Me One….
From our “drowned river” home to the open Chesapeake is a run of
about five miles, and sailing another fifteen miles eastward across the
Bay puts us past the Virginia Capes and out into the ocean. On June 21,
SCRIMSHAW’s birthday, we timed our departure from home to catch
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the ebbing tide at Cape Charles and were swept into the open sea by
shortly after lunch, whereupon we found ourselves profoundly alone.
This was our first passage in Scrimshaw made without Steven and
Russell, and the boat seemed incomplete, actually lighter and certainly
emptier and quieter, without them. We had an easy, light airs passage
of two nights out before arriving at Martha’s Vineyard just south of
Cape Cod, but we were tired! In those days we were still hand steering
all the way (our autopilot was yet to come) and it surprised us to find
out how much more demanding it was to keep the boat running day
and night with just two in the crew.

After a fine visit with the Newicks at Martha’s Vineyard we decided
to try heading east without transiting the Cape Cod Canal but instead
heading out through the infamous Pollock Rip Channel. The swirling
currents swept us between dangerous shoals but with great good luck
we were able to see the markers in a damp haze. With a fair wind we
passed into open water just as fog and darkness came crashing silently
down upon us. For the next four days and nights we could hardly even
see the water at noon.

These were the days before GPS and we did not have Loran or
radar, but we did have a nifty little RDF (Radio Direction Finder) and
there were lots of radio beacons in this area on which to take
approximate bearings so as to establish our rough position. It could be
very rough.

Our RDF was the hand-held type wherein the navigator dons a pair
of earphones and, while holding the radio by its pistol grip, tunes the
radio to the frequency of the beacon whose beeps or squeals he wishes
to hear. The more powerful of these beacons are located on light
houses. Each one broadcasts a unique Morse signal of beeping dots and
dashes that are stated on the navigational charts. This allows the
navigator to identify the station he is hearing. In addition, virtually all
floating buoys in these foggy waters broadcast a much weaker signal
that theoretically can be heard only from nearby. This system served
mariners well until Loran and then GPS came along, but it took me
some time to learn to use it well.

The problem is that weather conditions and cloud formations can
cause these radio bearings to “lie with authority,” especially in clear
weather when the signals tend to bounce off of clouds. This can produce
two signals coming from the same station that are even ninety degrees
apart. In fog, however, the signals seem usually believable, but it is then
that they are hard to hear. Reception can be so good that all the stations
come in clearly with many overlapping their frequencies. The navigator
is faced with trying to audibly distinguish between several coded signals
– a jumble of beeps and squeals – all at once.
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But I had plenty of time to learn. With Jo Anna on the helm I could
sit in the sterncastle for hours twiddling the dials and aiming the radio
until I was convinced I was hearing a certain beacon already located on
the chart. I would then aim the radio toward the estimated position of
the beacon until the volume of the beeping or squealing diminished. By
swinging the radio to the right and left of this quiet spot or “null,” (the
most quiet direction for that signal) I could sight a purely audible
“bead” on that, say, lighthouse even if it was many miles away. This null
is sometimes rather crisp, at other times it is ragged and wide.

Of course it helped a lot if the seas were down and Jo Anna could
steer the boat as straight as possible; otherwise the null would swing
right or left according to the vessel’s wandering course. Because she
was steering in the fog, with nothing on the horizon to steer by, she was
challenged to steer as straight as possible by the cockpit compass alone.
Thus our navigation was, as usual, a very cooperative effort. With the
null established as steadily as possible I could then read the little
compass mounted on top of the radio, which would show the magnetic
bearing both from me to the lighthouse and from the lighthouse to me.
It helped a lot that we were sailing in a wooden boat with no heavy
machinery, no ferrous metal nearby to deviate the radio’s little
compass.

All of these factors could substantially degrade the accuracy of the
bearing, but by taking several bearings, noting them down and rating
them for their audible reliability, and then drawing lines at those
bearings on the chart, the lines would often intersect; not at a point but
in an area, which gave at least a rough idea of one’s position on the
chart.

After two days and nights we approached the south coast of Nova
Scotia and the wind began to blow. We had experienced fog sailing in
California and thought we knew something about it, but here we
encountered real fog and real wind together at the same time, a
combination previously unknown to us. In addition these waters are
strewn with “outlying dangers,” rocks, shoals and islets that are almost
all marked with RDF-broadcasting buoys but which are nonetheless
extremely dangerous in fog. The rock “ledges,” in particular, are often
covered at high tide and can produce erratic breakers in intermittent
heavy swell. We knew about where we were but the large bays on this
coast produce strong currents when they fill and empty with the big
tides, so a vessel can be easily swept away from – or toward – the coast.
We were sailing hard in breaking waves so there was enough surface
noise to make it almost impossible to hear surf until it was too late. We
were cold, damp and tired, and wanted badly to get the anchor down in
some snug cove “off of this world,” but we simply did not dare to
approach this coast in these conditions.
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After a day and night of lollygagging offshore under staysail alone,
just waiting for the fog to lift and hating it, we were approached closely
by a Canadian Coast Guard ship whose crew had apparently been
watching us on their radar. I spoke with the captain by voice across the
water and learned that he had never before seen a trimaran. At length I
convinced him we were not in distress and asked him to confirm our
position, which he did. With this knowledge and a calmer wind we
began to venture in through the ledges towards St. Margaret’s Bay.

Inside the ledges we were occasionally sounding our horn
proceeding with confidence, but again there was too much surface noise
from the waves to judge the distance or direction of other horns we
sometimes heard:

I am below fixing us a sandwich and hear Jo Anna utter an explosive
whimper. Looking out I see her yank the tiller hard to port, so hard that
she is leaning way back with the tiller’s end up under her chin. She
stares wide-eyed to port. At that second I hear the motor of the other
vessel and crane my neck out the hatch to see it pass within a boat
length of us, both vessels executing tight turns to avoid collision. It is a
chunky wooden lobster skiff of about our length with its Radar
spinning, and there are two men at the stern, one shouting to the other,
“ Why, that’s the craziest thing I’ve ever seen!”

We were clearly not in multihull territory. Later I contemplated which
vessel would have fared best in a T-bone collision and deduced that it
would probably depend on which boat T-boned the other. If
SCRIMSHAW’s sharp bows impaled the skiff it might have gone down.
If the skiff rammed us our starboard hull would be practically
destroyed, but probably we would remain afloat, even able to rescue the
lobstermen if necessary and continue operating as a single outrigger.
Nevertheless this scare made the fog, especially with wind in it,
extremely edgy for us. We really wanted out of it.

By early afternoon there were signs of clearing; the fog was shallow
enough to admit a semblance of sunshine from directly above, yet there
was still little lateral visibility. The wind continued to drop, suggesting
proximity to land, and soon we heard surf. Again taking very careful
RDF bearings on the local buoys we ventured close to what the chart
told us must be a small island just inside the western promontory of St.
Margaret’s Bay, and all at once there were pretty little spruces growing
right down to the high tide line on a bold and rocky shore.

Creeping along this shore just close enough to maintain visual
contact with it we came to what was apparently the northern end of this
island, and the chart showed a narrow cove inside the point. Would this
be an anchorage?
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Gingerly we entered the cove and were badly shaken by our
centerboard banging hard on a submerged rock. Dutifully the board
swung up and we passed over the rock, seeing it now about four feet
down and covered with weed in the surprisingly clear water. Rattled by
the shock we stopped to examine the chart closely and saw that indeed
the rock was shown as breaking at low tide but there were no others
depicted in the otherwise four fathom depth of the cove.

We continued inward, peering intently through the rolling mist. A
small wharf emerged on the western side with a dilapidated shack at its
base. (We later learned that such shacks are endemic on this coast.
Called “fish stores,” they are used for storing salted fish and lobster
bait.) We continued creeping in under motor.

On the eastern side there now appeared another shack, this one less
ramshackle, perched on a large granite shelf above the tide. And slowly,
as with fake smoke clearing from a medieval stage setting, there
appeared right above us a looming castle. It was a compact and fanciful
edifice with minarets, battlements and a colonnade, and it sat
confidently on the granite shelf, the base of its lower walls rinsed gently
by the surge. Obviously brand new, it was paved with colored stones set
in pointed concrete, solid and serious yet beautifully whimsical and
audacious.

Delighted by finding shelter after our ordeal, we gaped at the
setting but were interrupted by finding that our anchor would not hold.
We heard a shout from up on the castle wall, “Hey there.” A man was
pointing ahead of us and said, “Take that mooring there. The bottom is
bed rock but the mooring is good.” The man was shirtless, compact and
solid like the castle, and he resumed pushing a wheelbarrow full of wet
concrete up a sagging plank. He dumped the load into a wall form,
backed down the plank and disappeared from view. He was clearly
building the castle and was apparently doing it alone.

We looked down to see our anchor sliding along the granite thirty
feet below. We took the mooring float and saw that its chain led around
a huge rock on the bottom. We were directly beneath the castle walls.

Securely moored at last and out of the foggy ocean, we covered the
sails and began to unwind but we could not stop gaping at our
surroundings. The cove was narrow and steep-sided with trees whose
tops, like the castle’s minarets, faded into the mist. A small wooden
cruising sloop was hauled up and moth balled on the granite shelf
beyond the castle. Another glance at the chart revealed the cove to be a
narrow tidal cut between the castle’s island and the Nova Scotia
mainland, and ahead there was a footbridge, apparently the only
contact between the two. “This cut is a natural moat,” I said to Jo Anna.

She pointed to the shack nearby the castle and said, “Look!”
Following her finger I saw a large bay mare standing outside the shack
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with its head and neck thrust inside over the closed lower half of a
Dutch door. But the shack did not look like a stable; it had windows and
a chimney. We continued staring, trying to apprehend this ethereal
place to which our boat has brought us:

The horse begins to back up, its hoofs very audible on the granite.
Suddenly the bottom half of the door swings inward and a rather large
woman strides out. She wears a flowing, purple moo moo. She is
followed by a parade of five dogs ranging in size from a Great Dane to a
Schnauzer and is carrying a plate, apparently laden with hot food,
covered by an inverted bowl. and (I am not making any of this up) there
is a raven perched on her shoulder. Proceeding toward the castle she
stops, looks at us with apparent surprise and, using just the fingers of
one hand waves at us like a queen waving at serfs. Now the dogs also
see us and commence to woof and yap. Still they follow the woman,
steaming plate outstretched in the lead, the raven flapping to maintain
its perch and the horse clopping behind. Under the balustrade of the
castle they all file into a great doorway with no door and disappear. Jo
Anna and I stare at each other. Soon the procession resumes in reverse
back into the shack all except for most of the horse.

I recall now that Jo Anna said, “I think we have intruded on a fairy
tale.” Feeling buzzed with fatigue we both contemplated a nap but being
off the bounding main and into this Disney scene  I felt disoriented and
restless. I launched the dinghy and rowed the five or six strokes over to
the granite shelf, a natural quay at any tide, and ascended the castle
ramparts. There I introduced myself to an almost muscle bound man
who said his name was Max. He was sweating in the fog while mixing
concrete by hand with a hoe in a trough. I asked him, “Are you actually
building this castle by yourself?”

“Oh no,” he said, in a Swiss-like accent, “my wife Gigi down there,
she helps a lot by collecting all the colored stones from the beaches. I
can’t stop this pour right now but you’re welcome to look around. And
down there in the throne room you will find the old Captain Guy. His
name is Guy Asbury, and he is sick but he likes to talk. You could tell
him about where you have come from in that… Boat? Is it?” I ignored
the jibe and started a tour of the castle. Clearly it was to be the ultimate
fanciful residence, and soon I found my way down to the throne room:

It is dark and unfinished inside, all concrete and stone, and it smells of
pipe smoke and fresh horse apples. In one wall there is a striking
stained glass window through which the grey day shows in shafts of
slightly colored light.  I see several random stacks of construction
material and my eyes are drawn to one chest-high heap that is covered
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with what looks like a heavy tarpaulin, but incongruously topped by a
fedora. A covered dinner plate is on the floor and I see a curl of smoke
crawl from underneath the hat. A throat-clearing sound is followed by a
slight movement within the heap.  As the hat turns slowly upwards it
discloses, as if by curtain rise, a very white and slightly trembling, but
fine, old face. Clenching the pipe and speaking without moving the jaw
it says, “Max is topside.” The wet words come past the pipe as the man
tries to motion upwards with his hands, but I now realize he is buried to
his ears in blankets. “On deck,” he says, nodding back to aim his pipe
and eyes toward the ceiling.

I see now that he is very old, and strikingly white in the strange
light.  Not just his complexion, but his stubble, brows and sideburns all
seem to fluoresce.  “Yes,” I say to him, “I met Max on the roof, and you
must be Captain Asbury.”

“Just call me Guy.” The man coughs, then adds, “And watch your
step.  That horse!”

“Oh?  Yes,” I say, glad for my boots.  “Max told me you were in here.
I’m from the boat moored out there in your… Uh, in the moat.”

Using his eyes and his pipe again, he motions toward the doorway
and the foggy scene beyond, and says, “That’s our moat, all right, but
that, whachacallit, catamarak?  That’s a boat?”  I turn to look, and
notice that the man is positioned so that he can see the moorage
through the frame of the huge doorway.  Our SCRIMSHAW is just
visible, swinging to her borrowed mooring in the mist, and Jo Anna is
in the cockpit, still peering at the castle apparently also unable to rest.
“Where you from?” Guy continues, “And how’d you find your way into
this cove, in that soup out there?”

“That’s a trimaran,” I said. “We’re from California, and we lucked
into this cove to get out of that soup.”

“You came from California in that?  How?  Through Texas?”
“No, through Panama, a while back.  With my wife and our two

sons.”  I try not to be short with the old man, despite his doubts about
our boat. “The boys aren’t with us this trip and I wish they were,
because we get awfully tired running in fog, just the two of us.”

“How long have you been out.”
“Four days since Cape Cod, and it’s been solid fog and wind. You

can’t hear the surf on those ledges to warn you where they are.  Then
there’s the fishboat traffic. It gets nervous. Tiresome. But I guess you
know.”

The hat retracts like the front door of a box turtle’s shell, covering
the man’s head in his cocoon of blankets. There is more smoke, and
then the curtain rises part way again. Clenching his pipe to one side the
old man gives me a resigning grin and says, “I know all right.  And I
know you’ve got more pluck than most yachties to be splashing around
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in this water.”  His speech is clear and flat, totally without accent, but
his voice is congested. “I thought you were going to try and tell me
you’d come by Cape Horn.”  He laughs and coughs, then wheezes. After
a moment he says, “Anyway, I never got myself down around the Horn
either.  I’ve spent my days right here in the Maritimes.  And I’ve never
sailed a boat like that!”  With both arms now, he strains to lift the
blankets, which drag the floor, and for the first time I notice his
wheelchair.  “Wish I could,” he says, “but it’s too late now, as you can
see.”

“Sorry, Cap...  Guy.  Sorry I can’t tell you anything about Cape
Horn, but Max told me you were in here, and he said you might like to
have someone to trade a few yarns with.”

Now the curtain rises full height. His face flushes. His eyes widen
and the blankets swell as he inhales.  He says to me loudly, “Stories kid!
I got a million of ‘em!  Not the least of which was… the time I was
stranded on a dead whale!” He shouts the words, but coughs and
appears to clutch his chest under the blankets.  Then he resumes,
“Stranded on a whale I was! Surrounded by thousands of screaming
seagulls! In thick fog!”  His windpipe whistles as he gasps for breath,
and he finally trails off almost whispering, “And my feet were sink-ing,
into the stink-ing, decompos-ing, bull-lubber.”

I sputter, “What? How’d you get…?” And I wonder, is this man the
verbal reincarnation of Joseph Conrad?

Wheezing and grinning, the old man says, “Now, you tell me one.”

I Queen, You Subject….
On my way back to the dinghy I met Gigi. She was on her way to pick up
Guy’s plate. “He never eat much,” she said in her French Canadian
chatter, “but I feeds him the best because we love him. He built our
boat there, and we live in zat boat for shree yearce.”

“Really!” I said. We lived in ours for three years too, but mostly in
the tropics.

“You live in zat sing?” She said. “Where you come from?”
“California, originally. By way of Panama, but that was some time

ago.”
“Ah ha,” she said knowingly. “Now you come to see Nova Scotia.

Well, you see it all right here.” With both arms outstretched she beheld
the fog. Her moo moo swirled about her corpulence, and speaking as if I
should know what was behind the mist, she said, `Zees ees as good as it
gets, right heer, and no matter where you come from or where you go,
you can't beet zat, anywhaire in ze vorld."

"Yes, lovely,” I say to her but I can't see a thing. “And the castle!
What an incredible undertaking.  Are you going to live in it?'
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“I gonna be da queen. You want to be my subject? Look around,
maybe you stay a while, help King Max build ze castle.”

Never wishing once to battle the fog in order to see the rest of Nova
Scotia, and feeling we had found the very essence of what cruising
sailors seek, we stayed in Castle Cove for a month as guests of  King
Max and Queen Gigi as their castle-building helpers.  In this endeavor
we learned, sometimes the hard way, that materials for the castle were
ferried across the moat in Max’s trusty lapstrake rowing skiff. Sand for
mixing concrete was shoveled into the skiff from nearby beaches at low
tide, rowed to the landing and unshovelled at high tide, and allowed to
stand in the rain for two years to rinse out the salt.  It was then mixed
with cement and cast into large, steel-reinforced concrete blocks which
were elaborately decorated on their exposed sides with Gigi’s colored
stones. (Before Guy came, construction continued even in winter, as
blocks were cast on the floor inside the shack.) Bomb-proof concrete
framing for the castle’s structure, including lovely columns and arches,
were poured into forms in summer, and the pre-cast blocks then
grouted into the framing.  In this manner, construction had proceeded
for the past seven years.

Charmed evenings over food, drink and the affairs of court, were
conducted in the shack, where Max and Gigi had lived for years among
their animals and artifacts. The little place was festooned with French
furniture, fine china, silver and glassware, erotic sculptures and
impressionistic paintings.  There was a crystal chandelier befitting of a
refectory, so large that it hung in the shack at shoulder height.  All these
things had been collected by Gigi to adorn the castle one day, where
their scale would be appropriate. Also in the shack there was an
enormous fuel-oil cook stove that furnished winter heat (fuel oil was
floated across the moat in drums), an electric refrigerator cram-packed
with wholesome food, a bed for the royal couple and a bunk for Guy.
All these things, and all these people, plus the dogs and the raven in its
cage, and the omniscient head of the horse, were compressed into the
fish store which measured only 24 feet square. Thanks to the Canadian
government running a power line under the moat, they had electricity,
but there was no road to the place and no running water; the well and
the outhouse were detached in opposite directions.

Gigi was right about the view, too, although the beauty of the place
did not reveal itself until, as August embraced September, the fog
cleared for longer moments each day. When it did the sky was neon
blue, the landscape pristine and primitive, and the water so clear that
one could see lobsters crawling on the bottom in the moonlight.. The
jumbled interface between the ocean and the land, with the castle at the
edge of both, became more and more enchanting, and that special high
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latitude sunlight warmed all the colors in Gigi’s stones as if they had
been somehow captured for real by Cecil B. de Mille.

Her cooking, in that little shack with no running water, secured her
ultimate authority, so she reigned. Who would argue with a curt
command from the Queen, when doing her bidding earned another of
those meals? (Not even the King). They were served on a massive, oval
coffee table around which the diners squatted on assorted non-chairs,
peering across at their partners beneath the softly lighted, crystalline
stalactites of the chandelier.  Perhaps because of it's low-down
closeness to the table, the chandelier aimed wavy laser beams through
the wine-filled stemware, and these rays then highlighted her elegant
china, flatware and linens with Burgundy-electric beams.  Hors
d'oeuvres, stews, fish, roasts and garden greens were regular fare, but
the “specialty of the shack” was lobster. Because this catch was so
critical to the local economy and employment it was illegal for un-
licensed locals to take of this endemic fare. The fines for violation were
severe but Max had built a trap door in the colonnade by which he
could, when equipped with his wet suit and scuba gear, enter the moat
via an underwater tunnel to emerge with his gig in what he called “my
living happy hunting ground.”

Guy in his wheelchair towered over the table so ate from a plate on
his lap. Except for the Great Dane, the dogs all stood salivating nearby.
The Dane squatted with his head higher than mine as I sat on a
hassock, but not higher than that of the horse, whose omnipresence at
the Dutch door was cause for caution. From her torso-outside-the-door
position and with her surprisingly quick neck-head-lip-tongue
adroitness she could instantaneously swipe the bread right off your
plate, much to the amusement of the Queen.

At Gigi's table the discipline was fairly rigid. One ate until the
platters were empty and listened to the thumbnail autobiographies of
the others, egging-on the storyteller with asides. When offering his or
her own contribution to this table talk, any vital material was accepted,
the more personal the better. With the serving of fresh bread with
unsalted butter, Guy would begin with yet another account of  some
self-effacing foible, and when the time came for pie or cake or apples
with cheese we were really gathering the yarns but through it all Guy
bound the spell of Castle cove with capers that none of us could match.
I tried repeatedly to get him to reveal how he had become stranded on
the whale, and how he came away from it, but he seemed reluctant to
finish the yarn. “That one is not good table talk,” he would insist. But
then he’d tell another, and impishly ask me to try to match it. I began to
wonder if he had invented the story of the whale.

We did learn that Guy had been a boat designer and builder. His
work was usually in utilitarian yachts on classic fishboat lines. “He
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could build a straight mast from a crooked tree,” said Max. But Guy was
sick indeed. “Besides a lifetime of pipe smoking,” he confessed, “my
kidneys are shot and my pacemaker is not quite keeping up the pace.”
Max and Gigi had found him languishing in an old sailor’s home and
brought him to the castle where he could live out his days near the
water.

At least once a week Guy required to be driven into Halifax for a
dialysis treatment. Normally Max made that fifty mile-trip five days a
week to work as a draftsman in the Halifax shipyard, and because  Gigi
did not drive, taking Guy for his treatment on the weekends was
seriously limiting Max’s castle building. He was now taking a month off
to catch up, and I volunteered to drive Guy in for his treatments. It was
on one of these trips that old Guy finally agreed to tell me the story of
what happened on the whale.

Teenyboppers In The Fog….
He had built a nice little schooner for a man we’ll call Charlie (I can’t
remember his real name). The craft was ready for sea trials and the
breeze was mild and the fog was, said Guy, “Looking like it was ready to
burn off so we left the dock and motored out into the Straits of
Northumberland.” Apparently Charlie was not much of a sailor so Guy
was giving him a sailing lesson as well as checking out the boat. They
ran the engine for an hour to determine it did not overheat, and while
Charlie steered a compass course Guy hoisted sails, tuned the standing
rigging and checked sheet leads. “We could hear lobster boats running
their pots so Charlie gave an occasional toot on the fog horn, but I had
put us on a course into water too deep for lobstering so I was not much
concerned about traffic.

“Then, with the engine shut down we found that the boat sailed
wonderfully and we tried all points, upwind, downwind and reaching,
on both tacks.” Guy lost track of his estimated position but he knew
they were way out in open water so he just enjoyed the sail.

“But there was something bothering me,” he said as we rolled along
over frost-heaved roads. “At first I couldn’t tell what it was but soon I
realized it was a strange, far-off noise. ‘Charlie’ heard it too, and I think
he unconsciously set off in the direction of the sound just to find out
what it was. It was kind of a faint, cheering. I checked the chart and the
fathometer and could see that we were way out in the clear, so I
couldn’t imagine what we were hearing for quite a while. I thought it
sounded like a distant ball park with the crowd cheering, but Charlie
said it was more like teenyboppers at a rock concert. But we kept on
sailing and pretty soon I got the idea it was seagulls, lots of them like on
a beach.”
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“But you were sure there were no beaches around?”
“Not a chance, but then I figured there might be a trawler hauling

the net or cleaning the catch. You know how gulls will follow a hauling
trawler. But I couldn’t hear the engine or anything else to suggest a
trawler. Then I could pick out the sound of an individual gull, you know
how they make that screek?” Guy imitated a gull with surprising
fidelity. kaaa kaa ka kilo kilo,’ like that?”

“Yes,” I said, “just like that.”
“And you know how sound carries in the fog? We couldn’t really tell

where it was coming from. As we came closer it seemed to be over this
way, so we’d go that way and it would sound like it was over some other
way and pretty soon it was getting loud. Then we had gulls flying
around us, screeching their heads off, and suddenly they all went silent.
They all at once just shut up! I took that as a warning so I put the helm
down quick to head her up and stall the sails, you know, take the drive
off of her, and then came the boom of a thousand birds all taking off at
once. The boat just stopped. It didn’t feel like it hit anything, it just
stopped like it had run aground in greasy mud.”

“Could you see anything?”
“Now we could see it all right, and we could smell it! But the noise

of the birds was so loud that we couldn’t hear each other even if we
yelled. They were soaring through our rigging, screaming like banshees
and bombing us all over…”

“Yuck,” I said.
“Including on my sweater, so I reached below and grabbed my

slicker and pulled up the hood. That turned out to be the smartest thing
I did all day. The rest of it was plain stupid.”

“How so?”
“Well, I went forward and saw that the thing was lying on its side

with one big pectoral fin – it was a humpback – sticking up in the air.
The birds had pecked the fin almost to the bones. There were bones like
huge fingers and a thumb so it looked like a giant hand reaching for the
sky.

“It was floating high in the middle with its head and tail bending
down into the depths, and I figured there was a big bubble of gas in its
gut, that’s what was making its belly float so high. And it was rolling in
the swell so the huge hand was waving around, with the birds trying to
light on it to feed. Then I looked down under our bow and saw that the
bobstay and the dolphin striker (rigging under the bowsprit) had
plowed into the whale.”

“What the hell did you do?”
“Well the stench was so strong that it burned our eyes, and while I

was dropping the mainsail Charlie got all excited and started the
engine. Trouble is he threw her into reverse while it was still revved up.
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I heard a terrible clank and knew something had busted, but then I also
heard water rushing in. I jumped below and found that the prop shaft
had pulled out of the coupling and the whole works, prop, shaft and all
had gone out through the stuffing box and water was blasting in all over
the engine. So there we were, stuck in the whale and sinking.

“God!”
“Well, I got the leak stopped with the end of the mop handle – used

it as a bung in the stuffing box – and went back on deck. Charlie was
freaking out but I got him calmed down by putting him to work down
below at the pump and convincing him we were definitely not going to
sink.

“So then I went back on the bow and saw that the ship was pitching
slightly as the whale rolled, and the chain of the bobstay was sawing
away in the blubber. It looked like with a little help it would come loose,
so I went out on the bowsprit and jumped down on the whale. I slipped
of course, and went down on my butt in the stinking bluck, but I had
hold of the bobstay and was able to pick myself up. I stuffed myself
under the end of the bowsprit and tried to push with my shoulder but I
slipped again and struggled around there trying to get a good stance.
Then I noticed the sharks.”

“Holy…”
“They were just gliding around, probably well fed on blubber. I

could see big white spots on the whale with flapping skin where they
had taken out big chunks. But I took a stance again and tried to push. It
seemed like it was going to work so I got another foothold with my
shoulder under the chain and really shoved. The boat started to move
so I straightened out my body like a ramrod and my boots went down
into the whale right up to my knees…”

“Oh no!”
“…and I tried to hang on but my hands got wedged between the

chain and the underside of the bowsprit like, well, it was tearing the
skin off so I had to let go.”

“Guy!”
“Charlie was still below on the pump,” “I could see his strokes

squirting overboard, and I screamed but so did the gulls, like they were
laughing. And I watched the end of the bowsprit disappear into the
fog.”

Charlie and the schooner drifted around through the night. He was
totally lost and helpless to sail his new boat alone. The next afternoon
he hailed a passing trawler whose skipper kindly towed the vessel into
port. The Canadian Coast Guard was reluctant to believe Charlie’s
incoherent story but agreed to mount a search for Guy the next day.

After Guy’s dialysis treatment, as we were driving back to Castle
Cove, I learned that he survived for two days and nights on the whale. I
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was extremely curious as to the details of his ordeal, but he was tired
and coughing a lot. He spent a good part of the trip staring down at the
floorboards, no doubt wondering how long this blood filtering was
going to keep him alive. In response to my occasional prompting he did
his best to fill me in.

“I was lucky,” he said. “I had my sweater and my slicker. Otherwise
I would have frozen at night. But I had to move from where I was,
locked in up to my knees, sort of cast into the blubber, and the swash
soon filled my boots. The water was cold. But I had my pocket knife,
which allowed me to move up on the whale. Without that, well, the
sharks would have taken me because I could only stand there for so
long. But with my knife…”

Guy now squirmed in the seat enough to reach into his pocket and
extract a pocketknife, the very knife as it turned out to be. He opened a
blade and waved it in space like he was carving. “I cut hand holds in the
hide behind me and twisted around to get a grip while pulling one leg
out of my boot but stuffed my foot back into it backwards. Then I did
the same for the other foot, and by cutting more hand holds and using
the old ones for foot holds I was able to climb up onto the highest part
of the whale and get hold of the hand, the big pectoral fin. Of course the
birds were upset by this intrusion but I finally got situated with my feet
in little blubber holes and my hands tucked into straps that I cut in the
hide. I could sit down against the hand and be fairly secure.”

“Did you actually sleep there?”
“I could doze a little, with my chin on my knees and my hood pulled

over my face. Otherwise during the day the birds would have tried to
peck my eyes out. At night the place was crawling with little crabs and
they were always after my hands because I’d scraped some skin off on
the bobstay. I had to cut off the sleeves of my slicker, just below the
elbow, and slide them down like gauntlets to protect my hands.

“So I could rest all right, but the problem was thirst. I got so damn
thirsty that I couldn’t think about anything else, not even about the
schooner or about Charlie. Poor bastard, I knew he must be crazy with
fear.”

“What about you?” I asked.
“The only thing that worried me was the whale sinking. The sharks

were working on it now and then. They would come in fast with their
mouths wide open and ram the thing, bite down and shake their heads
and wriggle their jaws just like sickle bars, and then pull away with a
mouthful of blubber. I knew that eventually they would get through to
the stomach and the gas would escape. All I could hope for was that
somebody would come along before that happened. I also hoped that if
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nobody came the cold water would kill me before the sharks figured I
was alive.”

“Did it rain? Any water at all?”
“No rain, and the dew on my slicker was loaded with whale bluck. I

got used to the stench but I couldn’t stand the taste. I did have a little
moisture from the crabs by catching them and tearing off their claws
even while they were biting me and open them for a little raw crabmeat.
It was great, but the birds screamed and clawed and flapped in my face
and tried to take the crabs away from me so in the end I had to take the
birds.”

“How do you mean take?”
Well, I would just sit there dead still for a while until one of them

would land on my head. I nearly slipped off the whale trying to grab one
up there so I decided to let them sit on my hood long enough to gain
confidence. Then they would jump down beside my hands and I could
grab them.”

“But water from seagulls?”
“I know it sounds crude but thirst will make you do anything it

takes to get moisture. Now a seagull is a wild thing, you know. We used
to call them flying rats. If you’ve got one in your hands clawing and
biting and beating its wings the best thing you can do is twist its head
off right away. With one hand around its neck and the other on its head,
will, it’ll twist right off just like when you wring a chicken’s neck. But its
heart is still beating and the blood spurts out like a hydrant, so I
learned to stuff the neck in my mouth fast and let the thing pump itself
out right down my throat. It was faster than I could swallow, and it
made a real mess but of course I was really cold and hungry too, so the
hot blood was wonderful.”

While waiting for Max to come over the foot bridge to help carry Guy
across the moat, Guy took my hand and turned it palm up and held it.
With his other hand he deposited his pocket knife in my palm. Not
quite understanding, I fondled it, opening both blades. Of the Old
Timer brand, its fine steel blades had been sharpened away almost to
slender spikes but it was still very sharp. “I promised myself I would
never be without that thing as long as I lived,” he said, “but now its time
for me to pass it on. Don’t just put it away somewhere. Use it for me.”

Max later told me that when the Coast Guard finally found Guy
there were bubbles coming up from beneath the whale and it was going
down. “Still,” said Max, the only thing he was sore about was losing the
propeller and shaft. And his boots! He had to leave his boots in the
whale.”
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Token Radical….
With autumn closing in Jo Anna and I reluctantly left Castle Cove and
headed for the Virginia Capes and home. When crossing the Gulf of
Maine (just below the Bay of Fundy) we were set upon by a brief but
intense storm that was the heaviest weather yet encountered in our
boat. We were not threatened, just knocked around, but it gave us real
respect for the North Atlantic. While riding to the parachute sea anchor
in this blow I examined the chart of Maine to determine where we
might enter our country. Reading the fine print by lamplight I noticed a
town on Penobscot Bay called Brooklin and thought that perhaps this
was the place where WoodenBoat Magazine was published. I had
admired the Magazine’s graphics and noted its content as being
definitive but concerned mainly with traditional boats. I wondered if
they would consider publishing something of our wooden multihulls.
There was a small harbor shown near Brooklin called Center Harbor.
Located on an arm of the Bay with the unlikely name of Eggemoggin
Reach, I determined that we would try to put in there.

When the weather moderated we were quite unsure of our position
but Jo Anna spotted a trawler working and we went close enough to
hail her. The captain gave us a position from his Loran, and then asked
where we had come from in such a vessel. When I answered Nova
Scotia he said, “Jeez, was you out in that yesterdee?”  I told him yes,
and he seemed disbelieving, but with our position now known we
proceeded into Penobscot Bay and Center Harbor.

Glad to be off the bounding main again we rested overnight at
anchor and the next day I went ashore at the Brooklin Boat Yard and
found it a quintessential New England custodian for traditional wooden
watercraft of all sizes. I enquired there of the Magazine’s location and
was directed uphill for a short walk into the picturesque village of
Brooklin, Maine. An old inn there was said to be the Magazine’s
headquarters.

Entering a rambling clapboard mansion at the side I walked in to
find a group of lively young people sitting around a big kitchen table;
they were pasting up the coming issue. I introduced myself and
explained that I had a trimaran down in the harbor and invited them all
to come out for a ride. Immediately they dropped everything and
followed me to SCRIMSHAW, where we enjoyed a memorable romp in
wonderful water and wind. I told them of my coming work in Africa and
they invited me to submit a manuscript and pictures.

Thus began my ten-year affiliation with the WoodenBoat Magazine
and their boatbuilding school, perhaps the most unlikely yet fulfilling
facet of my watercraft conviction. Initially focused on preserving the
time honored skills and materials – and the cultish mystique – of
classic wooden boatbuilding, the Magazine editors, Jennifer Buckley in
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particular, welcomed my non-traditional submissions. The directors of
the School, Peter Anderheggen initially, invited me to teach my
heretical boatbuilding methods. They even allowed me and my design
partner John Marples to introduce epoxy and Constant Camber in their
classes. We began as their token radicals and became their accepted
friends (virtually all their classes now use epoxy to some degree). Much
of what I wrote for the Magazine is more technical than what belongs in
these pages, but the boating aficionado is invited to search the
Magazine’s index on-line for more detail.

     Not without consequence was something written in the
Magazine about me. In issue #69 (March 1986) their esteemed editor
Peter Spectre published a profile article entitled Trimaran Jim in which
he mentioned my early affiliation with Wolfgang Kraker von
Schwarzenfeld (Volume One, Chapter 2). In his interview of me I told
Peter that I had lost track of Wolf some thirty years previously, but that
I often thought of him as if we had been cohorts in another life and
time. In the text of his piece Peter included the question, “Wolfie, if you
are reading this, where are you?” Right away Peter began receiving
letters that usually began with something like, “The last time I saw
Wolfgang Kraker von Schwarzenfeld was in…” Peter sent the letters to
me, I chose the most recent reference (which was at a port in the
Canary Islands) and wrote to him care of the harbormaster there.  In
time I received a reply from Wolf himself that began, “Dear Jim, You
are one with whom I have always been in mental contact.” I could tell
he hadn’t changed a bit.

When Wolf then came to America and we went sailing in
SCRIMSHAW, I learned that the wing tank trimaran in which he had
departed Miami in 1957  had been capsized in mid Atlantic. Wolf spent
thirteen days clinging to the craft before he was rescued, starved and
delirious, by a passing freighter and taken to North Africa. There, with
the help of a job in a restaurant he recovered his health, was soon
managing the place, then bought it, and soon sold it for enough to build
his 75-foot schooner PEGASUS which he had been chartering ever
since.

Of course we spoke of the old days, of Hans Hoffman and Jeannie
Miller, and of our whacky oil drum trimaran built for escaping from
Colombia (Volume One, Chapter 11).  His visit was a great time warp for
us both, and we parted again as in a dream wherein the fantasy of
“mental contact” is as equally felt as reality. After yet another twenty
years, we are again – at this writing – in that kind of contact only.
Maybe that’s good enough, but sometimes I wonder… Wolfie, if you are
reading this, where are you?
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On The Hard….
There is something almost brutally authentic about Maine’s coast. Like
Nova Scotia it is extremely maritime; in summer it basks in the Gulf
Stream’s humid breath but as autumn shoulders down from Hudson’s
Bay the sailor feels the North Atlantic trickle down his neck. In this
two-to-three week-long transition, however, the region gleams.
Cruising in this water is best done when nobody else gets around to it,
in October, which is why Jo Anna and I dawdled in Penobscot Bay and
tied for too long at a float in Camden harbor.

This embracing little town is a tourist Mecca in summer. The inner
harbor thrives with the sailings of its fleet of “dude schooners,”
reconstructions or replicas of the old Grand Banks dory schooners that
now haul tourists on week-long expeditions among the post card
perfect and sublimely sheltered islands of Penobscot Bay. Camden’s
waterfront bistros host Yankee swells and wanabees “from away,” and
the Coast Highway traffic crawls right through it on two lanes. The local
merchants make real hay while the sun shines, and once the visitors
evacuate on Labor Day they always sigh and sometimes don their T-
shirts reading, “If you can’t take the winters you don’t deserve the
summers.”

Yet it is the autumns that welcome everyone with an almost
threatening elixir of air and color. Some tourists persist, mostly “blue
hairs” rolling through in busses to gape at the “fall foilage.” The greens,
reds, browns and yellows all displayed on one rock maple tree at once
can cause even the color blind to gape. However, when one climbs
Mount Battie, (close behind the town) he beholds the many colored
quilt of hills and islands intermixed with a sea of midnight, a sky of
solid robin’s egg, a breeze of stratosphere and all pressure washed with
the light of solar chromium.

These visuals make for fine sailing. The American coast in this
region runs basically northeast – southwest, and the autumnal fronts
normally blow from the northwest. This gives the sailor the chance to
get out there in the gales and sail a reach (wind blowing across the
vessel’s course), which is a fast “truckin’ wind” from off the land.
However, because of the profusion of promontories and detached
outlying dangers one cannot hug the coast to avoid the waves, so the
sailing is done in steep chop from the beam (side). You can make time
but it’s bouncy, wet and cold.

While crossing Massachusetts Bay just north of the Cape Cod Canal
SCRIMSHAW was slapped by an unusually angry wave and I heard the
sound of wood cracking and a loud clunk on the rudder. Looking back I
saw half of the centerboard tumble in the wake; it had snapped off at
the hull. I had known for some time that it was water soaked and in
need of replacement, and now we had to crab our way to Newport,
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Rhode Island. Once there the coast was set upon by a stiff southwester
that pinned SCRIMSHAW against a pile wharf which chewed a hole big
enough to crawl through in her port float. It was my own fault; I should
not have berthed her there with such a gale well forecast.

With the help of the late Dale Nouse, our true friend in Newport
and former editor of Cruising World Magazine, we were able to patch
the hole temporarily, replace the centerboard with a modified door and
head for home. Arriving cold and tired on November first, we called the
highway wrecking truck to drag the boat up into our yard, and that’s
right where she stayed until 1987; seven years on the hard! I was busy
in Africa and, as we shall see, in The Philippines and beyond.
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WELCOME TO ASIA
1982

Over his shoulder, the agent shouted “Lufthansa passengers this way.
Being his only passenger, I followed him dutifully through the milling
throng in the Karachi airport, and we were followed in turn by a man
waif who struggled with my large travel pack. Using the same shout the
agent marched us straight through customs, immigration, security and
ticket control without stopping, out onto the tarmac and up the huge
ramp of stairs to board the 747. I was offered a random seat in the
nearly empty first class cabin, a snappy steward stowed my pack in the
luggage locker, and the agent departed with his porter. Woozily I
stowed my heavy World Bank briefcase overhead, stripped off my filthy
gray suit coat, collapsed in a window seat, yanked open my collar and
tie, removed my gritty shoes and instantly fell into a stony sleep. I have
no recollection of the plane stopping at Bangkok on its way to Manila.

Trimaran City….
I awoke to the charming voice of a prim, Teutonic stewardess saying,
“You will not sleep tonight sir unless you join the living now. What
would you like to drink?” She was wearing a Christmas corsage and I
began to remember where, and when, I was.

“Water please, no ice,” I croaked automatically. Feeling dust in my
eyes I added, “And a damp towel if you have.” Then, coming fully awake
I said, “And a double Tanqueray Martini with a twist of lemon peel.”
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She brought the water first. I looked out the window to stare at a
strangely pock-marked jungle six miles below. When she returned with
the steaming towel I asked, “Where are we?
What’s that down there?”

“Over Vietnam,” she said. ”Yes, you can still see the results of
saturation bombing. During the War we flew this route at night, and we
could see the flashes from here.”

She then brought two Martinis and two waters. Expressing my
thanks for her perceptiveness, I gulped the first of each. Sipping the
others I pondered the circumstances that had led to my present
position.

My work in Burundi was over. The project had dragged on
intermittently for two years, and during one of my trips home (Jo Anna
called them “conjugal” visits) I was contacted by a Mr. Augustine
Cancio, a furniture manufacturer from the Philippines who had been
referred to me by the Gougeon Brothers in Michigan. It had been the
Gougeons who urged me to include vacuum bagging as the key to
producing Constant Camber panels efficiently. Apparently Mr. Cancio
wanted to manufacture wood/epoxy boats in The Philippines.

As I was preparing to leave again for Burundi he came to our home
in Virginia. He was typically Philippino in appearance and rather
resigning in manner. When we met he explained that his first name was
indeed Augustine but that he was known to his friends as Toy. “So Toy,”
I said, “Tell me more about your project.”

“My government is in the process of negotiating with the World
Bank for a loan to develop our village fisheries,” he explained. “We are a
nation of some eight thousand islands. Our people depend on fish, and
many new fishing boats are needed. At the Gougeon Brothers plant in
Michigan I learned that perhaps you could design the replacements to
be built mostly from local materials and labor. If you can, I think I am
in a position to build them.”

Here we go again, I thought. “What sort of boats are they?” I asked.
“Typically our small fishing boats are outrigger canoes. We call

them bancas, and they come in all sizes, from about sixteen to thirty
feet long. The inter-island transporters are also outriggers but they can
be up to about one hundred fifty feet long. The official government
estimate is that there are some 700,000 of our traditional boats of all
sizes in the Philippines, and…”

“How many?!” I interrupted him.
“That’s right, hundreds of thousands, and I can tell you that most of

them are in a sorry state today. They require almost constant re-
building, and the supply of hardwood logs used to carve the bottoms of
their hulls is all but exhausted. The whole country depends on them for
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fishing and transportation, and there is great need for a more modern
alternative.”

I agreed to try to come to Manila after finishing up in Burundi, and
it was almost Christmas, 1982, before I could get away from Africa.
After a long, phone call to Jo Anna from Nairobi, in which I tried to
conciliate for not coming home for Christmas, I discovered that
reservations from Nairobi to Manila were problematic, but I decided to
try going standby. It worked as far as Bombay (now Mumbai) via Addis
Ababa, but in Bombay I was told there were no seats onward until after
New Years. “If you wish to go to Karachi,” said the Indian ticket agent,
there is a better chance of cancellations from there onward.”

When trying to board the flight for Karachi I became caught up in a
human stampede. A mob of country people returning from a pilgrimage
apparently believed that the only way for them to get home was to surge
against the cyclone fence that restrained them from the single aircraft
in sight. When the fence collapsed from the weight of people being
forced against it, some of them pleading and others trying to climb it, I
was swept over it, but to keep my feet I was obliged to step, carrying all
my luggage, onto screaming individuals, including women and
children, who had gone down. This experience I found literally
sickening.

Once in Karachi I was told all flights eastward were full. Not
wishing to spend Christmas in Pakistan I flashed my World Bank ID
card to the agent and explained that it was important for me to reach
Manila. (Actually I was not officially on Bank business at all.) The agent
took my card through a door marked “Manager,” returned with it
shortly, and I was told to wait. Eventually I was approached by a
uniformed immigration official who told me there was space in first
class on tomorrow’s flight, and that he had arranged for my overnight
accommodation nearby. This accommodation turned out to be a one
room facility the size of a basketball court that contained some forty
cots, all occupied by very hospitable young men who were refugees
from Kabul, Afghanistan. I was assigned a cot among them, and soon
learned, from the only one of them who spoke some English, that they
were being held here in limbo and that we were all locked into this
place. Confused and a little frightened, I casually checked to find that
indeed we were incarcerated.

I dined that night in their very pleasant company on very good
institution food served at picnic tables set in a walled and guarded yard.
During mealtime my companions explained, with the help of the
English speaker, that they were all members of the Kabul Twenty One
Club. With The coming Russian takeover they were destined to lose
their careers so they had chartered a plane and were headed for Berlin.
“The Bear” learned of their flight and threatened to make an
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international incident out of Germany’s assistance in a brain drain of
Afghanistan. Their plane was diverted in mid flight here to Karachi
where they had been the guests of Lufthansa Airlines for the past seven
weeks. “This confinement is causing some of us to have mental
problems,” said the English speaker, “and our families are all very
concerned. Nobody seems to know what is to become of us. If we are
sent back to Kabul we will be punished by the Russians, or worse.
Lufthansa says our only hope is to somehow get to America.” Suddenly
I realized why I had been placed among them, and I promised myself
never to flash that ID card again.

In the morning I convinced the immigration official that the only
way I could help these young men, which I eagerly agreed to do, was to
get myself to the American Embassy in Manila where I had friends (I
lied). By greasing his palm and the palms of several others I was placed
on this airplane and now, over the second Martini, thanked the great
lottery of fate for my being born in the U. S. A.

When approaching Manila the aircraft circled low over large
outlying beach towns whose beaches were thickly littered with Stone
Age-looking trimarans. Hundreds, maybe thousands of these spidery
double outrigger canoes were dragged up in overlapping jumbles as if
blown ashore by successive storms. Anchored nearby were many larger
trimarans, some as long as railroad cars with gangly cross beams
sprawled outward to floats made from bundles of what looked like
bamboo. I guessed that these were the transport vessels Cancio had
mentioned, and that most of the smaller ones on the beaches would be
launched after sundown to ply the night fishery using lights as in
Burundi. Their Stone Age earthiness contrasted sharply with the
glittering wing of the 747, and my allegiance swung steeply for the
boats. I gawked wide-eyed out the window and exclaimed, “Trimaran
City, here I come!”

The arrivals area in Manila was a zoo, with aggressive porters
pulling on my luggage. I was to be met by a friend of Cancio’s, and
when a man said to me, “Mr. Brown, please come with me,” I assumed
he was that friend. I found myself riding through the melee of Manila
with three men in a scam taxi; one had apparently gotten my name
from my luggage tag but they had no idea where I was to go. I spoke to
them harshly and was soon returned to the airport where I was being
paged.

Finally in tow by one David Socash, an American who was
somehow partners with Toy, I settled, rattled, in his car and asked him
to tell me what he knew about Toy Cancio.

“He’s regarded as the father of the Philippine furniture industry,”
said David. “He started manufacturing soon after WW II and led this
country into becoming a world power in KD furniture production.”
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“KD?” I asked.
“Knock down. It’s a method of building tables and chairs and

everything else in components that can be disassemble for packing a
shipping container to the gills. And then the stuff can be quickly re-
assembled at the destination marketplace. He solved the shipping
problem for light but bulky products to be mass produced far from the
market but with cheap labor and materials. He has three factories and
he knows a lot about popping out lots of wooden stuff, and he likes
boats.”

“Where do you fit in?”
“I’m his partner in producing Hobie Catamarans here. We are

licensed from the States and we’ve built about three hundred beach cats
in the last two years. We sell them mostly to resorts. He’s always put up
the money and paid me, and he’s a pretty good guy to work for, but he
likes building the boats more than sailing them. I’m just the opposite.”

“I could use a good sailboat ride about now,” I said.
“I’d say so. You look a bit travel weary. We’ll be well fed and

watered tonight at Toy’s place, and then you’ll have your own room at
my place.”

“That sounds like heaven,” I said. I then told David of my eventful
trip from Africa, the stampede, the Kabul Twenty One Club, the taxi
scam. “Welcome to Asia,” he said. “And Merry Christmas.”

Crazy In Limbo….
The American Embassy in Manila was all but closed during Christmas
week. I tried to inform the duty officer of what I’d seen in Karachi and
was told to call back after New Year’s. I tried to relax a bit, and David
and I were frequent guests at the family home of Toy Cancio. He lived
in a grand mansion in a guarded section of Manila with his gracious
wife and several adult offspring, all of whom worked in the family
business. We all talked a lot of how to apply the skills and facilities of
furniture production to the manufacture of wooden boats.

During that week I asked Toy if I could visit some of the fishing
villages I had seen from the air. I needed to find out as much about the
boats as possible. Together with David Socash we went to several
beaches lined with literally hundreds of bancas. Walking among them
was surreal for me. Here I had been a trimaran proponent for over
twenty years and finally I had arrived at their source. The boats seemed
to speak to me reproachfully; “It’s about time,” they said almost
audibly. “What made you think you knew enough to putter with our
progeny without asking us first?” Every detail of their beings appeared
fabulously inventive to me, as if they had somehow grown from eggs
into winged raptors, strangely roosting on the beaches between barrio
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and brine. Behind the boats, wattle shacks with rusting tin roofs were
jammed wall-to-wall, front to back, for a mile.. Despite the crowding
some areas were pleasantly palm studded and the people were
welcoming. All fronted on placid, glass-clear water protected by
offshore reefs of red and brown, with azure seas and green islands
beyond.

Some of the boats were decrepit but many were sleek and well kept.
I knew that when boats are brightly painted, with their names
displayed, it is a certain sign of private ownership and pride in the
vessels. I asked Toy to translate the names of several boats, which he
did. They meant things like faith, hope and charity. Then he said, "It’s
interesting that you should ask about the names. These here just come
from the Church, but our people are still aware of the boat names in
their nautical past. This country has several large clans, and each has its
own language. For instance, here in Manila there is Tagalog, but down
south where we are going it is Visayan, and these names can be traced
back to the names of the individual voyaging canoes that brought the
first groups of settlers here from mainland Asia."

"Really!" I said. “How long ago was that?"
"Oh, we don’t really know. Some say it was two or three thousand

years ago, and probably the exodus was caused by population pressures
on the mainland."

"It seems there are population pressures again, here today,” I said.
“And don't you suppose it will get worse?  Practically everyone I see is
young, most people just approaching child-bearing age."

"In that respect we are unfortunate,” said Toy. “We are the only
country which has both an Asian heritage and a Catholic heritage. We
are committed to having very large families, and now there are no more
islands to go to."

It was impossible to walk among the boats, to examine them,
without stepping in what Toy called "human bombs,” little mounds of
turd. "They use the beach for a latrine because, with so many people
now, there is nowhere else to go."

While examining one brilliantly minimalist banca I was approached
by a nearly naked little girl toddling among the boats, crying and
apparently lost. She reached for my hand, I took it, and then noticed
that her feet were covered with feces. Toy cautioned, “Don’t touch her
Jim, or you just might own her now. You and David are pretty obviously
Americans.” David said “Oh no,” and I was confused. With difficulty
Toy located the child's mother sequestered between the boats nearby,
but the woman vocally resisted my returning the tyke to her. She wailed
at length at Toy, and he interpreted for me, "She says you must take her
away. Unless you take the child to America, in ten years she will end up
in the massage parlors because there is nothing for her here."
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I detected other signs of desperation in the villages. This didn’t
require much detection; the muffled “whomps” coming from nearby
reefs confirmed that the locals were fishing with Dynamite. With Toy
translating I spoke with one fisherman who explained that indeed he
knew that by blowing up the reefs they were killing the fishing for
tomorrow, but he lamented, “My children are hungry today!”

This man also complained that he had been forced to assign two of
his grandsons to the FADs (Fish Aggregating Devices), which Toy
explained were huge bamboo rafts anchored offshore. “People live on
them,” he said, “sometimes for their entire lives. They make cables of
braided bamboo going down very deep to big anchors for positioning
the raft, and they set streamers of bamboo hanging down into the water
that attract little fish, which then attract bigger fish, and at times whole
schools of fish congregate in the area. When this happens, the FAD
captain radios to a trawler to come and drag its net around the raft.
This man’s boys probably fish from the raft and work on the cables and
streamers, and they get to eat all the little fish they need, which is more
than they get here in the villages, but they do not get paid.”

The people here were living in harsh poverty, but they certainly had
plenty of boats. “What’s the problem with these boats?” I asked Toy.

“As you can see, all these bancas are built on a casco, or shoe, that
forms the very bottom of the hulls,” he explained. “This shoe is carved
from a single piece of very noble, rot-resistant timber, and it resembles
a shallow dugout canoe of about the same length as the finished hull.
The sides of the hulls are then built up from the casco using various
materials depending on the size of the vessel. Then the cross beams are
attached by a cat’s cradle of struts and lashings. You can see that they
are tightly engineered.”

Indeed I could see that they were. For instance in the older boats
the topside panels were made from strips of split bamboo that were
woven into a stiff matting called sowali and then smeared with tar. The
cross beams were made of very hard coconut palm wood that was
carved into knife-like arms at their outer ends to decapitate the waves.
And the outer floats were made either from a single length of plastic
pipe with shaped plugs in its ends, or from large bamboo canes,
sometimes six inches in diameter, with similar shaped ends. The overall
structures were extremely lightweight and efficient.

However, Toy went on to say, “The durable species of wood for
making the cascos – we call it miranti – is no longer available and the
substitute species, regular luan, just doesn’t last. Boats built with it
survive only about two years before requiring extensive reconstruction
or replacement. With hundreds of thousands of these craft in service,
the demands on the local timber resource, just for cascos, is enormous.
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They can’t get the really noble stuff any more unless it is logged
illegally.”

In addition, it looked to me that much of the rest of banca
construction was rather temporary, yet all the materials were easily
replaceable except for the cascos. Recalling what I had learned in
Africa, I knew that if we could take a single log, suitable for making only
one or two low-quality cascos, and convert it into thin slices of wood for
laminating with epoxy on a Constant Camber mold, we could produce
several very long-lived banca hulls from that same log.

From other inquiries I learned that these traditional bancas were
officially considered adequate for this over-fished, near-shore resource,
which was declining rapidly anyway. This turned my attention to
designing a boat, which I felt would permit these fisherfolk to go farther
out and stay out longer so as to harvest the less-exploited fish
resources. By now I knew that any degree of success would only
aggravate the population problem and further exhaust resources, but in
my mind I could hear Fuji saying, “we cannot cry! We must work!
Already depreciated.”

I thought that any new boat would still be a banca, because I had
learned that when introducing any alien design into a traditional
setting, its end-user acceptance depended on it being as close as
possible to the traditional boats, while still addressing changing needs.

After New Years I was again stonewalled at the American embassy.
“We are aware of the situation in Karachi,” I was told.

“But those guys are going crazy in limbo,” I said. “Already one of
them has flipped his lid and been taken away, and his companions can’t
find out what happened to him. If they get repatriated now they’re in
for real difficulties with the Russians. They are all sharp, young
professionals and would make good Americans.”

“The Russians seem to think they will make better Afghanis, and if
we interfere it will not improve Soviet/American relations. Just
remember Mr. Brown, you can’t save all the stray dogs in Mexico. But
welcome to Asia, and happy new year.”

Jeepneytown….
Toy Cancio whisked me away to Cebu City, the southern commercial
hub of the country located on the island of Cebu some 500 miles south
of Manila. On this, yet another flight boarded at yet another chaotic
airport, I gazed at the countless islands below and saw that many of
them obviously had once been choked with tropical forest but were now
absolutely shaved. Toy explained that their trees had been shipped
away in the log, or turned into plywood and furniture for export, and
that they had enough wood left for only the next eighteen years. I
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ruminated on the once-forested deserts of North Africa and the Middle
East, and wondered how the “desertification” phenomenon I had heard
about at the Bank would manifest itself in these tropical islands.

I found Cebu to be a much smaller, more tolerable version of
Manila. Signs of the War were still all around and many GI's had settled
here. The suburb of Mandaue boasted a bevy of furniture factories
including Toy Cancio's original, the one where he had gotten his start.
Toy used this old setting in Cebu as his personal retreat from the
pressures of the capital. It included a decaying house that he had built
for his own family, and this became my home for several weeks.

My bedroom window opened onto a dirt road that was well traveled
by the local “Jeepneys.” These resembled rickshaws pulled by motor
scooters. Actually they were more like loveseats with perambulator tops
that were set on wheels and towed by little Japanese motorcycles, and
they were as endemic to the roads as the bancas were to the beaches.
The people, especially the ladies, loved them because they could hire a
shaded ride, even if it was for only a block, to keep themselves from
becoming tanned by the brutal sun. Unlike the bancas used for water
transport, which had very noisy, single-cylinder motors, the jeepneys
were equipped with stereo systems that blurted not music but simple
downbeat soundtracks. Their continuous “boom-chica-boom” followed
them everywhere including into my bedroom, and I was forced to sleep
with earplugs.

Working conditions in the factory were rather harsh I thought. The
laborers, both men and women, worked hard in hot, wood-dusty
conditions, seven days per week at times. But Toy provided them with
their main meal of the day; a mound of rice and four or five large
shrimp. This was served in wooden bowls set on picnic tables adjacent
to a stinking latrine. For this and other considerations, such as regular
employment and the privilege of building their shacks on factory land,
Toy’s workers here were loyal. (I learned, however, that labor problems
in Manila had caused his best, newest factory there to be burned.)

The Cebu factory was equipped with some hand made machine
tools, such as giant band saws with wooden wheels to turn their blades,
and also with some very technical woodworking machinery like a
longitudinal veneer slicer and a hi-tech lumber drying kiln. But there
was no real sawmill. When it came to ripping long boards out of a
hardwood log, a crude horizontal “pit saw” was used. It was just four
low posts holding up some corrugated tin to serve as a rain and
sunshade. The log to be “milled” was just laid on the ground beneath
this roof, and two young, small, but very wiry men squatted on their
mounds of sawdust beside the log and ran a manual crosscut “whip”
saw back and forth all day. Their saw followed marks drawn on the
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squared sides of the log, and they were amazingly productive for being
fueled by a single bowl of rice and shrimp.

It was here at this factory that Toy and I, and an American named
Michael Allen, installed a real Constant Camber production facility.
Mike Allen, a tall, bespectacled blonde like me only huskier, had sailed
his 25-foot monohull all over the Pacific for five years, then settled in
Cebu. Toy hired him to assist on the project, and this turned out to be a
very good thing. The three of us dived into the work with the unlimited
assistance of forty skilled furniture makers and a factory full of tools. It
was a far cry from poor Burundi, where everything but the wood had to
be imported from scratch and where the workers had little idea of how
to use even a hammer.

Toy’s foreman in the shop was a smiling, high-foreheaded Visayan
named Lucas. He was a great organizer of manpower, and with his help
the team built a good Constant Camber mold, and on this we produced
two half-hull panels for our first prototype banca, all in the first week.
Just as in Africa, the workers were confused as to how these long,
curving slabs of hand made plywood could be assembled into a boat,
but when Mike and I showed them how the two panels were joined
together down the keel line, their eyes flashed with excitement.
Working with these men was relatively easy because many of them
spoke some English and they knew how to use tools. They were not as
spunky as the Africans, being more reserved and cautious in their
relationships with us, but they were ready to try new skills like vacuum
bagging, and handling new materials like fiberglass/epoxy. In fact their
appetite for learning was voracious.

Toy was pleased with the progress. At the end of the first week
everyone was tired from the long, hot days made hectic by having to
fight technical problems like vacuum pump breakdown and power
brownouts, but Mike and I were quite pleased with our first 32 foot-
long banca hull. It had a sleek, rounded midbody with low wetted
surface for its generous displacement, and higher freeboard than most
bancas to better handle offshore conditions. Toy was more than
pleased; he was elated. Then I came down with typhoid:

I am thrashing against restraints that bind me to prevent pulling out
the IVs. My head aches so hard that I plead for more pain relief. The
doctor is saying, “You cannot avoid exposure to this disease here,” and I
hallucinate on that little girl with feces on her feet. The nurses come in
groups of six or eight, line up against the wall in their immaculate
uniforms and caps, smile at me appealingly and say that I can have any
one of them I want. I thrash against the restraints and ask them to leave
me alone. They tell me that the reason there are no towels or toilet
paper in my bathroom is that every patient is supposed to have a
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companion in the hospital to provide such things. Sometimes the
nurses come alone and whisper that they will do anything if I will take
them to America. They all resemble dolls; I feel like a caged gorilla.

After just two days of this delirium I recover enough to make a deal
with the man who mops the floor to go out and buy me a toothbrush
and other expendables. I spend my confinement in anguish over
concerns for what is happening at the factory. Mike Allen visits some
evenings to assure me that the hull is being finished with gunnels, soles
and thwarts, and he says that Toy has acquired the cross beams, floats,
rigging and sails from a traditional banca for finishing out the vessel in
the local manner.

Perhaps because of the care that is lavished on me by the kind-but-
desperate-girls, or because the effective duration of my typhoid
inoculation for Africa has only recently expired, I recuperate quickly.
Cancio pays the bills. Ten days in a private room, plus doctors, lab work
and medications, comes to about $300. I am wobbly but whole.

Back in the factory I was amazed by the progress. Mike Allen had
guided the workers through the tricky tasks of turning two, raw,
Constant Camber panels into an elegant 32-foot vessel. They had rigged
the boat with the traditional outriggers, mast and sails, and it was
almost ready for trials.

On launching day a small crowd gathered on the local beach to
watch, and everyone seemed to approve of the boat. Ever since WW II
most of the bancas had been motorized. They used sixteen horsepower
Briggs & Stratton air cooled gasoline motors attached directly to thru-
hull shafts and small propellers. Originally these motors had been
installed by American soldiers who wanted some kind of motorboat for
R&R. They had been taken from government issue pumps used to drain
flooded areas, and so the motorized bancas were now known as “pump
boats.” They were extremely efficient motorboats for their investment
but our intent was to utilize sail as much as possible to reduce fuel costs
(like Burundi, the Philippines is obliged to import all its oil). So when
we set sail in a fresh breeze, the bystanders were quite taken with the
way this new banca charged up and down the waterway at motorboat
speed.

This trial left us with some work to do on the rudder, and while we
puttered a traditional seafood beach party developed around the boat.
After a few beers, foreman Lucas was so taken with the craft that he
pledged his life's work to Cancio in exchange for one. "If I take this
banca to my village," he said, "I will be king!" I asked him why, and he
said, "As it is now, my village is dying. My sons cannot feed their
families. But with this boat, they will be able to go far to sea, stay all
night even in big waves, and come back with plenty of fish."
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"Why is the village dying?"
"Because the fishing reefs nearby are so over fished that my sons

are now having to use poison to stun the little fish that remain."
"It's the same all over the Philippines," said Toy. Other fishermen at

the party now gathered around. "It’s not just overfishing. In many
places it is pollution that is killing the reefs faster than dynamite." Toy
repeated this in Visayan and the men muttered agreement.

"What kind of pollution,” I asked.
"Many times it is just too many people living near the reef," Toy

said. "Then there’s agriculture. Runoff from the fields of fertilizer and
pesticides, herbicides and fungicides is poisoning the reefs."

Then Mike Allen said, "And what about the mines? Jim, I've seen
the tailings from the copper mines staining the rivers with very toxic
stuff, and it wipes out the reefs for miles from the river mouths. But
nothing can be done about it because the President owns the mines."
The men restrained their grumbling, but their faces were twisted with
anger.

I said, "You mean Ferdinand Marcos personally owns the copper
mines?!"

“Yes," said Mike. "The big ones are his personal property."
"How are we going to do anything about something like that with

just a bloomin' boat design?!" I said.
"Mister Jim," pleaded Lucas, holding to the bow of the boat, "this is

what we need! With a boat like this we can go far from the copper
mines. It will save my village, save my sons. I will do anything to pay for
this boat. Otherwise my sons will have to move to the city and work in a
factory like me.” Toy Cancio said nothing.

A Prominent Lady….
Lucas might do anything to pay for such a boat but the Philippine
Government wouldn't pay to make them accessible without the World
Bank loan, and the terms of that loan had not yet been fully negotiated.
To help things along we demonstrated our banca in several places.
Wherever we went with the boat the fishermen gathered to watch it
perform, remarking on the design and enquiring its price. Toy told
them that this was our demonstrator, but with luck, more would be
available soon, through a loan scheme that would allow them to buy the
boats on time with portions of their catch.

Then Toy arranged for the boat to be demonstrated to a Marcos aid
who was described as the number two man in the government. We were
to meet him at his beachfront retreat in a remote part of the Island, so
Toy hired a truck to move the trimaran, and we drove for hours,
reaching the site in late afternoon. We met the man and his
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considerable entourage, and performed our demonstration in light
wind and fading light. Everyone seemed impressed with the boat, but
apparently the light was not low enough. To reveal the boat's
construction method, Mike and I had left the main hull unpainted, its
clear epoxy finish showing the attractive, herringbone pattern in the
mahogany veneers. The Marcos aid said the construction process was
very interesting, and the boat was beautiful. He also said, "Too nice for
a fishing boat." Toy explained to him that because traditional bancas
were becoming increasingly expensive, he could sell the new boats for
about the same price as the indigenous ones. The official didn't care;
the new boat was "too nice." He wished Toy good luck in manufacturing
yachts with the process. “This is a very interesting banca,” he said, “And
I would like to have one for myself.” In this way we lost our
demonstrator.

Having been away from Jo Anna for four months, I now returned
home. It was a joyous, passionate reunion and after sating ourselves we
decided to draw the line at two months; hereafter, two months would
be the maximum time we would ever again agree to separate. I
described to her the conditions I had seen in Africa, Asia and the
Philippines, and together we wondered what the world was coming to. I
explained the manufacturing opportunity and how it depended on the
World Bank loan. And I told her of how I had negotiated, with some
difficulty, a contract with Mr. Cancio for a fair share of his potential
profit. It was good news; Jo Anna and I looked forward to some lasting
benefits from my overseas work.

After only a month at home, and another week in Washington
writing the infernal reports required by the World Bank on the Burundi
project, I returned to the Philippines. Toy wanted a larger boat, one
that could carry some ice and a larger catch, and that could offer
minimal overnight shelter for a crew of two. Using the same Constant
Camber panels produced for the 32-foot banca I designed a catamaran,
my first. We called this boat the banca cat, and to insure serious
seakeeping properties even when overloaded I placed its underwing
level at the same elevation above the waterline as the sheer line of the
hulls for maximum underwing clearance. We also used another
Constant Camber panel to create the forward cross beam and
streamlining. These two steps greatly simplified construction while
creating a very rugged multihull. We felt that such a vessel, when
combined with a buy-boat network to collect and process the catch,
would further extend the range and capacity of the village fishermen
and make it possible for them not only to feed their families but also to
sell high value fish, actually competing with the foreign trawlers
operating in Philippine waters.
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I knew the culprits now; industrial fishing, population pressures,
runoff pollution, deforestation … they all assaulted fragile reefs and
subsistence villages. The result was that millions of villagers were being
forced into the cities, and this demographic centralization threatened to
cause Manila, already an urban nightmare, to become one of the four
largest cities in the world by the year 2000. Once I understood this
centralization phenomenon, I identified my own involvement as a small
effort to reverse the trend. Despite the politics and greed inherent in
these development projects, including some greed of my own, it
appeared to me that what we were doing was not part of the problem
and indeed might make a positive difference. With simple boats we
were trying to keep the fishing villages economically viable so that
people could continue to live traditionally, as they pleased and in their
own territory.

Toy embraced this principle, and with Mike Allen as leader-man in
the shop, the Cebu boatbuilding facility was expanded to include
Constant Camber jigs and fixtures for rapidly producing both models,
the catamaran and the trimaran. More promotional work was directed
toward convincing the Fisheries Department that these boats were
indeed workboats (we painted over the beautiful herringbone pattern in
the hulls). Our pitch to the decision makers was that these craft were
intended to modernize the artisanal fishery, and with enough of them it
would be possible to greatly reduce investments in large industrial
vessels like trawlers, which besides being financially risky tended to
deprive the villagers of any benefit from the seafood resource.

After two months I again returned home without any definite
action being taken on the World Bank loan.   The plot thickened when I
was contacted at home by a technology broker outside of Washington,
D.C., who said he was representing the Manila attorney who was to be
in charge of disbursing the funds from the World Bank loan for the
Philippine Fisheries Project. I met with these two men in Washington
and determined that indeed the Manila attorney had a contract to
administer the big project. The man said he was willing to buy Cancio's
boats with World Bank money; buy them, indeed, if Cancio and I would
contract to supply them through the Washington broker, all for a
commission. It was in this way that I learned about the workings of the
so-called Beltway Bandits, men who profit from manipulating the flow
of government funds, including those earmarked for overseas
development. I realized that this manipulation was nothing more than
what Cancio and I were attempting to do ourselves, except we had
actually done some work for it and produced a needed product. Now
the pie was being sliced into many complicated pieces, even before it
was baked.
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I contacted Cancio for advice on how to proceed, and was given the
bad news direct from Manila. He explained that “a prominent lady”
there (who turned out to be Imelda Marcos, wife of the president) had
attempted to secure the privilege of distributing the funds herself. The
Philippines was then the world's largest borrower from the World Bank,
and based on past experience with this client, the Bank quietly
withdrew its offer to finance the Philippine Fisheries Development
Project, and Toy Cancio, seeing his potential monopoly evaporate, lost
interest. It was over.
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CRACKS IN THE SKY
1983 > 85

Cotton ball clouds scurry overhead, the shadow of the canoe slides
across the coral bottom 30 feet below, and flying fish jump away from
the bow. Kaitu squats on the stern, occasionally nudging the steering
paddle while tending a fishing line with his teeth, and I cling to the
outrigger platform of a primitive vaka as it slices across the Funafuti
lagoon. After twenty five years of messing about in multihulls I am
finally out in the mid-Pacific islands, sailing in the most efficient of all
watercraft and working among the most maritime people on earth.

Personal Contact….
While returning to Virginia from the Philippines in early 1983, I
stopped at the mid-Pacific island nation of Tuvalu. At the invitation of
Save The Children I was there to assess the boating needs and suggest
solutions. This invitation resulted from contacts made the year before
in Virginia. Jo Anna and I were visited at home by our young friend Pat
Lockett. He stopped by while cruising in his little Nugget trimaran, and
he told me that his father Jack was working in the Pacific islands at a
place I had never heard of. “He’s home on leave at the moment,” said
Pat, “and he just told me that there is a serious problem with boats out
there in Tuvalu. The people haven’t got the trees to make them any
more and they depend on them for their livelihood. I told him of what
you’ve been doing, and he’d like to know more about it.”

Jack Lockett and I soon arranged to meet in Washington, D.C. He
was a tall, very muscular, middle aged man with chiseled features and
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smiling blue eyes. I showed him slides of my projects overseas. He
explained that he worked for Save The Children, a PVO (Private
Voluntary Organization) that is a non-sectarian community
development agency. “They solicit funds from the public through their
“Sponsor A Child” campaign,” he said, “and those public contributions
are often matched at some level by other donors, especially USAID
(United States Agency for International Development). “I spent several
years with the Peace Corps, and we often interfaced with Save The
Children. They got their start in Appalachia during the Depression but
now they are worldwide. My wife Linda and I both work with them
now.”

“But what do you do, exactly,” I asked.
“We’ve learned that the best thing we can do for kids is to help their

communities avoid economic failure. In Tuvalu we are invited by the
government to organize projects intended to keep the island villages
from drying up.”

“That’s just what I’ve been working on in Africa and the
Philippines,” I said. So Jack and I were off to a running start. What
eventually resulted was brought about not by sending out resumes and
knocking on doors but, as in all my other projects, by the pure
happenstance of direct personal contact.

Four Days Nine Hours….
I was not surprised to learn from Jack that the Tuvalu people were very
much dependent on their boats, and the problem they were having was
caused directly by exhaustion of their supply of suitable logs for making
dugout canoes. “The largest atoll in the archipelago is called Funafuti,”
he said. “It’s a kidney-shaped ring of islets surrounding a lagoon of
about five by ten miles in size. Most of the people live on the largest
islet but they all own property on the other islets, and that property is
productive. They grow coconuts and yams out there, raise chickens and
hogs, and they catch fish for drying. But their log size has diminished to
the point that they can’t build canoes large enough to carry anything
back to the main islet. Their best trees for making dugouts are the
breadfruit trees, but when they cut down one of those they are
depriving themselves of an important source of food.”

It was the same old story as in Africa and the Philippines. Of
course, I concluded they had come to the right guy, but I was to learn of
the fundamental audacity of two gringo boat nuts, me and my son
Steven, teaching Polynesian islanders how to build outrigger canoes.
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During my needs assessment visit to Tuvalu I learned that the atoll
had played a role during WW II as a key jumping off point for the
assault on the Japanese stronghold of Tarawa. Jack explained, “One
morning in 1943 the islanders awoke to find the lagoon filled with
American ships. The Sea Bees came ashore and asked the senior leaders
for permission to build an airstrip. They said the Japanese were
coming, and told of how the enemy had treated other islanders, and
said they really needed the airstrip to stop their advance. The airstrip
would take up the better part of the main islet. The old men had a
meeting and after a difficult discussion they granted their permission.
At once the Sea Bees came ashore with bulldozers and steam shovels
and drag lines, and they scoured every available square inch of land for
fill to elevate the airstrip. They even hauled away all the sand on the
village beaches and scoured the bottom of the lagoon. And they worked
fast. Four days and nine hours after receiving permission, B-29s were
landing on the strip.”

“What!” I said.
“And remember, these people had been tremendously isolated from

the outside world for hundreds of years. It was almost a grass shack,
grass skirt culture. All they had known were the British colonials and
the London Missionary Society, and now the War shocked them into
the 20th century. But that wasn’t as bad as the hurricane that hit
Funafuti in 1970. It stripped the place clean of almost all the palms and
other vegetation, all the houses and boats. The survivors were living in
holes in the ground until British AID built these concrete block houses.
The other islands in the archipelago didn’t get hit directly so they are
more lush, with tall palms and deep shade. They even have some big
trees left for making canoes.”

“Do any of those canoes make it to Funafuti?” I asked.
“No, they’re too valuable to their local villages and too expensive

even for people with money. Funafuti here is the seat of the
government, and people who work for the government get paid in
money. Elsewhere in the country there is much more barter going on,
but if we can get a boatbuilding program started here, our trainees will
have to be paid. It’s a big commitment for Save The Children, but some
form of alternative boat is critical here. I’m hoping you’ll have some
ideas.”

I told Jack that I needed to get out in the local boats, talk with the
fishermen and come to understand from experience the exact purpose
of their indigenous canoes.
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Sucking Brains….
Jack introduced me to a graying island man named Kaitu, and it was
with him that I now found myself streaking across the lagoon. We were
on the way to Funafala, a small islet five miles from the main village
islet, and my head was swimming with impressions of atoll life. After
only two days here I was beginning to get the picture. More than
anywhere I had ever been, this place was at the far end of the world, but
to be a multihull designer, this was where I should have started. None
of the modern multihulls I knew tweaked my fascination like the Stone
Age craft in which I was now riding. I knew that in order for Kaitu to
sail this vessel back across the lagoon, he was going to have to proceed
with its other-end forward. Unlike the trimaran, or double outrigger
canoe, this one had only one outrigger on one side. It was a true Pacific
proa or, to use their word, vaka, which descends from wangka, the
earliest Austronesian word for boat. Because most of the indigenous
craft of ancient island Asia have been stabilized by outriggers, the term
vaka implies a multiple-hulled boat.

I learned these things on my way home from Tuvalu when I
stopped in Honolulu and prowled the catacombs of the Bishop Museum
where the world’s largest collection of ancient outrigged watercraft is
housed. There I met Kenneth Amory, a venerated anthropologist who
had recorded the material culture of the Tuamotu Archipelago,
including its canoes. Amory explained that the dominant type of
ancient Pacific watercraft was not the twin hulled catamaran, as is
popularly believed today but instead the single outrigger canoe. when
under sail these apparently one-sided vessels were operated with their
single outrigger kept always on the windward side of the main hull, and
there are still hundreds of thousands of them in service today
throughout the Pacific Islands.

Kaitu and I, on our way back to the main islet, would have to
keep the outrigger of his canoe facing the north wind like it was now,
and that meant shifting the rig to the other end and coming home with
the present stern serving as the bow. A boat must have two ends but
this one was obliged to receive the wind over one side only, so it had
only one outrigger. Unlike the modern trimarans and the double-
outrigger bancas of the Philippines, this vaka had no “lazy float” on its
windward side that just went along for the ride. There was no
redundancy, and because it received the wind from one side only the
mast, sail and rigging was very simple. It was the most purely
minimalist of sailboats, extremely fast and stable yet composed of the
most low-tech materials of any watercraft I’d ever seen. This thing was
made of a hollowed log, a few sticks, some lashings and a sheet of black
plastic film for the sail, yet it was streaking across the lagoon at beach
cat speed.
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Kaitu had worked off-island for years as a merchant seaman so his
English was complete. He told me, “This canoe is not mine. To take you
out fishing I had to borrow it from the local pastor because it is one of
the few left here that is large enough to carry two people.”

By late afternoon the sun was sinking behind distant thunderheads,
and the moon was showing high on the same side of the sky. After
landing a beautiful fish, Kaitu guided the canoe into a beach whose
sand was so high and white that it looked to me like a Sierra snowdrift.
He said, "We may as well just look around and take it easy until the
moon sets... fishing won't be very good until then, but it sets about ten
o'clock tonight."

We toured the island, and Kaitu showed me the boundary stones of
his property. He told of how his father had made him memorize their
locations so that he could find them even at night, and how he was now
teaching his son the same thing, and this had gone on for at least 35
generations. He said that if he really tried, if he sat down and really
thought about it, he could probably recite his own family lineage back
about that far. "The old people never wrote anything down," he said, "so
we had to develop our memories."

"I've heard about that," I said. "but I never witnessed it until last
night at that little bungalow place where Jack and I had dinner.
Incidentally, there seem to be a lot of expatriate consultants like me
who are working here.”

“Oh yes, we get a lot of help from the Brits, the Ausies and the
Kiwis.”

“Why is that?” I asked.
“They say we are in a strategic location, like back during the War,

and they all like to maintain some sort of presence here in case they
have to defend the Pacific again someday.”

“Ah,” I said, thinking of how history repeats itself. “So anyway the
waitress came out and took at least twenty orders from the tables, and
then brought the right meals from the kitchen without a single mistake.
There were only three things on the menu, but still, that’s a tremendous
memory at work."

“Oh yes," said Kaitu, "we still use our memories a lot. My daughter
remembers everything I tell her. She has to carry that knowledge to the
family of her husband, and I'm about ready to marry her off."

"Has she found a good man?"
"Well, actually I chose the man for her. We don't really marry for

love here, like you do. We marry more for position. It makes things
easier, I think. Young people don't have to get so, you know, so
emotionally involved, with their partners."

We walked through the unattended coconut groves like trespassers
in an overgrown Eden. Kaitu complained of the sorry state of the trees,
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and then he said, "Nobody comes out here much any more because
there's no way to get the coconuts back to the main islet. What we need
is a canoe that will carry about three hundred nuts."

“Hey!” I exclaimed, “A three hundred nut canoe. Okay, how much
does a coconut weigh?"

"Four to five pounds on the tree, but when they're husked for
transport, only about three pounds."

I thought for a moment, and said, "That means the canoe has to
carry at least a ton including the crew."

"Yes, more with the crew, and there are always passengers. It would
take a very big canoe, about 40 feet long."

I thought it could be done with about a 30-footer if the boat was
built of modern light materials, but I didn't say so. I was uncertain of
trying anything new here. Things seemed so traditional, so mature.

We came to a strange structure in the grove. It looked like the
entrance to a mine shaft, and it was surrounded by a semicircle of oil
drums filled with sand. Kaitu said, "This is where the soldiers had the
radio station for guiding the planes in. They didn't want to put it close
to the airstrip because that would make it too easy for the Japanese to
bomb it. So they hid it over here on this little islet. The drums were for
the men to hide behind and shoot if they were attacked by land."
Inside, the structure disclosed itself to be a large, empty Quonset hut. It
was erected in an excavation and then completely covered over with
earth. Coconut trees were growing right over the top. Fortunately, it
was never discovered by the enemy. "I'm glad the Japanese never
came," Kaitu said, "but I wish our island life was still like it used to be
before the War. I still come out here to live for a while sometimes, just
to be in touch with the ancestors. They teach me a lot."

I thought for a moment, and decided it would be all right to ask:
"What do you learn from them, Kaitu?  If you don't mind talking about
it."

"Just that everything is connected, and that there's a reason for
everything that happens. In the modern world we say that every
physical action has an equal and opposite reaction, but the ancient
people believed the same was true even of non-physical actions, like
thoughts and intentions. In a way they lived in a much more
complicated world than we do, where they believed everything
influences everything else, and that all those forces come back around
in time. For instance, they would say that someday you and I will
probably know the real reason why you have come to Funafuti, and why
we have talked of this."

That evening we sat by the firelight, waiting for the moon to set,
and cooked the fish. It had been raining, so all the wood was wet, but
Kaitu built the fire with dead palm fronds, which were still hanging
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from the trees and were therefore dry enough to burn. He pulled them
down, and then gathered the leaves into special little knots along the
midrib of the frond. The knotted fronds were then laid on the ground in
a sunburst pattern, all aimed into the fire, and when the flame died
down, we just pushed another knot into the coals by sliding a midrib
toward the center and under the fish. It appeared that Kaitu was
cremating the fish, for it snapped and sizzled and smelled, but he said
not to worry because this kind of fire was not very hot. Then he picked
it out of the coals on a platter-sized leaf, and vanished toward the
beach. He returned in a moment with the fish, dripping. "I just rinsed it
off in the sea," he said, "to get rid of the burn. And the salt gives it a nice
flavor. Here, it is our custom that the guest receives the best part."  On a
piece of the big leaf, Kaitu handed me the head.

He began to eat. He simply brought the blackened mass to his face
and began to chomp on it. I didn't know how to eat fish that way,
especially the head, so I hesitated. Actually I was quite embarrassed,
not knowing what to do with this gift, a portion that in my culture was
normally thrown away. In desperation I imitated him. I just started
chomping. He was making lots of smacking and slurping noises so I did
too. Feeling with my tongue in the near darkness I found one of the
fish's jaw muscles in the top of the head, and gnawed it into my mouth.
The flavor of the clean, soft meat was initially masked by carbon and
salt, but then they all combined into an absolute flavor burst. Both of us
grunted approval. I chomped more, cracking bones and tearing hide,
and my tongue found the brain cavity. Making as much noise as I could
I sucked out the hot contents. Lolling the result on my tongue I pulled
air past it to cool it off, making more noise. It was very tasty, a taste
which conflicted sharply with my revulsion but finally I swallowed with
pleasure. I felt disoriented, and soon found myself spitting out the
lenses of the eyes, sharp little discs surrounded by some delicious sauce
which mingled admirably with the second jaw muscle. The whole
experience seemed to send me somewhere. It was like reeling back
through time. A strange thought struck me; why was it, anyway, that as
a young man I had become so captivated with multihulls? I glanced at
Kaitu, who appeared in the firelight as the personification of the
maritime human, his skin self-oiled against the caustic effects of sea
salt, his body rounded and powerful from lots of paddling, and his face
displaying the classic features of a Maori mask. His forehead was
furrowed in a gull-wing pattern above peaked eyebrows, his faceted
nose was aimed like an arrow upward at the gull, and his wide, wild
mouth was framed by angular cheeks which, even while he ate, were set
in an everlasting, almost maniacal grin.

Both of us slurped and smacked, and I caught his glance back
across the fire. I wondered how Kaitu might be mentally describing my
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features to himself. We both briefly lowered the meal from our maws
and smiled at each other. I felt as if I had passed a crucial test.

Afterward we talked of our travels. Because Kaitu had worked for
years in ships he had seen a lot more of the world's harbors than I had.
He had lived in Sydney, New York and Liverpool, but he always wanted
to come home to Tuvalu. I asked him why, and he just said that home is
home. Then I asked him, "After seeing the world, did you have any
difficulty readjusting to this island life?"

"None at all,” he said. It was a great relief to come home. Many of
our young people want to leave the islands these days, and some of
them never come back. We have two schools here, you know, one to
train the young men as merchant seamen, that's how I got away for a
while, and another for our girls to train as nurses. They can work off
island too. But many of our girls think the best way to escape is to catch
themselves a palangi husband. I'm not so sure it's a good thing, because
life can be hard for them outside, and sometimes it doesn't work out
and they end up coming back to the island with their children."

"What does palangi really mean, anyway?" I asked.
"Well, it means white person, and it's not a negative term. In fact,

there's a certain status for the girls if they have half palangi children.
That's if they stay here on the island. I guess that status tradition goes
back to the time when we were so very isolated, you know, that any new
blood was quite welcome. But if they go away with their husbands to
live in a big society, they don't realize it can work the other way. They
and their kids may be discriminated against."

"That could happen in America," I said, “but I meant, what’s the
origin of the word palangi?  Where does it come from?"

"They say it comes from the old times, when our people first saw
the masts of the European ships appear on the horizon. They were so
tall, you know, with all the yards and rigging, that the people didn't
know what they were. They had never seen anything like that, so they
could hardly believe their eyes, and I guess the masts – you know, when
the ships were still hull-down below the horizon – the masts looked like
little cracks starting at the edge of the sky, way out on the horizon. So,
literally, palangi means `cracks in the sky.'"

“What an awful thing to be called," I said.
"Well, maybe that's what Europeans really were, to our ancestors

back then. I can tell you for sure that when the War came here, with the
ships and bull dozers and airplanes and bombs, to say nothing of the
Yanks and the Japanese and all their different ways. I was just a
teenager, and it really was like the sky falling on us out here."

"I can only imagine," I said.
We were quiet for a while, and then I asked, "But why do so many

of the young people want to leave the islands nowadays?"
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"Mostly I think it's just for something to do. Compared with what
they hear of life in the big societies, things are pretty quiet here, and our
churches and our traditions pretty much determine what a person can
do. There's not a lot of this individual freedom they keep hearing about.
Just seeing movies and reading books, and watching all the outsiders
come through on these various development projects and the like, you
know, it makes them restless."

I followed Kaitu’s lead by sucking the bones of the fish, and then
said, “I can see why, Last night I passed a meeting house – what do you
call them? Many opas?”

“That’s right, maneapas.”
“They were showing a kung fu movie. It really upset me, to see all

those peaceful people sitting cross-legged on the ground absolutely
mesmerized by all that aggressiveness and violence happening on the
screen."

"Yes, movies and magazines give our kids the wrong impression of
what the outside world is really like. And now, we are even beginning to
have VCR's and videos. The Ausies bring them up and loan them out. I
can't blame our kids for wanting to go to the Hollywood life. It's all part
of the flood of modern things that is rising up on tradition everywhere."

"Kaitu,” I said, “that same flood is overwhelming even the modern
societies. I've seen it in my own country, especially in California.
Technology brings it on, but it all seems to revolve around money."

"Well, a lot of us who go away from home do it mainly to be able to
send money back to our families. Up until the time of our independence
in the early 70's, about the only sources of money for us were selling
our copra and working off island. Now there's a big rush to get jobs with
the government, but the government gets most of its money from
foreign aid."  Kaitu laughed, and grew pensive for a moment. Then he
continued, "But here's the real answer to your question, the one about
what happens when we come home after living somewhere else. And
believe me, Jim, this is something that gives me great comfort in my old
age. I don't know why this happens, but it says a lot about the strength
we take from growing up on these remote atolls. Our families are
different than yours. We all live close together, four or five generations
all living in the same few houses. And the kids belong to everyone. Up
until about age nine the boys, you’ve seen them, they run around the
village in packs just having fun. They can go in any house with their
friends and be fed and loved. Then at age nine we go to work, tending
our gardens and our trees, and normally we spend every other night of
our lives fishing out here on this lagoon. The trouble is, now our canoes
have gotten so small that we have to go alone, and we don’t like that
because we can’t sing our songs together. Some of us leave to work
outside, but no matter how long we stay away, we don't usually have
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problems coming home. Some of us might drink too much beer for a
while, you know, until the last of our money is gone, but then we just
slide right back into our old ways without a ripple of regret, and except
for the difficulty of just being who we are in this changing world, we are
perfectly content to live right here for the rest of our lives.”

“What a wonderful kind of security to have,” I said.
As we both rubbed our hands with sand, fed the fire and tossed on

the remains of our dinner, Kaitu burped, smiled, and said, “Oh yes,
Jim. For me, where we are right now, you and me together, under these
trees and sharing this fish and talking of these things, this is the very
best place in the whole world.”

After the moon set we paddled the canoe out into the pass between
the islets. The old Pacific was rolling outside, and the waves came
marching through the pass with real majesty. The islets were snuggled
down on the horizon, just dark masses suggestive of giants sleeping in
the shallows. Kaitu caught lots of fish, and I caught two. They were all
small, coral-dwelling fishes of a type that required lots of them to feed a
large family. When the wind came up and it began to get rough, we
returned inside the lagoon and paddled upwind in the lee of Funafala
islet in order to gain a good slant on the wind for sailing back across to
the main village. While we paddled, Kaitu continued fishing by holding
the line in his teeth, but I was hard pressed to do my share of paddling
because the canoe was leaking badly, and I had to stop to bail. At one
point I felt the bilge water sloshing dangerously high around my ankles,
so I stopped paddling and turned around in my seat in order to get a
better swing with the bailer. When I turned, I discovered the bailer had
floated out of reach. As I went for it, Kaitu yelled to me over the wind,
"Don't stand up!" I was already almost standing, but I felt secure in my
footing, confident that I wasn't going to fall overboard or tip the canoe.
"Don't," Kaitu yelled again, and just as he was saying, "Don't put your
weight in the bottom of the canoe," I felt a slight cracking underfoot,
and quickly managed to get my weight back onto the gunwales and the
seat. One second more and I knew my foot probably would have gone
right through the bottom of the hull.

At that instant, Kaitu had a big strike on his line and began playing
what was apparently a large fish. Before he landed it, the line went
almost slack, and he pulled in the head – only the head – of a large fish.
"Shark got the rest," he growled with disgust. Then he said, "Our canoes
are very lightly built, to make them easier to paddle, and this one is
getting old, so you might damage it if you put your full weight in the
bottom."

"I think I did damage it," I said. "And now I need the bailer. Water's
coming in."  Kaitu scrambled along the gunwales, still with his fishline
in his teeth, and tossed the bailer. Then he set the mast, yard and sail,
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this time from the other end of the canoe, and we proceeded
"backwards" while I bailed all the way home.

Bomb Day….
After months of preparation in the States, son Steven and I arrived at
Suva, Fiji, which is the district center for several newly-declared
independent island nations in the Central Pacific (most of which are
heavily dependent on foreign aid). These sovereign states are
comprised of mere snippets of land flung out over about half the area of
the entire planet. The eight tiny atolls of Tuvalu, for example, are
located just south of the equator and just west of the date line. They are
spaced from about sixty to two hundred miles apart, their combined
land area is something like fifteen square miles, and they preside over a
sovereign territory of over a million square miles of open sea. To gain
some impression of the isolation of living on these islands, put a pinch
of pepper in your hand, climb a ladder in the middle of a basketball
court, and sneeze the pepper out over the expanse below. Consider
spending your entire life on one grain of that pepper.

Steve and I had lots of luggage, including the tools and materials
for making sails, that had not arrived in time to be included with a main
shipment of boatbuilding supplies from Seattle. The two of us and all
our stuff filled to capacity a six-seat, twin engine plane chartered for the
last leg of our long trip from Virginia.

Once in the air I marveled again at the enormous isolation of where
we were headed. After five hours of droning over the blue-black
expanse of sea the plane began its long descent. Way ahead I spotted
the mere smear of green that was our destination. I pointed to it and
said into Steven’s ear, “That’s where we’re going.” He stared for a
moment and then, saying nothing, whacked his forehead with the heel
of his hand.

We landed on “Bomb Day,” a local holiday to celebrate the only
time the Japanese had bombed the air strip. As the aircraft door was
opened and the props spun to a stop we were greeted by the sounds of
surf and a marching band.  Near the airstrip we saw lean-to houses with
open walls roofed with thatch. The parade was concluding as we
entered the village on foot. We followed Kaitu down sandy tracks
between neat rows of concrete block houses with high-peaked metal
roofs. Happy people were everywhere. The men wore bright shirts and
drab walking shorts, and the women were clad in print blouses, dark
wraparound skirts and bright sash belts. The village sounds were of
playing children, crowing roosters, clanking utensils, barking dogs,
laughing women, wind-rattled palm fronds and the overall tympani of
surf. A tractor and wagon followed with our baggage to our assigned
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residence. Kaitu left us to move into our adequate island home and
snatch a needed nap. The first thing we noticed on awaking in the
afternoon was that our place even had a refrigerator!

Funafuti Faces….
It was August, 1983, and Jack Lockett had arranged for the
construction of a minimal boat shop, just a wide shed adjacent to the
fisheries building. It had no walls but it had electricity and a water
catchment, and it bordered pleasantly on the lagoon and was shaded by
pandanus and coconut palms. There we met the five fishermen who
Jack had hired to serve as our trainees.

There was the young Tapu, whose black beard, mustache, outsized
afro and diminutive grin made him look happy and hot. He had
received some training in boatbuilding off-island and would become
our leader man in the shop and a close friend of Steven.

We also met Paleti, an older man whose gray flat top, square chin
and mature manner would lend stability to our working situation. And
there were two Atlas-like youths on our team, Ofati and Menga, who
became skilled builders and showed us how to sail the vaka we were to
build. All wore only walking shorts and plastic sandals.

Also there was Kempa, the loyal hunchback who the islanders
always kidded and laughed at so that he wouldn't feel disadvantaged by
his deformity. This razzing at what seemed to us strange times would
take some getting used to. It was a feature of the culture to laugh at
adversity. When a man would fall from a coconut tree and hit the
ground with a thud, his co-workers would run to him laughing and
gesticulating with apparent glee, then bend to assist. I would learn the
laughter was to diffuse the situation and dispurse fear, but when it
happened to me the first time, I didn’t like it.

Besides our trainees we also came to know several other islanders.
Our contract with Save The Children was for only three months in
Tuvalu, so we did not have much time to accomplish the work we had
set out for ourselves. To minimize chores, Jack had hired for us some
domestic help. Paseoua, a stately island matron, came in to cook our
evening meals. She was enthralled with our refrigerator. She loved it so
much that we never ate fresh fish. She'd bring a fresh bonito to the
house and put it in the freezer compartment so that she could thaw and
serve it days later. Nevertheless her care and cooking provided the
energy that kept us going for very long days in the shop. More
important, her round smile at mealtimes always relieved the pressures
of the day.

And there was Apaseka, a young woman with flashing eyes who
faithfully snapped her chewing gum while cleaning up around our
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house. The domestic help was needed to permit us as much time as
possible on the project, but it was also expected of expatriates to hire
some of the locals to disperse some money into an economy that was
just now emerging from the barter system. At issue was the wisdom of
participating in this change, but it was happening and the local people
wanted it.

Our neighbors behind were a large family whose patriarch was
Matusela (Methuselah), a respected judge on the Lands Court. He came
to see us often in the evenings. My fisherman friend Tinilau, built
models for me of the local canoes, and he sometimes visited the shop
and expressed his longing for the old days when they had their own
inter-island voyaging canoes.

Ah, here’s to you, oh faces of Funafuti. You come to me still in my
phantom visions.

End User Rejection….
Going on advice from Kaitu, our first project was to build a vaka
capable of carrying 300 coconuts. I was convinced that this single-
outrigger canoe should resemble the indigenous craft as closely as
possible, but it was not possible to make its 32 foot-long main hull from
a hollowed log. We arranged for Mike Allen in the Philippines to ship us
several Constant Camber panels, and we set to work.

The main hull of this vaka was much like the bancas that we had
built for Cancio in the Philippines except that the ends of the main hull
were identical, both shaped as a bow. It was to have a traditional
platform, outboard float, mast and sail, but its main difference was in
size. At 32 feet long it was much larger than anything the locals had
seen for generations.

As on my other projects I discovered that our trainees were eager to
learn. They had no difficulty with hand tools but were initially
frightened by electric saws, grinders and drills. This soon wore off, and
the work was going well.

Gradually, Steve and I were developing into a team, but working
together wasn't easy for us at first. I felt that my number one son was
always doing things his own way, and that made me something less
than the boss. Finally I gave up. I just had to let Steve go off in his own
direction, and what resulted was the most popular aspect of the whole
Project:

When several old, traditional canoes found their way to the shop
for repairs with the modern epoxy and caulking compounds, it was
obvious to Steve that the possibility of restoring even dilapidated
vessels was very important to their owners. The men began saying to
him that instead of the big canoe we were building for the project, what
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they really needed was small ones. Steven listened, but I ignored this
development because my mandate from Save The Children was to
produce larger vessels that would carry heavy loads. These were
needed, no doubt, but they could not be owned by individuals because
of their cost. They had to be owned and operated by the local island
Council, and that removed the private incentive to use them.

My three-month contract didn't give me time to do everything.
Steve simply took the time to design and build a little plywood vaka,
and it attracted interest right away because it was so sleek and light,
and because it was so cheap to build that many individuals could afford
to buy one for themselves. To build the prototype, Steve used the
"tortured plywood" construction method, and then began teaching the
crew how to build others. Soon the shop was visited by top Government
officials, including the Prime Minister of Tuvalu, who promptly ordered
two of the little canoes for himself. The immediate success of these
boats gave Steve the confidence he needed to stand up to me and say,
"Look Dad, I have something to offer here besides just being your
helper."  I had to acknowledge the truth of this. In addition, the
remoteness of the island, and our being forced to work and live
together, now hammered us into a functioning father-and-son team.
Work in the shop went more smoothly, with the two of us assisting each
other in guiding the progress on both the big boats and the small. With
this came a more relaxed attitude about living on the island. Steve and I
enjoyed talking together as we bicycled to and from the boat shop,
which was located about a mile up the lagoon shore from where we
lived. We sometimes remarked about how wonderful it would be to
have SCRIMSHAW here, available for us to live aboard and to sail to
the other islands of Tuvalu. "But we're a long way from Virginia," Steve
said. "It would be one heck of a voyage to get the boat out here...
months and months of sailing."

“The way we like to travel," I said, "stopping all the time like Mom
and I do, it would take us years and years."  We both laughed. "But you
know, Steve, its downwind most of the way. All it would take is time,
and think of all the places we could visit along the way. Cuba is bound
to open up again one of these years, and I'd love to go back there. Then
Guatemala, for one last look at the Rio Dulce, and Panama, Galapagos,
Marquesas, Samoa... it would be a great cruise. Worth at least another
three years of our lives."  We both laughed again, but we both knew the
idea was seriously tantalizing.

Steven enjoyed an expanding social life with the islanders, his
improvisational guitar playing providing the ideal vehicle. I had my
separate friends, some of them expatriate consultants like me, and I
began to thoroughly enjoy the sounds, moods and vistas of the atoll.
Part of this relaxation seems now to have resulted from becoming
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accustomed to the colossal remoteness of the place. At first, the
continual pounding of the surf, the rattle of the wind in the palms, and
the omniscient power of the sky both day and night, seemed so
beautiful as to be almost demoralizing. The language of Tuvalu is
spoken nowhere else, is not pleasant to hear and is very difficult to
learn. Many of the people spoke some English, it now being taught in
the school, but for in-depth conversation I felt isolated.

My main problem, however, was just getting enough sleep. Adding
to the strain of long hours in the shop, our neighbor’s rooster sounded
off regularly all night, and when I mentioned this to Matusela he
seemed not to understand. Never a fan of domestic fowl, perhaps from
working with a few too many of them as a boy on a Vermont farm, when
I hear a rooster today I flush with exasperation. The rasping cry of
Matusela’s pompous cock still echoes in audible memory:

Eeerrk ar eeerk errr! Awakened for the fifth time I leap from my bed,
grab a spear gun and flashlight and race into the rainy, windy night.
The bird is caught in the light. Ahhh! The bird scurries, I chase, trying
to hold him in the beam while stringing the rubber slings on my double
Arbolett. Thunder claps and the flash fixes a human figure in blinding
after image. I am shocked into sanity, and as dark returns my light
plays on human legs. Feeling reprieved from near murder I un-sling the
spear and speak with Matusela. “That rooster is driving me crazy!” I
say.

“Oh Jim, the rooster is just telling us it’s time.”
“Time for what?” I protest.
“Time to go fishing,” he says, and wanders off to his canoe.

The next day his daughter explained that they never hear the rooster,
but she offered to put him in a box at night, and that, mercifully, solved
the problem.

Two additional village sounds now recur in my mind’s ear:

I am awakened at daybreak by the bell-like clinking of empty beer
bottles. Several are suspended on short strings and hung in a cluster
from Matusela’s waist as he climbs a coconut palm right outside my
window. It is one of many young trees tapped at their crowns for
collecting sap in the bottles. He soon descends with the filled bottles set
yesterday, which make yet a different sound.

The bottles contain the makings of the local equivalent of orange
juce, at least when consumed fresh. When fermented it becomes
“toddy,” the evening’s libation which, despite Matusela’s
encouragement, I found far inferior to fish heads. Either way, coconut
sap is the prime source of vitamin C for the islanders.
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Perhaps the most distinctive sound of the village was the coral
singing. Funafuti, I learned, has “clans,” groups who have moved here
from other islands in the archipelago. They live in very crowded
sections of the village almost as separate tribes but in admirable
harmony. Each clan has its own meeting house or maneapa, a large,
open-sided, thatch-roofed shed that is entirely unfurnished except for a
profusion of palm mats covering the usual packed earth (but sometimes
concrete) floor. Besides the government’s H-block headquarters and
the walled churches, these maneapas are the largest buildings on the
island and they are used almost every weekday night for choir practice
and social functions.

The social functions are comprised mainly of a song-and-dance
routine called fateli, which is about all that remains of the pre-colonial
culture. Even the fateli has been eviscerated by missionaries who forbid
the dancers to move their feet. Still the people assemble on occasion to
commit their story songs, their history, poetry and hopes, to memory
through almost operatic coral singing:

The women are grouped in lines on one side of the maneapa and the
men, bare chested, are in ranks on the other. All are dressed in their
traditional titi (colorful pandanus leaf skirts), all wear heaps of flower
or shell necklaces, and all feet are bare, planted firmly on palm mats.
The only instrument is a drum made from an empty, five-gallon
cooking oil can. It starts the number with a series of very loud whaps,
the people sway in unison and swing their arms in an almost hula-type
of still-footed dance, and they sing to each other in what sounds like
questions from one side and answers from the other; then all sing
together. The pace and the volume slowly increase to end in rousing
climax. Then they start anew, and it goes on and on. The note scale is
clearly adopted from European music but the stories are their own. The
men’s voices boom in conquest of the surf, and to compensate the
women shift their timbre from the throaty “ahh” of western song to the
nasal “aaaa” of controlled shouts. When heard up close the sound is
almost deafening but from afar it is a lovely human din that mingles
with the wind and surf as a happy appeal to the firmament. Like a voice
crying in the wilderness it seems to say,”Here we are!” And the answer
comes back from the stars, “We Notice You.”

Not so the real hymns. Almost every week night there was choir
practice in the maneapas, and the choirs were composed mostly of
women’s voices. Because the maneapa for the clan from Nanumanga
Island was close to our house, our life space was invaded by what
seemed an endless wailing to Jesus:
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The worship tunes are slow and somber, with weak melody but strong
harmony. They seem a dour plaint of hopelessness. I keep thinking,
‘Surely the Anglicans can do better than that.’ In frustration I leave the
house and walk two blocks to the air strip, cross to the dunes and gaze
seaward into the continual salt mist that pervades everything on the
island. Ocean waves, startled by the depths turning suddenly into a
steep-to coral wall, bash themselves quickly into froth without ever
feeling the bottom. From here I can see the lanterns of the “jail,” a
meager encampment of thatch lean-tos with no barriers where those
who misbehave are relegated at night. By day they are required to wear
a blue denim sulu (skirt) and perform community service, especially
tending the coconut trees. From their encampment, and also from my
position in the dunes, the hymns seem sung by angels far downwind at
sea.

In just a month of work in the shop we were sailing a canoe of about the
size from which the island probably had been discovered perhaps a
thousand years ago.  They named our big vaka ISAVE (ee-sah-vay) after
their local word for the tropic bird. Jack liked the spelling because it
just happened to suggest that the funding had come from Save The
Children.

Because Steve and I were not accustomed to sailing a double ended,
single-sided boat, and because the islanders were now accustomed to
much smaller vakas, we encountered real difficulty at first in trying to
operate the ISAVE. An older man named Paleti, who had done some
vaka racing as a young man in the Gilbert Islands, demonstrated how to
put the vessel straight across the wind and use teamwork to shift the
mast and the yard from one end of the boat to the other, then reverse
the sheet and the steering oar, and be ready for the craft to whiz away in
the opposite direction... without ever turning around!.

A centerboard, or any form of retractable keel, had never been
known in the islands, so we installed two dagger boards in the ISAVE,
one at each end of the main hull. Hood Sail makers in Massachusetts
had donated a quantity of sailcloth for the project, and Steve – who had
worked for a time at Hayes Custom Sails in Virginia – taught the
trainees how to make good sails with the Dacron. The one they made
for ISAVE, when combined with the dagger boards, allowed the vessel
to sail to windward remarkably well. "Oh" said Tinilau with delight, "it
will sail directly into the wind. I am so glad to see these good vakas
come again to my Tuvalu, before I am died out of his world."

However, the young people didn't like the big canoe and it lay
disused. The problem, Jack Lockett finally deduced, was one of end
user acceptance, but he could not determine why the beautiful canoe
had been rejected. Finally Tapu, our leader man in the shop, explained
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to Steve that the young islanders did not wish to offend the palangis,
but they believed the boat was something out of the past; using it
amounted to reverting back to the old ways. "We are not like that any
more," said Tapu. We want to modernize, so we need a new kind of
boat. I don't think it has to be very different from the vaka, it just has to
be something we haven't known before."

This was a big surprise to me, for it was the exact opposite of what I
had learned in Africa. With any hope for end user acceptance there,
inserting a new boat into a traditional setting required its design to be
as close as possible to the local, traditional boats. Here in Tuvalu, the
people were expecting something totally different, and we hadn't given
it to them.

The Smooth Way….
Fortunately, Steve and I still had a few Constant Camber panels left
from the original order, so I sketched out a 32-foot catamaran, a “five
hundred nut canoe,” and we began frantically whacking it together. It
was during this rush that I learned the hard way how useful is the local
comic reaction to disaster. I did not fall from a coconut tree but I did
accidentally cut the last of our precious Constant Camber panels the
wrong way. For one hull of the cat I had cut the mirror-image profiles
for both a port and a starboard panel to make one hull. Then, for the
second hull I cut two port panels. Upon discovering the mistake I
wailed at my own stupidity. Steve reacted with understandable scorn,
and when the crew realized what had happened they went bonkers with
mirth. Whooping and high five-ing as in victory, their antics made me
see red. Only with good fortune did I restrain myself from acting like a
bad guy, and suddenly all were consoling me with kindness. The
situation was diffused, and the gravity of our predicament was
lightened by suggestions of how we could rectify the problem. Soon I
too was able to laugh. Thanks to the miraculous adhesive properties of
epoxy we were shortly able to continue the job.

 As soon as the two hulls of our cat were joined together, the
younger people started coming around to see it. They had never beheld
a real sailing catamaran before. It was just different, that's all, and
everybody wanted to go for a ride when it was finished.

Our contracts and visas were running out. We worked long hours,
sometimes seven days a week, and our trainees were as anxious as we
were to get the boat in the water. By now the crew had taken well to
working with epoxy resin and electric tools. The disc grinder was a
favorite. Often it would run continuously during lunch hour. Propped
inside an old tire and turned on, it was used to shape home-made
knives and other implements by several of the crew at once, all huddled
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around the seven-inch, whirling abrasive disc, all using it for their own
projects at the same time. In addition, the miracle of adhesives
chemistry, once realized by the men, led them sometimes purposely to
mix too much epoxy resin with its hardener, confess the mistake to me
and ask if they could quickly take it home before it hardened to repair
their houses. Then came a stream of old canoes, carried up the sandy
track to the shop. Each canoe responded to the ministrations of epoxy,
fiberglass or polyurethane caulk, and was proudly returned to the
water.

We were now lucky to receive the help of Bob Parks, an American
Peace Corps volunteer, and Michael Batty, the British consultant to the
fisheries department. All worked eagerly on the big catamaran
providing guidance and a lot of hard work. It was carpentry, fiber
glassing, sanding, painting and rigging, often dawn to dusk.

The boat was getting done but we were now facing bad weather.
Tuvalu is located in the doldrums, that belt of unstable air that lies
between the counter-running trade winds; “the easterlies” north of the
equator and “the westerlies” south of the equator.  This region is
sometimes fraught with calms and squalls, which is a blessing to Tuvalu
for they have plenty of rain. However, now it was rain and wind that
sometimes forced us to suspend work in our open-sided shop. We
would snuggle-in at home, grateful for the rest, and watch the palm
trees yield to the gales. Their crowns contended with this oceanic air,
which rushed at them unobstructed from afar, by folding away their
long fronds downwind like inside-out umbrellas, and their trunks
yielded to the force with voodoo-dancing swings. The wind caused, and
then combed out and caused again, a billion noisy snarls in the canopy
of fronds, so that a loud, rattling hiss from above overlay the deep bass
of the surf's incessant detonation on the reef.  It was in this setting that
we were sometimes visited by the locals, who seemed to enjoy taking
respite in our home.

There were some interesting discussions with our friends Tinilau
and Matusela. Both were senior men who shared deep concerned for
the future of their isolated country.  Like many of the Tuvaluan men,
Tinilau's upper body was hypertrophied, almost grotesquely muscular,
from spending every other night of his life paddling a fishing canoe. He
didn't like outboard motors. Once he said to me, "My son go work on
ship, spend years living without family, come home with outboard
motor and aluminum boat. Now we go fish. I sail canoe, he buy gas. He
go by me buzzzt! But we both go same reef, both catch same fish. Where
his money go?  Coming home he go by me again buzzzt! But we both
come back same day. Both bring same fish, but he no bring money.
Where his money go?
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Matusela often visited to enquire of the boats and speak of his work
on the lands court. "Our big problem," he said one night, "is that some
of our young people no longer take the trouble to memorize where their
father's boundary stones are located. They don't realize how little land
we have in Tuvalu. But we have a million square miles of ocean, right in
the heart of the best tuna grounds, yet we import canned tuna fish.”

Tinilau and Matusela sometimes visited us together. They would
speak to one another in Tuvaluan, as if our house provided them a
sequestered place to talk. Steve and I would struggle to stay awake as
they droned on. I had the impression that this was leading up to
something, and finally one morning they put a daunting question
directly to us. They considered Tuvalu’s central problem to be inter-
island transportation. “Before the colonials came,” said Tinilau, “we
had our own inter-island voyaging canoes. We could get around as
much as we wanted to, but the colonials put a stop to that. They didn’t
want us to have that much independence. Now we have the NIVANGA.
You have seen our government ship. It is left over from colonial times, a
crumbling bucket of rust. They spend a million dollars a year at the
shipyard in Suva, just to keep it going. (Tuvalu now has a new small
freighter, courtesy of British AID.) But if we ride the ship to another
island, to see family or do some work, it takes months for the ship to
come and take us home.”

“Well,” injected Matusela, “we have the sea plane (courtesy of
Australian AID) but it is so expensive that few of us can afford to use it.
They fly me around to the other islands to serve on the lands court, but
a private person can’t afford it. Even with the price of a ticket, the
government spends nine dollars for every one dollar we pay, just to
keep the thing flying. Most of our islands have no airstrip, so we need
an amphibian, and they are the most expensive of all planes to maintain
especially in salt water, so they built that fancy hangar. And they must
pay for the Ausie pilot and the Kiwi mechanic who have to live here
with that plane. Now they’re saying that it’s just too expensive to
provide the service, so they’re going to take the sea plane away.”

“We need big canoes again!” said Tinilau. “Every island needs its
own big canoe. That’s the only way to tie this country together.” Then,
looking at me and Steve he said, “Could you help us build them?”

Steve and I were speechless at first, then Steve asked me, “How big
would it have to be, Dad? Say, sixty feet?”

Warming to the subject, Tinilau pointed upwards to the roaring in
the trees and said, “It should be big enough to keep operating right
through the gale season.”

“At least sixty feet,” I said. “And we’d need a real shop to build it
in.”
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“Ha!” said Matusela. “When they take the sea plane away you could
use the hangar.”

“Perfect!” said Steve.
I thought the whole project would cost less than their Grumman

Goose amphibian, and be much cheaper to operate. The seed was
planted, but would it sprout? I would have to talk with Jack Lockett.

When it came time to launch our five hundred-nut catamaran,
Kaitu organized two soccer teams, to carry the sprawling vessel over the
jagged coral beach and into the water. They had named her
TEALAMANIA (tay-ala-man-ee-a) “The Smooth Way,” which I liked
very much. I bemoaned the absence of a sand beach from which to
launch and operate the boat, and wondered if the Sea Bees knew how
long it would take for the sand to come back... maybe never.

Sea trials for the new boat were successful, and it proved
sufficiently different from the earlier vaka to make it apparently well
received. I had only one real cruise around the atoll and briefly out into
open sea before time and money ran out for me. My three-month stay
had been hard work, and I lamented having had so little time to get to
know Funafuti. Worse yet I had never visited any of the other islands of
Tuvalu. Without SCRIMSHAW, I felt like a castaway. Nevertheless, I
now came to understand why saying good-bye is such a weighty thing
for islanders. Traditionally they had been so isolated that whenever
someone left the atoll, it was likely that he or she would never return, so
it was treated as a kind of funeral. Saying good-bye here was indeed
heavy for me, too, because I suspected never to come back to this
island. Living and working here had been a highlight of my life but it
felt incomplete. In the short time I'd been there, the trainees had
learned a lot about modern boatbuilding. They had produced two 32-
footers, one of them a single outrigger vaka and the other a catamaran,
and several of Steve's paddling vakas. The catamaran was the first twin-
hulled vessel I had ever designed, and I was thrilled with the results
because it sailed well and seemed strong and serviceable. Having
gained most of my previous multihull experience in three-hulled
trimarans, I now saw real potential for the catamaran type in
commercial applications. Catamarans were apparently better load
carriers than trimarans, but when I left Funafuti I had no way of
knowing what kind of service my first cat would see.

In order to continue guiding the boatbuilders at the shop, Steven
was offered extended employment by Save The Children. Jack Lockett
wanted to make sure the little boat shop would keep operating after I
left, and he was able to assist Steven in having his visa extended. My
departure day came quickly, with speeches and gifts and hugs and
tears. As I boarded the plane, loaded with shell necklaces piled up
almost to my ears, I turned back to see my favorite faces of Funafuti,
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Including Steven's, all imploring me to remember this time. I realized
that a special kind of love had resulted from the forging of our father-
and-son team. As the little plane turned to taxi downfield, I saw Steve
through the cloudy window. When the plane took off, I still saw him,
alone down there on that mere smear of coral ground so far removed in
ocean space. Among all the unforgettable faces of Funafuti, it was this
view of my son that I now remember most.

Evaluation….
Two years later I was invited by Save The Children to return to Funafuti
to perform an “evaluation” of the project. I would be paid enough to
take Jo Anna! This is definitely part of the story, the hard part.

Not that the Project had been unsuccessful.  Upon returning to the
island, Jo Anna and I first saw the catamaran’s sail far out on the
lagoon. It was returning from its daily circuit of the islets. Moving
slowly in a very light breeze, we waited and watched for an hour until
the craft came close enough for me to examine it through the telephoto
lens of my camera. I was shocked by what was now visible. The craft
was grossly overloaded. Before leaving Steven with the boat two years
previously, I had told him to not let them load the vessel deeper than its
rather generous water line, already much deeper than originally
conceived for the boat. Now the waterline was completely out of sight
by perhaps a foot; she was almost dragging her underwing, which in
this boat was placed extremely high to tolerate overloading.

While waiting there, staring through my viewfinder, I recalled again
that Steve had stayed in Tuvalu another year after I left, and when he
returned to Virginia he told me that he had helped to sail the big vaka
ISAVE to the island of Nukufetau some sixty miles away. “The
traditional sailing culture is still very much alive there, Dad,” he had
reported, “and the boat was seeing heavy service when I left. And
Nukufetau is a great place. I wish you could have seen it. But the
catamaran is still at Funafuti. It’s being operated by the island Council
with a paid captain. Anyone who wants to go from any islet to any other
islet can board for a dollar (Australian), and for each bundle of cargo
that he or she can carry, the fare is one additional dollar… no matter
how many bundles! But the real problem is that it’s culturally
impossible for the boat captain to deny anyone from boarding no
matter what the load.”

Now I was seeing in my viewfinder the dire need for this intra-
lagoon service, and I was glad that multihulls are far less vulnerable to
becoming unstable with overloading than are monohulls. However, I
was also seeing the unintended consequences of inserting something
new into a traditional setting without adequate follow-up. Other signs
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revealed that the boat was being abused. Apparently they would pull it
along while wading through the shallows to collect shellfish, and simply
hurl the big coracles into the cockpit.

Steve also told me that the young people loved the boat for another
reason. After enduring much pressure from the younger islanders, the
pastor had consented to allow them to charter the craft from the island
Council on Sundays. Whereas usually nothing other than worship and
rest was allowed to happen on the Sabbath, Steve had said, “Now the
kids can take the TEALAMANIA across the lagoon and party. And they
have their own name for it. They call it PIKILUA. I asked Tapu what it
means but he wouldn’t tell me. It was only after a beer or two that he
finally broke down and told me. He said, 'Oh Steve, pikilua means two
together.’ I thought that was rather nice until he went on. He stuck his
index finger into his other fist and clench down, trying to jerk it out,
and said, ‘Two together, as in locked up!”

When the boat nosed into the shallows (there was no beach or dock
from which it could operate) I could see that she was stuffed full and
piled high with people, coconuts, yams, fish, firewood and compost. I
was both delighted and shocked.

In the days that followed I learned that the boat shop, which had
been conceived as a bootstrap development project to get some big sail-
powered canoes for carrying produce from the outer islets around the
lagoon had evolved into building plywood skiffs for government
personnel who could afford to buy outboard motors and gasoline. But
that was not the whole of it. Steve and Tapu had also devised some
small, tortured plywood sailing catamarans, and several of the local
fishermen, Kaitu included, had built them as yachts to sport with their
friends and go fishing without motors. In addition, Tapu had produced
dozens of Steve’s single-outrigger paddling canoes for local buyers, and
many had been exported to the other islands. Quite unexpectedly, the
shop had gone into profit, and a great hubbub had resulted about who
got to keep the money. Under pressure, Jack Locket backed off, turning
the shop over to the government, and they soon milked it dry by
declining to pay the workers and order new materials. It failed
financially, and finally ended up in Tapu’s hands. He was now
operating it as a private business with some of our old staff in his
employ. When I learned this, I remembered Fuji Kada telling me that
the net benefit from training projects was a “non-accountable
dividend.” It was giving individuals a leg up for moving into the private
sector and starting their own businesses. So the project, in and of itself,
had probably been worthwhile, but sadly it did not develop into what
could have been.

When the seaplane service was withdrawn for reasons of its cost,
Jack Locket was not able to convince the government that the nation
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needed ocean-going catamarans to unify the archipelago. He
concluded, however, that at least Save The Children needed such a
vessel. Without inter-island transportation he was hamstrung in
conducting their other development projects on the outer islands.
Building on the discussion that Steve and I had enjoyed that night with
Tinilau and Matusela, Jack commissioned me to design the smallest
possible inter-island catamaran that I thought could carry his staff and
some Government personnel over the very open sea of this lonely island
nation. With the proviso that the boat would not operate during the
gale season, I drew a 49’ catamaran that made maximum use of
Constant Camber panels even to construct the vessel’s underwing and
superstructure. Because the hangar had been appropriated for other
usage, we arranged for the panels to be built in the Philippines and the
boat to be assembled in Hawaii.

It was in those arrangements that the project sadly failed. The
panels arrived in Hawaii laced with delaminations, and the builder
there wisely refused to use them for anything. Save the Children took
the financial hit, and I withdrew absolutely mortified. Like our project
in the Philippines, this was such a bad break! The designs originating in
both projects went on to become pivotal in commercial operations in
the Atlantic and Pacific, but if the initial boats had been placed in
service in the demanding setting of Tuvalu and elsewhere, they might
have induced other island nations to trend toward sail power instead of
aircraft and fossil fuels and foreign aid. It was yet another crack in the
sky.
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PARK IT, DAD
1985

Russell was calling from Bermuda. “Gee Dad,” he said, “it's been a
long time since we've had a real sailboat ride together. I think you
should fly over here and help me take KAURI up to Cape Cod." I felt
that old spasm in my Adam's apple, and was unable to speak. There was
a long silence.

"Hello?" said Russell, thinking we had been cut off.
"Who, me!" I finally croaked. "You know I wouldn't be much good

to you in that contraption of yours."
Russell laughed, and said, "Aw, come on Dad. You can do it. We'd

have a great time."
My mind raced through all the sailings of my sons. When I had

known they were at sea I had done a fair amount of "walking the
beach," ruminating on the potential consequences of them going
offshore in their respective back yard-built escape capsules, and on my
own responsibility for the life-styles they had chosen. It was probably
me who had afflicted them with their quest for the free spirit goal that
can be approached perhaps best by boat but never fully gained. I’d been
seeking it ever since I spied my first tropical island in the dawn, and
Russell, now twenty four, was asking me to seek it with him in a boat of
his own making.

What could I say? I had never contemplated going to sea myself in
such an upstart craft as Russell's proa KAURI.  Compared to his
original 30-footer called JZERO (Chapter 12), this 37-footer was light
years ahead in development. But it still “shunted.” Instead of tacking
through the wind like a normal sailboat, it stopped momentarily and
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took off on the other tack “stern first.” (Actually it had a bow on both
ends.) KAURI confused me, especially at night, and I knew Russ needed
a dependable crew for a voyage like this. There was no possible excuse
that my son would fully believe. I was at loose ends anyway, still
smarting from the demise of the Philippines project and trying half-
heartedly to keep up with the meteoric advances being made in modern
multihulls. Perhaps an ocean passage would clear my head and I would
learn something about proas. So I choked back the gasp in my voice and
said, "Okay, you've got me. I'll bring a fresh supply of seasick pills, and
see you in a couple of days."

Push Me Pull You….
Indeed, I still suffered from seasickness, especially when feeling the
pressure of responsibility for the boat and crew. After Russell's call, I
spent a sleepless night, wondering if I would be a help or a hindrance to
my son.  And would I ever see Jo Anna again?  This was crazy, going out
into the North Atlantic in the modern equivalent of a South Pacific
vaka.

How was it, again, that Russell "shunted" his proa?  Its running
rigging and sails always hung out over the same side, the one opposite
the outrigger, but they didn't work the same as on the traditional vakas
of pre-colonial Oceania. Also, every time Russ traded the "now bow" for
the then bow," the helmsman was obliged to manipulate two
centerboards, each of which incorporated a rudder within, one for
going each direction. The vessel had no wheel or tiller. Instead it
steered with two vertical whipstaffs, again, one for going each direction.
The whipstaffs actuated fore and aft instead of swinging side to side like
a tiller, and I could never remember whether to push or to pull on the
darned things in order to get the boat to steer to the right or the left.
Could I adjust to such a different device when out at sea? I went to find
out.

We enjoyed two days of high camaraderie in Bermuda, where father
and son watched for a weather window while prowling the harbor front
bistros of St. Georges. Finally things looked good so Russell called
Bermuda Marine Traffic Control on his radio, and received permission
to leave. Just the fact that he had a single sideband radio on board was
a surprise and a relief to me, for up until 1980 we never had even a VHF
on SCRIMSHAW. Russ didn't have a license for the radio, of course, but
at least he had the radio. He even had a hand-held VHF, too. Hey, high
tech!

Our voyage began in mild conditions with a fair wind, and KAURI
knocked off the miles with an ease that amazed me. She just loped
along effortlessly, very quiet and dry, and we traded relaxing watches
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while the big proa steered herself northward at about ten knots. The
long outrigger beams reached away toward the west, from where the
wind was blowing gently, and finally, some 20 feet away from the main
hull, they connected to the outrigger float. It was such a sprawling craft,
yet it seemed as solid as a block of wood. All day and all night, and all
the next day too, KAURI kept to her easy canter. We cooked ourselves
complete meals, did a little reading, and talked about the old days back
in California. In conversations whose essence have stayed with me, it
seemed to both of us that our years in the West had been dreamy. How
could such places as Sausalito, Big Sur, Santa Cruz and Big Creek
Canyon all have come true for us within a time frame like the 60's?

Talk shifted to our family trip in SCRIMSHAW, and to our return to
the States. "I guess we shouldn't have expected it to be easy," I said,
"coming back from an experience like that. But we sure needed to find
ourselves a place to live. And you realize, we wouldn't have been able to
do that if Mom hadn't wanted to go back to teaching.”

"And isn't it great what she's able to do for those kids!" said Russ.
"She's good at it," I said. "But we wouldn't have been able to do any

of this without her. During all my gallivanting around the world these
last few years I’ve been paid well at times, but it's been rather sporadic.
We've had real money problems, but because of her regular job there
was always her monthly check coming in to keep our heads above
water."

“But working with kids like that,” said Russ, “who are having
learning problems? It must be really hard on her sometimes.”

“She comes home awfully tired some days, but she loves it, and I
don't know what we would do without her paycheck. I wouldn't be
sailing around with you like this, I'll tell you that."

"I just wish she and Steve were with us, Dad."
“Yeah, Mom seems to actually enjoy it when I’m away for a while,

but I often think of how Steve is doing way out in Tuvalu by himself.
He’s made some good friends out there, but the atoll is so isolated. You
wouldn’t believe… Well, if you were to show up in remote Polynesia
with a boat like this, they would think you were the second coming.”

“That’s reason enough for me to stay away,” he laughs. “But I do
hope to see the Pacific some day. And how ‘bout that Steve? He’s got
himself a job in Polynesia teaching boatbuilding! That can’t be too
shabby.” Russ then went on deck to check the horizon and the sails.
When he returned, he said, "The way things are going these days, I'm
glad I've got this boat.”

"That's the way I see it too, Russ. After my time in Africa and Asia,
Mom and I decided that SCRIMSHAW was not for sale at any price.
One of these days, something’s going to happen to make everybody
realize that there's got to be a limit to all this explosive economic
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growth, and the blooming population. We're going to have to admit that
it's killing the planet, and all of us along with it. And when that
happens, there's going to be some real pushing and shoving going on,
or worse. There could be real chaos in the world."

"You know, Dad, I've thought... Well, it's almost like, the sooner the
better, so that maybe there'll be a little something left of Mother Earth
for the survivors to live on.”

“It may already be too late,” I said. “If the colonists arrived today at
Plymouth Rock or Jamestown, they couldn't make it because the whole
territory has been just plain used up. Without cheap energy we couldn’t
make it either. ”

“That's why I think it might not be a bad time to have some
mobility,” said Russell, “like this little boat of mine."

"And that little boat of ours," I added.
"Yeah, SCRIMSHAW showed us all a lot about how the world

works. And even if America is brought to its knees I don't think we'll be
victimized much personally. You know, we learned how to get along on
very little and take care of ourselves. I’m glad to have that as part of me,
and I want you to know that I'm pretty content with the way I live, sort
of around the edges of society."

"Boy, it’s a relief to hear you say that, Russ, because Mom and I
really didn't do much for you guys education wise. Nothing like my
parents tried to do for me. But look what came of their efforts!"  I
laughed sarcastically. “They so hoped I’d go into business
administration.”

Russell was quiet for a while, but finally said, "The best thing you
and Mom did for me and Steve was to stay together. Somehow, in all
that craziness that was going on back then, you managed to hang on to
each other."

“I wish she was with us to hear that,” I said.  “As you know, haven’t
had an easy job of it at times.”

Then I saw the paradox but I didn't bring it up. If Jo Anna and I
had really set such a fine example for our boys, why were they both still
single in their early thirties, still leading itinerant lives? Jo Anna was
beginning to despair for grandchildren, but neither Steve nor Russ was
showing the slightest signs of marrying. They often came home to visit
with female friends, all of  whom were practically conscripted by Mom
and Dad, but no one seemed to stick. In my deepest thoughts I was
saddened by the prospect of no further offspring, but closer to the
surface, I greatly respected, even envied my sons’ life-styles. I was
convinced that probably within the coming century the world's death
rate would at least catch up with its birth rate, and such a time could be
a brutal one for most people to be raising kids. Still, I missed the chance
to pass on what I had learned of life to yet another generation, and I
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was troubled that Steve and Russ just did not want to be like Mom and
Dad.

We spelled each other keeping lookout that afternoon, and I passed
the watch to Russell sometime early in the second night. As we traded
seats in the cockpit, Russ remarked, "I don't think I've ever made a
passage where I've gotten so much sleep. I've been completely confident
to have you alone in the cockpit, with the boat all to yourself like I know
you enjoy it. But it's not usually that way for me. I'm usually sailing
with somebody who doesn't understand the boat, and it makes me too
up-tight to sleep much at sea."

"Come on, Russell!" I laughed. "The boat's holding a steady course
in a steady wind, and I've just been keeping a lookout. Anybody can do
that. If we get a sneaky wind shift in the dark, I'd probably take us right
back to Bermuda without even knowing it. Not even the compass would
change if she just headed back the other way, because she wouldn't
even have to turn around!"  We laughed. "But it is fun, just to watch this
baby slide through the waves like this. What a wonderful thing you've
created in this boat."

“Yeah?  You think so?  I kind of like her too. She’s kind of close
inside but I knew she'd be comfortable at sea."

"The hulls are so narrow," I said. "They just cut right through the
crests without having to go over them. It's sensational to see a steep one
coming and expect her to get punched in the nose, and instead she just
slides right through it. And she steers like she's fastened to a taught
wire, no yawing at all; the waves can't seem to get hold of her. And
there's no rolling or heeling..."

"I guess those old Polynesians really knew what they were doing,
like you say."

"Actually, I think the first boats like this were Micronesian. But just
imagine those early canoe people. They didn't have Douglas fir plywood
and Sitka spruce lumber, and they didn't have epoxy to laminate
everything together with. And they didn't have Dacron for sails or
aluminum for masts, and they couldn't build a sealed pod on the
downwind side of the main hull like you have, to bounce the boat back
on its feet in a knockdown. But they conquered the Pacific anyway.
Their boats were -- and they still are -- highly engineered bundles of
pure vegetable fiber. I'm telling you, Russ, you've got to get out to the
far islands some day."

It started to sprinkle, so I dropped below and passed Russell his
foul weather gear. I munched an apple, fixed some hot boullion for the
thermos, and then snuggled into the double bunk, which was still warm
from Russell having recently gotten up. This bunk was located in the
pod, that strange, streamlined, shelf-like protuberance that cantilevers
out over the water on the side opposite the outrigger, the downwind
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side of the main hull. The ride here was wonderfully quiet. As I lay
there, just feeling the ship soar through ocean space, I recalled how we
had tested KAURI’s stability on our river in Virginia.

Using two anchors to position the boat near the river shore we then
brought a line from the masthead to the bank, where Steve, Russ and I
hauled as hard as we could, trying to pick up the float and heel the
vessel over. Indeed we were able to lift the outrigger float clear of the
water, but as soon as the craft had heeled enough to press the pod down
onto the surface, our continued efforts to tip the boat were to no avail. I
brought our old Pontiac station wagon into hauling position, and we
tied the line to that. Then we hauled again, with 250 horsepower, and
the boat heeled way over. As the mast came down, the outrigger float
climbed skyward. Surprisingly, as the pod was forced to submerge, the
main hull was literally picked up by it, almost completely out of the
water!  It was now abundantly clear that the main hull acted as a
powerful counterweight against the buoyancy of the pod, trying hard to
re-right the vessel. With the station wagon's handbrake set and Steven
blocking the wheels, I got out of the driver's seat and noticed that the
line from the wagon to KAURI’s masthead was bar taught, and
furthermore, Russell was already half way between the shore and the
boat. His feet were dangling in the water as he went hand over hand
along the line, headed for the horizontal mast. He reached it and pulled
his legs almost free of the water. At this point, his weight, at the very
top of the mast, finally overcame the knockdown stability of the vessel,
and she continued heeling, which lowered Russ back into the water.
When he let go, the craft snapped back toward upright until it was
restrained by the line to the station wagon. It was an amazing
demonstration. I knew there were few multihulls of any size that would
exhibit such ultimate stability.

With the recollection of that static test, made years ago, I now
relaxed. If a freak wave – combined with a sharp gust – was to hurl
KAURI's float skyward right now, I had great confidence that the pod in
which I was reclining would encounter the water and shoulder the boat
back on its feet. With this concept in mind I listened to the rain
pattering on deck, and pictured my son slouching in the cockpit.

Oh, that cockpit... it was like riding in a motorcycle side car. I
pondered the great truth that Russell's grasp of sailing dynamics far
surpassed my own. It had to in order for him to design and build such
an intrinsically perfect, yet primitively simple craft as this. And I
wondered about Russ, as I had often wondered of myself, from where
had this multihull predilection come?

During the night I was awakened by the sound of heavy rain. The
first time, there was no accompanying sound of wind, so I rolled over,
thought a little more about the downwind pod, and remembered that
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the big Micronesian vakas, like the Fijian ndruas, had been equipped
with large, elevated platforms on their downwind sides, which must
have acted like pods to a degree. But the ancients didn't have the
materials to make their pods sealed and buoyant like the one in which I
was riding. I must have drifted off again.

Again I awoke to the sound of heavy rain, but again there was no
sound of a rising wind. I pictured Russ huddling under the hood of his
slicker, trying to keep awake and trying to keep an eye on the compass
in such conditions. I got up and raised the hatch just a crack and called
into the darkness, "Hey, are you ready for relief?  You must be blowing
bubbles by now?"

"No thanks, Dad, it's okay," came a reply from the blackness. "I'm
able to doze, and there's practically no wind. So go back to sleep. I've
sure been getting plenty of sleep, so you get some while the time is
right. There's no telling what this rain will bring."  I passed him a cup of
bullion from the thermos, and then crawled into the warm bunk again,
feeling both grateful and guilty for Russ giving me the chance to avoid
going out there into the wet and the dark. If the wind was light, I knew I
would have trouble managing the boat. If it was shifty I might become
totally confused in conditions like this, perhaps even permitting the
outrigger to be caught on the wrong side, opposite the wind, with the
sails caught aback. I'd done it once before in the Chesapeake, and I
knew the aftermath was embarrassing. If it happened in a heavy gust,
and the wind hit hard from the wrong side of the sail, it might cause a
dismasting. If I let the boat get "caught aback" like that, all I knew to do
was drop the mainsail. Russell had its halyard secured by a rope clutch,
ready for instant release, but the aftermath was nothing but more
confusion and embarrassment. Yes, it was better for Russ to be steering
on a night like this.

Regardless of my own ineptitude at adjusting to KAURI, I mused
that her type had real potential for modern use. First, Russell's
embodiment of the ancient vaka apparently produced the highest speed
for the least money and materials of any seagoing device. Second, it
could be the most demountable of multihulls, easily taken into pieces
and loaded onto a trailer for transport. But the third property was more
esoteric; the proa had the same subliminal enticement as the Hobie-
type beach cats and the sailboards.  Those two had become by far the
most popular, pervasive and numerous of the "class boats" in modern
sailing history, which was in large part because they had something
about them which attracted a cult following. I suspected the proa might
have that same something about it. All these wind machines, beach cat,
sail board and proa, were conspicuously unique, and all had the
reverse-logic attribute of being inherently difficult to learn to use.
Besides offering good clean fun, I believed it was this difficulty, this
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initially steep learning curve, which provided the lure of exclusiveness
for such sporty products as windsurfers and beach cats. By owning and
operating a device that demanded a real initiation, the individual
achieved an exclusive identity. And it was identity, I suspected, that was
at the bottom of a person's mind when undertaking such non-passive
recreational pursuits as sailing. Even my own. Searunner Trimarans
had attracted many devotees who enjoyed the multihull identity.

Russell’s proa was indeed difficult to learn to use, and there is no
doubting the identity of the one who sails it, but that seems to be the
farthest thing from his mind. He's interested only in getting out on the
big briny and jamming through the waves!  I remembered, however,
that exclusivity had once entered the picture, when I insisted that Russ
could make money selling plans for his creations. He reacted by
admitting, "But Dad, I don't think I want anybody else to have a boat
like this. I mean, it requires such a total commitment to such an oddball
concept… I just don’t want to be responsible for sending other people to
sea in such a… Such a… Thing."   I smiled, then remembered I had not
taken my seasick pill before retiring, decided I didn't need it, and soon
was asleep again.

The next time I awoke, Russell was in the galley, fixing breakfast. A
grey dawn was visible through the large Plexiglas bubble in the hatch.
There was no sound of rain, and the boat was apparently becalmed.
"Hey," I said, yawning, "is the rain over?"

“Looks like it, and I'm ready for a dry bunk. Man, did it pour!"
"It sure sounded like it. I was wondering if you would be able to

breathe out there."
"Yeah, I was able to breathe, and now I'm going to be able to sleep."
Over granola with powdered milk and bagels and peanut butter, we

examined the chart. Russ estimated our position to be somewhere
midway between Bermuda and the eastern end of Long Island. The
course we had steered was somewhat west of the straight line, but the
Gulf Stream was certainly sweeping us eastward. I noticed that right
about at our estimated position at present, the chart showed a sequence
of squiggly arrows, symbols that were labeled, "Average main axis of
Gulf Stream."  The arrows aimed almost straight toward the east, and
they suggested that the current, which could be anywhere from one to
four knots, was flowing almost square across our intended course.
"With this calm," Russell said, "we're a sitting duck in the current, and
we've been like this for most of the night. So we could be anywhere,
even way east of where we'd like to be. And it doesn't look like we're
going to be able to see the sun for awhile. I hope it shows its face
sometime today, so I can get a shot at it with the sextant."

Looking out through the hatch while dressing, I said, "Okay, I'll
keep a lookout for it, and let you know if it starts peeking through the
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clouds. In the meantime, you'd better snuggle down. Who knows what's
coming; with the looks of this confused swell out here, a new wind
could be from any direction. But if the breeze comes up, at least I'll be
able to see which way the boat is going."

"Just try to keep us heading away from Bermuda," Russ
wisecracked, as I climbed out the hatch to take my watch.

A Real Sleeper….
Like the ancient Austronesians, Russell began his boating in rafts. He
built his first one to transnavigate the swimming hole in Big Creek
Canyon, California. That was normal enough for a kid of eight. But as I
sat out the grey calm, trying not to think of going below to get myself a
seasick pill, what puzzled me was this:  At age 13, while our family lived
on the Rio Dulce in Guatemala, why had Russell undertaken to
experiment with single outriggers?  He had no knowledge of Pacific
anthropology, yet his experiments began with a crude dugout canoe
which he stabilized with an outrigger on one side. It was propelled by a
cast-off Sunfish sail, and it tacked like a normal sailboat, receiving the
wind from either side. But it tacked with difficulty, requiring the boy to
paddle the stern around with the steering oar, and it relied on plenty of
athletic hiking-out to keep it on its feet. The thing proved to be barely
manageable, but it was the vehicle of choice for his first real adventure
on his own. With permission from Jo Anna and me, given with
trepidation, Russell traveled in this canoe some eighteen miles down
the Rio Dulce for two days, through its glorious gorge and some true
Tarzan territory, reaching the isolated Caribbean town of Livingston,
Guatemala, on the Caribbean coast. Returning upstream for three days,
he visited friends and the Indian families along the way. I wondered
about that experience for a boy in his early teens. Surely it must have
been formative. And, had sailing in a craft which placed its single
outrigger on either side somehow induced Russell to select the Pacific
vaka type, outrigger always to windward, for continuing his
experiments?

With nothing to do in KAURI's drifting condition, I tried to ignore
the sickly heave of the ocean by allowing my thoughts to wander far. I
had watched my sons grow up amidst modern multihull development,
yet neither I nor they had ever seen a Pacific-type vaka until 1977, when
Russell designed and built JZERO, his first real proa, at our home in
Virginia. He had earned the necessary $600 by working in the local
strawberry fields, and had named the boat after a Cat Stevens song
about a youth who found himself to be an alien prophet on Earth,
confusing everyone with simple truths. After an intense year of
prototypical modifications at home, the 30-foot plywood vessel became
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his means of leaving at age 16. Jo Anna and I realized that he was going
to leave one way or another, and all we could do was cooperate. JZERO
also cooperated. She was fantastically fast for her cost, but the main
hull was only two feet wide. Nevertheless, Russell lived aboard her for
two years, sometimes with a girl friend, and sailed her to many of the
Caribbean Islands, enjoying a marvelous adventure entirely of his own
making.

That wasn't all. While Russell was away in JZERO, Steven
completed his 21-foot trimaran MOKSA in Virginia and, like Russell,
left home in his boat for points south. Despite the wrench of having our
offspring leave in such a manner, at least it relieved us that our sons
could jump from the nest without doing it in a car or needing to pay
rent, this while still having a place to call home. MOKSA was named for
the Hindu quest of a paradisiacal mindset, and the boat was designed
and built as a faithful reproduction of a whimsical craft which had
appeared regularly in the cartoons of our old California friend Jo
Hudson. One of Hudson's cartoon characters was a Big Sur gnome
named Zachary Bone, the protagonist in a lengthy strip wherein old
Zack builds himself a little double outrigger on a mountainside,
launches her down a cliff, and sails off into the Pacific with a maiden
named Violet Bush for his mate. I thought, Oh, the lure of autonomy!
Is it a burden, or a gift?   And is it right to indoctrinate one's children
with such tantalizing, yet never fully attainable, goals?  For years
MOKSA was the "funnest horse to ride" in Key West, Florida, where
Steven hung out for a time, and JZERO was eventually sold in the
Caribbean to a committed surf rider who planned to use the boat for
transporting himself and his boards to otherwise inaccessible surfing
sites.

Returning to Florida at age 20, Russ built himself a larger version
of the proa. Named KAURI for the exotic New Zealand timber in her
frames, it was this one, in which I now sat out a lumpy Gulf Stream
calm. She was 37 feet long and, for a passage like this one, was capable
of accommodating a crew of only two. As I pondered my position I
could almost hear my old shipmate Jeannie Miller telling me, "You're
going to bump into a girl one of these days." Would Russell find his
equivalent of Violet Bush? I couldn't help wondering, was that old
promise I made to myself to follow the sea being kept by my sons?

My relationship with Steve and Russ during the evolution of the
two proas and of Steve’s trimaran had resulted in that purest form of
pride, the kind that comes when a parent learns from his offspring, and
the offspring knows it. Despite my early skepticism about JZERO,
Russell's achievements with her had really turned my head. From the
experience of a little coastal sailing in KAURI I learned that she was
indeed a serious seafaring machine, and the smoothest riding, most
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close winded craft of any I had known. I suspected then and still do now
that the modern proa is a real sleeper, with plenty remaining to show
the world. This suspicion was both challenged and confirmed by what
happened next.

Just Pull….
The rain had flattened the waves, but true to the North Atlantic, a
sizable swell remained and it was confused, coming from both the east
and the southwest. An occasional conflict caused one crest to add to
another, and when this happened under the boat, it lifted and then
dropped the big proa like she was riding a berserk elevator. But there
was no deep rolling, like there would have been in a monohull, and no
slapping from one float to another as there would have been in a
trimaran. I suspected that a catamaran in these conditions would
experience an occasional snap roll, as the elevator quickly switched
from up to down between hulls. I thought of taking a seasick pill, but
decided again that I didn't really need one.

At first, the breeze was difficult to distinguish from the swell draft,
but soon I saw cats paws on the water, just spotty patches of ripplets
left by the otherwise invisible zephyrs as they bounded in slow motion
over the oily lumps. As the new air mass gradually found its way into
the troughs, its tracks became crowded together, leaving only spotty
patches of slick on the otherwise finely hammered surface. At this
point, I was able to discern for sure that this new movement was
coming from the east, and sure enough, KAURI's outrigger was on the
wrong side. I gulped down the urge to call for Russ, and tried to figure
out what to do.   I was glad that Russ had dropped the Genoa for sitting
out the calm, but I noticed that the big, fully-battened mainsail, even
though it was caught aback, was still drawing, trying to sail the vessel
"backwards," at least as far as the sail was concerned. I decided to try
something I'd seen Russ do. After a few minutes of fiddling with the
whipstaffs and the main boom, and the board-rudders, which were
raised and lowered easily by lines leading to the cockpit, I managed to
swing the now bow from north through east and all the way to south,
thereby placing the outrigger on the new windward side where it
belonged. What a relief!

The mainsail, with its boom, was now free to swing through almost
180 degrees over the downwind side of the boat, so I slacked the sheet
just enough to allow the boom to tail off dead away from the wind like a
flag. Now I found the boat effectively "parked."  What’s more, she was
directionally stable in that position. Unlike the “Atlantic” proa, which
tries to keep its outrigger on the downwind side, the ancient Pacific
type, like KAURI, will naturally repose with its outrigger to windward
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even when left entirely to its own devices. In this attitude, with her sail
not drawing and not even flogging (because of its full-length battens),
she was lying as intended, float to windward and pod to loo’ard. She
waited patiently for me to collect my witts; I could have taken a nap,
finished a meal, made a sail change or even taken a dip. (The Atlantic
proa will not ride naturally in this stable state.)  Furthermore,  when
the time came to leave the parking spot, I would be under complete
control to move off either end first, in almost any direction. Indeed, I
had seen Russell slam his craft into full reverse many times. Sailing
under mainsail alone, the stunt could be used to maneuver the boat
marvelously for things like avoiding traffic, for picking up people off of
docks and backing away, and to power off a sandbar after having run
aground. The procedures were different, but certainly no more limiting
than with the usual sailboat, which had to be moving well in the
direction of its only pointed end in order to have any control at all.

This is not to say, however, that sailing a Pacific proa is intuitive to
the western mind. For example: When running or broad reaching,
when a minor course change makes it necessary to “jibe” the vessel, one
must contemplate the maneuver as does Russell’s long ago crewmate
Mark Balogh who says, “You drive down the street, pull into a driveway,
and then back out to continue down the street backwards in the same
direction you were going.” (This analogy is best when visualized as
performed by a motorcycle with a sidecar.)

Confidently, I now stepped to the “then bow,” removed the big jib
from the “then head stay,” dragged it to the “now bow” and re-set it on
the “now head stay,” re-rigged the single sheet, and returned to the
central cockpit. There I hoisted and trimmed the jib on the now bow,
sheeted the mainsail over the “now stern” of the boat and headed off
again for Cape Cod, the vessel and the sails having been turned end for
end in order to receive the new wind on the same old side, the outrigger
side. I thought of it as looking at sailing in a mirror. I didn't know quite
how I had managed the maneuver, especially the part about pulling
both whipstaffs toward each other and using one of the board-rudders
backwards, but I was pleased as punch with myself for being under way
again. Maybe I really was getting the hang of this contraption.

Now I realized there was indeed some wind. It had risen from cats
paws quickly, filling in the oily holes and pushing up compact little
wavelets that were close together. This was the visible result, I assumed,
of the air and the water now flowing against each other. I trimmed the
sheets and checked the course, which was now read on the opposite
side of the compass. If it had been dark I would have turned the
running lights around.

I had no sooner re-set the autopilot when there came a substantial
increase in the breeze. Just in case there were some gusts in this new
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system I disconnected the autopilot and steered by hand. Hey! This was
fun. KAURI was now sending up some spray, and the helm was
enjoyable. I had to experiment every now and then to see which way the
now bow actually turned when I pushed or pulled the now whipstaff,
but just holding the thing made me feel like I was absolutely plugged
into the boat. Her response was so immediate that it didn't matter
much if I steered wrongly, for I could quickly send the other message
and she would just as quickly alter her response. But this wind was….

Wham! Suddenly the boat is overpowered. I feather up but still the boat
races ahead, the big jib drumming loudly.

Almost at once Russell bounds out of the hatch in his underwear. I
am frozen to the whip staff, eyes wide and glued to the jib, doing my
best to hold it on the edge of a luff. He releases the jib halyard, causing
the sail to break into tympanic flogging. He crawls forward to drag the
sail down. While struggling to contain it, he yells back to me, "Park it,
Dad. Just park!"

Why didn't I do that to begin with? I release the main sheet and let
it run all the way out, All of a sudden, everything is under control. The
wind is pumping but the boat is dead in the water, not ranging ahead
and jumping waves. Russ bags the jib and lashes it into the platform
net, comes to the cockpit to raise the board-rudder, and finally says
over the wind, "Boy, things sure picked up in a hurry."

"And it's still picking up. What do you make of these waves?"
"Well, they're sure getting steep. The wind is already blowing the

tops off a little, and if it keeps increasing, against the current like this,
the old “Gulp Stream” is going to stand on its head. So we'd better get
ready for it."

"Don't you want to get dried off and covered up?" I ask him,
noticing that he is spray-blown and shivering.

"No, the spray is warm, and I may as well get dry just once. Let's
drop the boom and the mainsail right down on deck, and then set the
storm jib. That way you'll be bullet proof no matter what, because I
should really get some rest."

I tense at the prospect of being left alone with the boat in blowy
conditions, but I help get KAURI battened down as best I know how.

Russ shivers as he hoists the little jib and gets the vessel under way
again. She slides out of her parking spot into mounting traffic. While
testing the helm with one hand Russ begins stroking the big diaphragm
pump with his other hand, this to load the outrigger float with some
water ballast. He instructs me; "Get down in the cockpit real low, like
this, and wrap your arm around the boom right here. That way you
can't get thrown out. And with that little bit of sail, plus some water
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ballast way out in the float, there's practically no chance of the wind
blowing the boat over."

"I see what you mean,” I say.
“But what we've got to worry about is rogue waves.  We're right in

the Stream, where a big eddy could cause some freakish seas. So if you
see a big one coming, just remember to pull. That's all you've got to
remember, pull on the whip staff, and the boat will bear off and run
away from whatever's coming. Okay?"

"Okay, I should be able to remember that."
"Right.” He implores. “If in doubt, just pull!"

With that, Russell wriggled down the hatch, but as he closed it, he
peered out the bubble at me and smiled. I managed a grin in return.
Russell lifted the hatch just enough so I could see his eyes, as he called
out, "Just remember to pull."

In the next few minutes, we had another quantum increase in the
wind, and I felt myself actually tremble in the sidecar cockpit. The boat
urged ahead at surprising speed for the size of her storm sail. It's up to
me now, I told myself. The poor kid's been steering all night in the rain,
and he's trusting me to take over.

For the next hour, I steered the boat across the increasingly angry
waves by dodging the crests. I saw some that were truly exercised but
managed to miss them by a wide margin. Now it seemed that they were
developing quickly, suddenly leaping up and collapsing everywhere. I
didn't want to turn and run from them all, because that would take us
to New Jersey instead of Cape Cod. If a hot spot should develop quickly
right ahead I would have to take a snap decision; should I turn up and
cross its summit to windward or bear off and run away from it. Russell
said to pull, to bear off when in doubt, so that’s what I would do.

The effect of the water ballast in the float, way out there to
windward, added a sensation of real security to the vessel's gait, and I
realized that Russ was right. All we had to worry about was getting
caught beam-on by a real cascading growler.

At the very termination of that thought I felt the elevator climb. It
climbed quickly, higher and higher. I pulled the whipstaff instantly, but
it took precious microseconds for my spasmodic yank actually to move
it, and it took what seemed hours for the now bow to swing down
toward the trough. We are:

Being hurled by a giant catapult, from a great height; Surging ahead of
weightlessness in a powerdive; Being stuffed by water cannon back into
the sidecar; Going up Niagara Falls in an open barrel. Warm brine is
ramming up my nose, down my throat and up my sleeve.  My right arm
has the boom and bundled mainsail in a headlock, my left arm is still
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yanking on the whipstaff.  The wave roars deeply and the rudder wails
loudly; both sounds are felt within the whipstaff.

We have caught the wave, I’m sure of it, but I cannot see. My face is
pummeled by blasting water. I cannot possibly breathe or open my
eyes. I must be over steering the wave.  Coughing with my mouth
closed, poofing breath from inflated cheeks against the gush I picture
the boat carving a one-eighty under the cascade. This puts the outrigger
on the wrong side and could allow the wave to hurl US over onto our
deck. I must take a blind step toward eternity by  forcing myself to push
the whip staff to straighten our unseen dash down the wave. The
roaring and wailing continue but the fire hose diminishes. I open my
eyes, gasp for air, and see water pouring from the decks, and there are
two long fans of spray, one each side of the now bow, peeling up and
away, fantastic in the sunlight. The one on the sidecar's side has been
the source of the fire hose, but now it is streaming past my ear. Beyond
the bow I see the trough of the wave, running ahead far below.
Reflexively I jab and yanked the whip staff, telling KAURI to chase that
valley down. She does, and her rudder’s wail wavers in time to the
bucks and slams she sustains while running over hillocks on the way.
KAURI now overtakes the trough and enters the counter current

running back the other way. The boat slows but the fire hose resumes. I
turn away from it, craning my neck to glance astern with one eye. There
I see the cascade, just moments before it must have been nearly
vertical, standing KAURI on her nose, but now it is a wide acre of blue-
white brine left flattened in a rolling boil. I feel for my glasses; they are
gone.

Next I question my own consciousness, for I hear the sound of
laughter!  I turn and see Russell’s face in the bubble, his mouth shaped
in a round "Ho." The hatch lifts an inch, and Russ calls, "I bet it's been a
long time since you surfed a wave like that... ha ha ha ha."  The hatch
closes and the face is gone. My confusion turns to chagrin, then to
pique, then to pride. I laugh too.

"Ha ha ha yourself,” I shout. “Who do you think I am, Evel
Knievel?” I hear Russell laughing below. Then I mumble to myself,
"Holy!  Who does he think I am!  I've never even seen, much less ever
surfed, a wave anything like that."

The words brought me out of my fright. I looked anxiously to
windward. Gingerly, I brought the vessel back on course, feeling her
range ahead quickly. I noticed that my slicker hood was blasted off,
hanging on my back filled with water, and my glasses were hanging on
their string inside the hood. Water had found its way down my neck all
the way to my crotch. Indeed now I remembered feeling water pumping
up my sleeve and out at my collar. I was sitting in what felt like a gallon
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of pee contained inside the seat of my “waterproof” overalls. It didn't
matter, did it?  What mattered was these other waves. There were
plenty of them out here, but nothing in sight like that one we had
surfed.

Even though the blow lasted only about five hours, there were
hundreds of curlers and several more cascades to be dealt with in that
time. I learned how to avoid them. I looked farther ahead and to
windward, permitting me to judge which building waves to pull for, and
which to push for. With just our tiny jib we kept to speeds in the low
teens so I could literally drive around the hot spots, just like
meandering through the dunes on a motorcycle, only these dunes were
moving, too. Pretty soon I got the hang of it, and felt confident enough
to relax my headlock on the boom. Before long I was enjoying myself,
actually hoping for the chance to take the next decisions as to which
way to go around the crests. For a long time I went along like that,
carving KAURI's steaming contrail along the staggered valleys and over
the connecting saddles of the waves. It seemed that with practice one
could learn to do this at night, but it would be safer, I thought, to head
downwind and drag a drogue. Now it was daylight and the sailing was
glorious. Even reaching at breakneck speed through a kind of giant,
flowing slalom, the boat kept sending me the message that she was
absolutely glued to the ocean road.

Flying Proa, Flying Proa….
"I wonder where we are," said Russ, as the hatch lay back onto its
bubble, and his head emerged. "Boy, the old Gulp Stream is still
standing on its head, isn't it?"  The seas were down but the wind had
dropped much more than the waves, and KAURI was slowly slogging
through the heaving slop.

"Hey, did you manage to get any rest?" I asked.
"Sure did," Russ replied. I suspected he was telling the truth

because his boat was so smooth and quiet down below. He probably
had no idea how intense, how intensely wonderful, had been my séance
with his boat in that blow. "But now we've got to get some sail back on,”
he said. “And pump that water ballast out of the float. She'll ride a bit
better if we do. And we've got to find out where we are."

While setting the mainsail, we both bemoaned the lack of a sun
sight. At Russell’s request I estimated that the course I had steered,
which was actually all over the northern half of the compass, might
have taken us toward New York for four hours at high speed, and back
toward Cape Cod for two hours at diminishing speed. Russell took the
helm and I went below, where I looked at the chart and made a very
rough guess as to our position. I gave Russ an approximate course to
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follow. "Okay," he said, "but somehow we've got to get a better idea of
where we are."

I prepared two heaping Dagwood sandwiches. Slabs of cheese, a
fried egg, tomato slices thick as hockey pucks, and big leaves of wilted
spinach were all laminated together with enough mayonnaise to run
down your arm, and with carpet-thick wads of bean sprouts between
every layer. The sprouts provided the necessary binding and friction to
prevent the whole construction from extruding itself to pieces with the
first bite. We wolfed the meal.  An hour later, as the light was fading,
Russ lifted the bubble and spoke down the hatch to me: “Hey Dad,
there's a sail up ahead." I was dead to the world, but stirred enough to
acknowledge. Russell added, "Why don't you see if you can get them on
the radio?"  Groggily, I got up and poked my head above the deck to
look ahead. Russell pointed more to windward than where I was
looking. After some drowsy squinting I sighted the sail.

"They're headed the same way we are," he said, "and I bet its one of
those boats that left Bermuda the day before we did. They've probably
got electronic navigation on board. Most yachts do these days. Maybe
you could raise him on the radio and see if they'll tell us where we are."

I tried the VHF but got no response. "Okay," said Russ. "There's no
reason for them to have anything turned on way out here. We'll have to
get close and give them a shout."  I looked, was puzzled. "If you'll take
the helm," Russ said, "I'll set the big jib again, and we'll just buzz on up
and say hello."

When the new sail was set and drawing, KAURI began kicking
spray again, and Russ asked me to relinquish the helm, which I did
gladly. He hauled the vessel up hard on the wind and began blasting
through the waves. Still, it was getting late when we overtook the pretty
yawl. Alone in the cockpit, a beslickered sailor was hunched over the
helm, his hood aiming numbly at the compass. As Russ came slicing up
on his weather quarter, still well out of earshot, he said to me, "Why
don't you hike out on the outrigger, and we'll give him a little show."

Eagerly, I clambered to windward over the two kayaks, the
windsurfer and the dinghy that were all lashed in the platform net. I
stood on the float, gripping the shroud bridle that supported the mast.
"Wait till I send you flying before you give him your whistle," said Russ
with a smirk. I grinned as Russ veered upwind to miss a crest, swerved
down to plant his boat across the face of another, and bore away,
picking up speed and lifting the float and me a good five feet above the
wave top. I blew that same, musical shriek with which I always
summoned the attention of my sons across the water. I was just a few
yards away from the man on the yawl, and my whistle made him
jumped like he'd been stuck with a hat pin. Turning toward the
unreasonable noise, he knocked back his hood and gaped square-
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mouthed at us. As KAURI cut pell-mell across his stern, the float and I
came down with a whomp and a splash, and the man's eyebrows
climbed halfway up his forehead.

"RAAAAIDIO!" shouted Russ, holding his fist to his cheek like he
was talking on the phone. "Channel sixteen!"  The man composed
himself, nodded briskly, and passed from view behind his jib as KAURI
sped ahead.    I scrambled for the sidecar and Russell dropped down the
hatch. In half a minute, I heard the radio blaring from below, "Flying
proa, flying proa. This is the yacht PINOCHLE. Do you read?"  Russ
turned down the volume, and all I could hear of the ensuing
conversation was the usual mutter-mutters, zaps and crackles, mixed
with Russell's occasional laugh. When it was over, Russ poked his head
above the hatch saying, "Well, he said we scared the devil out of him,
but that we were unbelievably beautiful. Isn't that nice?  And he gave us
two positions, one from SATNAV and one from LORAN, but they don't
quite agree. Anyway, I'll give you a course and distance in a minute. But
that guy was really nice. He actually knew what a proa is!  Most
yachtsmen wouldn't be so pleasant after a surprise like that."  Grateful
to the yawl, father and son sailed into the night.

Strange Regret….
By morning the sea was calm and the wind was back in the east but very
light. KAURI's little outboard motor was droning away, trying to move
the vessel through the air enough to amplify the whisper of true breeze
with some apparent wind. It filled the sails, and they helped the motor
just a bit. By mid afternoon, the breeze was gone, the sails were down,
and the motor droned onward. Russ had refilled the gas tank from his
Jerry jugs three times. Now the jugs were empty, but the tank and the
crew were full. As the boat made its way on autopilot, Russ and I had
spent most of the day eating and sleeping. There was still no sun. We
spied a freighter on the horizon headed for New York, but Russ couldn't
raise it on the radio.

The afternoon aged. To avoid the noise of the motor, we found
ourselves sitting side by side on the bench down in the cabin, listening
to tapes. Russell had an extensive collection of modern music and a
good sound system in the boat. The lightweight construction of the hull,
and the broad carapace that formed the deck across the main hull and
the pod all combined to turn the entire living space into a giant sound
box. I found myself able to understand the lyrics of the new music
without having to use headphones. I am a word man, and normally
resent the propensity of many modern vocalists to slur their
enunciation. Now the lyrics revealed themselves, and I became
engrossed in their poetic portrayal of my son’s life and times.
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Russ occasionally stood up and poked his head out the hatch,
taking a long look around the horizon, but mostly, we both listened to
the songs and stuffed ourselves; it was hot peanut butter tacos with
salsa on slices of overripe bananas, Bermuda onions eaten like apples,
and continual peanut M&M's. I realized I hadn't taken a seasick pill
since just before we left Bermuda.

Again Russ studied the chart and the clock. To my surprise, he
turned down the volume on the tape deck. Then he said, "Gee, this sure
has been a great trip, don't you think?"

"The best,” I said.  “I was thinking about that. How often do we get
four days together, just the two of us, and a fabulous boat to play with
in the Gulp Stream?" We both smiled.

“And now," he said, "all we need is a little wind, or a little gas, and
we'll probably be able to make it into Block Island before dark."

"Really?" I exclaimed, as I stood to elevate my eyes above the
hatchway. Searching the horizon over the now bow I saw… Was it
something? Yes it was something. "Land ho," I said, without
exclamation, because I felt that strange regret that sometimes overtakes
the sailor when coming to the end of a passage. I didn’t feel ecstatic
about coming to the end of this one. We had been out just long enough
to get thoroughly accustomed to living on the sea, and I felt we needed
more time to say things to each other, the kind of things that too often
go unsaid between fathers and sons. I knew it would be a wrench to
plunk ourselves back onto the land. But what I saw looked like it could
indeed be Block Island, that chunky, convenient way station between
the eastern tip of Long island and Marthas Vineyard. In the muddled
afternoon gray and the glassy sea, it wasn't quite "providential," but it
was an island nonetheless. "I can see it," I said down the hatch, past my
armpit. Then, to push back my regret and liven up our landfall I quoted
a line from one of our favorite Jo Hudson cartoons. The drawing, which
we both knew by heart, shows a haggard, humanoid sailor, beside
himself at the sight of land, crying, "Land Ho!  Ho ho ho, ha ha, heh
heh, ark, shlep."

We sat together again, with the music down, and talked of the great
relief sometimes experienced upon completing an ocean passage,
especially if it has been a difficult one. But now we both confessed to
feeling the strange disappointment instead. "It's like, now that we're
finally used to bashing around in this scene," Russ said, "I kind of wish
it could go on forever."

"Yes, just sailing through life," I said, half seriously.
"Well, in a way, I hope it does go on forever, Dad. I don't know what

I'd be doing with my life if it weren’t for these boats."
"I know what you mean, but I'd like to remind you of something

else."
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“Oh?"
"Thanks to you, I've just re-discovered that sailing through life with

your son, or your daughter or whatever, can lead to some of the finest
sailing you'll ever know, and that means the finest living you'll ever
know."

“Am I supposed to take a hint or something?" he said, smiling.
"No, I wouldn't blame you a bit if you never have a family. That's up

to you. It's just that making a trip like this with you... Well, looking
back... Let me tell you:  When all of a sudden you become a father, you
don't think about times like this that may result from it someday.
Having a family nearly drove me crazy at times, I confess. But now, I
wouldn't even know who I am if it wasn't for you and Steve."  I slapped
my hand down on Russell's knee, trying to swashbuckle when I knew I
was turning to mush.

A Flurry Of Strokes….
We approach the Island in late afternoon.  I pick up and shake the gas
tank; there is barely a damp swish in the bottom. As we near the harbor
entrance, the little motor drones away until we are no more than a
football field away from the breakwater. When the outboard dies, the
silence descends as KAURI glides to a stop.

Two other sailing yachts are approaching under power, heading in
after what must have been a dull day on Long Island Sound. I find a coil
of line and stand on the now bow, beckoning humbly with it for a tow.
The first yacht passes without the crew seeming to notice us, although
we are almost in their way. A few minutes later the second one goes by,
her lone occupant obviously elevating his nose at the thought of giving a
tow to such a strange contraption. I curse, but Russ just shakes his head
and says, "That's okay, we'll make it in there yet."

He unships his kayak, slides it into the water, hops in and grabs a
paddle. He backs into the tunnel between the hulls where I hang down
to tie his towline to the kayak's stern.

Russell takes off in a flurry of strokes. When the towline comes
taught KAURI obediently straightens to the pulsing strain, and slowly
follows her creator into the harbor. We anchor in dusk.
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WILD PEOPLE
1988

For the past three years Mike Bonfigli, a young Peace Corps volunteer
from Burlington, Vermont, had been working in Honduras. In one
native hut after another he had slept on the ground and awakened to
the sounds of village life in the remote province of La Mosquitia. This is
the far eastern hump of Honduras where a vast savanna shoulders away
the Caribbean Sea with land only recently emerged from the shallow
ocean floor. Land’s end is the promontory that Columbus called Cabo
Gracias a Dios (Cape Thank God). Yes, this is the same promontory
that appears in Chapter 2, and I would now learn that it comprises the
northernmost portion of what is known as The Mosquito Coast. The
popular movie of that name was filmed in Belize which is similar in
nature to Mosquitia but the latter is far more vast and remote.

With first light Mike Bonfigli sometimes rolled over and listened to
the soft scrubbing of the matate next door as his neighbor ground the
corn, then to the Indian applause of raw masa being slapped into
tortillas. He would hear the snapping of the cooking fire in the earthen
stove and the scritching of fowl and grunting of pigs outside his hut. If
he listened closely he might hear the low murmur of men exchanging
with their mates as distant donkeys pleaded, nearby dogs yelped,
mothers implored their children and somewhere a transistor radio
imparted something of the outside world with the razzmatazz of Latin
country music and huckster ads. Before arising he would often extend
his arms from his sleeping bag into the dawn chill of the jungle, re-light
his kerosene lamp and snuggle back with the open magazine he had
tucked under his bed roll the night before. It was called WoodenBoat,
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and despite the delays of the jungle mails his subscription to this
pleasant periodical was one of his few contacts with his other world.

Mike Bonfigli is the prime protagonist in this story I will now
attempt to tell. It belongs in this recollection/collection because it
illustrates that multihulls are not for everything and everyone.

Entirely unknown to Mike was the keystone in the arc of the story,
a woman named Jennifer Elliot, then managing editor of WoodenBoat
Magazine. It was she who took the plunge of publishing several essays I
called “Knock On Wood, The Plight Of The Canoe People.” It was a
plunge indeed, for this Magazine was and is still the very seat of
traditional New England yachting, and here was I in its pages waxing of
hollowed logs and artful lash-ups. Lavishly illustrated through the
graphics genius of their then art director Sherry Streeter, the magazine
appeared on the coffee tables of gracious homes in New England and
beyond, and the cover of the issue Mike was reading in his Honduras
hut just happened to show the launching of the “Pricilla” in Tuvalu
(Chapter 19).

Without this peculiar combination of characters and happenstance,
I never would have found myself “pushing on the River” in a dugout
canoe with Mike and yet another pivotal player in this tale:

Wilmer Dagen, an American Mennonite missionary, had been
serving in Central America for years. He and his wife, a physician, had
built and now operated a rudimentary clinic in this jungle land. Wilmer
had founded MOPAWI, another acronym for the long Spanish name of
an all-Honduran-owned community development organization
operating in La Mosquitia. Working in adverse conditions to improve
the health and economics of the local Indians, the Dagens were there
for the long pull. In Mike’s work he had often interfaced with Dagen’s
MOPAWI, for they both worked with the widely scattered, multi-racial
inhabitants of this neglected corner of the earth. It is neglected because
the Spanish-colonial administrators of the five Central American
countries had long ignored their coasts in favor of the richer and more
comfortable highland portions of their strategic isthmus.

Several very wild jungle rivers drain Honduran highlands through
La Mosquitia, and human activities upstream, things like commercial
logging, slash-and-burn agriculture, industrial development and cattle
raising had caused enough pollution of the waterways to threaten the
lowlanders with disease. One of Mike’s functions was to guide the locals
in the digging and concrete encasement of deep fresh water wells to
obtain clean potable water. In this work he noticed that transporting
materials like tools and cement was difficult to arrange. There were
essentially no roads in the region; everything was moved by watercraft,
and it was boats that were the bottleneck. Even food, like rice and beans
coming into the territory and dried fish going out, was hard to move.
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Other jungle products were difficult to accumulate for shipment out in
exchange for manufactured goods coming in, and it was because of the
scarcity of boats.

Then, in the early 1980s came the Contra-Sandinista conflict in
Nicaragua to the south, and with that came the tide of refugees fleeing
northward into Honduras. These Indian people had little regard for the
border between the two countries. To them it was all theirs, and any
Indians fleeing civil war who could get across the Rio Coco was
culturally at home on the safe side of the river. When the refugees
came, Mike and Wilmer were both there, and at their behest, so
(briefly) was I.

How I got there is another part of the story that is driven by yet
another player with yet another unlikely name; John Jinishian. He was
a volunteer recruiter at one of those PVOs (Private voluntary
Organizations) with offices in Connecticut. Like Save The Children, the
International Executive Service Corps (IESC) received a metering of
money from, among other sources, The United States Agency for
International Development (USAID). The mission of IESC was different
than that of Save The Children. They recruited mostly retired executives
and technicians from American industry and sent them off on volunteer
assignments to spread their expertise in the developing world. The nifty
wrinkle in this gambit was that IESC responded to “requests from the
field.” Anyone from anywhere could ask for this assistance and, for a
small fee, receive the services of highly experienced retirees. The
experts were not paid, but they incurred no travel costs and were well
treated and respected by their clients. Wilmer Dagen had not previously
used the services of the IESC but when Mike Bonfigli told him of my
capers overseas (all well covered in WoodenBoat Magazine), Dagen
contacted the Connecticut office of IESC and requested the services of
this unsuspecting boat head.

When John Jinishian called and explained the assignment I
responded that I was not an executive, not retired and in no position to
volunteer for anything. His reply suggests now that he had already
psyched out my insecure craving for identity through adventure. He
said, “They’re asking for you, boy. They say you’re needed down in the
boondocks, and I get the feeling this is one excursion you don’t want to
miss. They say there are still wild people in that territory, and they need
boats bad.”

He was a skilled recruiter. With that kind of bait I could not resist.
Looking back now I think that pushing on the rivers of Mosquitia, and
then bringing fifteen tropical Indians to Maine for six weeks of
complete immersion in “intertribal” mayhem, brought me as close to
Boatwright heaven as I’ll ever get.
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Contra Repercussions….
Without ever showing the qualms I knew she carried, Jo Anna drove me
to the Richmond airport and sent me off on yet another needs
assessment junket to the tropics. I flew first to the Honduras capital of
Tegucigalpa by jet, then to the Caribbean port of La Ceiba. There I
boarded an honest-to-goodness DC-3! The engines were run up for a
gentle takeoff with a long slow climb and did not vary their speed for
the next hour as we soared first around a clump of mountains and then
low across a great green land so laced with water that it looked like a
huge slice of floating sponge. I saw rivers that meandered through and
over one another like endless interstate cloverleaves, and a huge lake
where the slice of sponge was either sunken or awash. There were rafts
of birds and families of manatees feeding on pastures of water plants
but there was not one settlement or even a rooftop evident from the air.
I did see a plume of smoke with a cluster of canoes nearly obscured by
layers of trees overhanging the riverbank, but nary a human being.
Again the engines did not vary their pitch until we touched down on a
dirt strip at a no-town in a yes-swamp called Puerto Lempira.

Mike and Wilmer were waiting. Mike, a husky dark-haired Yankee
with fine facets in his face, and Wilmer, a graying, focused gringo
looking nothing like a missionary took me straight to a big dugout
canoe with outboard motor and we promptly embarked on the first of
two jungle expeditions. I had informed them that I needed to
experience first hand the various applications of the different types of
vessels used in the territory, and they dragged me through it – as we
sometimes dragged our canoes through it—for a really wonderful week.
But it was hard traveling, often hot and sunny and sometimes hot and
rainy, with many miles to run before we slept, smothered in mosquito
bars, at Indian villages along the way.

The dugout canoe at our disposal was a sleek, tippy flyer about
twenty eight feet long and two feet wide. It was not unlike the ones I’d
seen previously in the Rio Dulce and San Blas, but it was made of great
wood, a blonde mahogany that was wonderfully light weight. Two
Miskito Indians, who resembled the lowland Maya in Guatemala just to
our west, operated the craft expertly, one at the motor and the other as
a lookout in the bow.

Slash-and-burn land clearing in the highlands had apparently
caused the rainy season runoff in these streams to be far greater in
volume and speed than the lowland watercourses had previously
known, so the riverbanks were in places severely and freshly eroded.
This undermined the banks and caused huge trees to fall in abundance
into the rivers which often obstructed our dry-season, low water
navigation. The lookout’s left arm had been amputated half way up his
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forearm in a machete fight, but he used a pole in his right hand to point
out snags and shoals for the pilot and to deflect adroitly any floating
obstructions away from our propeller. Wilmer explained, “Some of the
villages have had to move because of erosion and flooding, and the
boats sometimes have to deal with strong currents and rapid changes in
water level. Actually the upland clearing has caused an absolute
disaster down here, but these people have very little voice in the
government.”

I admired our canoe. It’s narrow hull form made it extremely
efficient when pushed by only a small outboard, and whenever the
motor was not running and we could talk, Mike and Wilmer brought
me up to speed on what was going on.

“These boats have become expensive,” said Mike. “The good trees
growing near the water for making them have all been used up.”

“There are plenty of trees, as you can see,” said Wilmer, “but the
good ones for canoes are now too far from the waterways. The owner of
this one had to hike way up into the foothills, cut it and rough it out.
And then he hired a crew of about fifteen men to drag it for miles
through the jungle to get it to the river.”

We spent the night at one of MOPAWI’s jungle trading posts. “We
operate eight of these stations in the territory,” said Wilmer. “When the
civil war in Nicaragua started forcing people northward into Honduras,
we began to feel the repercussions of the CIA’s support for the Contras
to suppress the Sandinistas. Soon there were thousands of refugees
pouring into this territory.  The folks on this side could only accept the
influx because they are all one people, but it caused some serious
problems. All of a sudden there were a lot more people trying to survive
on the same resources. Sometimes the refugees had to beg from the
locals, and the locals were culturally obliged to share. Then sometimes
the refugees would receive aid from outside but the locals didn’t. And
the real problem occurred when the refugees received more aid than
they could use and sold it at prices that undercut the local merchants.
The region's economy was in turmoil, people were going hungry, and
the CIA didn’t give a whit. We had to do something.”

“What could you do in such a situation?” I asked.
“We built these trading stations,” said Wilmer. “They’re all

operated by the locals with MOPAWI just offering advice and startup
capital. They buy and sell both the imports and exports. By
warehousing both they can stabilize supplies, and then they can
maintain stable prices year round.”

“But the trouble is, Jim,” said Mike, “now it’s getting so we can’t
move the stuff around! We need boats that these people can build
without huge logs.”
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Beyond My Depth….
Clearly this was no setting in which to try inserting Constant Camber.
There were no sawmills or veneer mills, no dry shops in which to work
epoxy, and for the most part there was no electricity even to run a
vacuum pump. Just establishing the infrastructure for such a
technology transfer would be beyond reach for MOPAWI. All I could
think of was fiberglass dugouts, and that would require mostly
imported materials. Furthermore, in this vast territory the boatbuilding
could not be centralized. It seemed the only thing to do was teach a
scattering of these people to build boats out of planks instead of whole
logs, and that was out of reach for me. I knew little of traditional
boatbuilding, and here it would have to be very basic to catch on. They
had come to the wrong guy, but here I was in the middle of nowhere,
and again came the fateful question, “Any ideas?”

“Not really,” I admitted to Wilmer and Mike, “but you’ve got to get
me into all the different dugouts they use around here.”

We had been traveling in a “cayuco,” which was well suited to
traversing the protected lagoons under sail but also could be paddled in
the rivers and propelled by outboard as we were seeing. Way up the
rivers, however, I was introduced to a rather different type of dugout.
Called pipante, these vessels had a shallower hull for crossing bars, and
carved into the bow was a protruding foredeck resembling the bill of a
platypus. This craft could be run into the river bank, its “bill” jammed
into the earth to stabilize the canoe as its passengers stood to carry
heavy loads ashore over the built-in gangway without wading. I noticed
a large hole in the integral gangway of one canoe. Thinking it was for
passing a rope for tying up, it would be months later in Maine that I
would learn its real purpose.

Next we headed for the great Laguna de Caratasca, a huge inland
lake that was made accessible from the rivers by several hand-dug
canals. We came upon a work party of about ten Indian men and a
surveyor who were cutting through the last layers of sediment with
picks and shovels, throwing the earth onto high banks created by
several other crews who had passed through the grassland to work the
level down. The Indians helped us drag our canoe over the shoal that
remained, and we blithely headed away into what became interminable
toil. We had to drag our boat for miles through the ankle deep water of
an unfinished canal in the dry season. The work was heavy, the heat
overwhelming, and I thought we would be forced to turn back. I also
realized that whatever new boats would find their way to this place had
to be designed to contend with seasonal fluctuations in water depth.
They had to run aground happily and be left stranded even when
loaded.
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Then, way ahead we saw a sail! It was coming our way, and when
the small cayuco approached I noticed that its strange spritsail was
made of camouflage material and had a bag-like protuberance
extending from its center on the  downwind side. “Look at that sail!” I
said to Mike, and as the cayuco passed us carrying a man and a girl who
waved and warned of the way ahead being “Muy seco” (very shallow),
Mike exclaimed of the sail, “It’s a Contra poncho.” I had been seeing its
hood inflated by the breeze.

We finally broke out into the great Caratasca Lagoon and soon
came upon a tuk-tuk. Named for the sound made by its single cylinder
diesel engine, it was the biggest dugout canoe I had ever seen. Over
forty feet long and almost five feet wide, it was loaded with about ten
Indians – men and women -- and all their freight including some
chickens and a pig. Still it had plenty of freeboard because its gunwales
were built up with planks to extend the otherwise single sculpted log. It
pushed out across an open stretch where the ocean swell of an inlet
stopped us from following. It rode the waves wonderfully, rolling not
excessively even in a cross swell, and Wilmer said, “Those things even
go out to sea. When the ocean is calm they are used for lightering
freight out to ships lying offshore. But of course they are built from the
largest logs, so they just cannot be replaced in the traditional manner.”

It was clear now that these people needed real sea boats as well as
specialized river craft. They needed to know how to build boats of
planks instead of hollowed logs, and this was know-how that I did not
have. I was way beyond my depth.

Vamonos!.…
It was Mike’s idea that bailed me out. “We could take a bunch of these
guys up to the WoodenBoat School,” he said.  Surely there are people
there who can teach plank-on-frame boatbuilding.”

At first it seemed ridiculous to take a bunch of Indians from this
jungle all the way to Maine instead of sending a few instructors to
Honduras, but the “givernment” didn’t think so. Wilmer was able to
secure an $83,000 grant from USAID as part of their Experience
America program. These funds are earmarked for conducting training
in the States and our mandate was not only to instruct but to expose the
students to a wide variety of American cultural experience. This
required the facilities of an institution but the ambience of a
community. The people of the WoodenBoat community, including
those who lived in the village of Brooklin where the Magazine and
School are located, expressed positive, if cautious, willingness to
welcome “wild people” into their fold. But nobody expected us all to
become, in the words of one of the trainees, "como familia," like family.
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The 15 men from Honduras who came to Maine were selected for
their potential to produce dory-like transport vessels when they
returned home after six weeks of training. Originally, the course was to
include the construction of two vessels, one, a pipante counterpart, was
to be 20' long with a carrying capacity of about one ton, and another,
equivalent to a tuk-tuk, was 31' long, to carry about three tons. I had
taken a lot of pictures on my needs assessment trip, and the basic
design and construction method for these boats was determined after
slides and discussions with some of Maine's most boat-wise artisans.
The actual plans were drawn by Joel White of the Brooklin Boat Yard.
These were very simple craft, but their design/construction lent itself to
modification by the Indians to suit a variety of specific applications, and
that was the real need.

Team-teaching the course was Paul Balbin from Boulder, Colorado,
and Greg Rossel of Troy, Maine. Both were crackerjack boat builders
who had previously worked with Spanish-speaking people. Mike
Bonfigli signed up for an extra year in the Peace Corps so that he could
accompany the Indians from Honduras to Maine, and home again.
(Truth be known, it was really Mike who made this project happen, all
the way through. His cultural guidance and tireless "Vamonos!" (Let's
go!) was critical. All the instructors spoke Spanish to some degree, as
did Bonfigli expertly. Besides their native languages and Spanish, some
of the Indians spoke a little English. Yes, communication problems
arose, but the real dialogue was with the tools.

Besides the actual shop training our contract with USAID specified
that the trainees make excursions--such as trips to local museums,
schools, industries-and participate in some social activities if possible.
Possible?! It would have been impossible to stop them from socializing,
and the local community would respond positively, as we were to learn.

Normally, these agency-funded stateside training projects are not
"product oriented." The typical training is non-vocational, in such skills
as bookkeeping and computer operation; the trainees don't actually
make anything during their courses here. But in our case, two
serviceable vessels were built during the course, and they were actually
returned to Honduras with the builders! It wasn't easy to arrange, but
what it meant was important, since we were to find out if these boats
would be really used by the Indians. “End-user acceptance," as we
learned in Tuvalu, is never guaranteed.

Dying Every Year….
On the night of October first, 1988, our students arrived at the Bangor
airport, and it was cold. Ben Ellison, director of WoodenBoat School,
had obtained a pile of used winter coats from an appeal made to the
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parishioners of a local church. These heavy garments were loaded into
our two Rent-A-Wreck vans, and as the plane was docking we carried
the coats by the armload into the airport lobby and piled them on the
floor. We welcomed our shivering guests at the gate and led them to the
pile. They pawed eagerly through the disparate collection until
everyone was roughly fitted and gratefully snug. Looking like a bunch of
ragamuffins they retrieved their baggage, an assortment of bundles tied
in burlap and hand-made sisal cordage, and we all climbed into the
vans.

On the long ride to Brooklin, the men seemed a bit dazed at first.
They had been flying all day, most of them for the first time, and it was
too dark to see any of the country. With Mike translating we learned
from those in our van that these Indians came from two different tribes.
Most were Miskito, a people native to Central America, and a few were
Garifuna, a group having African and Carib origins. There was one who
professed Spanish-Maya heritage, a Ladino as he was called. They
ranged in age from 23 to 55, and had varying skill levels and, as they
began to reveal immediately, very distinct personalities. We asked them
to tell us how they planned to use the new skills that we would try to
teach them, and promptly saw they also had very different dreams.

The Ramirez brothers, Tino and Ricardo, were already emerging as
ebullient Garifunas. They had traveled a bit and professed to know
some boatbuilding. They lived in a coastal village where, together with
their neighbor Fausto Avila (riding in the other van), they intended to
build a new equivalent to the tuk-tuk for their family-operated
commercial fishing and transport business.

Others like the Miskito Calderon brothers, Martin and Evaristo,
were withdrawn at first. They and others like Felix Ingrath, Richard
Pizatte, and Mario Huete, also in the other van, were from very remote
Miskito villages and had never been out of the region. Their lives
depended on hunting and gathering, and on raising a few crops. These
men seemed to be most interested in building boats resembling the
pipante type for themselves, to be owner-operated in sustaining their
own families and villages.

Reynaldo Arnulfo was the Ladino. He was married to a Miskito
woman, lived in La Mosquitia, and he planned to build on order for
established transport operators who he said were desperate for new
boats.

Leonardo Alvarez, whose brother owned a bar in Puerto Lempira,
spoke in simple English; “I make boat yard next to bar. My brother let
me use his generator in day for power tools.”

Orlando Penglas, a Miskito refugee from Nicaragua who carried the
scars of torture at the hands of the Sandinistas, wanted to learn to make
repairs, sometimes major, to vessels of various types.
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Jorge Rosales was a chief in his village. He planned to mobilize
several communities to assist the trainees in realizing the full potential
of this new technology. Yes, I thought; plank-on-frame dugouts, new
indeed.

We had worried about the contrast in climate between Honduras
and Maine in autumn, but facilities at WoodenBoat School are
comfortable. While the regular one-to-two week courses are run mainly
in summer, our students retired that night in the school’s steam-heated
dormitory, actually a classic New England inn. At breakfast they peered
out the windows and were shocked to see New England’s glorious
autumnal foliage, which they took to mean that all the trees were dying.
Once convinced that this happened every year, they dived into a
morning feast that the kitchen staff had tailored to at least resemble
Latin American cuisine. The dining room was heated, and later the
barrel stoves in the workshops were stoked. The School setting in
Brooklin is scenically magnificent especially in autumn, and the men
experienced Maine through fall-colored glasses.

After a late breakfast that first morning, we all went to the shop
(about a mile from the dorm) to survey the central stage for our
upcoming six weeks together. Expecting that the men would not be
readers of boat plans, I had made a model of each of the two prototype
boats. There was some excited discussion over the models. When
wanting privacy the students often shifted to speaking Miskito, so the
gist of their first reaction to the boats was not clear. Then they were
shown the full-sized lofting that Greg had prepared. There was some
amazement expressed at the larger vessel's size, but still, their limited
experience with graphics and scale seemed to leave them confused. One
feature of the larger model that they appreciated at once was the tunnel
drive, with protected propeller, which Joel White had designed into the
31-footer to contend with the threat of shoals, snags and prop damage.

We then displayed their tools. We explained that we hoped each
student would be going home with a full set, but there were not yet
enough to go around. The men became quite serious, apparently from
disbelief that they would be receiving tools. They examined them with
quiet excitement, almost reverence.

Hoping to appraise the working skills of the individuals, we had on
hand a supply of shelving board from which each student was to make
his own simple toolbox. We also had a sample of the box. We explained
what was to be done, and stood back.

Pandemonium! Fifteen guys began an earnest race to see who could
finish first. There was mayhem, but no squabbling over tools. Those
who finished early went immediately to helping the others. Watching
this, we instructors quickly realized that these gents could really go;
they were not "beginners." Some would soon show us that they were
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masters of the ripsaw, axe and adze, and would demonstrate a
remarkable capacity to absorb information. But for now, those who
finished their tool boxes late decided that at least their boxes would be
different so "customizing" began.

Some students already had advanced skills with hand tools, and all
were more than motivated. They were competitive-and supportive of
each other, at the same time. "Hot dawg!" my colleagues and I agreed,
"we've got a gung-ho group."

We sure did! After dinner that second night in Brooklin, several of
the students appeared in the living room of the dorm with musical
instruments: guitars, drums, and some unique percussion devices,
including the dried jawbone of a horse which was played by strumming
the teeth with a big nail. Alternatively, they held it by the chin and
struck it with the other hand; it would vibrate like a tuning fork and
rattle the loose teeth in their sockets of bone. It made an earthy buzz
that was soon discovered to augment the noise of Latin heavy metal.

They played and sang to a riveted audience composed of staff,
friends, and neighbors. Apologizing for their thin music, they offered a
cassette tape said to contain a better, more complete Miskito sound. We
played it and they began to dance, earthy movements which appeared
to tell a story. A little girl, daughter of a neighbor who was there,
toddled in among the dancing Indians reaching upwards as if begging
for a partner. Tino Ramirez, a Garifuna from the village of Plaplaya,
obliged the tyke in a considerate boogie, and in moments every man,
woman, and child in the place was jumping and jiving with “our guys.”
That was the way it went for six solid weeks.

The next day we split the men into four teams, each with its own
workbench and leader, and began building both prototype boats. Before
leaving the shop that night, Paul, Greg, Mike, and I were all hard
pressed to keep work laid out ahead of them, and that, too, was the way
it went for the rest of the course.

In The Shop….
Over the years, the Honduran government had failed to offer these
Indians much in the way of education or opportunity, and this had
apparently whetted their appetites for knowledge. They were not just
willing students; they learned like sponges, in an aggressive,
incremental – almost ratcheting – way. For instance, we instructors
soon discovered that our demonstrations must be brief, confined to
introducing a single concept at a time. Once an idea was presented, the
students wanted immediately to practice that technique… to the point
of walking away from the instructor! At first, this suggested a short
attention span, but soon we realized that these men were compelled to
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utilize the just-then-presented concept right now, before any possible
interruption. This learning process appeared to result from their life
experience; once a technique was witnessed, however briefly, they
believed that they would never see it again except as utilized by
themselves alone. There was no such thing as referring to the service
manual. They had to do it now, or else later they might not know how.
And one look was enough. One look at it, and one whack at it, and it
was learned!

Our teaching styles were varied, for we were a disparate group
ourselves. Greg Rossel was a graduate of the Marine Training Center at
Eastport, Maine. As he often said, "I like to do things right." None of the
students could read plans at first, and Greg's predisposition for
dimensional conformity was stretching for us all. But soon, learning the
logic behind his lofting-out, jigging-up, and fairing-down became
comprehensible, enticing goals. Despite the fact that he had helped
establish a production wooden boat factory in Mexico, he was
hampered in sharing his gift by weak Spanish, to the point of his own
frustration but everyone else's amusement. His slapstick sign language
demanded attention, its entertainment value actually enhancing the
instruction. While Mike Bonfigli was not a boat builder, he often helped
Greg with translations into Spanish. Then, once a given student had
grasped the concept at issue, he would explain it to his fellows in
Miskito. Greg’s comprehensive presentation of traditional boatbuilding
eventually earned him the highest accolades from the students. He
became a mentor to many of them.

In contrast Paul Balbin was an eyeball boat builder. Besides having
been brought up in Bolivia and worked with Indians there, he had also
participated in a skills-preservation project in the Caicos Islands.
Recording the process of on-the-beach boatbuilding, he documented
the ancient approach of using minimum tools, maximum savvy, and
plans in the head. "I think this is the way these guys are going to do it in
the jungle," he would insist. And he showed us all, by presiding over his
crew in the artful whacking-out of a nifty 20' pipante hull in a week!
Using nothing for a jig beyond sawhorses and a Spanish windlass, the
first side planks of the Garvey-type craft were sprung over an amidships
section, and the bottom nailed on. The shape of all key components was
burned into his students' minds by rote scrutiny. The result conformed
closely to Joel's plans and the model, but not so closely that plans or
models would be needed again. One of Paul's students proclaimed he
was going to build one just like it as soon as he got home, and there was
no doubt that he could. Paul also introduced two disciplines that were
not included in the original curriculum: round-bilge construction (also
by eye alone), and blacksmithing. Those students who chose Paul as
their maestro sometimes declined instruction from anyone else.
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As for myself, I knew little of traditional boatbuilding. My multihull
conviction uses wood fibers in matrix with epoxy, everything laminated
and mummified. I was frankly freaked out by the sight of great chunks
of precious timber being sculpted into a vessel's organs' and only
pinned together, the whole anatomy left wide open as if intentionally to
make boats biodegradable. This prejudice disqualified me to construct,
but the students soon realized I knew something of design, and
clamored for basics. The concepts of displacement, proportion, and
scale, and the three orthogonal views, were of interest to many and
grasped by some. My approach was to carve a loaf of bread into a
likeness of the tuk-tuk, then slice it crosswise into sections, trace
around those slices on paper and ask any student who was interested to
now re-create the shape as a cardboard hull. A few students even
designed and modeled simple hulls of their own imagining, and I got in
my licks with a demonstration of epoxy's capabilities.

If there was one unifying thing I managed to contribute, I think it
was to parlay our innate disparity. My previous third world experience
had suggested that the surest way to get students' attention is for the
instructors to openly disagree, so we did. I'm not one to try to anticipate
discrepancies in the classroom for the purpose of avoiding them,
because students like discovering that there can be several solutions to
a given problem. In directing the course, it was easy for me to arrange
for several of each – both problems and solutions -- to be ongoing. In
fact, that took no directing at all.

But we had direction. The WoodenBoat School's Ben Ellison has
that rarest of all management skills: he can orchestrate a business
which is both efficient and, as far as the students could see, laid back.
Ben can call hard decisions and think fast on his feet, but he can also
choreograph a very groovy scene. We gave him static and he gave us
everything we needed, including his swift kick and his great grin. Ben
not only enjoyed the Indians, he regarded them with a degree of envy,
and as such was the first to realize how much we were learning from
them. Sometimes one of our students would get the flu or have a
toothache; another would graciously accept a critical razzing from his
fellows while shivering in the shop, fighting stomach trouble or
harboring homesickness. But they seemed to know all about adversity,
and support each other. Ben noticed that no matter how indisposed
they would still work, sing and dance. He pointed out to us, "They have
a brotherhood, some kind of special inner strength; it must be tribal or
something. I'd like to have a bit of that myself."

Twenty five years later I still find myself reflecting back on what
transpired day-by-day, and it seems an absolute blitz of 70-hour weeks.
Besides the controlled state of mayhem in the shop, we had regular
road trips for "cultural exchange." The first one was to church. Several
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of our students were pastors in their own communities, and they
wanted very much to thank the Congregationalists in nearby Blue Hill
for the mountain of used clothing that was keeping them alive in
Maine's relatively hostile climate. Looking like a snow-removal brigade,
they filed into the lovely down east chapel, carrying guitars. Lined up
across the altar, they sang two "thank you" hymns in Spanish, but even
the families of the loggers and the lobstermen knew very well what
"Gracias!" meant. Leonardo Alvarez, a Miskito from Puerto Lempira,
offered touching remarks, translated by Mike, thanking the Savior for
bringing us all together.

Many people wanted to help with the project. Donations
accumulated, making it possible for us to buy good hand tools to fill our
students' toolboxes. Dr. Robert Bach, a Bangor surgeon who had made
many trips to Honduras to work in relief clinics there, visited the shop
and then circulated an impassioned pitch for funds among his local
colleagues, and they, too, responded with donations.

The looming question was, where are these guys going to get
planks? There were still plenty of trees in their region, just not the
huge, noble trees for making dugouts still growing near the water. Good
planks can be made from smaller trees, and big boats can be made from
small planks. These people knew all about making planks from logs –
by hand. The old pit saw method was commonly used to rip out planks
with the old “whip” two-man saw. But it was brutal work; one man
would stand on top of the log to pull the blade upwards, and another
would stand in a pit dug under the log to pull it downward, and they
literally ripped the log from end to end for each side of the plank. It has
worked for centuries, but now many more planks would be needed.
Furthermore, hand-sawn planks tend to vary greatly in their thickness
and straightness, which might be all right for building jungle houses,
but they required a great deal of hand planing, (which produced a lot of
waste) for building boats.

I thought a great addition to the region would be one of the new
portable band saw mills that run on their own gasoline engines. One of
these could be transported up the rivers in a tuk-tuk to where the trees
were felled, and used to produce dimensionally acceptable planks with
minimal waste for all the local needs. The resulting widespread
availability of planks would definitely stimulate the acceptance of
plank-on- frame boats in the area. We took the Indians to observe such
a portable sawmill in operation nearby. The efficiency of the tool
astounded the men, and they readily agreed it could make a real
difference in their area.

I cabled Wilmer Dagen to suggest that MOPAWI acquire one of
these units. He replied that the funds were not available but perhaps
the manufacturer could be convinced to donate one to the cause. It
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resulted that the Wood Mizer company did indeed have a program of
donating to evangelistic aid programs, and our application was
accepted. After weeks of correspondence our request was eventually
denied on the grounds that MOPAWI did not actually conduct religious
services. It was a bad break for God that day.

I don't know how Ben arranged it, but while we were at the sawmill
it started to snow, a month early. Catching the first tentative flakes in
their hands, the students were at first disappointed when the crystals
morphed into droplets. But while we were driving back to the school,
we passed over a high plateau where there were a couple of inches of
snow on the road. The Indians wanted to stop and play, so we did.
Photos of themselves holding snowballs, flakes highlighted in the flash,
were urgently requested, but when shown how to hurl the stuff at one
another they would not fight back. Clearly, they thought it was not very
nice to throw things at each other. Gentlemanly deportment was typical
of these men.

Back at the shop, the 20-footer was nearing completion. As
explained, Joel White designed this craft to represent a plank-on-frame
version of their pipante dugouts, the craft of preference on the rivers
and in their hand-dug, jungle canals. The “platypus foredeck,” as we
came to call it in English, was coupled in Joel’s design with an inclined
pram bow on the hull beneath. This would give the bowman a stable
place to stand with his pole for deflecting obstructions and turning the
long hull around sharp curves in the canals. Now that our plank-on-
frame pipante was receiving its overhanging foredeck “bill,” Paul’s crew
insisted that a large hole be cut vertically through the overhang. With
Mike translating I now remembered the canoe I had seen in Honduras
that had been fitted with such a hole. “They say it’s a pole hole,” said
Mike. “They can moor the canoe by ramming their pole down through
the hole and into the river bottom so the boat can be left unattended in
spite of overnight changes in water level.” Thus the students first
demonstrated how our solutions would be modified to suit their
problems.

At the same time, and with our teams often shifting from one boat
to the other, the 31-footer was beginning to take shape-revealing her
size!  Hoping against odds that we could find the wherewithal to ship
the boats back to Honduras, we wanted most of the wood used in both
prototypes to be resistant to rot in a tropical environment, thereby
demonstrating the longevity so critical to workboat economics. At
considerable expense, we bought either Honduras mahogany (probably
from Brazil), or Spanish cedar (the "cigar box" wood, which is common
in La Mosquitia and may have actually come from Honduras). The
mahogany was relatively hard and held fasteners well, so it was used for
framing, whereas the cedar was light, soft, and very rot resistant. But
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for the main frames in the big boat, we needed "natural" or grown-to-
the-curve components. Because there is a ready supply of "grown
crooks" in La Mosquitia from a very durable tree called sea grape, Joel
had designed the boat for them. But we could not buy in the U.S. any
grown crooks of tropical wood. For our prototype, therefore, Greg
acquired a fine selection of local hackmatack knees all cut from the
stump/root section of the trees. His team had no difficulty
transforming the hoary things, with adz and saw, into neat knees
shaped exactly to his lofting. They were then soaked with preservative
and sealed with paint. Otherwise, no chemical preservatives were used
and none recommended because of the chance for edible fish to be
thrown unknowingly into potentially toxic bilge water.

As the hull took shape upside down, the prepared knees were
fastened very securely to Greg’s sturdy jig. This sturdiness turned out to
be a very good thing. Joel had designed the boat (actually both boats)
without “chine logs,” which are those robust interior strips used for
fastening the hull’s bottom planks to its sides. Instead the lowermost
side planks were specified extra thick, so that the cross-planked bottom
could be nailed directly into the heavy “chine planks.”  This worked well
on the smaller boat, where it offered a welcome simplicity, but in the
big boat it depended on a very sturdy jig to hold the frames in line
during the bending of those whopping chine planks around the frames.
The forces were severe; it took all the men and a lot of fancy clamps
(unheard of in the jungle) to horse them into place. We all agreed that
the same challenge could probably be overcome in a jungle boatyard
with the Spanish windlass, but we decided to introduce the students to
chine logs, which, because they are much narrower than the chine
planks, are far easier to bend. This was the first of many problems to
which we applied multiple solutions. While Greg insisted on it being
done "right," he also insisted it could be done right in several ways.

Rich Hilsinger, manager of the shop, fired up the steam box, to
demonstrate bending by that method, but the men said it would be
nearly impossible for them to obtain a metal tank in which to boil the
water. Paul spoke of "fire bending," which can be done without a tank.
The planks are wrapped with soaking rags and passed repeatedly over a
fire to “steam” the wood. These alternatives provided an important
revelation for our trainees, who previously regarded technology as
fixed, and beyond their reach.

There being essentially no electricity in La Mosquitia, we pretty
much relied on hand tools for the course. We watched the students
perform the bulk ripping and planing operations as if by machine,
producing accurate results from one end of a long plank to the other,
nonstop! They regarded the school's big planer and band saw as indeed
convenient but not indispensable. However, the little electric drills were
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highly regarded. When pre-drilling for nails, their "egg-beater" hand
drills had a nasty habit of breaking drill bits, and new ones were
unavailable in the jungle. Paul showed the students how to make their
own "almost unbreakable" drill bits out of bicycle and motorcycle
spokes. They really work! For drilling larger holes, many students
bought used auger bits with their own money to take home.

The one tool some of them wanted but couldn't buy was a set of
caulking irons. "Let's just make them," suggested Paul, to the disbelief
of even his disciples. Ben borrowed an anvil and a charcoal grill to use
as a forge, Paul fired it up, the Indians cranked the blower, and
everyone watched. An old car spring was heated white hot, a piece cut
off, and the piece hammered into a caulking iron, tempered, and filed to
a fine finish. Many more followed. The men said that there was only
one forge in all Mosquitia, and the guy that had it wouldn't let anyone
watch him work. So Paul told them how to make their own forges with
little more than a hole in the ground. They already made charcoal, and
they said there were plenty of youngsters around to puff on the
blowpipe or pump the bellows.

While work continued pell-mell in the shop, our workday evenings
at the dorm were occupied by movies on the VCR (some in Spanish)
and visits by neighbors. A string band came to play their dulcimers,
recorder, and drums, and other musicians ambled in and out, eager to
pick up the Miskito sound. One could hardly come or go without
passing through the strains of language, laughter, drumming, and song,
much of it alien to Maine but belonging nonetheless. Sundays after
church there was soccer, weather permitting. Our guys were good, so
they played on teams mixed with the locals. Plenty of players and
onlookers joined in.

On The Road….
Our next road trips included a visit to the Penobscot Marine Museum in
Searsport, Maine, where the students found that some of the Yankee
ways of olden days were directly applicable to their own present.
Responding to our mandate from USAID we went to the Champion
paper mill at Bucksport where a tour of this very heavy industry
captured the attention of us all. We also attended a "Harvest Picnic"
held at Horsepower Farm in Penobscot, where the Hondurans
marveled at the farm animals – especially the huge draft horses – and
learned that higher prices were paid here for crops produced without
the fertilizers and pesticides which they had tried so hard to get for
their own gardens.

Perhaps our best outings were by water. We went sailing, and the
students discovered that we do things for sport and status that they do
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for work and sustenance. We also went working on the water. Paul
Brayton, a local commercial fisherman, embarked us all from the school
dock aboard GREY GOOSE, his robust market boat, and swept us into
the netherworld of Penobscot Bay in autumn. Rounding the spruce-clad
islands and threading the rocky ledges, we could see the distant
mountains glowing red and yellow. Soon we came upon a mussel-
dredging vessel, the MATILDA BAY, its crew hard at work. They
welcomed our students aboard to help with the hauling, washing, and
sorting of a seafood product relatively new to Maine. But the traditional
lobsterman were not to be outshone; John White's lobster boat CALEB
JOEL came wheeling through a pass, pulled a loopy-doopy in a cloud of
spray, and received the Hondurans for a look-see at lobsters with claws.

The Caribbean spiny lobster, which has no claws, is a creature
central to the economy of La Mosquitia. The Indians are recruited by
large commercial operators to take the catch by scuba diving. 'While the
risks are great and many Indians have been maimed or killed by the
bends, the deep diving offers one of the very few cash jobs available.
(MOPAWI organizes classes in safe scuba use.) Our students were
pleased to note the relative safety of hauling lobster pots in Maine, and
would later enjoy Maine lobster at one of Ben's famous cook-outs.

Where fast food on the road was concerned, they really liked fried
chicken. Burgers weren't bad, but the chicken was much preferred.
Their reaction to the school's cuisine was simple amazement-so much,
such variety, and such desserts! But it was not just for the food that
they chose to name the two boats they were building MARlKA and
VENITA. The two attractive young women who ran the school's kitchen,
Marika Kuzma and Venita Robertson, provided much of the energy that
fueled this rollicking cross-cultural caper. Marika masterminded and
prepared our gourmet chow with Venita's assistance, and Venita, by
making frequent visits to the shop and joining us on several road trips,
helped provide a critical gender balance to our otherwise all-male
camaraderie.

Rich Hilsinger, manager of the shop, and his assistant Mark Abb
were on-the-spot with supplies and materials, but both yearned to
communicate their broad understanding of tangibles to their guests.
Having very limited Spanish, they determined to communicate through
machinery. Many of the Indians learned to ride bicycles, with bruises to
prove it, some operated the chain saw, and the school's vans hosted
some off-the-road, off-the-record driving lessons. The Indians
responded by pitching in with the season's heavy work of hauling out
and storing the school's extensive collection of small craft. Each boat
was studied for its design and construction details.

It was at a dance in Blue Hill where more townsfolk had their
chance to join the fun. Picture a high-school gym, two boisterous,
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amateur, amplified bands, rotating, flashing colored lights, and kids of
all ages. It was great to see our guys do the boogie and the bop with
everyone from maidens to matrons. At intermission, Tino Ramirez
joined a local percussionist in a dynamite drummer's duet that put the
crowd way up.

A number of local Spanish-speaking people invited the Hondurans
into their homes. Several non-Spanish-speaking people also invited the
Hondurans home, usually with someone who could help them
communicate. The after-hours discussions were so meaningful that
many of the participants were goaded into improving their Spanish or
their English, as was needed. There was great mutual patience
exercised during communication delays. Many of the discussions
centered on the theme, “This is how we live…” We were learning what
it's like for the same creatures to inhabit different worlds, to be equally
conscious on different levels. It was a real adventure!

Being a national election year, the Indians showed a surprising
interest in the campaigns. While few ventured to voice broad political
opinions, some expressed their wish that the Contras continue to
receive funding, for they felt a serious threat from the Sandinistas
whom they believed had aspirations in Honduras and elsewhere. They
also felt that until the conflict was somehow resolved, the refugees
could not go home. And they assured us that the refugees indeed
wanted to go home. Even the Contras could go home! Wouldn't that be
good? Despite the language barrier our guys now watched the evening
news regularly, and when Election Day rolled around they were
surprised by the absence of armed guards at the polling places.

A busload of students from the local high school came for a look-
see, and Mike chose the occasion to show his beautiful slides, collected
during three years in the jungle. "Here, on the screen, is what it's like in
La Mosquitia, and here, standing with you in the shop, are the people
who live there," he said. Some of the kids either spoke, or were
studying, Spanish, and they all mingled well with the Indians.

That occasion stimulated a reciprocal invitation for the Hondurans
to visit the high school, to attend a meeting of the Geography Club. The
Hondurans talked, Mike translated, the kids asked questions, Mike
translated again and once interjected, "If only my high school Spanish
teacher could see me now!" We shared a potluck dinner, after which
Mike made another presentation. This time it was a videotape which he
had helped to produce. It described, very graphically, how outside
pressures (besides the refugees from Nicaragua) are squeezing-in on
traditional Miskito territory. “This is the scenario,” said Mike in the
film. “Commercial logging creates the roads and removes the heavy
forest; agricultural interests follow. The first wave of humanity is
generally composed of landless peasants, ‘buscando la vida,’ (looking
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for a living) and finding it almost exclusively through the slash-and-
burn method of cultivating fragile tropical soils. These people are
overflowing from other areas, where burgeoning population and slash-
and-burn have turned the land into an ecological desert.” The video
evidence was clear; for the first time many of the students, both high
school and boat school, understood the phenomenon of tropical
deforestation.

Extended Curriculum….
Because our guys had literally run away with the planned work
schedule in the shop and we had time to spare, Paul asked his students
if they wanted to learn how to design and build boats having rounded
bilges (instead of the “hard Chine” corners of the dory-type craft in the
planned curriculum). Their response was tempered by the news that
this project would not be shipped back to Honduras; there was
insufficient time to complete the craft, and no room in a shipping
container for a third boat. Nevertheless they began in earnest by setting
up the keel, stem, and transom to create a pleasing profile. They used
no plans, no tape measures, just eyeballs.

The 'midships section, Paul proclaimed, was crucial. “It must be
straight and nearly flat coming off the keel, a rather hard turn at the
bilge, the slightest tumblehome near the sheer, and an overall beam of
just greater than one-fourth the vessel's length.” He bent a stout wire to
the shape he wanted for that section and passed it around for
examination, imploring each student, "Remember this curve for the
rest of your life!"

Because this project was not for navigation, scrounged materials
were used. The bent wire was taken to a downed apple tree from which
a suitable limb that matched the curve on the wire was cut. From that
single limb two identical ribs were shaped and fastened to the keel.
Temporary battens were strung around these three points (stem,
midsection and transom), and the process begun of filling in the space
described by the battens with more ribs. The wire was again employed,
bent to conform with the battens at a given rib position, and the bent
wire taken to the apple tree in search of a suitable branch from which to
cut that pair of ribs. Paul's pals were catching on, and everyone else
watched the process intently.

While this third boat progressed, Greg's project, the big tuk-tuk,
approached the turning-over point. All the planking was installed and
caulked, the tunnel drive's unique shaft log and strut were complete,
and the hull was painted. Then, the TV crews arrived.

We had already submitted to a fair bit of attention from the local
media. The Hondurans had become accustomed to reporters and
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cameras, and they had seen themselves in practically every paper in
Maine. We had purposely held off the heavy media until a month into
the project, giving time for our group to become inured to hype. Even a
quick shoot by the local TV station was not disruptive, and the men
enjoyed seeing themselves on the evening news. Then the cable TV
team of the World Monitor channel arrived complete with lights,
tripods, microphones and stage directions and stayed for four days.
This was disruptive, but our caper with the “wild people” was getting
expensive, and broadcast of the Monitor’s  very professional production
improved the success of our appeals to  local contributors.

It was time to turn the big tuk-tuk right side up, so we arranged for
everyone at WoodenBoat's editorial offices to come and lend a hand.
The hull was big enough to do real damage if dropped, but the turn-
over went smoothly. We, and the cameras, recorded our impressions of
the big and very saucy-looking skiff.

It's a good thing the nightly news missed the launching of the first
pipante prototype, the 20' MARlKA. A large community contingent was
on hand, however, to see it sink! Paul had reservations about launching
it at all; he didn't want it to "take up" water (thus swelling and closing
the seams) because it would eventually be placed in a container for
shipping to La Mosquitia and perhaps allowed to cook in the tropical
sun on some wharf in Honduras. Neither did he want to caulk the
seams, feeling that the Spanish cedar of its planking might need room
to swell. But everybody wanted to try out the boat, and to show the
townsfolk that we were actually building something. So, the launching
was scheduled for a quick in-and-out on a Sunday afternoon with the
public invited, and with plenty of Indians aboard to bail. Trouble was,
they couldn't keep up. What a good joke on us! Nobody laughed out
loud.

Perhaps it was because the pre-launch ceremony had been quite
moving. Our head cook Marika, for whom the craft was named, had
christened the boat, and there were speeches. Ben explained to the
crowd what had transpired so far in the course. Then Reynaldo Arnulfo
spoke (with Mike translating) about how much they all had learned.
After the abortive launching, the MARIKA was tied to the dock in a
semi-swamped condition and allowed to soak, and then put through its
trials with good results. (The "cooking" problem was resolved by
providing some dry-out time before shipment.)

We then enjoyed a fine, sunny afternoon with our guests from the
surrounding area. Leonardo Alvarez, the same student who had given
the touching speech in church, chose this occasion to present to the
school a mahogany plaque he had carved. Its handshake theme
signified cooperation between the United States and Honduras, and it
also portrayed, rather beautifully, the friendships we were all
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developing among one another. Leonardo, or 'Tio Leo" ("Uncle Leo") as
he is called, was perhaps the most articulate individual among us, and
his presentation speech (translated by Mike, as usual) made us aware
that our relationship with these men was getting pretty thick. They
were telling us, before the whole community, that they really liked the
people here. Those of us responsible for the course, having felt at the
beginning that we had no idea what we were getting into, began now to
accept the likelihood that the project would succeed.  After all, things
were going great! We did not foresee the hard part, at the end.

While work on the larger boat and the round-bilged smack
continued, some of the students offered to show us how a dugout canoe
is carved. Ben believed a dugout would be a fine addition to the school's
small-craft collection, so he arranged with a local logger to bring us "the
biggest bloody log you can find." The log truck arrived, and deposited a
hoary pine butt in front of the shop. The Indians came out, took one
look at it, and said, “Muy pequeno!” ("Very small!") So they made a
very small canoe, of the cayuco type endemic to their region. It had a
parallel midbody with pronounced hollow in the waterlines as they
converged at a fine prow at each end. The job progressed quickly,
everybody sharing in the roughing out by axe, the fairing by adze, and
the finishing by plane. The roughing-out stage, where the nature of the
log was carefully considered in determining final form, was particularly
fascinating to watch. About eight man-days were invested, and when
finished the pile of chips was far bigger than the boat. This illustrated
rather shockingly how wasteful of wood the dugout truly is, and
suggested how several plank-built craft could be built from the same log
used to make one canoe. The result, however, was quite a beautiful
functional sculpture, and it went straight to a local pond for trials.

As our days remaining with the students became short, three more
road trips were somehow packed in, although many of our guys resisted
the time taken away from the shop. From the beginning, they would
have rather worked on the boats than anything else. But Mike could
always mobilize the students for yet another junket by reminding them
that every time we hit the road we had fried chicken and came back
happy.

Again piling into the vans we visited H.O.M.E., a self-help
cooperative in Orland, Maine, where the Hondurans were offered free
access to the used clothing department, and many of them chose
garments by the bagful to take home. And we met the co-op's resident
boat builder – a woman, an anomaly that amazed not only the Indians.
She had produced a series of nifty skiffs to sell through the co-op store.
Here we also met a Guatemalan refugee couple now living legally in the
States. "How much money do you make?" was the first of many
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questions from our students. "Oh! You can make a hundred dollars in a
day," the couple replied, "but it's gone in half an hour."

We visited the Rockport Apprentice Shop, a boatbuilding school
which features much longer training courses than funding permitted
for our program. Five vessels, each of different construction and design,
were being built, representing types and methods from all over the
world. A Colombian student explained them all at length. We went
aboard the TIMBERWIND, a traditional windjammer which makes
money hauling passengers under sail. These comparisons, when held
against our own program at WoodenBoat, conveyed to the Hondurans
two important truths: Our building projects had just begun to introduce
traditional plank-on-frame boatbuilding. But now, having seen much
more, and having learned the basics, they could begin to develop their
own skills, their own local designs, and even their own unique
construction techniques.  Why not?  It was apparent that that was
exactly what everybody else in the world had done.

And is still doing! On the way back, we stopped at Duffy and Duffy,
a manufacturer of fiberglass powerboats in Brooklin. It appeared to our
students that the Americans were even making boats out of "silver rags
and sour honey." They wanted to learn how, but they were put off by
the polyester smell.

We traveled to the Maine Center For The Arts in Orono, which has
a great display of Native American art including some that our group
recognized as having come from Central America. Then we visited the
Penobscot Indian Reservation nearby.

Back in Orono again we had an early dinner at a rousing sports bar
where fried chicken and (for the first time in the course, beer) was
wolfed and slurped to the racket of a basketball game on the wall-sized
TV and the boom-chika-boom of big speakers thumping out Willy
Nelson and his ilk. Orlando Penglas, emerged from the men’s room
only to collide with a Maine-iac rushing in. Orlando was startled into
nirvana by the guy grasping his hands and shouting over the din, “Hey!
I saw you on TV.”

 A great thing happened that night at the University of Maine's
Student Union. We attended a Penobscot and Passamaquoddy potluck
Indian social which developed into an impressive exchange between
four tribes. There was great reserve between the groups until the
younger women from the northern tribes danced shyly into a circle,
carefully demonstrated just how the steps were performed, and then
simply reached to the Honduran wallflowers for partners. After once or
twice around the room the pace picked up, and pretty soon we had a
real, intertribal hoot happening. It ended late with a long snake dance
in which everyone, school staff included, was carried away by the close
camaraderie.
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As news of the project got around we had many visitors back at the
shop—high-school groups, cruising sailors, local boat builders, even the
yacht-design class from the Maine Maritime Academy.

Platt Monfort, designer of "Geodesic Airolight" boats brought two
of his radical super lightweight canoes, which we all paddled on the
pond. The Indians decided they were quite sensible, and asked how to
obtain the space-age materials from which they are made. Not in
Honduras, we had to reply. But Platt also showed us how to make sails
out of Tyvek ® and tape. Typar ®, and the lighter Tyvek ®, are those
inexpensive polyolefin house wraps used in home building, and the tape
is double-stick carpet tape. With Platt's instruction, we made a sail and
used it, on MARIKA. It really worked! Sailing is important in La
Mosquitia, where sails are made of anything; plastic bags, rice sacks,
bed sheets, and (as I had seen) Contra ponchos. A giant roll of Typar
and a case of tape were shipped back with the boats. (Are you listening,
DuPont?)

Sam Manning, whose very communicative renderings of
boatbuilding have appeared often in WoodenBoat, came for a day of
talk and demonstration about how to use and care for hand tools. Only
a small part of his encyclopedic understanding of tools was conveyed,
but the resulting effect was one of confidence; our trainees would be
able to properly maintain and operate the tools they obtained in the
U.S.

As time ran short there were several frantic shopping trips. Our
guys received a small daily stipend from USAID, which they hoarded in
order to buy things to take home. Perhaps the hardest thing for us was
trying to advise them what, and what not, to buy, and then watching
them spend this precious money in shopping malls on what we thought
was clap trap but they considered treasure. Some bought good clothing,
shoes, and tools.

We were able to take the group to two establishments in Maine
specializing in used tools, where they rummaged through bins of cast-
offs for hours, often to find the very things they needed, sometimes
antiques, at rock-bottom prices. As their clothing, tools, and consumer
clutter accumulated in the dorm, we began to despair of getting it all on
the plane and back to Honduras.

As we finished the plank-on-frame version of the Miskito tuk-tuk,
or large lagoon cargo vessel, we realized that this boat rightly deserved
a proper engine. I had seen in Honduras that the tuk-tuks were always
powered by a very special machine; a two-cylinder, air-cooled, hand-
start, 24-hp Lister diesel. Frequently installed in those mammoth
dugouts of the region, this machine's long record in that service
indicated that despite its heavy weight and high price it would survive
the local environment for longer than the mahogany hulls it propelled.
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Armed with this information and a real nose for magnanimity, Joel
White (or 'Jose Blanco," as he was dubbed) managed to sniff out an
anonymous donor for the entire $7,000 installation! (Now that Joel has
sadly sailed away it should be said that it was he who was the donor.)
With the help of his men at the Brooklin Boat Yard, the machine was
professionally installed under the watchful eyes of the students, and
three of them were trained in its maintenance and operation. With
engine, transmission, shaft, propeller, and rudder all functioning, the
VENITA was ready to launch.

Our last Sunday together was not sunny.  It didn’t rain, but it felt
like snow, and there was a hard wind blowing at the Brooklin Boat
Yard. All three of our projects were there on display, and it seemed like
half the town turned out – everybody bundled up and shivering
especially the Indians. Because a ceremony was planned, we were
fortunate to be able to run for cover inside the yard's main shop where
the barrel stove was stoked and hot cider appeared. Ben thanked the
community eloquently for its financial and moral support, and Tio Leo
did the same, through Mike as always. Venita, for whom the new boat
was named, sang "A Song of Harmony" in both Spanish and English,
and we all poured out into the wind, and many of us into the boat itself
for the launching. Venita sprayed champagne on VENITA (taking her
own swig first), the TraveLift groaned into action, and slowly the saucy
vessel with its international crew was eased into the sea that joins all
lands. The engine went "tuk-tuk," and the big "plank-built dugout"
hauled its crew of merrymakers out around the harbor, then another
crew, another, and another, and we all felt warm.

On the last night we had our final banquet. A kitchen wall was
moved so that staff and students, and others closely involved, all could
be seated at one table. There were 34 place settings. The "butlers," who
dressed formally, served appetizers and refreshments, and the meal was
a surf-and-turf extravaganza that included not only steak and lobster
but scallops and lamb. After dinner Jon Wilson, publisher of
WoodenBoat, made his remarks all the more remarkable by giving
them in both English and hesitant-but-studied Spanish. Addressing the
student's directly, he began "When I started this business, I had the
hope that somehow, someday, it would become important. All of you
here have made that wish come true." Then the toasting commenced in
earnest, collapsed in laughter, recommenced and re-collapsed, through
a long, emotional exchange during which everyone was praised by
everyone else, especially Greg by the Indians.  He glowed. The little
dugout and unfinished smack were officially named CRYSTAL and
NAKIMA, to honor two of the neighbor’s little girls who had often
joined our group, and the diplomas were awarded. Looking very classy
in their frames, they sported two embossed seals and lots of
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signatures—details of extreme importance for the future employment
opportunities of their holders.

Music and dancing followed as did frantic packing way into the
night, and we departed in the vans well before daylight. At the airport,
some of the baggage had to be re-packed to meet weight limits, the
ticket agent nearly overheated and the rest of us tried hard to keep our
cool.  I could not help thinking that the impact of this baggage in the
jungle would, except for the tools, be immediate but short term. The
story might assume legendary proportions for generations, but the net
result in boats was going to be unknown to us for many years.
When the time came for our guys to board, a wrenching scene of mushy
hugs and mumbles ensued. Long after they had disappeared down the
tube leading to the aircraft we staffers stood at the window, waiting and
waving, until the big bird was wheeled away.

Below is a translation of a note found on the bulletin board of the
WoodenBoat School dormitory:

November 15, 1988

Long was the night and silent,
But for the wind's soft sound,
As I wandered through the dark into the distance.
Before the WoodenBoat School I awoke,
Fine scent of wood and working tools
Handled by people who know how best.
A lovely scene, imagine
In the center of Brooklin, the perfume
Of groves of pine, a place of beautiful boats!
I’ll always remember the WoodenBoat School.
Here it was that I learned the art of my life,
And I’ll not forget.
Nor will I leave without the hope of coming back
To share again the hospitality of this place;
It isn’t adios you’ll hear from me,
But hasta pronto from your friend.

Anon
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RIDING THE WIND
1990 >

The line slowly snaked through the big camper trailer, in one door and
out the other, as people served themselves from vats and casseroles of
authentic looking and smelling Mexican cuisine. Jo Anna and I made
our way into one end of the trailer and noticed it was designed for
accommodating staff and feeding crowds. We passed down the long
kitchen heaping our paper plates with heavy enchiladas and filling our
paper bowls with real black beans. We passed out the other end to
encounter the beverage table covered with plastic cups and big bottles
of soft drinks, and beside it was a washtub holding a keg of beer buried
in crushed ice. Lying atop the ice was a gallon jug of Tequila, and I
thought, ‘Gee, these guys don’t mess around.’

The occasion was a double barrel company picnic. We had been
invited by Mark Balogh and his wife Sam (correct, her name is Sam)
who we had met through their long friendship with our son Russell.
Mark and Russell had sustained a serious offshore adventure in one of
Russell’s proas (a story that needs telling in their own memoirs), and Jo
Anna and Sam had really hit it off. When they took to carousing
together they sounded like an all girl sports bar.

The dual picnic was being held at Cedar Island, a land’s end,
woodsy barrier that serves as the southern terminus of the Ocracoke
ferry crossing, not far below Cape Hatteras on North Carolina’s Outer
Banks. The place enjoys a unique combination of features. Besides the
ferry dock there is a motel and a convenience store, and right across the
road there’s a campground with a launching ramp. The latter gives
boaters access to a grand complex of marshes, channels, bays and
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outlets to the open sea. Both crowds of company picnickers were set up
in the camp ground with RVs, tents and camper vans, and it was on an
October Saturday night after a big day of playing on the water.

Mark and Sam were hosting the annual “Gathering” of The Sails
Angels, a gang of their most dedicated customers who had purchased
one of Mark’s BOSS rigs (Balogh Outrigger Stabilizing Systems). His
brilliantly minimalist retrofit kits, for turning any kayak into a little
sailing trimaran, had great appeal to a mature clientele because with
Marks product the boats became quite stable and with wind and sail
one didn’t have to paddle all the way. The outboard floats for these craft
were made of inflatable fabric, and the whole transformation, mast sail,
leeboard, outriggers and all, could be stowed in the kayak and set up
even with the vessel lying afloat.

All that day there had been dozens of these rigs flitting about the
marshy fairways like colorful butterflies, and now their spidery forms
were seen sitting out the night in the light of smoking lamps and grills
throughout the camp ground.

It was 1990, and kayaking was enjoying explosive growth. Kayaks
were lying all about the camp ground. Larger than the BOSS group was
the Wilderness Systems tribe. They were all employees and families of a
Greensboro, NC kayak manufacturer which, as Mark told me, was
setting the paddle sports industry on its ear with inventive new designs
coming out faster and better than anyone had previously thought
possible. Wilderness Systems had doubled their volume in each of the
past four years. Mark and Sam’s business was just becoming promising
too, and both groups were busting with vitality. Big speakers were
pumping out Jimmy Buffet and Los Machucambos, and the talk was all
of boats and wind and water.

Jo Anna and I attended that annual “Gathering,” as it became
known, for the next ten years. They were always a joy, many of the same
people showing up year after year with old and new boats, some of
them loaded with outlandish improvisations, but none of the
Gatherings were more propitious for me than the first. It was at that
laid back event that I met the most dynamic duo of outrig aficionados
ever: John Shepard and Andy Zimmerman.

Both in their mid forties, Andy was involuntarily boisterous, John
was intentionally the opposite. Andy had a woodcut face with big eyes
and a voice like a cheese grater. John had a round head with big ears
and practically no voice at all.  They were both dimensionally compact
but their hypertrophied upper bodies reminded me of the Polynesians
in Tuvalu who spend every other night of their adult lives paddling a
fishing canoe. These guys obviously lived the life style they were selling,
and I later learned they were also avid rock climbers. With time I would
learn that they and several of their principal employees had been high
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school friends in Greensboro, and all had become white water kayak
buffs together. The rivers of the central Piedmont district are ideal for
running by daredevil paddlers, and John and Andy had spearheaded
the radical discipline of “Squirting.” As John Shepard explained to me
at the picnic, “The squirt boat kayak has to be too small for the paddler.
You point your toes and stuff them way up into the bow of the boat and
squeeze your pelvis into the seat with your knees locked up against the
underside of the deck. The neoprene skirt fits tight around your middle
and around the cockpit to seal water out and you in. From the waist
down you’re actually wearing the boat, and it is so small that when you
shove off from the shore you’ve got to be moving pretty fast or else it’ll
sink.”

“What’s the point of that?” I said.
“To make it possible for you and the boat to go way under water.”
“Wait a minute…”
“Right,” said John. “When you go over waterfalls the boat can go

right down to the bottom of the pool. You can swim around down there
with the paddle, tumbling in the bubbly for as long as you can hold your
breath. And when you come zooming up to the surface the boat squirts
out like a breaching whale.”

“That’s not exactly what I think of as boating,” I said, quite amazed.
“And when you find a wall in the current – you know, the line

where the stream is going one way and a counter current is going
opposite – you can put your boat across it and start spinning. You play
it with the paddle and twist your hips to rock the boat and pretty soon it
will helicopter right down the wall, sometimes thirty feet or so under
water. Then you break out of the wall and come squirting up again.”

“You guys do that?” I said.
“That’s how we started our business,” said Andy Zimmerman. “We

had to build our own boats to fit our size and weight just right for
squirting, and other guys wanted boats to fit them, too. John had to
design a boat for each customer, build a mold and then a fiberglass
kayak. We worked in my garage, and before long we had several molds
of different sizes. The sport started catching on, and the next thing we
knew we were in the boat business.”

“Nobody squirts any more though,” said John, “because too many
people died. It was too easy to get stuck in the rocks or the logs under
water, pinned down by the currents, so we went into making fiberglass
sea kayaks.”

Soon they needed help, and their first employee was another high
school friend, Rick Jones. I met Rick at that first Gathering too, and
slowly realized that this guy was an absolute maestro, a whack-it-out,
pail-of-resin and block-of-foam boat designer/builder. He and John
had built the molds and produced the boats of fiberglass during their
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early expansion, and Andy sold them faster than they could get them
out the door.

Paddle sports was growing exponentially world wide to the extent
that Andy suspected it would eventually reach saturation, and to
diversify he toyed with the idea of adding sailing products to their line.
He liked Mark’s minimal kit retrofits but wanted something heftier, so
Rick Jones undertook to develop what they called a Kaimaran. He had a
prototype at that first Gathering and it was an eye stopper. Rick had
sculpted a single cross beam that nested on the deck of one of their
popular touring kayaks and curved up and outward like the seagull’s
wings in flight. Small floats were attached at its ends and a sailboard rig
was utilized. A photo of this craft had appeared in Men’s Journal, and
they had received unexpected response. They just didn’t have any of
them to sell.

That Sunday, after sleeping off a bit too much tequila, Mark, John
Andy, Rick and I spent some time sailing and contemplating the BOSS
rigs and the Kaimaran, and I became excited. The fascinating thing
about these boats was their unique ergonomics. The sailor sat down
inside the central hull as in a kayak and steered with the feet via foot
pedals connected to a kayak rudder. Sailing them was unlike anything I
had known. The main thing was the comfort, and unlike with other
small sailboats, because you steered with your feet you had both hands
free to trim the sail. When under way I found myself laughing a lot.

Slowly I realized the marketing potential of this arrangement. I
knew the prospect of learning to sail was daunting for most people, and
to a large extent I felt that steep initial learning curve severely restricted
the size of the sailing marketplace. But in these little multihulls the
initial obstacles were gone. There was no crouching in the bilge as with
a dinghy, facing forward but reaching back to grab the tiller with one
hand, swinging it the opposite way from which you wanted the boat to
turn while reaching forward to trim the sheets with the other hand
alone. In the Kaimaran or the BOSS rigs it wasn’t even necessary to
shift your body weight, rather actively at times, to keep a dinghy from
overturning. These little trimarans were sufficiently stable that I could
relax in a comfortable seat and feel the relief from having to be always
occupied with the operation of the craft. I could let the boat take me on
its own trip.

Even the usual threat of getting whacked on the head by the boom
also was gone. Once I was seated down in the cockpit the boom was
well above my head. “You just sit there and go,” I said to Mark, and he
offered to make a BOSS rig to fit a kayak that I had at home. I was
hooked.
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While everyone was breaking camp that afternoon Andy said to me,
“If you have any ideas about a production version of these things I hope
you’ll let us know.”

I thought for a moment and said, “Do you want to build them out of
fiberglass?”

“Absolutely not. We’ve just invested heavily in the rotational
molding process for building in polyethylene, and it’s the only way to
make money in small boats any more.”

“Yeah, I see a lot of plastic kayaks here and they’re sure tough but
they’re also really flexible and kind of heavy. I’m not sure the stuff is
light and stiff enough for a multihull. There’s a lot of that so-called
‘global torsion’ on them because they’re so wide.”

“We can make anything out of that stuff,” said Andy, “Leave that
part to us. All we need is a concept that combines the touring kayak
with the touring sailboat. Kayaks are too narrow to carry sail, so we’ve
got to go multihull, and catamarans don’t have any place to sit down in
the middle, so it looks like a trimaran to me.

I thought for a moment. I was liking these guys and wanted to see
this happen but I didn’t feel qualified to design such a craft. I said, “If
you want to retain a designer who has a name far better known than
mine, and one who has done a lot more kayaking than I have, you
should go to Dick Newick.”

That’s what they did. They commissioned Dick to design them a
boat that was to be “Not just a sea kayak with a sail, and not just a
sailing sea kayak. It was to be the sea kayak of sailing.”

Dick produced the plans for a nifty little trimaran he called REV,
and brought them to the new facilities of Wilderness Systems at High
Point, NC, and presented them to Andy and John. He was well paid for
his trouble, returned home and never heard from them again.

At the next year’s Gathering Jo Anna and I partied and paddled for
the second time with the Sails Angels and the Wilderness Systems tribe.
Andy Zimmerman was there and I asked him what had happened with
Dick Newick. He said, “It was a shame, Jim. He’s a wonderful, creative
guy but he just couldn’t bring himself to give us what we asked for. He
said that sitting in the main hull of a small trimaran would deprive the
boat of its real speed potential because the sailor’s weight couldn’t be
used for hiking out. He said the boat could not be driven nearly as hard,
and he thought sitting in the hull was too much of a sacrifice of
performance potential.”

“That’s Dick,” I said. “Speed is everything to him, and he’s so pure,
so true to himself. And he’s so right. There’s no way you can make a
little multihull go really fast if you don’t get the sailor’s weight out to
windward.”
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“But we didn’t ask him for speed,” said Andy. “We asked him for
the sea kayak of sailing. Kayaking is huge, sailing is tiny. Kayakkers sit
down inside their boats and we just want a serious sailboat that you
drive the same way.”

“So, you’re willing to cut the top off of the speed envelope?” I said.
“We’d like it to sail well, but we’re not going to try to race against

the beach cats. This is a different market we’re aiming for.”
“Well, a lot of these kayaks you’re selling are very traditional in

appearance, the Greenland style and all that. I’m sure it helps them sell.
But they’re designed to be pulled through the water by the strength in
your arms. A sail, now, can be a lot more powerful than a paddle, and
the boat will have to be designed for contending with real waves at
speeds unknown to paddle boats.”

“We’ve seen that with the Kaimaran,” said Andy. “When it gets
going it throws a lot of spray and it wants to submarine. We need
something better than that.”

“How about tradition,” I asked. “How classic in appearance do you
want this thing to be?”

“We don’t care if it doesn’t even look like a sailboat because we’re
going to sell them to people who have never before thought of even
having a sailboat.”

“So it could be modern, even spacey looking?”
“The more different, the more better. So again, if you have any

ideas, we’d like to hear from you.”  I went home and started sketching.

No Fear Of Failure….
I tried to sketch the vessel first but found the configuration so involved
that I had to start again with models. The complexity stemmed from the
fact that with “rotomolding,” as they called this manufacturing process,
there was tremendous freedom in form. I was used to flat sheet
plywood and Constant Camber, wherein the designer is somewhat
limited in creating hull form. Either you worked with bent facets and
“conical sections or, as with CC, stock compound curvature. In
rotomolding, on the other hand, the boat came out of the mold as a
one-piece hull and deck, the whole thing sealed up like a bottle with any
amount of streamlining, stiffeners, styling and strakes already molded
in. I had seen this in the kayaks, but in a trimaran there was the added
opportunity to mold in the cross beam connectives, and I found the
freedom daunting. I had to get my fingers on it, to actually sculpt as in
clay the epoxy and fiberglass modeling components. It was great fun.

Over the next year, 1993, I took three different models from our
Drowned River home down to High Point for discussion. They were far
more effective than working with plans, and gradually “the sea kayak of
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sailing” emerged as a distinctly cooperative concept. I took features,
like steeply arching cross beams, from the ancient Balinese jukung,
those very beautiful fishing canoes of the Torres Straits, and I borrowed
the low-windage concept of wave piercing bows from the Tuvaluan
fishing canoes. These were combined with the super-simple sailing rig
of the modern Sea Pearl monohulls, and of course the essential
difference: the sit-down-sailing ergonomics of the kayak.

On each of these trips to the factory I learned more about the
rotomolding process. It was amazing, really, but there was a long
sequence involved:

Rick Jones produced the full size models of their many kayak
designs in strip planked wood. These were heavy, solid “plugs” that
exactly represented the finished boat except they were four percent
larger to allow for shrinkage of the polyethylene as it cooled after
molding. (I would later learn the hard way of “differential shrinkage”
wherein the cooling boat shrinks by different rates in different places
depending on its local shape.) The detailing was done largely with
sculpted wood and Bondo® (that popular polyester putty used in auto
body repair). The entire plug was then sheathed in fiberglass and
primed and sanded several times to polished perfection. It was then
sent off to a specialty foundry where it was reproduced in a refractory
casting plaster, and that plaster version was then used to create a
female, clam shell mold in cast aluminum. That is, the final mold sent
back to the boat manufacturer was a cast aluminum shell split down the
middle that when opened like a clam shell represented on its inside the
shape – less shrinkage – of  the boat on its outside. Of course this mold
work was very labor intensive and the casting was astronomically
expensive, far more costly than the tooling for production in fiberglass.
To commit any design to rotomolding was a great leap of faith that the
builder was going to sell a whole lot of boats from that mold.

Leaps of faith were more like leaps of heresy to John and Andy.
They were getting ready to invest something like a quarter million
dollars in the tooling and introductory marketing of a little off-the-wall
double outrigger canoe, and it didn’t bother them at all. I was around
them a fair bit during this time, staying at Andy’s or John’s house when
I came to Greensboro and often going to dinner and other events as
their guest. We were developing a friendship that has lasted twenty
years to date, and I think the reason is cultural. I saw that these guys
worked hard and played hard and both were parts of the same game.
Like running rapids and squirting depths, they loved the risks and took
them gladly as the stuff of life. They had no fear of failure, and in fact
did not even consider failure as a possibility. They had purposely run
up at least a million dollar debt at their local bank and considered this a
necessary amount in order to attract the attention of the bankers and
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benefit from their advice. I hadn’t seen this “Go For It” attitude since
leaving California, and I found it very engaging.

But they were not fools. Once the mold existed, plus all the other
infrastructure needed to use the thing, the per-unit cost of a
polyethylene boat was very attractive. The cycle time for each unit was
minutes instead of days, the material was cheap and the labor was
minimal. They just had to sell a lot of them at a decent margin to
amortize the tooling cost.

Black Art….
The actual molding operations go like this: With the clam shell open, a
worker pours in a measured amount of granular polyethylene. Looking
like colored sand it is weighed carefully for a specific molding, and just
dumped into the mold. Then the clam shell mold is closed and clamped
securely all around its tongue-in-groove lipped edges, and the whole
thing is mounted on spindles like a giant rotisserie inside a huge oven.

Looking like a shipping container, the oven is fired by natural gas.
When the heat comes on, the aluminum mold becomes hot enough to
start melting the granular plastic inside. Now the mold begins to rotate
like a chicken on a spit, and the inner face of the mold rolls slowly
through a growing puddle of molten plastic. Then the entire oven, with
the mold rotating inside, begins to rock from end to end. The molten
puddle now swashes over the entire inner surface of the mold, coating it
with plastic. “Rock and roll molding” it is called. In half an hour or so
the entire inner face of the mold is coated with plastic, and all the
granules are used up. This is not boat making it is boat baking.

That may sound simple, but I learned that the rotomolding
operation is a black art. It takes a lot of experience and a fair bit of trial-
and-error to achieve a consistent wall thickness and, better yet, thicker
and thinner in specific places as needed. At issue are these integrated
factors: How many revolutions at what rocking angle and what
temperature for how much time. Only after perfecting the molding
cycle for a given product can the sequence be turned over to computer
control with any real confidence in achieving repeat-production cycles
with consistent quality control. To get it right requires blowing a few,
but at least the stuff is easily recyclable, and the process emits minimal
volatile organic vapors.

Running several ovens at once John Shepard often had his crews
working three shifts, baking boats 24/7, and the resulting blizzard of
colorful kayaks accumulated in the warehouse all standing on their
noses like a giant’s box of crayons. Still they couldn’t keep up with
orders from their world wide dealer network. Before they sold out to a
conglomerate in 2003 they were sometimes shipping up to 1,500
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kayaks and canoes per week. These included white water, surfing,
touring and the so-called recreational models, which were designed for
neophyte paddlers and were by far the most popular.

Rocky Start….
The first WindRider model, a sixteen footer that was very futuristic in
appearance (and in fact looked a lot faster than it was) came out in
1996. John Shepard built the original plugs himself, and the finished
boats radiated from the results of his excellent tooling. But the boat had
a rocky start in the marketplace. Andy assumed he could distribute the
trimarans through his kayak dealers, and for the most part that didn’t
work at all. The best way to sell them was by offering demonstrations,
and that required the dealers to have some kind of open water at hand.
Kayak dealers typically demonstrated in creeks; they knew little of
sailing, and the sprawling boats took up too much space in their show
rooms. Through the inspired efforts of Keith Zwart, the in-house
WindRider Brand Manager, gradually the boats began to sell through
established sailboat shops, and the reason they moved was that sailors,
new and old, really enjoyed them. In about two years Andy and John
had earned back their investment in the project, and the boats began to
make a little money for the Company. Sales volume was tiny compared
to their kayaks, but both Andy and John enjoyed sailing the
WindRiders so they stuck with their commitment for advertising and
promotion.

What is more, I was earning from six to ten thousand dollars per
year in design royalties, and that pleased me and Jo Anna very much
because otherwise we were by now living on social security and her
small teacher’s pension. WindRider was giving us money to breathe and
move around a little.

The design suffered from the old multihull bugaboo of diving the
bows in gusts, and we learned that the wave piercing shape I had
designed for the bows tended to shrink disproportionately during
cooling to deprive the craft of forward buoyancy. Furthermore once
buried in the sea the flexibility of the boat’s material allowed the bows
to “pant,” wherein hydrostatic pressure further collapsed the shape and
deprived it of yet more buoyancy. To relieve this nose-diving in strong
winds, this boat definitely wanted to be reefed, to have its sail area
reduced. This was easy to do by simply rolling up some sail around the
mast, but beginning sailors did not understand this tactic. They thought
reefing would only slow them down but in fact reefing any boat when it
is overpowered can actually increase speed; it certainly increases
control and decreases white knuckles.
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The effect of this nose-diving tendency in the WindRider 16 was
fortunately far from ruinous. Most of the boats were much enjoyed by
their owners, and their simplicity – just one sail and one string to pull –
made them popular in rental service.

The WindRider 16 was essentially a single-hander. It had no real
position for a second sailor, so the loner aspect of their use became an
almost Zen-like entity for some sailors, me included. By the mid
nineties I had become unable to see well enough to read or drive, and I
often squirmed with cabin fever, but having the boat ready on our river
at home made it possible for me to leave the “Gone Sailing” notice on
our door whenever the wind and tide were right. My WindRider 16,
which I named VISION, became a big part of my life.

The Expeditionary Force….
Just because the boats were single handers did not mean that you
couldn’t sail in company with others. A bevy of these boats all in sight of
each other was cause for gaiety. Because of the resilience of
polyethylene they were extremely tough, and we soon found that
playing bumper boats at speed was an absolute blast. At the Gathering
in 1997 Andy and I had a collision that put one boat truly on top of the
other and all we could do was laugh. There was zero damage. With time
we would learn from other incidents that the boats were, for all
practical purposes, indestructible. The only structural failures we had
were broken masts, and this was caused by a reluctance to reef the sail.
Uncontrolled jibes (typical of beginning sailors) when performed in
gusts of over thirty knots could either bend or break the unstayed
masts, but such mistakes did not result in the expected dinghy or beach
cat capsize. Even in such drastic foibles the pilot could remain
ensconced in his padded armchair. The inherent rightness of the double
outrigger canoe was revealing itself in plastic.

Given this well-earned confidence in the boats, an active dealer in
Florida organized a WindRider Adventure Cruise. With some assistance
from the factory a fleet of twenty boats assembled at Miami for a four-
day run to Key West. With the exception of one day of calm during
which a husky power boat towed us like a string of ducklings, the sailing
was great; warm water, clear skies, nice breezes and good company.
Sometimes we camped on the beach; sometimes we crashed eight to a
room in fancy resorts. It was a very cool caper and it demonstrated the
expeditionary potential of the craft. It would be nice if they were just a
little bigger.

By the late nineties the WindRider dealers were clamoring for a
larger model, so with the critical assistance of Rick Jones I undertook to
design a tandem cockpit counterpart to the Sixteen. Andy and John
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were flat out, trying to keep up with their paddle sports production, and
to economize they wanted to utilize the molds for the sixteen footer’s
floats in the larger boat. By that time Mike McGary had joined the
company. An experienced sailor and co-designer of the RAVE
hydrofoiler which the Company was also producing, Mike and I tried in
vain to convince Andy and John that the old floats on the new boat
would surely make it a dud. They weren’t hearing us, so we produced a
prototype main hull for the WindRider 17 that was fitted with the old
floats. It was indeed a dud, and finally “management” relented and we
got our new floats for the new boat.

It was not a dud; it was a hum dinger. Featuring a full-on beach cat
rig with full battened sail and rotating mast, it was quite powerful and
fast with two sailors aboard. It was also capable of carrying a family of
four while retaining adequate performance, so the WindRider 17 caught
on quickly and sold well.

Because of its load carrying ability it proved to be more than just a
day sailer, it was also a cool camper cruiser. My old friend Jo Hudson,
who had either built or bought four of my larger cruising trimarans was
by now devoted to his two WindRider 16s. He devised a trailer to carry
them both and hauled them around for sailing in places like Lake
Powell, Pebble Beach, Baja and The Golden Gate. I joined him on some
of these expeditions, and we found the little boats gave us big ideas. The
Sixteens were just short of serious seagoing machines, and when the
Seventeen came along we finally had enough boat to carry the camping
gear and supplies to sustain two guys for up to a week... Jo had to have
two of those, too!

He figured we needed two because the Seventeens were just big
enough to be too heavy for two men to drag up a beach, especially when
loaded with camping gear. We needed two more guys in another boat so
that four of us could team up to manhandle one boat at a time.

During his assorted wind rides Jo attracted the attention of two
younger roustabouts. Tim Ryan and Steve Shourt were both hardcore
adventurers with lots of experience at everything from mountaineering
to ocean crossing, and they agreed to join Jo and me in some coastal
expeditions that would really test the boats in the big briny.

Our first ocean junket in the Seventeens was to sail down the Big
Sur coast of California, a stretch of fifty miles with no harbors where
the Santa Lucia Range rises from the open Pacific to create the steepest
coastal slope in the contiguous forty eight. Jo and I had sailed along
this coast before, but never in little boats that would allow us to prowl
the many crags and coves we had admired for years from up on the
mountain ramparts. Because Jo had lived along the “South Coast” for
most of his life he was able to identify several exotic campsite beaches,
only some of them visible from that mere scratch in the mountainside
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high above the sea known as Big Sur Highway. With permission
granted by some of his neighbors we were offered admittance to
spectacular settings located on private property. These were real glory
spots inaccessible to all but hardy climbers and those who come in
beachable, seagoing watercraft.

We loaded and launched at Stillwater Cove, Carmel, and started
down “The South Coast, the wild coast is lonely,” that once-frontier
territory made famous in folk song. We had two boats and four guys
and all our camping gear, but once under way it appeared the boats
could handle the weight. (Later we would learn that heavy loads in Baja
– where we had to carry all our fresh water – made the boats very wet
and logy when driven hard to windward.)

We wanted to camp underneath the famous bridge crossing Bixby
Canyon, the one seen in so many automobile ads. The beach there is
exposed directly to open Pacific swells, and we knew this would be the
moment of truth. Could we really shoot the surf with these little
trimarans when they were so loaded with people and provisions?

Well, we learned the hard way that the answer was maybe. We
made it but we nearly were nailed. The problem was that in order to
steer, one man (always Jo in our case and always Steve in the other
boat) must be in the cockpit with his feet on the steering pedals. That
meant that his hatch cover could not be in place and battened down. It
also meant that the helmsman was ill prepared to “eject” in the event of
eminent capsize in the surf. If pinned in the cockpit upside down on a
crashing beach, the pilot could be injured or worse.

As it happened, we were blessed with a mild surf, three to five
footers breaking close to shore, but we also had light winds which gave
us little speed and therefore not much control. We pulled it off; four
surf landings and three surf launchings in six days of sailing, and we
certainly enjoyed the sailing and camping; that was truly glorious. It
made us long for yet more desolation but less open surf. We talked a lot
about it around our campfires and considered The Sea of Cortez, inside
the long peninsula of Baja California in Mexico, for that sea is free of
ocean swell. It also has mountainous islands, warmer waters and
enormous solitude. We had all been there before in other boats, and we
knew the scenery was spectacular, even visually overpowering to the
point of being spiritual. We decided it would be the place for the
ultimate wind ride.

Phantom Video….
By 2005 my recollections of recent visual experiences were becoming
tarnished by not being able to see them very well in the first place. I
noticed a growing inability to conjure “phantom visions” of current
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scenes, at least nothing as intense as those “formed hallucinations” that
still recur from my early years of better eyesight (Foreword, Volume
One).

Through my recent friendship with Scott Brown, a Canadian
cinematographer and no relation to me, I was encouraged to take up a
video hobby. Scott co-founded the OutRig! Project with me, and in our
efforts to gather modern multihull history he noticed that I could see
the computer screen much better than anything else because it was
back lighted and I could get up very close. He explained that the little
digital video cameras had by then become so automatic in their ability
to capture decent footage that even without being able to see through
the viewfinder I could probably fit the camera with a wide angle lens
and just aim it like a pistol to capture acceptable scenes.

I tried, it worked, and Scott explained how the camera could be
connected to my computer to play on screen what I had shot outside. A
revelation resulted; I could see with video much of what I was missing
in the real world!

In addition it was evident that my entry-level computer program
for editing video (called iMovie®, bundled with Apple machines) made
it possible to “cut the junk out,” as Scott encouraged me to do. I soon
accepted that by far the most of it was junk, but with judicious cutting
and a lot of “ass time” at the machine, I was soon telling visual stories
(my forte, as I hope the reader will agree). By adding titles and
transitions and voice-over narration, I was creating little cornball
productions. Made under the tongue-in-cheek trade name Phantom
Visions Video, they are very amateur but sometimes they bring pleasure
to others besides me.  This medium is used to illustrate all the chapters
in this book (see www.outrig.org .)

Perhaps the best one to date is called “Riding The Wind,” but it is
shamelessly promotional of WindRider boats. It shows the Sixteens
gamboling in the Golden Gate, slow dancing among the sea lions at
Monterrey, gaggling like geese down the Florida Keys and sliding
through the marshes of the Chesapeake. “Product testing” shows them
ramming into docks (damaging the dock but not the boat) and trying
hard to capsize (without success). The Seventeens are “captured”
attempting to fly and (as we shall “see” below) succeeding to swim.

In making these ditties I discovered the video clip (a few seconds to
perhaps a minute of trimmed footage) to be much like an extended
slide image. Unlike still pictures, however, video does not stop time! It
pans and zooms and shakes and pixelates, the image moves, and it
appears to be happening now! It is also kind of phony. It has a backlit
radiance, and the way I can see it best – with my nose a hand’s breadth
from the screen – it is almost holographic at times. I find it similar to
my old “phantom visions.” Thanks to technology and help from my
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friends, I can now circumspect the big blind blotch to retrieve even
recent visual impressions. Hey, let’s hear it for gadgetry!

Engulfed In Solitude….
The Sea Of Cortez, also known as The Gulf Of California, is so
wonderfully isolated that it is the kind of place where things can go
wrong. We knew that the weather conditions can deteriorate rapidly. As
the local wisdom goes, “This water can go from Walden Pond to ‘Victory
at Sea’ in twenty minutes.”

We made very careful preparations that included two interesting
details. The first was to make kayak-type spray skirts for both cockpits
and both boats so that all crewmembers could be in the seats while the
main hull was still essentially sealed from spray and inundation. The
second was to install “deck steering.” This is a circuit of light line
running from the rudder through small blocks to route it all around the
deck. This line can be grabbed at any point to effect steering even if the
steersman is not in the cockpit with feet on the steering pedals. It is
therefore possible to install both hatch covers while giving all the crew a
chance to eject if capsize is eminent when shooting surf. Now we were
prepared to seal the main hull whether we were in the cockpits or out,
and we could steer in either case. With the float hulls sealed
permanently anyway we were almost ready.

Two other small details were also arranged: The trampolines were
fitted with special lashing loops to permit our camping gear, tightly
sealed in dry bags, to be securely lashed in place, and our drinking
water was carried in multiple plastic bottles beneath the cockpit sole.
With two manual desalinators plus supplies, medicines and rations to
last us fifteen days for a planned seven day trip, we would be in true
survival mode.

With Jo’s dog added to the crew (he’s a spunky fox terrier named
Tango) we traveled to Baja in two camper vans towing two trailers. We
rolled these rigs about half way down the Baja peninsula, launched near
Loreto and sailed most of the way to La Paz. It was a great go!

Of course I took the video camera to Baja and used it to the point of
annoying my cohorts, but they allowed me my preoccupation with
virtualized reality. I think they have enjoyed the results on DVD as
much as I have. So instead of describing now the weirdo phantom
visions of a Mister McGoo I will attempt to share in words the string of
video clips taken on the first of two expeditions via WindRider 17s in
The Desert Sea:

 Day after day we slide downwind through wide waterways
surrounding high rock islands to our east. Westward are Craggy
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coves that hide fine beaches between the bold headlands of an
endless desert shore. All are backed by burly mountains. We
are in the best of company but otherwise engulfed by total
solitude.

 Jo is in the pilot seat hanging on to the cockpit coaming with
both hands but looking quite relaxed as the surface streams out
from underneath the trampolines. His white beard matches the
streaking spindrift and his red poopie suit is open to the waist.
We are running hard wing-on-wing but it is warm and dry. As
the view swings forward it shows the trampolines to be covered
with camping cargo all lashed in place.

 An overlap transition blends that sweeping water motion into
fixed tan sand with a tentless campsite in low morning light as
seen from up on high. Zooming slowly out reveals a lovely
grove of giant Cardon cactus growing in a stark mountain bowl
above the beach.

 Now one WindRider is surfing past the other at arms length.
Both boats are riding gentle swells with just enough wind to
make them surf occasionally. Steve and Tim overhaul and pass
the camera boat and I yell, “Hey, you caught one… Look at ‘em
go!”

 Jo, Tim and Tango are walking right-to-left through a pan that
moves from left to right. They pass from view to leave a flat
beach against a vertical escarpment of awesome stone blocks.

 Both boats are held together, heaving in the gentle swell as Jo,
Steve and Tim discuss the chart and guess on where it is we’re
going. A distant shore is said to feature hot springs. We find
them at dusk and luxuriate.

 Again the wake is loudly swishing aft at surfing speed as Jo
cuddles Tango in his lap for a suddenly silent still.

 Both boats are beached among huge rocks in fading light and
swishing wavelets on the sand.

 One boat sails into a high cave in the rocks, then the other
follows, then both sit aground in golden water beside a sunset
beach backed by megaliths.
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 A still frame shows one boat caught in a sun flare on the lens.
The boat is about to round a plunging headland with a
monumental mountain ridge in the hazy distance.

 Looking down the valleys of the waves, Tim and Steve are
catching juicy little surfs, then both boats are seen far below
snuggled under giant cactus in a sweet cove.

 Jo is sitting in the sand against a log with Steve behind. Tim is
out of view but all are laughing hard-and-long at another of
Jo’s inimitable campsite sea stories, this one wisely edited out.
Steve finally catches his breath and concludes, “Oh no!”

 There is more swoop-surfing and more beach camping. Then
all four sailors drag one boat at a time from dead low tide up a
long, steep berm of cobbles to above the coming night time
high.

 The boats are surfing harder now, side by side at speed. They
tap their floats together while the voice behind the lens laughs
over the rushing of the wakes. Then a placid foreground swash
bobs one boat in a brassy sunset. A voice intrudes to say, “Well,
all great adventures must come to an end, but we aren’t done
yet.”

Cracking The Gate….
We sure aren’t. The following year, 2006, Jo Hudson acquired a
houseboat in the renowned “Gate Five” houseboat community at
Sausalito, California. His is located literally within a stone’s throw of
the long gone squalid landing craft where I had lived back in the late
fifties (Volume One). In the meantime Sausalito has become ultra
yuppified, and the houseboats here are now going for up to a million
bucks. Jo’s place, while more modest, is created on a concrete barge
whose upper deck is an honest-to-goodness railroad caboose. Inside it
is quite comfortable, and there is a high stern deck overhanging the
water where he has installed some davits so that from down in the
master bedroom he can look out to see his WindRider 17 hanging like a
giant mobile. It is ready for one more crack at the Golden Gate:

Leaving Tango at home we motor down the Sausalito waterfront in a
calm. The place has become very yachty since the fifties, the marinas
now built out into Richardson’s Bay what seems like half way to
Belvedere. While wrapping the camera in a rugged baggie, the lens
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protruding through a hole in one corner with the bag secured around it
by a stout rubber band, I muse on all the trimaran action I have
witnessed in these waters for over half a century.

Now Jo and I are headed out the Gate in the grown-up version of
the little Piver FROLIC with which I’d cut my multihull teeth in these
very waters. We know there will be wind out in the Gate. We have
planned to catch the ebbing tide so we also know there will be waves,
great “greenies” heaped up by roaring tidal currents running out
against the old northwester and its wide Pacific swell rolling in. We will
beat out with the tide behind us but the wind against to Mile Rock, then
turn and surf back in against the tide. We have done it before as
pugilistic punks; can we do it now as geriatric dudes?

Beating out tack-on-tack against a rising wind, our little plastic
fliver slashes through the tidal chop as if to say, “Thanks for leaving all
the camping gear ashore. With just you bums aboard I can handle this.”

With me hiking and spray flying as the boat cuts off the tops of the
good old Golden Gate washboard, we are reefed but pushing her as
hard as she can go upwind. Sails and rigging are tense tighter than our
collective buttocks, the cross beams are flexing like leaf springs and the
hull is twisting as in wringing out a dish rag. Jo hollers, “Sea trials! Let’s
go!”

 We are laughing like kids. Jo is taking dollops in the face and I
say,” Surely there is water on the lens. Maybe I can lick it or
something. My tongue swipes the viewer in the eye. “There,” I
say, “Is that any better?” Immediately the picture is clear and
stays that way despite dashes of spray.

 Timing his place between the waves Jo turns to run back in, I
yell “Off we go” and our little plastic outrigger launches down a
delightful swell. We are in the groove when Jo shouts “Watch
it!” The mainsail jibes with such speed that the camera barely
registers the sheet whipping from port to starboard. The main
hatch cover is in place, I am squatting on it in a crouch instead
of being seated low in the cockpit so my head is somewhat
higher than Jo’s; I feel the boom barely flick the top of my
hood, and we both realize that without the sailor’s instinct to
keep low when running hard, that jibe could have laid me out.
Still we are surfing continually, both laughing at the close call. I
utter long grunts of pleasure at each surge but we both know
the jibe had been danger narrowly averted. Even in our present
nirvana of glorious sailing, I cannot resist mulling the
consequences: If knocked unconscious I might well have gone
overboard, and without the pillow on my buoyant poopie suit
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inflated I could have drowned before Jo managed to beat back
to pick me up. Even that scenario was chilling; one hyped man
trying to drag another helpless one aboard in wind and sea.

 On we run, overtaking waves and heading for the bridge. We
pass under with the roar of traffic overhead and the cables
moaning in the wind, and suddenly the vista shifts without
transition to…

 A Chesapeake marsh in absolute silence. It is late afternoon
with the shadow of my sails advancing slowly along an autumn
shore lined with yellowing spartina. My promotional narration
resumes: “Of course not everyone is going to want to ride the
wind into such hare-brained situations as Baja or The Gate. We
haven’t talked of what these boats have meant to families with
kids, or how even paraplegics can sail these plastic buckets.
Also, WindRiders are popular in rental service where the
operators can turn absolute beginners loose in them without
instruction, and their customers can get back by themselves. If
you make the chance to go out for a wind ride yourself, I just
hope that while you’re out there you’ll remember that I’m the
guy who tried to talk you into it.” (This video can be seen at
www.outrig.org as  “Riding The Wind,”)

Not Designed For Straddling….
There is neither video nor visions for this last WindRider anecdote; I
wasn’t even there. I heard about it on the phone from Greg Bolker, a
WindRider devotee living on the island of Culebra just east of Puerto
Rico in the Caribbean Sea. Greg has several Seventeens that he uses to
take tourists out for excursions. He loves the boats, sails every day, and
once really stuck his neck out by sailing from Culebra fifty miles across
the notorious Anegada Passage to St Croix.

While celebrating New Years Eve 2004-5 he was induced to try that
stunt again at night. He had sailed from his own beach front out around
a headland to the Island’s port. He enjoyed the evening there at a
waterfront bistro with celebrant patricians and deviant libations. While
returning home he noticed that the moon was full and the wind had
backed and the night was made of magic. He also noticed that he and
his little plastic gillie-pot were plain flat-ass invincible! With nothing in
the boat but his bathing-suited self, his slicker, two life jackets and a
pair of flip-flops he set out again across that “Oh-My-Godda” Passage
for St. Croix.
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After clearing the shelter of his Island and romping in the
phosphorescent waves for long enough to clear his head a bit he re-
considered the situation, turned against the wind and waves and
headed back for Culebra. It always is a shock to turn from downwind to
close hauled, and he now noticed that the waves were pretty big. When
encountering white horses his boat would stand almost on its sterns,
jump through their glowing manes and drop over their backs to end up
stalled and shaking off the hair. This went on just long enough for him
to know he was in deep yogurt before a glowing greenie hurled him and
his vessel over backwards bows over sterns to end up turtled and
scared.

Greg spent the balance of that night, all the next day and well into
the following night clinging to the bottom of his boat. Awash much of
the time in breaking waves, he found there was nothing much to cling
to but the keel. The boat has no centerboard, thus no bottom slot but
instead features a long, shallow keel. With the hull inverted bottoms up
the keel gave him no place to sit.

“You know, Jim,” Greg told me on the phone, “that boat is not
designed for straddling. Without the extra life jacket that damned keel
would have scrogged me clean in two.”

“Oh no! Greg,” I said. “I didn’t think of that on the drawing board.
That must have been really miserable. Where did you end up?”

“Some time in the second night – I must have been pretty weak by
then – I heard the mast hit bottom. It was clanging on coral, and I
looked up to see that I was being driven in to surf that was crashing up
against a cliff. The mast hit again and the boat lurched as a wave broke
over me and the next thing I was separated from the boat and
swimming among rocks. All I could do was try to stay out from that
cliff, and that went on for quite a while. I’m glad I had two life jackets.
Finally I noticed that a current was carrying me sideways down along
the shore – I had no idea where I was – and finally I rounded a point
and was able to swim behind it into shelter and drag myself out on a
beach.”

“Jesus!” I muttered. “Where? What happened?”
“Well, I passed out until dawn, and woke up to find my little beach

was backed up against the same sort of cliff that was around the point.
After rubbing my crotch a while and looking around I was able to scale
the rocky wall and climb out into level ground that was choked with
head-high brush. I couldn’t see beyond it so I started in.

“That’s when I thought for the first time I was going to die. The
scrub was choked with fishhook thorns, and I made progress only at the
cost of lots of scratches and blood. My slicker saved me from being torn
to shreds. About the time I was ready to drop from thirst, and thinking
that nobody would ever find me, I broke out onto a jeep trail. There
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were fresh tracks and mud puddles, and I got my first drink since
leaving the party.

“Pretty soon two guys in uniform drove up in a jeep and thought I
was a spy. They held me up and asked me where I’d come from. I was
out of it by then and could only stutter, ‘Bu-bo-boat! My bu-boat!’ And
point to where I thought I’d come from.

“They hauled me off to headquarters – I was on Vieques Island, you
know, the bombing range that the ‘Ricans are trying to take back from
the Navy – and they thought I was part of an invasion or something.”

“Holy! What brilliance.”
“So at the base I was fed and watered and patched up, and then

they wanted to know where this supposed boat was now. I tried to show
them on a chart where I thought I might have drifted in, and they said
that if we drove over to this headland here maybe we could see that
point there so we did. And when we got to the place I looked straight
down below the cliff and saw a Puerto Rican fishing boat towing my
Windrider upside down into their main harbor. I was amazed that it
could still be in one piece!

“So we went down to see it and all that was missing was the mast
and sails. There were some gouges in the hulls and scratches in the
cross beams but… Jim, that thing had to have been bashing in the rocks
for hours. The guy said he had to risk his boat in the surf to get a line on
it. I’m telling you it is still usable. I arranged for him to tow it back to
Culebra and take me along. I had to buy it from him but I’m going to
put it back to work. I’m telling you, it’s unbelievable what those things
will take.”

Okay Greg, I’m much relieved that you are still alive, and I’m glad
your boat saved your butt from drowning. But just because these things
may be unsinkable and indestructible does not mean that you and I are
invincible. All along I’ve seen the inherent rightness of the double
outrigger lure so many sailors down the primrose path to over
confidence. Just because our vessels let us get away with murder
doesn’t mean they’re never going to kill us. Let’s face it, multihulls have
carried you and me both into real trouble, and carried us out, but it’s
time we shared some hard-won wisdom with the world. In the words of
that late, great multimariner Arnold Carruthers, “There never was a
boat design the ocean couldn’t take care of, if it was 'amind.”

One More Leap….
As of early 2011, the WindRider story is far from over. Dubbed “The
world’s most popular production trimarans,” either the Sixteen or
Seventeen or both have been in almost continuous production for
fifteen years, with thousands sold. However, the brand has sustained a
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sometimes-sad sequence of corporate machinations and twice come
close to foundering in fiscal overfalls. The current owners of WindRider
assets are new, and as the Americas Cup competitions now portend
increased popularity for multihull sailing, WindRider’s  potential is fast
evolving.  I will try to update these developments in the yachting press
and on our Website, but for now, before concluding all these visual
recollections, let’s take one more leap from the frying pan of modern
multihulls into the glowing embers of the Third World.
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HARBINGER ISLAND
1996

It was an overcast dawn with solid, burly clouds but the surface
visibility was good. Jo Anna was in the cockpit searching the horizon
ahead with binoculars, I was in the galley having just completed the
dawn watch, and Russell was arising after a roly-poly rest. There were
just the three of us; Steven was not able to get away for our long-
awaited trip to Cuba in the winter of 1995-6.

Russell peeked out from behind the Pullman curtain covering his
bunk and said, “Well gee, Mom and Dad, that was quite a night we
spent last night.” Jo Anna and I responded with moans but Russell was
responding to the smell of coffee.

With first light, SCRIMSHAW was romping over a lumpy beam sea
in the Old Bahama Channel. This very deep trench between the
Bahamas and Cuba is a main tributary to the Gulf Stream, and we had
benefited from there being no breakers because the steady eighteen-
knot easterly trade wind was blowing directly with the three knot
current.

We were shortened down to triple-reefed mainsail alone, no other
sail showing. The running forestay was made up, the running backstays
were set tight to their Highfield levers, and the boom was vanged hard
down to the lee float, so the rig was extremely secure. In addition our
new full-battened mainsail was reduced to its third reef so that its
headboard flew beneath the running backstays. This allowed it to be
trimmed on the edge of a luff without flogging, and its leech could fly
even forward of the runners with no chafe, but even with this minimal
power we had sailed all night at seven or eight knots. This was a little
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faster than we wanted to go for comfort but it was as slow as our old
boat would go when reaching across the wind and sea.

However, she had steered herself perfectly. After twenty five years
of steering mainly by hand, our very deep (47”) new rudder and electric
tiller pilot had given us crisp, hands off courses since leaving Virginia,
even when surfing downwind. Last night’s test in the beam-on rollers
also was handsomely passed.

We had departed from Long Island, Bahamas the previous dusk in
order to make a daylight landfall on El Junque, a large flat-topped
mountain that would mark the location of Baracoa, our planned port of
entry into Cuba. It would be the first time there for Russ and Jo Anna,
but I was coming back after forty years since fleeing from that pre-
revolutionary skirmish in Havana (Chapter 2).

“There it is!” said Jo Anna. “It looks like a volcano with its top
blown off.” Russell climbed out of his bunk to see but I stayed in the
galley to hang on to the thermos while the coffee dripped down. I had
seen Baracoa in 1956 when visiting there with my mellow mulata friend
Josepha, and wondered now if there was even the slimmest chance that
she could be here still. Not her mother, whom we had come here from
Havana to see, but perhaps Josepha herself or something of her family.
It was very unlikely, I surmised, but I admitted to myself that my
motives for wanting to return to Cuba certainly included fond
memories of the country enjoyed with Josepha. Besides guiding my
first adventure in a foreign port and luring me into speaking Spanish,
she had given me the gift that cannot be repaid, one’s first truly
consummated love. “It was enough,” I whispered to the coffee filter. “It
is better that we never meet again.”

As we all cradled our coffee in the cockpit, hunkered in behind our
new dodger, the city came into sight. It was just to the east of the
mountain and discerned by some large white buildings and – “Is that a
ship?” I asked Jo Anna.

“According to the chart, that’s an old freighter intentionally
beached to form a breakwater at the harbor mouth,” she said. “We leave
it to port to enter.”

Jo Anna was doing all the navigation now. As we were leaving
Virginia in November I was shocked to find that my eyesight had
declined to the point where I could no longer read the charts or the
compass. After two days of trials and denials, somewhere in North
Carolina I was forced to accept the truth of it. I conceded to Jo Anna
that we would have to turn back. “After all this planning and
preparation for the trip, I’m out of it Babe. I can’t do this any more.”

“Jim,” she said. “I’m really sorry this is happening to you, and I’m
sorry there’s nothing to be done about it. But we don’t have to turn
around. I can navigate this boat and you know it. Come on now!
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Russell’s going to meet us in the Bahamas for the hop to Cuba, and after
he leaves us there you know the two of us can make it on our own.
You’ll have to give up a little of your authority, Captain. But just get
over it and let’s go.”

It pained me to abdicate such responsibility to anyone without my
oversight, but what really hurt was losing the pleasure of pouring over
the charts, manipulating the instruments and guiding my own little
ship. In its place there was stress at first, but gradually I came to enjoy
the freedom to just sail the boat at her best and accept that my mate
would take us safely on our course. So far she had done a fine job.

At the time it was not illegal in the States for yachts to visit Cuba,
but paradoxically it was illegal for Americans to spend money there.
Under US law, that was considered “trading with the enemy.” But
yachts were indeed visiting Cuba and getting away with it.

We wanted to go, but to pull it off would require disguising
SCRIMSHAW’s travels by entering Cuba via the Bahamas and
returning to the States via Mexico. We learned that the Cubans issued
American visitors a tourist card but did not stamp their passports, and
all the other paperwork could be discarded before re-entering the
States. With luck we would not be incarcerated for trading with the
enemy. Other sailors were doing it without consequence, and reports of
their reception in Cuba were glowing.

This whole situation seemed quite ridiculous to us. Without
American investments and tourist dollars, the Castro regime had been
holding out for decades despite this American policy. We wondered
what explained that policy. The situation was complex, but eventually
we learned this:

Because it is difficult to win the American presidency without
carrying Florida, the Miami Cuban exiles had exerted their
demographic leverage to promote this policy as part of their attempt to
starve out the Castro government. The exiles in Florida had come
principally from Cuba’s elite, property owners who had lost their wealth
in the Revolution. Of course their original intent was for the American
“blockade” to cause Castro’s regime to collapse economically so they
could return to retrieve their property and businesses. However, these
were assets long-since nationalized under Castro, and by now much of
that wealth had been re-distributed among those who stayed in the
homeland.  Retrieving it would surely cause yet more brutal
subjugation of the common people by the privileged. Cuba was again
becoming a haven for investors, gamblers and tourists, and again their
excesses were sustained by the deprivations of the common people. A
similar condition existed in the 1950s under Batista and it fueled a
revolution then.
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Furthermore, any attempt by the exiles to take Cuba back was sure
to cause civil war there. Most of those who had stayed in the homeland
had benefited from the Castro takeover and would resist the exiles with
their lives. This was the last thing wanted by Uncle Sam. Going in to
straighten out such a mess would be both chaotic and bloody, and that,
right there, seemed to explain the U.S policy of isolating Cuba, and that
policy had lasted then some thirty seven years. Those years had long
since proven the policy ineffective because other countries, especially
Russia and also Canada, Italy and Germany, had invested in Cuba to
keep the Island afloat.

The Miami Cuban lobby has profoundly influenced American
politics, especially in the national “election” of 2000. The close contest
between Al Gore and G.W. Bush became dependent on Florida where
“hanging chads” and other irregularities put the national results in the
hands of the Supreme Court. It is said by some that that decision
marked the zenith of American democracy at work, and by others that it
has declined ever since.

To me, it was all just evidence that the Cuban elite were willing to
do absolutely anything – at whatever expense to those who remained in
their host country – to retrieve their losses and absolve their
humiliation by Castro. This included depriving their compatriots of
even minimal sustenance. However, before we set sail in 1996 I learned
that many of those Cubans who remained on the Island considered
themselves better off as a result of the Revolution; that their life under
Batista had been worse. We wanted to see for ourselves.

The Last Century….
“Look at that thing!” said Russ. We looked where he was pointing and
saw an aircraft approaching. Quickly he collapsed our fold-down
dodger, which now gave us unrestricted visibility so we could watch as a
huge biplane rumbled through the sky in our direction. Looking like
something from World War I, the plane roared around us twice, its
huge rotary engine blurting visible flame from its exhaust, and then it
returned shoreward. “So we’ve been sighted, and they’ve scrambled the
Air Force to check us out,” I said.

Russell laughed and said, “But did you see that thing? It was a
flying monster!

“It looked like it was something left over from the Russians,” said
Jo Anna, and we would learn that she was right.

As SCRIMSHAW approached the harbor we could see that the city,
too, was a relic. In time we would learn that the general drabness was
due to a simple lack of paint and building materials. Even the large,
once-white housing blocks on the harbor’s west side were now drab, as
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were the people assembled on the headland as we sailed by. They waved
and shouted, so I stepped to the stern and stretched out our American
flag for them to see. They cheered.

Rounding the stern of the beached freighter, surf bashing against
its seaward side, we sailed into the last century. The harbor was a
shamble of derelict fishing craft and crumbling wharves, and there were
no markers, no signs and no other vessels moving about. Even ashore
there was very little activity. We anchored in the lee of the beached ship
and waited, stunned by the gloom of the place. We fixed ourselves some
breakfast and speculated on what we had come to.

In half an hour we saw a small skiff approaching. A man in uniform
was standing in the stern and a man in rags was lying belly down and
hanging out over the bow, sculling with a board. He had no oars. As the
flat-bottomed row boat came close we could see that the uniformed
man was standing on the stern thwart to keep his freshly shined boots
out of the sloshing bilge water. They came alongside, and as I greeted
them in Spanish the uniformed one smiled, said “Bienvenido a Cuba,”
(“Welcome to Cuba”), passed me his clip board, and came nimbly
aboard. I also invited the sculler to board but Uniform said no, and the
poor waif stayed in the skiff to bail with his hands.

When entering our cockpit, Uniform refused to step on our seats,
which is really the only way to enter the space. When I directed him to
“step here” he again smiled, refused, and performed the athletic feat of
hand-crouching to slide over the coaming and sit with his gleaming
boots on the cockpit sole without touching the seat. “We have received
much discipline in boarding the yachts of our visitors,” he said, “But
you are the first with whom I can speak in Spanish. Thank you!
Sometimes this work is very difficult for me.”

After the drawn out chores of passing crew lists and filling forms,
during which time Uniform explained that he was not permitted to give
us his name, he produced a rubber stamp and ink pad from his pockets
and asked Jo Anna if he might have a few drops of water to moisten his
pad. Once done, he stamped our papers with a flourish, again welcomed
us to Cuba, and somehow left the cockpit without stepping on the seat. I
offered the bailer an empty plastic yogurt cup from our trash, which he
gratefully accepted but instead of bailing with it he carefully set it aside
and continued scooping out the swill from his bilge by hand. As they
pulled away Jo Anna said, “My God, they don’t even have ink for their
stamp pads, but we’re in Cuba!”

There was little doubt that they were glad to see us coming, but just
how glad we had yet to learn. The first indication came when I launched
our kayak and paddled across the entry channel for a better look at
those huge housing blocks, apparently of Russian design, on the far
side. What I really wanted was to revel alone in the sensation of
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returning after wondering for years how life was going for these people
since their revolution. I had been here just three years prior to Batista’s
exodus in 1959. While he lived out his life in opulence in Mexico my
heart pined for poor Cuba, yet I had heard that the common folk had
actually benefited from Castro’s rule. I couldn’t help wondering how
Josepha’s life had been affected.

On coming close to the beach beneath the housing blocks I saw that
the buildings looked like huge cliff dwellings. The concrete masonry
had all its corners rounded like weathered adobe, and there were no
windows or doors on the many openings. Laundry and bedding hung
from the sills, and people peered out like prairie dogs emerging into
daylight from their warrens.

There were still people on the beach, waving and shouting over the
surf. I wanted very much to go ashore here but realized that my little
kayak would be tumbled in the surf for this beach was not protected by
the ship. I paddled back and forth outside the break line, waving my
paddle and shouting “Viva Cuba!” Among the muffled shouts returning
over the breakers I discerned one phrase in English; “We love you!” It
was good to be back.

Later that day we ventured ashore in the dinghy and were greeted
warmly by the female Capitania del Puerto (harbormaster). Her stark
office had one table and one chair, with nothing else in evidence. She
assured us we would be safe and welcome anywhere, and that our boat
would be watched by the Border Guard, (the Guarda Frontera, of
which our boarding officer had been a member). She cautioned us,
however, not to leave her Port without clearing out and being inspected
by the Guarda. When asked why the inspection before leaving she said,
“My Government is concerned that yachts may move Cuban people out
of the country without knowing it.”  So they were concerned for stow-
aways, I thought, and then reasoned that the more likely scenario
would be that they were concerned about yachties going into the
business of contrabanding Cubans to the States. In any case, some
people were apparently desperate to leave.

We enjoyed Baracoa because the people, desperate or not, were so
anxious for contact with the outside world. Our ability to speak with
them a bit in Spanish made us doubly in demand. Nevertheless we were
adopted by a young man named Guillermo, a student who wanted to
practice his English. He was always waiting on the wharf whenever we
came ashore and insisted on guiding us around town. He was very
pleasant and helpful, and refused payment but accepted a bar of soap
and some empty plastic water bottles; containers were clearly in short
supply.

The first two days we went ashore I was careful to take a “dinghy
diaper” for cleaning the seats and oars of the dinghy. The harbor water
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was filthy as was the wharf at the fish packing house where we landed,
and without some sort of rag we would track this bluck aboard. Both
days we returned to the dinghy to find it clean but the rag gone. Both
rags were from a single worn out towel torn in half, but having come
from Guatemala its ancient Maya pattern was very distinctive. Before
we left I saw a young woman wearing a simple bodice-and-back blouse
that I’m convinced was made from our rags.

Russell and I enjoyed spending an evening with Guillermo and his
friends in the town’s park, a pleasant overlook above a beach. Young
men and women were there, and I was told that rum and coke was
available nearby. I paid for a small bottle of each, and we shared it
without ice or glasses. A little cola was poured into the rum, the bottle
passed until more cola could be added, and so on until the dregs were
quite dilute and both bottles empty. It was a minimal libation for the
size of the group but all were grateful. Some good fun and some serious
conversation was had by all.

We asked an older youth named Julio to walk us back to the wharf
so that we did not get lost in the city, and on the way he spoke hotly of
the “complete political breakdown on both sides of the Straits of
Florida.” “The great shame of it,” he said, “is not our deprivation but
the wasted lives. Everyone goes to school and we all have jobs. We must
go to work every day, but when we get there we have nothing to do. I
have a secret radio. I can hear what is going on just over the horizon, all
the opportunity and things to buy with money, but when I try to tell my
parents what we are missing here they say I must be content. My
government is strangling its people just to cling to power. I am not
content, I am angry!”

The next day we heard from Guillermo that Julio had been arrested
in the night and packed off to a work camp for “fraternizing with
foreigners.” It was not his first time, but Russ and I felt we had caused
the incident to some extent.

Guillermo led us to a restaurant where he said we could order a
good dinner in the morning and return to enjoy it that evening. The
place looked pleasant enough, and the proprietor gladly took our order
for lobster, rice and salad, and requested payment with the order. It
was costly but we were anxious for fresh food.

We returned at dusk to be seated, with Guillermo in our own dining
room, and were served an enormous platter of steamed lobster on rice
with delicious sauce, and a great bowl of fresh lettuce and cucumbers. It
was far more than we four could consume but Guillermo kept eating.

During the meal we were watched through two barred windows by
three youngsters who Guillermo knew. When he started slowing down
he began passing morsels to them through the bars. I asked him if his
friends would like to join us. With permission from the proprietor two
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boys and a girl pounced upon the remnants of our meal and wiped the
platter clean with their fingers. Guillermo said the reason they were so
hungry was only because the lobster and rice was so very delicious
compared to their normal food. “Fidel has an arrangement with
Russia,” he said, “that exchanges one shipload of sugar for one shipload
of beans, an even trade. We eat a lot of beans.”

No one we saw was obviously undernourished. In fact the people
looked somewhat healthier than Americans. This was partly due to a
lack of fat in their diets and a lack of fuel for conveyances. There was a
lot of walking and a little bicycling, but cars were rare here. We did see
the Capitania del Puerto running around town on her sidecar-equipped
Russian motorcycle, but most people walked everywhere.

Before leaving the restaurant I asked to see the kitchen, and the
proprietor was proud to show me through. His wife was the principal
cook and the room was very clean though sparsely equipped; she was
cooking on a two-burner propane stove. Talking with them I learned
that basic health care was accessible through a network of clinics so
numerous throughout the country that all citizens supposedly could
reach one by walking no more than a mile. I asked where the salad
greens had come from, and was told they were hot-house grown on
special farms for supplying the resorts and licensed restaurants, but
that most people couldn’t get them. The lobster was from the local fish
packing house but much of the catch was exported to earn foreign-
exchange money for buying oil. As a licensed restaurantero he could
get lobster if he paid for it in dollars, but he said it was normally not
available to the Cuban people. “It’s all about buying oil,” he said. “We
can’t pay for it with Cuban Pesos, nobody wants them, so we have to sell
anything we can for foreign currency. And without the Dollars from
American tourists we can’t buy much oil. My main problem is paying
the twenty five percent tax for the license to operate. I just need a few
more visitors like you to make a living for my family here. Thank you
very much for coming.”

Bell If By Land, Horn If By Sea….
From Baracoa we sailed eastward along a high, steep, extremely
verdant coast. The escarpment sprang straight up from the sea like a
stage setting crammed with coconut trees but lacking any evidence of
human activity. Soon we rounded Punta Maisi at the far eastern end of
the Island and sailed into the relatively protected water of Cuba’s
southern coast. Ahead lay 500 miles of downwind cruising along the
premiere island of the Caribbean. Despite the sobering realities of
Baracoa, we were excited.
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Our first stop was at a village called Baitiquiri where the harbor was
shallow. Very few yachts had come here but there was enough depth for
SCRIMSHAW, and we were again made to feel very welcome.

While there I saw a giant Russian tractor pulling a caretta (sugar
cane cart) filled with people, the public transportation. It was a very
rough ride; the passengers hung on with all their strength to keep from
being thrown from the high stake bed.

After checking in at the local Guarda station I came upon one of
the strangest sights yet. Overlooking the harbor there was a wooden
post-and-lintel structure about six feet high and twelve feet long.
Hanging on the elevated beam was a collection of metal artifacts such
as a large saw blade, a steel rod bent to form a triangle, the top half of
an oil drum, an old iron bell and a battered fog horn. A bar of scrap
steel was tied to a length of cord to be used as a striker, and above the
peg on which each item hung was an inscription. I studied the words for
some time before realizing that these were directions as to which
hanging item was to be struck or blown to signal the village as to which
type of invasion was coming: by land, by sea, or by air. Additional
instructions signaled chemical or nuclear assault. We would later learn
that these crude alarms were common in rural areas where no sirens
were available.

It was the man on duty in the Guarda station who was the first of
several to ask me, “When will your United States invade my Cuba
again?”

“Nunca,” I replied. “La gente no permite.” (Never, the American
people would not permit it.) My questioners were apparently confused
by this answer. This man seemed to wonder what the people ever had to
say about it. Others sometimes responded with disbelief, sometimes
with relief, and at other times with vocal disappointment. I would
explain that after the debacle of Viet Nam, most Americans were very
reluctant to vote for anyone who would undertake such a military
adventure again. This explanation implied real elections, which was not
well understood. Some younger people wished for something, even war,
to bring about change to their protracted state of limbo. At any rate the
Castro regime had apparently convinced its people that invasion was
imminent. We learned that the Island was even laced with many miles
of hand-dug tunnels to serve as bomb shelters (some were used to
incarcerate political prisoners). Every municipality required its
residents to invest a portion of their time in continually extending the
underground shelters, and some were stocked with provisions for long-
term survival.

It was in Cuba that we now learned of Castro’s attempt to take over
The Bahamas soon after coming into power. This threat was answered
very sternly by JFK, who threatened to invade Cuba if Castro flexed his
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territorial muscle anywhere in the Caribbean. This factor may or may
not have been involved in JFK’s complicity in the Bay of Pigs debacle,
but apparently Castro truly feared invasion and imposed his paranoia
on his people.

Was it paranoia or fear mongering? The latter is a proven means of
exercising power. This was well expressed by Herman Goring at the
time of the Nierenberg trials when he said: "Of course the people do not
want war, but after all it's the leaders of the country who determine the
policy and it's always a simple matter to drag the people along… that is
easy. All you have to do is tell them they are being attacked and
denounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism and exposing the country
to greater danger."

Granma’s Island….
Cuba’s “real estate” is geologically diverse. For its size the Island has
more types of terrain than can be found almost anywhere on the planet.
It is even blessed with an abundance of geologically ideal natural
harbors. Called pocket bays, they have narrow entrances guarded by
high land that open into round embayments with deep water and firm
shorelines. There are five of these phenomena; the largest is Havana
harbor in the Island’s northwestern portion, and the second largest is
Santiago harbor in the southeast.

After steering clear of the Guantanamo region we approached
Santiago in fine weather and were met in the entrance by a motor
launch seriously overloaded with uniformed men. They all waved and
shouted, and we spoke by VHF to one of them who directed us to
follow. We were led to the Club de Pesca (Fishing Club) not far from the
entrance but far indeed from Cuba’s second largest city where we hoped
to buy provisions. We asked if we could berth down town and were told
that the inner harbor was very foul with tar from the oil refinery, that
we would be much more secure here at the Club, and that we could get
downtown by taxi.

This turned out to be expensive but it availed us of rides in some of
Cuba’s famous early-postwar American cars. Most of these were
immaculately reconstructed rattle traps whose pristine outward
appearance contrasted sharply with shabby interiors. They were proud
possessions nonetheless, and were operated as taxis illegally. Official
public cars were new, European and very costly to hire.

Not far from the Club was a small, steep-sided island within the
harbor. Since the Revolution it was called Isla Granma. A modest
wooden cabin cruiser named GRANMA was used by young Fidel Castro
to make his clandestine return to Cuba after being exiled to Mexico in
the 1950s. The harbor island was named in honor of the boat, and we
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would later see the boat itself enshrined in a huge glass case in Havana.
The island had hosted a classy community in Cuban history but became
a ghetto of post-Batista malcontents, a throng vocally opposed to
Castro’s revolution.  Many who fled the country in the Mariel boatlift
had come from this Island. It was still heavily populated, and just
looking at the place, its old wooden buildings with grand balconies
hanging over the harbor, made it irresistible to us. We crossed over in
the dinghy and ventured ashore.

After a meager lunch in a once-quaint hotel, its floors and stairways
now settling into the hillside, we commenced to walk the steep
roadways of the island to meet the people. Meet them we did.
Invariably, the first question asked by young people was, “De donde
viene?” (“Where are you from?”). Once answered, the news that there
were Americans on the Island traveled fast and we were met by an
outpouring of emotional greetings from young and old alike.
Surrounded by an entourage we moved slowly through the streets,
answering questions as fast as we could understand them, and we soon
encountered a wedding procession to whose reception we were invited
by the bride. The afternoon’s exchanges became exhausting, and we
had difficulty getting away.

On our way back to the wharf we passed the mouth of one of
Castro’s tunnels. A young woman emerged pushing a wheel barrow of
stone chips, looked at us sheepishly, dumped her pick-and-shovel-won
gravel over the cliff and withdrew into the maw.

We Could Not Offer….
Navigating Cuban waters was made easier by two factors in our favor;
good mariner’s charts and a new book. Thinking that Cuba was on the
verge of opening up in the mid nineties, boating author Nigel Calder
had recently circumnavigated the Island in his own boat and conducted
extensive surveys of all the non-commercial anchorages and harbors.
The resulting chartlets are now published in his great book, A Cruising
Guide to Cuba. At the time of our trip the book was not yet in print, but
I contacted Calder. Very generously he sent a computer print-out of the
text. In addition he told how we could acquire Xerox copies of Cuba’s
general navigation charts, which are, thanks to the Russians, GPS-
accurate (which many U.S. charts still are not). We had an early hand-
held GPS receiver on board, and – to us who were accustomed to
navigation by feeling for the bottom with our swing centerboard, this
new Global Positioning System gadget was a revelation.

But there was one chart missing in our Cuban set. The nation’s
Hydrographic Office is located in Santiago, so we hired an illegal car to
go there to acquire that one missing chart. The Agency is located in a
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grand stone hall outside the City, and we were welcomed into a long
refectory. It was furnished with an enormous table surrounded by
perhaps thirty chairs, all made of noble wood in the crude-but-sturdy
Spanish colonial fashion. We explained to a cordial young Cuban the
chart we needed and gave him its ID number. We were asked to sit and
wait.

We did wait, and eventually the youth returned lugging a roll of
charts the size of a log. As he spread them out on the table, several more
young men and women began arriving. They were all very cordial, clean
and simply groomed, very inquisitive and obviously well educated. They
all stood, asked questions and listened intently to our answers. It was
the same set of questions we had encountered before, all about our lives
in America, our boat, our route, and when would the U.S. invade.

We then asked our own questions, and received guarded answers.
The missing chart located, we paid a meager price for it, and left with
the impression that these were the sons and daughters of the remaining
Cuban elite. They had cushy government jobs and basically, tragically,
nothing to do.

We were ushered out by four of our hosts who gathered around us
at our waiting car. I was reluctant to offer them money for fear of
getting them in trouble, but I did ask if there was anything I might have
that they needed. They smiled, thanked us for our visit, and said that
the only thing we had that they really needed was something we could
not offer. I asked what that might be and was answered almost in
unison, “Sus pasaportes, Capitan.”

Russell had to leave us from Santiago, and had no difficulty flying
to Miami via Nassau, Bahamas. Just before he left we had the chance to
examine several of those monstrous biplanes like the one that had
checked us out as we approached Baracoa. We tried to arrange a ride in
one but were denied, the ticket agent saying they were not used for
moving tourists, a great shame.

No Hay Café….
Now Jo Anna and I were on our own.
Wending our way in good cruising waters, we approached Punta del
Este, a small town with a grand lighthouse and an anchorage sheltered
only by a lovely longshore reef. The lighthouse beckoned so we stopped.

A young man named Ernesto met us on the wharf and said
excitedly in studied English, “Welcome to my Cuba, I am your servant.”
He led us to the Guarda station where we checked in, then guided us
around town. The main attraction was an aquaculture installation
where oysters were grown by the thousands in tanks. The manager
convinced us that this husbandry was very sophisticated. With its all-
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indoor, air conditioned facility, and its miles of plumbing and wiring in
view, growing oysters seemed indeed complex. We learned the product
was either all exported or sold to the resorts. “These oysters are not for
Cuban people,” he said, and offered us a sample raw. They were indeed
delicious, so light in color and clean in taste as to be almost synthetic.

Ernesto, a lean youth of college age who walked his bicycle beside
him everywhere we went, requested that we meet his mother, and we
agreed to follow him home. She was a large, pleasant woman who
occupied a rugged rocker on the front porch of a smallish house in a
trim neighborhood. We spoke with her at length while Ernesto went to
find his brother, and they returned together asking their mother if we
might be invited in for dinner. She agreed, and we arranged to return at
six o’clock.

When we arrived Ernesto’s mom was in the same chair quite alone.
We spoke again at length and finally made to leave but she insisted,
“No, the boys are coming soon and my husband will fix the lobster.”

At dusk Ernesto and his brother arrived, both on the bicycle. They
wore wet bathing trunks, carried spears, swim fins and masks, and had
two large lobsters in a bag.

We moved into the house, which was plainly furnished except for a
large collection of empty beer cans displayed with pride in neat stacks
on the kitchen bar. Gradually the place filled with neighbors and
friends. While we waited, there was no evidence of activity in the
kitchen. Jo Anna and I again made is if to leave and were assured that
dinner was on the way, but we wondered how two lobsters were going
to feed this crowd. Some shenanigans ensued where Ernesto and his
friends pretended to chugalug from the collection of empty beer cans.
Much hilarity was imparted to the group without any actual alcohol.

Presently there came a shout from the street, and Ernesto’s mother
called back to a man outside saying that she had no coffee. The gaiety
notched down a bit until perhaps ten minutes later when the same man
outside shouted again. He was asking for coffee. Ernesto’s mother
called back angrily that there was no coffee in the house.

Presently the lobster was served. Ernesto’s father brought two
heaping plates from somewhere we never identified, placed them on the
table and invited me and Jo Anna to sit and eat. Feeling extremely
uncomfortable, we did as requested and commenced to eat while
everyone else in the room quietly watched. Again the food was
scrumptious but the ambience was painful.

Soon the man, who had been calling from the street, apparently
suggesting that he be invited to join the fun, walked stiffly in and sat
down. The place went quiet. Ernesto, who was sitting with us, directed
us to “Eat, eat.” I asked him if there was a problem, and he responded
“maybe,” and again asked us to continue eating. The man from the
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street arose, came to examine us and our plates, and marched out. The
gathering thinned out with pleasant but reserved good byes.

Before we left, Jo Anna asked to use the bath room, and was shown
the way through a bedroom by Ernesto’s mother who was visibly
shaken. On the way out Jo Anna managed to place ten dollars in
Ernesto’s mother’s purse.

The next day Ernesto was not to be found. We were told by his
friends that the “block captain” had reported him for “counter-
revolutionary activities” (taking lobster that could be exported), and
both he and his brother had been removed to a work camp. Feeling
complicit in this consequence we submitted to inspection by the
Guarda and sailed away.

In discussing the incident we realized that despite our own
considerable international travel we had never before been to a place
where the people were living in fear of their own government. We felt
naive and guilty for causing problems to people who wanted nothing
more than to hear what we might have to say about our distant lives in
a country only ninety miles away.

Jump, Gringo, Jump….
A large Canadian-owned, beach resort hotel lay next along the coast. A
sprawling modern complex, it offered unbeatable package deals to
Canadians that included everything, air fare, unlimited food and drink
(local spirits), lodging and certain activities all at one flat rate. Guests
came to the resort and stayed there until flying home unless they signed
up for, and paid extra for, certain outside tours.

We learned that yachting travelers were welcome a la carte, and
that we could pay to join the hotel’s outside tours. Feeling that we had
been causing problems for the people on our own, we elected to try a
little of the official guided tourism.

We dined one night at the hotel dining room on quite acceptable
food. At dinner we met a Canadian couple on their honeymoon, and
determined to take the “Rambo Tour” with them the following day. It
was a chance to see some of the local mountains and forests, and was
said to include some strenuous activities.

Next morning we four and our guide Carlos squeezed into a jeep
and headed north.

Carlos, a wiry and relaxed man of maybe thirty, spoke good
English. In his other life he had been a College professor in psychology,
had learned colloquial English by listening intently to the radio, and
had taken up tour guiding because it gave him access to tips in hard
currency. The job had made a big difference to him and his family, and
he liked the work.
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We saw many natural wonders that day, all evidence of Cuba’s
splendid variety and grandeur. Carlos took us on a long hike through
temperate jungle. He explained the plants and birds expertly, and in
time we arrived at an idyllic pool fed by a thundering falls of about forty
feet in height. We all enjoyed a swim in delightful water of just the right
temperature to be invigorating but not bracing. Carlos then invited me
and the Canadian man to join him for a hike to the top of the falls. Once
there he good naturedly urged us to jump.

We waded in the stream to the very brink, looked down and
thought it foolhardy. The footing was very slippery yet it was critical to
launch ones self outward in order to clear the rock outcroppings on the
way down. “Come on,” said Carlos. “I’ve never had anyone come this far
without jumping. It’s easy.”

“But what if I slip and hit those rocks?” I said. “They’re twenty feet
below and I’ll be broken up and in the water.”

“Don’t slip!” Carlos said with a shrug.
Stalling for time I snatched a large leaf from a nearby jungle shrub

and held it in my mouth. “It will keep water from being driven up my
nose,” I said, and Carlos laughed.

I gingerly took up the position he recommended, the stream
tugging at my knees. I appraised my prospects again, and again
retreated. “Why risk my neck out here,” I said to him. “We are miles
from medical attention, and this is supposed to be fun?”

“Okay,” said Carlos. “But I’ve had grandmothers jump from here,
and I’ll show you how.” Carlos hurled himself over the falls and
disappeared in the torrent even before landing in the pool.  After what
seemed a few too many seconds he surfaced unharmed.

The Canadian and I could see our wives sitting on a log, watching
us, and Carlos used this. He waved at them, they waved at us, and
Carlos shouted through his manual megaphone, “Jump, gringo! Jump!”

I place my footing as best I can and leap. I am falling, falling into water
that is falling too, and then with seemingly no impact my ears are
popping as I tumble deep in sparkling wine. I cannot tell which way is
up and it doesn’t seem to matter. I am here forever, spinning and
twisting in the wine, and it all seems swell. One hand hits what must be
bottom. I push off and the plunging column spits me out, I swim after
my own bubbles and surface seeing spots.

I hoot with joy, beckon to the Canadian, he jumps, surfaces, hoots
with joy. We commiserate and congratulate, climb the trail with Carlos
and jump again. It is a peak experience. Hail Carlos! Hail Rambo! Hail
Cuba! Only in a land where litigated liability is minimized could such a
tour exist.
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Bull vs. Crab….
The Queen’s Garden is the name given to a vast string of mangrove keys
on Cuba’s southern coast. They are uninhabited but provide many
protected anchorages and so are visited frequently by local fishermen,
and sometimes by traveling yachts. We guided SCRIMSHAW through
the maze of deep channels and, as evening came down fast, selected a
lovely place to put the anchor down in clear water and hard sand.

At twilight we were joined by a Cuban fishing boat. About sixty feet
long, this vessel was similar to others we had seen at sea and docked at
Baracoa. They, too, were relics from the Russian era. Made of Ferro-
concrete, they exhibited the Achilles heel of that material for seagoing:
gaping cracks oozing rust from seawater having gotten to the
reinforcing steel. Because corrosion causes metal to expand inexorably,
the rusting reinforcement on which concrete depends expands inside
the matrix and bursts the concrete as a creeping calamity. These craft
were patched with tar and operating far beyond the safe limits of their
usefulness, and in fact a half-sunken one could be seen from our
anchorage.

As was our usual routine on SCRIMSHAW, after dinner Jo Anna
retired with a book while I washed the dishes. Because I couldn’t read I
often went for an evening paddle in our little kayak, and this evening I
paddled over to the fishing boat, hoping to see how these gents lived
and worked.

I was invited aboard by the burly Captain Angel Gutierrez,
introduced to the all bare-chested crew of six, and promptly served a
Cuba Libre with ice and a cup of fresh lobster ceviche in straight lime
juice. The limes came from a half-filled bushel basket and the rum from
a half-filled gallon jug.

Of course these men wanted to talk. They were surprised to learn
that my wife was on board, and that I had built the boat in California. I
was congratulated on my Spanish pronunciation (they would soon learn
that my grammar and vocabulary were rather limited), and they asked
when the U.S. would invade.

After venturing answers to their questions I undertook to learn
about their lives. They worked for the Government-owned fisheries
cooperative, made roughly two ten-day trips per month year round, and
absolutely loved their jobs. “We are the most fortunate people in Cuba,”
said the Captain. “We can get away from the Government and live as
free people. And we have plenty to eat and drink.” He showed me the
fish hold with its racks of iced fish, and he pointed out another gallon of
the colorless rum. “We can even ask you to come aboard our boat,” he
said softly, “without fear of getting arrested for counter-revolutionary
activities.”
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These vessels performed mostly passive fishing methods using
traps to catch lobster and fish. With this technology it appeared to me
that they would never exhaust their resource. I asked, “Does Cuba grant
licenses to foreign fishboats to harvest in your waters?”

“Yes, said their navigator. “The Russians and the Thais are fishing
in our waters but only offshore. Our bottom-fishing operation is not
much affected. Still, if we had offshore equipment we could do much
better, and I think all the fish in Cuba’s waters should be ours. We only
need investment to make it so.”

“And what about defections,” I said. “Do any of your boats make a
dash for Florida?”

“Not any more,” said the cook. “They keep track of us by radar, and
if any boat tries to escape they send a fast gunboat to intercept, and
then they put the Captain against the wall.”

“Why should we leave?” said the Captain. “We have the best jobs in
Cuba, maybe in the world! Cuba is good! Cuba is real!”

It was “autentico” all right. I heard a whimpering sound coming
from a cardboard box, and the Captain reached for his Pit Bull puppy.
Only twelve weeks old, the pup had been sleeping and awoke now to be
fed some fish scraps and beans. Then he was played with and cuddled
by the crew while Angel picked a live crab from a case of many others
packed in seaweed. The crab was tossed onto the deck and the puppy
danced around it, yapping. The crab assumed an engarde stance, both
pincers raised and open, and the puppy snapped at one, removing it
instantly. However, in the meantime the crab grasped the puppy’s lip
with its other pincer and hung on while the puppy wheeled around the
deck crying and growling. As the crew laughed and cheered, the puppy
finally pawed the severed pincer from his mouth, where it had been
hanging in death to the dog’s tongue. With it expelled he cornered the
clinging crab against the bulwark and dispatched it with loud crunches
and growls. Even I cheered.

Colonial Holism….
In the two months we spent in Cuba we saw nothing more fascinating
than the old city of Trinidad (not to be confused with the Island of the
same name). This sixteenth century metropolis, the first real sugar port
in the New World, is a compact and complete window on the past.
Recently restored with United nations funding as a World Heritage
Site, Trinidad has all its streets arranged in a tree pattern on a hillside
to drain like gravy in a guttered carving platter. All the effluent from
perhaps four thousand residents was daily thrown into the streets to be
washed by the rain down the middle of reverse-crowned, cobbled
thoroughfares into the bay.
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Cleaned up, the place is beautiful. Its architecture approaches
Moorish/Spanish, and its setting is inviting. Its habitations, some now
open to visitors, range from hovels to mansions, and its warehouses,
wharf and civic buildings are both sensible and grand. More than any
municipal relic I have seen, Trinidad shines as a perfect cockle found
shimmering on the beach, the discarded exoskeleton of a once-living
organism. Walking these streets was like belonging to that long ago
throng that lived here in the days of the Spanish Main. It made me want
to spend the night, to watch for the spirits of the slaves who built the
place, the cane harvesters and the stevedores, the pirates and the lords.
But we were on a guided tour with a bunch of French Canadians and
had to leave when they did. Ah well. SCRIMSHAW, our private time
machine, was waiting.

The Essential Paradox….
“I feel good,” the man shouted, over and over. He had been stumbling
around the wharf for at least two hours, exalting in his high but
disturbing the peace. Jo Anna and I were trying to sleep after a busy
day in Cienfuegos, a large town midway along Cuba’s southern coast.
The man was a guest aboard a large motor cruiser tied across the wharf
from SCRIMSHAW. There was plenty of room in the all-concrete
marina built by the Russians, but the Guarda had directed us to berth
right next to this floating brothel.  Our day in Cienfuegos had been
good. The city was very pleasant and fairly well maintained. It was a
local holiday; there had been a parade and music, but now the night
was getting rough.

Again the man shouted, “I feel good.” Loud music thumped away in
the cruiser’s cabin, now and then the girls screamed or exclaimed in
Spanish, and other men spoke incomprehensibly in English. We were
witnessing one aspect of Cuba’s gradual return to the sex tourism
common in the pre-Castro period. Then as now, this was about the only
way for many unprivileged young women to earn some hard money.

I could not prevent myself from wondering if my old friend Josepha
had been reduced to prostitution. I also wondered what had been the
difference, really, between this scene and my liaison with her. Hadn’t I
given her money at times? We enjoyed an affair of the heart, but wasn’t
it basically the same? Well, no it wasn’t, I thought. That was boy meets
girl. This was man hires woman. There was a difference, wasn’t there?

I did not protest the activity next door for fear of starting
something more unpleasant. Instead I resolved to leave in the morning,
installed my earplugs and tried again to sleep.

Our next stop was at Cayo Largo where we could anchor
SCRIMSHAW close to the Guarda station and leave her unattended for
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a few days while we visited Havana. The Guarda soldier assured me
that no one would attempt to board our boat for fear of being shot, by
him or his fellows.

We flew in a Russian jet across the Island and found La Havana
tawdry but charming. To me it was still very beautiful in places, and the
people were, despite their threadbare circumstances, as warm and
welcoming as I remembered them to be.

Besides the lack of paint and plaster, the main difference I noticed
in Havana, after forty years away, was the reduced population. The
throngs were gone, and I suspected it was not just because of fewer
visitors. Of course many Cubans had left when Batista left, many more
had fled during the Mariel boatlift, and others by any means, even
crossing the Gulf Stream on inner tubes. The net result, I now realized
from everywhere we’d been on this visit was that Cuba, unlike all the
other so-called “developing” countries we had seen, was not burdened
by a vast surplus of people. Even though many Cubans seemed to be
leading wasted lives for lack of anything constructive to do, we saw no
teeming throngs, traffic jams, steaming barrios or creeping suburban
squalor. This seemed like the most positive result of the revolution, an
actual resource that Cubans should try to retain.

This dearth of people raised questions, though, like how can they
minimize population and still “develop? Doesn’t “growth” imply more
and more people, fossil fuel, cars, building, smog, polar melting,
extinctions, storms, “cleansing” and war? I wondered, wouldn’t the
world be better off, all things considered, if everywhere was becoming
more like Cuba instead of more like China? Had we come here on a
voyage of discovery only to find this… the paradoxical – yea the
diabolical – essence of the human condition? These questions were
troubling to me then and are more so now.

We walked. There was no better way to see Havana, day or night,
than on foot. We found a midtown place to stay that catered to students
and aid workers, and we ambled for three days from the Malecon to
Ciudad Viejo. We dined with the tourists on excellent cuisine, took in a
floor show and some great music, ate with the locals on rice and beans,
and prowled the alleys and avenues day and night. We saw garish art,
grand plazas, national shrines, old forts and colossal architecture.

Besides the people it was the buildings that moved me most. They
had been so grand – even grandiose – that their present tawdriness
made them dear. Like aging royalty they seemed to speak the wisdom
that only time bestows. I had the feeling that there was not enough
money in America to fix up this place, yet the façade of the famous
Hotel Central was being propped up by complex scaffolding while a new
world class hotel was being built behind it, eager to accept its fine old
face. Nevertheless, many structures crumbling beyond repair were left
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standing and utilized for lack of funds even to tear them down. In such
condition and still inhabited were countless grand homes that enclosed
courtyard atria bursting with beautiful arrangements of tropical
horticulture. These furnished gardens, were surrounded by multi-
storied repeating arches facing inward from the streets and visible only
to those who entered. After pondering the greenery, birds and fountains
one perceived the monumental colonnades from which led many
secluded rooms. Like former beauty queens mellowing into
matronhood, these places made me long to live among them while they
clung to ageless charm.

I could not forestall the notion that Josepha was doing the same.
Was she still walking these streets where we once walked together
thumb-in-belt and braid-in-hand? Would I even recognize her? Or she
me? I yearned for it to happen yet I hoped it would not.

As Jo Anna and I moseyed through an outdoor art show in a park I
noticed two old men noticing me. Perhaps because I had seen so few
older Cubans, our eyes locked on one another’s. The two men seemed
frail but curious, as I must have looked to them, we being more or less
contemporaries. I approached to greet them. We shook hands, and
when their expected first question was answered “Los Estados Unidos,”
the one with whose hand I was clasped gasped. He grabbed my hand
with both of his, pulled it quickly to his heart, put his chin to my
shoulder and said, “Hermano!” (Brother).

When I was free I turned to the other man who, instead of
extending his hand to me, rubbed his thumb and fingers together and
pleaded, “Pisto” (as in asking for money).

Touched by the first gesture and disillusioned by the other, I
backed away and found Jo Anna nearby. She was admiring a large,
brightly colored, paper mache butterfly. I felt a bit ashamed for the old
gents to see me buying it, so without looking back at them I bought it
nonetheless. We moved on.

All through our visit to Cuba we had been seen by many people as
an opportunity. Mostly they wanted contact with the outside world, but
here in Havana we were often put-the-bite-on by the locals. Their
approach was sometimes quite direct, as with the old men; others were
very clever. More than once we were sketched in caricature by aspiring
artists who then offered us the sketches. They are dear to us yet for
their comic likenesses and surely worth the pittance that they cost.
Some people offered guide services, contacts, trinkets, etc. Usually their
advances could be stalled by saying simply, “Por favor, no nos moleste”
(Please don’t bother us).

One evening, however, as we sat with coffee among sidewalk tables,
we were approached by a pleasant-looking couple who asked to join us.
We readily agreed, and exchanged with them in conversation at some
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length. By the time we realized that it was a shakedown, we had come to
like these people. Our disillusion hurt, and we did indeed give them
some money in an effort just to disengage. They were openly displeased
with the amount, pleaded for more to buy medicine and tuition, and we
finally parted with recriminations on both sides. I admit to handling the
situation badly; we should have simply left.

Next day we did, and returned to SCRIMSHAW. This was always a
relief. Traveling, whether having fun or hassles, often carries stress, and
returning to the boat is like running home to mama. It is where you go
for doses of your own food, your own bed, your own books, music,
friends and family. It is where you go for stopping off and moving on.

Hog Harley Night….
“Capitan, you must follow this boat into the harbor. It is not allowed for
you to anchor here tonight.” After the sail to Isla de Joventud (Isle of
Youth, formerly the Isle of Pines), we were tired, it was late in the day
and we were looking forward to a comfortable night anchored behind
this extensive coral reef. The snorkeling tomorrow would be good. But
the driver of the launch, which was loaded with scuba divers after their
day on the reef, was insisting that we raise our anchor and follow him
through a mangrove channel into the nearby harbor. It was the
operations center for a large, Italian-owned diving resort.

We were directed to tie adjacent to a concrete building which
proved to house the advanced decompression chamber for treating
divers who had gone too deep and come up too fast and were therefore
suffering the bends. The building also housed a giant air compressor
used for filling SCUBA tanks.  The divers retired to the nearby resort
complex, we were checked in by the Guarda, and left apparently alone.

At about ten o’clock that night, when both Jo Anna and I were
resting well, someone started the overnight job of filling SCUBA tanks.
The compressor sounded like a hog Harley revving in our cockpit, and
each two-minute sprint was preceded by a great hiss of air as the next
tank was purged of any remaining pressure before filling it again. Not
even ear plugs helped.

In the morning we befriended the dockmaster who responded to
our invitation to visit aboard by actually entering our cockpit. We had
invited him out of courtesy, never expecting that he would accept
because we had learned that boarding a visiting yacht was strictly
prohibited for all but the Guarda Frontera. Again we had risked the
wellbeing of the locals!

The man stayed long enough for coffee and was extremely pleasant.
He asked about our trip and our impressions of Cuba. When I
answered, “Very beautiful but very sad,” he explained that he and his
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family had nothing more than a hovel and two sets of clothing.
Gesturing, he pointed out that he had no watch, no shoes beyond his
hand made sandals, and no hope. Just before the Guarda came to
summon him we managed to slip him all of our remaining Pesos and a
few dollars, which he hastily stuffed under the insoles of his sandals.
Suspecting that even our meager generosity would cause him to be
packed off to a work camp, we decided that our friends in Cuba did not
need us. We sailed at once for Yucatan.

Present Course and Speed….
The helicopter comes in low and fast and circles us. “There are no
markings on it at all,” I say to Jo Anna. “It must be a DEA chopper,”
“Think of how we must look to them up there.”

We are right in the middle of the Yucatan Channel, pushing the
boat almost as hard as she will go in these conditions. Broad reaching
under full main and most of the furling Genoa, we are overtaking the
waves and leaping into their troughs. Using extreme caution I climb to
the stern and hold out our flag to let the chopper know that we know
that he knows that we are an American vessel. After another circle the
chopper retires.

An hour later a big U.S. Coast Guard ship, unmistakable for the
wide, diagonal orange blaze on its bow, appears to the southwest and
attempts to contact us on the VHF radio. The caller knows our name
and documentation number. I curse; we have been through these
boarding drills before. “Why should they be allowed to accost us out
here?” I complain to Jo Anna. “We are in international waters!”

“They just know our little trimaran is loaded with Cubans and
cocaine,” she says.

After a few moments of forcefully calming down I respond to the
call, am told to change radio channels, and then informed, “We intend
to board your vessel. When our people approach, please heave-to.”

I object, saying, “We are tight for a daylight arrival at Isla Mujeres
(off Yucatan), and we do not have an adequate chart for entering that
harbor at night.”

“Very well,” says the officer, “maintain your present course and
speed.” Straining to see with binoculars, still the ship is too far away for
us to read its name, and the commanding officer refuses to give me his
name or his vessel’s name.

Six guys wearing red/blue exposure suits soon approach in a big
RIB (Rigid Inflatable Boat). They are stoic! Great dashes of spray are
slapping them. One speaks into a hand-held VHF radio and again
announces their intention to board. Then he asks me, “Please direct us
to the best position on your boat for us to come aboard.”
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I reply, “I have absolutely no advice for you as to where or how to
board, but if you are considering coming up over our swim step stern,
please beware of catching your hands or feet in the exposed steering
cables.”

The RIB paces us close alongside, falling behind when we catch a
crest and running ahead when we slow in the valleys. Both vessels are
bounding in the waves at different rhythms, and the very notion of
transferring people from one to the other seems ridiculous. They come
close in ill-timed passes and soon pull away. I hear the RIB officer
explaining to his Captain, “I don’t feel too good about this, Sir. The boat
is really moving and it’s too risky for us to get aboard.”

The Captain responds by again asking me if we can heave-to. Again
I object. “We may need every minute of daylight for entering at Isla
Mujeres.”

After a long minute the ship responds, “By our calculations, at your
present speed you will arrive at Isla Mujeres at four twenty this
afternoon.”

“Thank you Captain,” I say,“but permit me to inform you of sailing
versus driving ships. You have thousands of horsepower, whereas we
are dependent on the wind. As we approach the land mass the wind is
certain to change, probably in both strength and direction. I’m afraid
no one can calculate our arrival time anywhere, and our intended
harbor is littered with reefs. We must have daylight to enter or else stay
at sea another night.”

After a considerable silence I am again told to maintain present
course and speed, and I realize that he does not realize that it is
impossible to follow such directions for long in a sailboat. On the
excuse that the wind seems to be dropping I roll out the last quarter of
the Genoa and sheet it home.

Now the boat is really laboring, scooping off the tops of a Gulf
Stream chop. The RIB paces us again, and again is unable to match our
variations in speed. Finally the RIB withdraws and soon the ship
withdraws with no further communication. “I guess we just didn’t look
like smugglers,” says Jo Anna.

“If we ever really need those guys I’ll be glad to see them coming,” I
say. “But boarding us in these conditions could have damaged us and
drowned them. In the end they did the right thing.”

Just at dusk I call “Any Station” for directions on how best to enter
the harbor at Isla Mujeres. A very considerate yachtsman responds at
length to talk us in safely. Our Cuban junket is over.
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Don’t Lie….
The first thing we noticed ashore was freedom. It was positively
palpable! These people were not living in fear of their own government.

We and our boat were welcome here but not seen as aberrations.
We stayed a month, loving the place, and reveled in the fact that at any
taco stand on any street we could get something really good to eat.

At Cancun I met a man at a bar who said he worked for the DEA
(Drug Enforcement Agency). I told him we had been to Cuba and were
returning to the States. I asked him, “When we clear in at Key West, is
there anything I should know about dealing with Customs and
Immigration?”

“Don’t lie,” he said. “They know you’ve been to Cuba, and for the
time being you’ll probably get away with it just fine. Go on home and
have a good trip.”

We didn’t lie, and we didn’t know it at the time but that would be
the last “routine traverse,” our final foreign-water cruise in
SCRIMSHAW.
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EPILOG

We started building SCRIMSHAW in 1968 (Chapter 1). Today in 2011
she swings to her mooring out in front of the chicken house, a restless
mobile in a drowned river. Since returning from Cuba she has done a
lot of Chesapeaking, and last summer I drove her harder than ever, just
to see if anything would break. Something did, the Genoa sheet!
Otherwise, to those who enquire of her health she says, “I’m dandy,
thank you,” but to me she says, “Dammitall, I am ready to go anywhere,
and you don’t even know me yet.”
     For sure, I would like to know her better – even more intimately
than I do – but she just doesn’t understand that I’m not ready to go -
anywhere. Sad to say, that means it is coming time for her to have a
new suitor, perhaps a youngish family searching for their own fabled
island in the dawn, like, say Cuba when it opens up.

Where But Here?….
Since our “routine traverse” to Cuba in 1996 (fifteen years ago now), life
for the Islanders has become even more austere in some respects.
Reports are, however, that the Cubans are now more capable of
providing for themselves. There have been important agricultural and
medical advances, and energy requirements have actually declined
largely due to conservation. Access to the Internet is still restricted, but
the Cuban dictatorship is showing signs of becoming less despotic.
Foreign investments (other than American) have increased, and
judging by events in the rest of the world, it is still only a matter of time
before the Castro regime either changes or crumbles.  Despite
continued opposition from the Miami Cuban lobby, President Obama is
trying to advance toward normalized relations, and the Cuban people
seem more dauntless than ever.
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     Thanks to them, and to the many others who have helped me tell my
story here, it seems I have been exposed to a fair smidgen of our Blue
Planet, and because this is the conclusion to my memoir I will take the
liberty below to summarize how this exposure has shaped my world
view. The story is told, and I hope you have enjoyed it. What follows is
just shooting off my mouth, and I figure ‘where but here?’

Harbinger Island….
I cannot help suspecting that the island of Cuba could be a harbinger of
-- is maybe now a microcosm of – what’s in store for Island Earth. Yes,
this implies that humanity could be in for a hard time for a while, but
the Cubans are showing the world how to contend with finite territory
and resources.  Now the rest of us, it seems clear to me, must come to
realize that our present striving for perpetual growth, both economic
and demographic, is unsustainable, and our persistence is defiling the
planet.
     In the long term, I can’t worry much about the mess we make
because for sure another ice age (some experts say there have been
nine) will come along and clean things up just fine. But at the moment
we are still warming up after the last one (other experts say at an
unprecedented rate), yet we keep throwing fuel on the fire. Already the
frying pan is hot and overflowing, and this is one from which we cannot
jump. As the Polynesians discovered some thousand years ago, there
are no more un-peopled islands in the dawn, so we cannot stage a
Mariel-type boatlift to Miami or the moon. Earth is it! She is the only
blue one around and I think we all, like the Cubans, simply must adapt
to island life.

Balderdash?.…
There are signs that these realities, when combined with our present
revolution in social communication, may be creating a new global ethic.
In order to communicate with one another we must share some degree
of common reality, and it seems the World Wide Web is now causing
our individual perceptions of reality to become more common globally.
     If indeed the world is layered like an onion, – atmosphere,
hydrosphere, biosphere, lithosphere and so on down – then it looks like
there is yet another layer growing now. More like a net within the
biosphere, this “consciousphere” may soon permit almost everyone on
Earth to know and feel what almost everyone else is knowing and
feeling. It may take another few (hundred?) generations for this Net to
function without the need of nerd’s nests, satellites and iPad chips
implanted in our brains at birth, but maybe all those “unused” brain
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cells we’re supposed to have will finally be employed. I mean really!
What about our prodigies, savants and geniuses who so easily perform
such amazing mental feats? Why can’t we all become that “wired” all
the time?
     “Balderdash,” you say. Okay, but already the electronic revolution
seems to have us headed for a far more widely shared awareness of our
world, and this alone could bring about a change in human ethics.
Nothing new, it would only be the final truth of what was known, right
after Earth’s ninth ice age, as the good old Golden Rule. We would
finally accept that what we do unto others, and to our Island, we do –
literally – unto ourselves. And that, oh patient Island Earthling, is
enough to give an old boat nut new hope.

Another Plaything?….
There is even new hope for the old multihull. I am fond of saying that
the last fifty years have brought an absolute sea change in marine
architecture, with multihulls leading the way. Private yachts and racing
boats aside, just witness today’s fantastic commercial “cattlemaran”
excursion craft and the fleets of luxurious term charter vessels, not to
mention the powered “trawler yachts,” fast ocean ferries and the latest
naval combat ships – all multihulls.
     And now it’s official; just as this volume is released in March, 2011,
the official yacht of official yachting has become the multihull. The
Americas Cup, long a Corinthian bastion, is now committed long-term
to NASCAR-type competition sailed in forty-knot, wing-sailed
catamarans crewed by outstanding athletes. These high profile sporting
events, fresh for American audiences but long popular in Europe, begin
in 2012 and are to be hosted by the City Of San Francisco whose Bay
and Golden Gate enjoy the strongest sailing winds of any yachting
center in the world.  This venue offers a natural amphitheater for
making sailing a spectator sport. Commercially sponsored, the races
will, of course, be accompanied by an ongoing media extravaganza,
which further assures the ascendance of the multihull concept into the
mainstream of popular culture. Back in the sixties, we thought that our
crude new vessels were so obviously superior that they would reset the
sailing scene in five years. It has only taken fifty, and now that seems
like pronto.

But what, I often wonder, are the long-term prospects for the
multihull concept? In the Pacific’s pre-colonial past, outrigger craft
were at times developed for contending with swelling population and
declining resources in island (finite) territories.  In contrast, modern
multihulls emerged in our moment of cheap, abundant energy. This
ancient petro-sunlight that we burn is causing everything, especially
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humanity, to bloom. But what will happen when the blossom wilts, (as
flowers always do)? When some future anthropologist unearths a
rotomolded Windrider, buried in the sands of time, won’t he just
pigeonhole it as yet another plaything from The Age Of Waste?

     Maybe not. I like to think our modern multihulls were conceived
to mature – just in time I hope – for serving as useful implements in
The Green Recovery. I cannot believe that all of this new sailing
technology, most of it emerging just since WW II, is headed for the
sump of pure sport. No way! As with all creatures, human survival
depends on responding to changes in the environment, and I don’t
believe an “intelligent” species would invest in such bizarre “mutations”
as the internet, yea the consciousphere, and – of all things -- multihulls,
unless massive changes on the Island required such a radical response.
     That’s why, when considering our present energy predicament, it
seems likely that the ultimate seagoing vessel to serve humankind must
utilize the power of the wind. As far as we know, the best way to do that
efficiently just has to be with some sort of futuristic multihull. We know
almost enough to have them now, and the way things are going on the
Water Planet, it looks like we may need them pretty soon. No, I’m not
suggesting that multihulls can save the world. They are but one
example, albeit a good example, of applying modern technology to
ancient concepts, an approach which seems to point the way ahead for
humankind.
     Sound goofy? Well then, that’s what multihulls have done to me! Or
is it for me? Of course there’s just no telling what they’re yet to do for
us. All I think we can assume is that they’ll be with us for at least
another two or three millennia. After all, they’ve been around about
that long so far.
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Joe Farinaccio at Book Specs Publishing to whom Volume Two
is dedicated. Without his patience and publishing prowess this
work never would have hit the printed page.

Jo Anna Brown, who creates the environment that enables me
to advertise myself so shamelessly.

All you others know who you are and what you did for the project, but
only I know how close I came to giving up without you.

Finally, here’s a hearty HAIL! to all the individuals who have invested
substantial portions of their lives, some life itself, in creating the
phenomenon of modern multihulls.



“Conversations
With Jim Brown”

Multihull Nautical History &
Lore From a Master Storyteller

Discover the tales behind 20th century’s multihull revival, visit
historic ports around the globe, and sail on waves aboard classic vessels
… whether riding in your car or simply relaxing at home!

Multihull pioneer Jim Brown personally narrates and also engages
in conversations with other designers, sailors and boat builders from
the past 50 years – including historic figures within the movement.
These fascinating recorded audio discussions will open up your
understanding of multis and the unique heritage shared by
“multihullers” on oceans and inland waterways throughout the world.

Topics include:

Sailing Stories - cruising the world, favorite destinations,
unforgettable experiences, adventures & famous boats …

Multihull Development - who were the pioneering
designers, what attracted them to multis, reasons why certain
models were created & notable design features …

Spartan Cruising On A Budget – low-cost blue-water travel
around the world … before high-tech, high-dollar yachts (or
even GPS and long-range satellite communications), family
situations at sea, in search of one’s own “Shangri La”  …

And much more!

These conversations are being recorded and made available to
multihullers around the world in downloadable mp3 audio format.

For more information on how to listen to these historic
multihull audios, visit www.OutRig.org or

www.OutrigMedia.com today!


